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IF Transformer Characteristics
PART NO.
16-5700
16-570 2
16-3731
16-5728
16-5730
16-6649
16-6650
16-6651
16-5704
16-5706
16-6652
16-6653
16-6654
16-6679
16-6752
16-6754
16-6655
16-6656
16-6657
16-5712
16-6133
16-5'114
16-3736
16-5740
16-5742
16-5782
16-5784
16-6658
16-6659
16-6660
16-6661
16-6662
16-6663
16-6666
16-6667
16-6668
16-6669
16-6670
16-6678
16-6678
16-6670
17-3486
16-6758
16-6770
17-7400
17-7412
17-7510
17-7514
16-8091
Hr8099
16-6665
17-3484
17-3487
17-3488
16-6675
17-9373
17-6753
17-6074

F'REO.

USE

KC

Input
Output
ct. Output
Input
Output
Input
Interstage
Output
Input
Output
Input
Interstage
Output
Output.
Input
Output
Input
Interstage
Output
Input
Interstage
Output
ct. Output
Input
Output
Input
Output
Input

IND .
ufi

8000
175
175
8000
175
8000
175
8000
175
8000
175
8000
175
4000
8000
175
262
2000
262
3500
262
5000
262
4500
262
5000
262
5000
262
262
370
3000
370
2500
370
2300
456
1300
456
666
l~O
456
456
1500
900
456
456
1125
456
456
456
1400
456
1400
456
1400
456
1400
456
1~0
456
1~0
456
1550
456
1250
456
2150
456
2150
456
1400
456
1400
456
1400
456
456
456
456
456
456
Perm. Tuned
456
Perm. Tuned
456
1500
123
1500
123
10. 7 l'tC
10.7 MC
10.7 MC
10. 7 MC
455
656
455
656
!0.7M"'

Interstage

Output
Input
Input
Output
Input
Output
Input
Output
Output
Input
Output
Output
N. B. Disc.
Input or Output
Output
Input
Output
Input-Interstage
Outout
Input
Output
FM IF
Dl.saiminator
Ratio Det.
Ratio Det.
Input
Output

Q

I3AND Y.' DTFI KC
lOX

2X

51
51
69
90
90
46
50
46
52
50
56
46
52
54

6. 5
12. 2
9.8
12.5
16.5
6.0
5.7
11.2
6.8
17.9
9.5
10.4
18.0
12.0

17. 7
32
23.2
30.0
44.0
17. J
15.0
29.5
18. 4
46.2
24. 7
27.6
51.0
34.0

82
55
84
104
45
104
70
136
1'10

8.4
11.3
18.8
11.1
14.5
12.3
23. 2
8.4
13.8

24.4
30.0
47.7
27.7
36.5
37.6
60.0

63
46
63
56
92
92
77
78
67
67
63
70
70

18.8
12.5
17.5
22.4
11.2
15.0
14.1
18.0
22.5
22.5
17. 5
16.6
18.8

46.6
33.0
50.5
61. 5
30.0
41.0
37. 5
49.5
54. 3
58.0
50. 5
41. 1
521

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
4
8
10
10
9
9
9

12.8
17.00
350
peak- peak
peak-pe&k

32.0
55.1

2

14.4
17.5
244

37. 5
47.0
666.0

3)

38

peak-peak Linear 15 KC

llO

110

75
75

Phono-Oscllator
Beat Freq. Osc.
Beat Freq. Osc.

CODE-These Transformers Found in the MEISSNER Catalogue Under TIUe Given Opposite CODE Number:
1. STANDAT.D GENERAL REPLACEME~T

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CODE

HI Q IRON OORE STANDARD
AIR CORE PLASTIC
TWEET FILTER OU'fPUT

FM
""
FM AM COMPOSITE
10.7 MC. IF, DISC AND RATIO DET.
8. NARROW BAND Dl.SCRIMINATOR COIL
9. '~AND EXPANDING"
10. 3/ 4" PERMABil..ITY TUNED LINE.

400KC
400KC

l

1
1
2
2
3
3
3
1
1
3
3
3
4
10
IO
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
2

9

5
7
7

7
6

- - - - - - - L E A D E R S IN COILS AND

~
I
. .

TRANSFORMERS SINCE

T-20C51
T·20C53
T-20C64
T·20C55
T•20C49
T-20C56
T·20AOO

SELECTED POWER TRANSFORMERS
SEC. #1 mt.: O'RRFNr
Power Trans.
240-0-240
40MA
Power Trans.
300-0- :.>-0
70MA
Power Trans.
300-0-300
120MA
Power Trans.
350-0-350
70MA
Power Trans.
350-0-350
120MA
Power Trans.
375-0-375
150MA
Power Trans.
400-0-400
340MA
Power Trans.
600-0-600
200MA
Plate Trans.
1075-0-1075
95MA
500-0-500
125MA
Plate Trans.
1560-0-1560
200MA
1250-0-1250
Plate Trans.
400MA
1875-0· 1875
1560-0· 1560
Plate Trans.
iLo 2450-0·2450
IHi aooo-o-aooo 500MA
Filament Trans.
2.5V.ct.
IO AMP
Filament Trans.
5V. ct.
3 AMP
Filament Trans.
5V. ct.
15 AMP
Filament Trans.
5V. ct.
21 AMP
Filament Trans.
6.3V. ct.
3 AMP
Filament Trans.
6.3V. ct.
10 AMP
Filament Trans.
7.5V. ct.
8 AMP
Filament Trans.
IOV. ct. or
12 AMP
lJV. ct.
11 AMP
Choke
5/25 MA
Choke
60/ 100 MA
Choke
100/ 150 MA
Choke
150/ 300 MA
Choke
200/250 MA
Choke
250/375 MA
Input I: 10

T-2!1AO 2

Input I:2!l

T·20A06

lnput I: 1
Hum Bt.eking

T-2!1A 16
T-2!1AI8

Interstage 1: 2
interstage 1: 3

T-20Al9
T-20D77
T·20D79
T-20080

T-21M52

Interstage 1: 3
Oriver 2. 5: 1
Ori ver 5. 2: 1
Driver 3. 2: I
2:1
Drl ver Ratio
11.75-3
Modulation

T-21M54

Modulation

T-21M61A

Univ. Modulation

T-21M58

Modulation

T·20C62
T-22545

Splatter Suppressor
Output

T-22586

Output

PART NO.
T-24ROOU
T-22R02
T-22R05
T-24R02U
T&24RD5
TS-24R06
T-22R35
T-22R36
T-2IP93
T-21P83
T·21P79
T-21P96
T-21F02
T·21F03
T-21F20
T-21F07
T·21Ft0
T-21F12
T-21FI6
T·21F19

T-20084

t:SE

TS-24550A Output
TS-24S51

Output

T&24552

Output

T-22588

Output

T-22874

Output

.

CHOKES

5V-2A,
5V-2A.
5V-3A,
5V-2A,
5V-3A,
5V-3A,
5V·6A,
5V-3A.

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS ETC
1'll<YT'F

6.3V ct-2A
6.3V ct.-3A
6.3V ct-5A
6.3V ct-2.5A
6.3V ct-4.7A
6. av ct-4. 7 A
6.3V ctr7A
6.3Vct-5A

\

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
3
7, 500 V· INS.
1,600 V. INS.
10,000 V. INS.
1,600 V. INS.
1,600 V. INS.
1.600 V. INS.
1,600 V. INS.
1.600 V. INS.

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6

7
7
7
8
8
8

500-Llne To Class B Grid

8

Pri: IOK CT. SEC: 4.5, 3.75, 3.K
ie: 6N7, 2-6V6, 2-6AQ5 etc.
Pri: 6. GK ct. Sec: 4000
le: P·P 6L6
Prl: 125 MA. Sec: I 25/ 250 MA.
le: SK, 6K, 71<, SK, 9K, IOK Ohm Loads
Pri: 15K ct. Sec: 6. 25 K
le: 811- 812 Class B
.2 To 1. 5 hy. inductance
Prl: l.5-3K Ohms. Sec: 3. 2-4 Ohms.
ie: 6A5, 25B6, 50L6 etc.
Pri: 2- I4K Ohms. Sec: 3. 2-4. 6-8 Ohms
Universal Single or PP plate
Pri: 2K Ohms. Sec: 3. 2 Ohms.
le: 50A5, 50L6, 6B4 etc.
Pr!: SK Ohms. Sec: 3. 2 Ohms.
le: 25A5, 35L6, 6B4 etc.
Prl: 7-tOK Ohms. Seel 3.2 Ohms.
le: 3Q5, 6B5, 6N7, 7B5. etc.
Prl: 2-14K Sec: 3. 2-4, 6-8 Ohms
Universal Single or PP Plate
Prl: 2. 5-14K Ohms. Sec: 1-ro Ohrrs.
Universal Single or PP Plate
6.3V ct. 4.75 A

9

Vibrator Power or 325-0-325
117 V AC
1.5 MA
Photo-Flash power 2250V. DC
2.5 V. • L75 A
T-22R42
Line Drop
250VA
11(}.125V
T-23V23
220-250V 50-00cy.
CODFr-These Components Found in the Thordarson Catalogue under T1Ue Glven Opposite Code 'Number:
1. U1'1VERSAL REPLACEMENT POWER TRANSFORMER
~ 8. DRIVER TRANSFORt.1ERS
2. PLATE TRANSFORMERS
9. MODULATIO?'l AND UNIVERSAL MODULATION
3. AMATEUR SPECIAL PLATE TRANSFORMER
IO. ::;PLATTER SUPPRESSOR CHOKE
4. FILAMENT TRANSFORMER
11. OUTPur SINGLE & P.P. TO VOICE COIL
5. CHOKES!UNIVERSAL SWINGING AND SMOOTHING
12. VlBRATOR POWER TRANSFORMERS
6. INPUT TRANSFORMERS
13. PHOTO-FLASH TRANSFORMERS
7. INTERSTAGE TRANSFORMERS
14. VOLTAGE CHANGER TRANSFORMERS
T-22R24

mnF

2
2

15/35 hy.
8/ I7hy.
3/7 hy.
l/9 hy.
4/5 hy.
4/8 hy.
500/600 ct. ohms. To 60000 CT
2!10/ 250 ct. ohms. To 2!1000 CT
35/ 50 ct. ohms. To 20000 CT
500/600 ct. ohms. To 240000 CT
200/ 25 ct. ohms. To 80000 CT
35/50 ct. ohms. To 80000 CT
500/600 ct. ohms. TO 500/ 600 CT
200/ 250 ct. ohms. To 3>0/ 250 CT
35/ 50 ct. ohms. To 500/600 CT
7000 ohms. To 40 ,000 CT
7000 ohms. To 40,000 CT
15000 ohms. To 40 ,000 CT
!OK· 20K ct. ohms. To 90K-180K ct.
.
30 MA. Prl.
le: 1-6C5 To 2-6F6 AB2
30 MA. Pri.
le: 'niode 6V6 To 2-6L6 AB2
IOO MA. Pri. le: PP 6L6 To 2-lOOTH B

20 WATT
capacity
10 WATT
Audio
25 WATT
Audio
60 WATT
Audio
100 WATT
Audio
lOOMA DC
3 WATT
Audio
3 \\ATT
Audio
5 WATT
Audio
5 WATT
Audio
5 WATT
Audio
8 WATT
Audio
25 WATT
Audio
135 MA

3

I 895-------

9
9

10
11
11

11
11

11

11
11
12
13
14
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GENERAL CONSTRUCTION HINTS
The following hmts on the construction oC receivers
from Meissner Kits are olfered to the experimenter to call
11111 attention to a few of the practices that the engineer
or professional radio nian uses. Thell' observation will,
perhaps, eliminate easily-made erro1·s and will a!lllure
prope1· operation of the completed receiver.
PICTORIAL DIAGRAM
A pictorial wiring diagram ot each kit has been prepared w ith great care to show what no circuit diagram
can ahow-the physical 111 rangement of parta and leads,
which, m many cases, ls more important t.nan some of the
values of circuit elements shown In the schematic diagyam.
I! the arr~ngement of parts shown therein ls followed
closely, your kit will work with the aame freedom fr?m
trouble that characterizes the finished original Muter
Alodela leaving the engineering department oC the Meissner Manufacturing Division.
Very close adherance to
the arrangement shown will bring results which cannot be
Improved even if re-assembled ;md rewired by Meissner
En_gineiers.
For the sake of c:lar1ty, all pictorial diagrams are drawn
with components aome\\hat smaller in proportion to the
cha.as;. than a true scale drawing would show them, but
they are shown in the p1 ope1· pJace with respect to all
uther parta.
All components have been placed in positions that
facilitate wiring as much as possible and which give minimum coupling or rereneration.
Each wire ln the p1ctonal diagram has its color shown
to f1&c11itate wiring and checking. The corresponding colora of wire are furnished in the kit, each In sufficient
quantity to make the required connections. It la recommended that yoa !ollow these colors.
AVOIDING MISTAKES IN WIRING
It. has been found a ROOd plan to ico over each wire on
the Pictorial Diagram with a colored pencil l\S that wire Is
placed in th'e chassis. If this plan is followed without exception, t.he progress of wiring is obvious from a single
rlance at the marked diagram, the unfinished portion la
quickly identified, and errors in wiring will automatically
be non-existent.
WIRE LENGTH AND POSITION
All wiring should be kept as short as convenient and
should be placed close to the chassia. Wiring, particularly
a plate lead, that stands several Inches from the chassis
provides much rreater coupling or regeneration than wiring placed close to p;rounded metal objects sucn as the
chaasia, and consequently should be avoided.
IN SULATING SLEEVING
Braided Insulating sleeving or "Spaghetti Tubinc" is
r-ecommended on a few leads in most kits where there is
considerable chance for a ahort-circuit to occur between
that lead and aome other object. Most leads, however,
•ill not require aleevinc if arranged u ahown in the
Pictorial Diagram.
LOCKWASHE RS
Lockwaabers are provided with all nuts so that each
nut may be adequately fastened in auch a manner that
vibration will not loosen It. Put o lockwasher of appropriate size on each acrew before putting on the nut, then
tighten the nut until it. is quite firmly seated, compressing
the lockwasher. U this is done the iusembled kit will have
the ume freedom from loose parta as ;rood commercial
receivers.
SOCKETS
When mounting wckets into a chauis pa7 epecial atteatioa to t ... poeitioa of
KeJ'••J' in octal socket.a or
to the number one and seven pins ln mln1ature sockets.
This precauUon will eliminate the distastet'Ul and exasperatinc task of removinc all o! the connections rrom the socket
to permit reversing lt if lt was originally installed incorrecUy.
PAPER CONDENSERS
Most paper by-pass condensers have one connection
marked "ground" to designate the outside foil in the condenser. If this end is itrounded this out.side foil ahielda
the inside foil which is the "hot" or high-potential part of
the cond.en:ier: Wherever a condenser by-passe ~ any point
to chau1s 1t is recommt-nded that the "grouna" 1ide of
the condenser be connected to chaasis.

t"•

DRY ELECTROLYTIC CONDEN5£R5
Dry electrolytic conden1er1 have their po$itiYe . . .
mnrked "positive" or "plus." When connected into a circuit the marlied polaritJ' m••t be obae.-.ed.
WET ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
\Vet electrolytic condensers usually do not. have their
polarity marked 11ince the can is always negative. Thq
11bould never be operated in a horizontal pos1t1on for more
than a few minutes. They all have some meana of
"breathing" when in operation . IC turned ups ide down or
horizontally the fluid may leak out during operation.

BYPASSING
When circuits are built from kits which are supplied with full
constructional data, the builder does not usually have tf, concern himself with the problems of bypassing. However, if an
attempt ls made at lniUal desl£ll, a working knowledge ot the
basic fundamentals of bypa.ssinc may mean the difference beween producing a non-workable unit and producinc a satisfactory one.
Bypassing ls al ways done in order to rorm a low impedance
AC path to cround or to the proper return point.
The frequencies to be bypassed may range from the highest in the
receiver to the lowest, and the value o! the required bypass
condenser depends on its reactance to the lowest frequency
which it must pass, and also the Impedance of the path i! no
bypass were present. In general, the reactance or Ute condenser should be many Umes ( 100 to 1000) smaller than the impedance of the alternate path. Talte, for instance, a peat.ode
tube operating as an IF amplifier at 455 kc and from a 100 volt
supply. It has a 1000 ohm resistor in its screen circuit and we
want to return the IF signal, which will be developed on the
screen, to chassis rather than let lt return through the 1000
ohm resistor to the B supply where it could cause undesired
coupling with other rF ampli!ler stages. Looking up the reactance ot the various size condensers to the trequency of 455
kc we find that if we want the reactance to be 300 times less
than the resistance, then lt must have a value or 3-1/3 ohms
which corresponds to the reactance oC a .1 m!d. condenser.
In determining the reactance o! any condenser at any frequency,
the following rormula ma,y be used.
Xc(capacltive reactance) - 1+21iCC
where Xe is in ohms
1f ls 3.1416
t ls 1h cycles
and C.ls in farads
It will be noted ln examlninc circuit diagrams that the rauo
mentioned above, that is the raUo o! the reactance to the
alternate path impedance, ls in some cases much greater than
1000. This ls particularly true at VHF and UHF where the cost
or a ceramic or mica condenser ls about the same over a wide
ranee of values, and also at audio frequencies where an electrolytic condenser must be used.
A bypass condenser ln combination with a resistor ls someUmes referred to as a decouplinc network. In this case, the
same rule sUll holds. the reactance should be many times
smaller than the resistance.
The same combinaUon is also used ln a slightly different
manner as a hum tilter. A t.yplcal example or this ls found in
the circuit diagram of the power amplllier shown on page 74 of
this manual. The B supply to all points in the amplifier, except
the 6L6 plates, comes out or the power supply throul!b a 6800
ohm resistor, and following this resistor it is bypassed to
chassis through a 10 microfarad condenser. The resistor and
the condenser act as a volt.ace divider to any 120 cycle ripple
voltage coming out o! the power supply. The reactance of 10
micro!erads to 120 cycles ls approximately 130 ohms so that
we have a voltace divider with ai>Pr<>ximately a 50 to 1 ratio,
and the ripple component will be reduced by a factor ot 50 to 1.
Two special cases ln bypassing are worthy of note. One is
ln the case ot bypassing high frequency RF. At high frequencies the lnducUve reactance o! a condenser and its leads
becomes quite hich. For this reason, it Is essential that the
physical size of the condenser be kept small and its leads
short. The other special case is where a bypass condenser ls
called on to bypass both very low and very high frequencies.
An electrolytic condenser is a poor bypass !or R. F. so ln this
special case it will be found advantageous to parallel the
electrolytic with a mica, ceramic or paper condenser.
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RESISTANCE CORDS
Equipment for AC-DC operation cannot have a power
transformer aince the transformer will not work on D-C.
Where it it neceuary to obtain low voltarea for filament.a
from a 110 volt line, the lllaments are usually connected
in aeries and a reaiatance connected between the filaments
and one 1ide of the line. Often, tbia resistance la built
Into the line cord. When such Is the cue; the cord will
become quite warm in operation. It altoulcl ae,,.,. l>e cwt
...ort for to do ao would change the resistance and damage
the tubes. It should not be operated with the cord all
bunched up but should be spread out for proper coolinr.
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FIGURE 2.

POWER TRANSFORMERS
Unless apecifically marked for other service all Meiaaner power-transformers are designed for 110 Volt 60- 60
cycle 1upply. Tht>y may be uaed on higher frequencies if
desired but cannot be uaed on lower !requenciea. If 40
or 26 cycle transformers a.re nece11S&ry they must be furni1hed 11pecial.
U any power transformer is found to hum or bun objectionably, the mounting screws 1hould be tightened up.
If this fails to cure the trouble, the acrews should be
loosened up and the edges of the laminations painted with
heavy orange 11hellac, the transformers allowed :.o stand
for several houn, and the bolts then tigntened up.

They are actually batteries of essentially constant voltage but very high resistance. As a consequence if a voltmeter is connected across the cell, the meter will read a
voltage far lower than the open-circuit or no-load voltage
of the cell. It is not a good idea to measure the voltage
of a bias cell or to permit it to become short-circuited.
If, through accident, the bias cell is short-circuited for
1ome period of time it will probably resume its . normal
operating characteristics shortly after the short-circuit is
removed. If it is desired to determine whether the bias
cell is operatinr properly, a single flash-light dry cell may
be substituted for the bias cell to check for similarity of
action. The outside containers of both the flash-light battery :ind the bias cell are the negative terminals.

GANG CONDENSERS
Gang condensers :ire instruments of prec1s1on that
ahould be looked upon with respect. They are made :ind
adjusted by experts to very close limits of uniformity i;o
that your kit may have the best possible "tracking" and
accuracy of calibration. To give them the best protection
when handling them or working on any chassis on which
they are mounted, keep the condenser closed, that is,
plates fully meshed. Never bend a condenser plate unless
you are very s ure that you Know what will happen.

DIAL LIGHTING
When dials are illuminated from the rear, uniformity
of illumination over the dial scale can some times be improved by placing a piece of .rlos11y white cardboard or
white painted metal bthind the dial lights to act as a reflector.
When dials are illuminated from the front , sometimea
improvements in uniformity can be made by equivalent
treatment in appropriate places.

ADJUSTABLE CONDENSERS
_Adju11table mica condensers are used to align many circuits. They are usually built with fine -pitch threads
(many threads per inch) to facilitate adjustment. Because
ot the amall i:ize of the threads the strenizth thereof is
limited. Accordingly, do not force a trimmer ocrew adjuohneat.

RANCE SWITCHES
Range switches are i;o designed that their self-wiping
contacts keep themselves clean if the switch is placed in a
protected place such as inside a closed cabinet or under a
chassis. The greatest threat to sttisfactory operation is
rosin on the contacting surfaces. Therefore, when ~older
ing connections to the switch lugs, heat the lug and wire
quite hot by means of the Iron before applying the rosin·
cored solder so that as soon as the solder is O.J.•plied it will
quickly flow :iround the wire forming :\ perfect joint with
as little solder as po!'sible. By keeping the quantity of
solder sm'Bll, the chances for the rosin to spatter or ftow
onto the contacts are minimized .
SHIELDED WIRE
Shielded wire is not the panacea for nll regeneration
troubles. It must be used with discretion, remembering
that it has a relatively high capacity of not too good
power factor. When used on the grid or plate leads of
radio-frequency or intermediate- frequency circuits, the
capacity add<'d may prevent proper tuning or trimming.
Its use. in Meissner Kits has been 1pecified only where it
can be used to advantage safely.

BIAS CELLS
Biu cells are used in many receiver• and Kib to furnish grid bias, Instead of using a cathode bias resistor •
and by-pass conden11er. They are held in clips some-times
mngly, some-times in multiples. Fig. 2 shows these units
UMmbled in their holder as used in Meissner Kits.

SOLDERED CONNECTIONS
All joints must be well soldered to insure good electrical
connections. When the solder on each joint has cooled,
test the joint to be sure that it is perfect. Attempt to
pull the joint loose or wiggle it . If the joint breaks or
the wire wiggles in the "soldered" connection, insufficient
heat or solder (probably the former) was used in the 1irat
attempt and the joint should be reheated. Use only rosincored solder and plenty of bent. All surfaces must be
clean. Never use soldering-paste, acid. or other ftuid ftux.
SOLDERING IRONS
work can be done with any kind of a
soldering iron whether heated by gas, electricity or other
source of heat, provided that the iron is kept properfy
tinned and that it has enough thermal capacity to do the
job. For most connections of wires to lugs, even a very
small iron will be ltatisfactory, but where connections are
soldered to the chassis or to any other large objects, a
large iron is required in order to get. the chassis hot
enough to solder properly.
The first time a soldering iron is used it is necessary
to "Tin" it properly. Get the temperature high enough to
melt solder freely, file the desired surfaces until smooth
and clean , then quickly apply rosin-cored solder before the
cleaned surface has an opportunity to oxidize or discolor
badly. If ros in in the solder is the only flux used when
1.inning the iron, it may be necessary to m11ke several attempts before the iron is tinned properly. A small amount
of soldering-paste applied to the cleaned surface of the
iron just bt>fore the solder is applied will facilitate tin·
ning, but the paste should neYer be used in soldering any
of the wiring in the Kit.
If a soldering iron is used that is heated by gas or other
1lame, the tinning on the point of the Iron will he best
preserved if the ftame does not strike the tinned surface,
:ind if the temperature of the iron is never permitted to
~t too high. If the iron ~ets reci -hot, it will be necessary
to re-tin the working surface before good work can again
be done with it. It 11t far more satisfactory to use a
small flame heating the iron almost continuously rather
than to use a large flame heating the iron for short
periods only. In the latter case invariably the iron will
be permitted to overheat.
Sati~factory
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MICA CONDENSERS & RESISTORS

Carbon resistors and Mica condensers of different manufacturers are marked in different manners as shown below:
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Figure l.
All resistors in Pictorial Wiring Diagrams are shown
approximately 3/4 actual size.
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HANDY RADIO FORMULAE
Direct Cl.l'rent Relations
VOLTS
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AMPERES

OHMS
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Complex Impedance
z
z

+
-+
z

Resistance Relations
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""'...........
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ir, ltt lf3

Two Resistances Only

R~~{IE
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R1 x Rt
R1 +Rt
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Resonance Formillae
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Where F Is in cycles, L is In henrfes, and C In Farads
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Over -Coupled Circuit Frequencies
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Wh•• F is the resonant
frequency of eodl circuit
Independent of the other
and K is the
coupl~-coefficient
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GENERAL INFORMATION
INTRODUCTION
In any circuit using transformers or coils it is necessary
to know how to select the proper transformer or coll for the
specific application. All complex circuits can be broken down
into numerous simple circuits as discussed in the folloWing
text. This sho~d enable the reader of this manual to make the

most advantages selection of components. Along with these
baste circuits, by application, ls an explanation of the theory
of design and selection to better assist in the selection of coils
and transformers.

LOAD
PULL WAVE
MALI WAVI

·w.=VOLTAOf OOUILltt

I. Rectification:

An alternating current ls applied to a load in

series with a device permiting high current now in one direction
and relatively low current now in the other direction.

L+

1 ... VAflTINO IN~UT

VOLTAO I

·~~nfb
~
tit WAVl 010011:

Rectifiers may be tubes (Vacuum or gaseous), copper oxide,
selenuim, etc.
Rectifying action is used for:
SUPPL YING D.C. POWER: Circuits include half wave
rectifiers, full wave rectifiers, voltage doublers. and grid
controlPll Rectifiers-ruLL '*•VI
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____...

--41
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DITICT'Olt '"

DETECTION: Intelligence transmitted on an inaudible
frequency must be detected or demodulated to be understood.
The function of the receiver is to reproduce the output signal
as nearly like the original as possible.
Diode detectors employ half wave, full wave, and grid
controlled rectification.
Typical circuits and components
are soown above.

II. Amplification: A changing voltage of low magnetude is
applied to control the electron stream of a higher magnetude.

t
!

CATHOOl I NJ(Cl 10•

Grid Controlled Amplification ls compost>d of five types:
classified by the location of the bias voltage on the curve
formed by tile plate current now plotted against the grid voltage;
as follows:
CLASS A--ln a class A Amplifier the grid bias is fixed so that
plate current flows at all times.
CLASS A B1 AND CLASS ABz-:ln a class AB Amplifier the 'rid
bias is fixed so that plate current flows for appreciably more
than half but less than the entire duty cycle. The peak driving
voltage in a class ABt Amplifier does not exceed the negative
bias voltage. In a class AB2 Amplifier the peak driving voltage
exceeds the negative bias voltage.
CIASS B-A class B Amplifier has its grid bias at approximately
Frequency conversion in superheterodyne receivers Is commonly
done by pentagrid converter tubes which utilize electron stream
injection. 1'he input signal (E) is beat against the mixing signal
(E2> to give basically the following four signals in the plate
circuit:. Et. E2, E1+E2, and E 1-E2; the latter used as the IF
signal in the receiver.

UifT(llt tLECTlltOOt Ollt
C'UCHtON l'TlltC&W •NJICTIOM

cut off in order that there will be no appreciable current flow
when there is not an exciting voltage applied to the grid.
CLASS c--A class C Amplifier has its grid bias fixed at a point
exceeding cut off so that plate current nows only during a
fraction of the input duty cycle.
Class A Amplification finds its greatest use in receiver radio
frequency circuits. Class AB and Class B in audio power
amplifiers, and Class C in radio frequency power amplifiers.
Ill. Frequency Mixing: Frequency mixing can be employed in
any of the circuits of an electron tube and ls converting
frequency in snperheterodyne receivers, modulating radio
frequency amplifiers, and mixing speech and music.
IV. Other Circuits: These include automatic gain control,
.,llutomatic frequency control, bridge, limiter, oscillator, separator, superregeneratlve, picture tube filter, etc. Since the scope
of this manual must be limited these circuits have not bef'n discussed. Careful analysis wUl show their similarity or that they
are a part of the circuits covered in topics I, II, and m.

RADIO COILS AND
CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS
RADIO COILS
Radio coils an frequently thought of in the light of being nsentially radio components, and as a pan of the more general classification "Inductance." In ordtr to understand the performance of coils
in radio receivers, it is lint neceuary to understand the fundamental
ideas about inductance and about resonant circuits.
Inductance is of two general types, "Self-Induetance" and "Mutual-Inductance," both of which arc imponant in a radio receiver
and both of which are described below.

SELF INDUCTANCE
Self inductance is, by definition, that magnecic property of a cir·
cuit that opposes any change in current. When a current flows in a
wire, a magnetic flux is set up around that wire. If the current increases, the Rux incruaes and, as it increaws, the Rwr generates a
voltage that tends to oppose the increaae in current.
If the conductor is wound into a coil, the Rux from many turns i1
concentrated 90 that each tum in the coil encloses not only its own
flux, but allO that from many other turns, thereby gnatly increasing
the eff~iveness of uch turn. Where the turns are large in diameter
but bunched very closely together, the inductance increases practically in proportion to the square of the number of turns in the coil.
The rractical unit of inductance is the "Henry" which i1 th1t
value o inductance in which one volt is gcner1ted when the current
is changing at the rate of one ampere per second. Thit unit of inductana! is of quite convenient size when dealing with problems in
power filter design, but is much too large for convenience when
duling with problems in intermediate frequencies or in hia:h frequencies. For intermediate frequency work a one-thousandth part of
a Henry, called I millihenry, i1 the most convenient unit of induc·
ance, and for higher frequencies the microhenry, a one-millionth
pan of a Henry, i1 more convenient.
When an inductance is connected in an alternating current circuit,
the current drat flows is a function of the voltage across the induct·
ance, the frequency of the current, and the magnitude of the induct·
ance. The impedance to the flow of current is exprttted:
XL = 2 wFL
or
X._ = (J)L
where
(J)
2T times Frequency (cycles per second),
F= frequency (cyclea per second),
L = inductance in Henrys.
Impedance in an alternating current circuit is very similar to re·
1i•ance in a dirtct current circuit except that the magnitude of the
impedance changes with frequency. If it were not for thi1 fortunate
dect, radio receivers and any other devicet employing rnonant
cin:uits would be unknown.

=

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE
In the section on Self-Inductance, above, the definition of "Selflnductaoce," and the properties thereof were briefly expl1ined. If,
in the example of the bunched winding, h1lf of the tum1 formed
one circuit and the remaining half formed another circuit, a change
in magnttic ftux occasioned by a change in current in one winding,
would induce two voltages, one in iu own winding opposing the
change in current, and the other in the 1CCOnd coil. Thj1 phenomenon
of a voltage_ induced in the turns of one coil by a change in current
in another coil is known H "Mutual Inductance."
The unit of Mutual Inductance is the "henry" defined 11 that
value of mutual inductance in whjch one volt is generated acf'09
the terminals of one coil whtn the current in the other coil i1 changing at the rate of one ampere per second.
The practical units for Mutual Inductance are the same as those
for 1elf inductance, namely the Henry, Millihenry and Microhenry.
A very convenient property of mutual inductance is that the
mutual inductance existing between two dissimilar coils is the samt,
whether the current change i1 in the large coil and the voltage is
measured in the small one or vice versa, regardleu of how dis·
1imilar the coil• may be.
Thi1 phenomenon called mutual induct1nce makes the formulae
for inductance1 in 1erit1 or in parallel much different from the furmulae for resist1nces. In the latter case, the equivalent resistance of
two rt1i1taoces in 1erit1 i1 the 1um of the individual reaistances;
but in the case of two inductancn in 1erin. there may be a mutual

inductance between the coils that may seriously disturb that •imple
relationship. If the two coils are placed so that the wires of one
coil and those of the other coil occupy practically the same space, n
in the case of winding the second coil as a single layer directl} over
the lint 1ingle layer coil, or between the turns of the fir~t coil, the
overall inductance of two equal coils wound as above, will be twice
the sum of the inductances of the two individual coils, if the coil1
are conn~ed "Aiding" and will be'practically zero if connecttd
"Opposine." This is a special case which seldom occun, but 1how1
one of the extremes of mutual inductance which can influence the
equivalent inductance of two coils connected in series
The general expreuion for any case involving only two coils in series is : overall
inductance equals the sum of the individual inductances plus or minus twice the
mutual inductance. The rea90n for this
relationship is given in the following ex·
planation.
A current change in coil No. I induces
in it1elf a vohaee proportional to its in·
ductance, and similarly in coil No. 2 a voltage proportional to the
inductance of coil No. 2. The current change in coil No. I inductt a
voltage in coil No. 2 proportional to the mlllu•I inductance between
the two coils, and similarly the curnnt change in coil No. 2 induct1
a voltage in coil No. I of the same magnitude because the mutual
inductance is the umc whether measured from the first to rhe 1~d
coil, or in the reverse direction . The overall inductance is propor·
tional to the total voltage induced, and is consequently equal to the
1um of the individual inductancea plus or minus twice the mu111al
inductance. The "plu1 or minua" provision is made because the
voltage induced in one coil by a current change in the other doe1
not nea!uarily aid the 1elf-induced voltage in the coil. Inductances
them1elves are po1itive, there being no negative induct1ncn; nor,
ltrictly speaking, are there any negative mutual induct1nces; but a
mutual inductance may be connected into a circuit so that itJ effect •
may oppose BOme other effect and can be considered 11 a negative
mutu1l inductance U1hn1 so ce1111ut1d.
The maximum value of mutual inductance that can exist between
two coils is equal to the 1quare-root of the product of the two individual inductances. Jn practice it is very difficult to obtain 1uf·
ficiently cl01e coupling to produce this limiting value uolen the two
coils are wound together, the wires from both circuits being wound
on the coil simultaneously.

COUPLING COEFFICIENT
When two coils are arranged IO that 10me definite mutual induct·
ance exi1ta, the coils are 11id to be magnetically coupled.
In many calculations, it it frequently convenient to express the
amount of coupling as a percentage of the maximum that could
pouibly' exist, rather than a numerical value of mutual inductance.
In such a case, the term applied to this percentage is "couplin•
coefficient" which, for inductance, i1 defined a• the quotient ruuhing
from dividing rhe existing mutual inductance by the maximum pol·
sible mutual inductance (1quare· root of the product of rhe two
1eparate inductances).

DESIGN OF RADIO COILS
Since almost all radio-frequency coils operate in resonant circuita, the coils must be designed fur three important characreristia
- inductance, distributed capacity, and losses.
For simple geometric form• such as the 10lenoids, formulae are
available in many teat books for calculating the above mentioned
characttristia, but for universal wound coils no 1ati1factory for·
mulae exilt for any one of the three quantitiu. Within limits, the
inductance and distributed capacity are practically consrant with
frequency, but the tones change with frequency, requiring different
de1jgns for minimum losses in coils of the same inductance but
operaring at different frequencie1. Thia is the rel'a<>n f.-r the great
amount of design work required on radio-frequency coils.
The losse1 in a coil may be div;ded into the following clastn:
1 - Ohmic or D.C. lo11e1 in the 'Yire
2 - Eddy-current loues in the conductor
3 - Eddy-current loWtl in the lhield
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Edd)-current lossn in the core m11erial
S - Skin effect
6 - Dielec1ric lost in che wire insulation
1 - Dielectric loss in the terminal strip
None of 1htte item• is independent of the oihers, and a chan~
to improve one usually chan~s one or more of the remaining factors.
Considering the 90urcn of 1011 in the order named abovr, the
D.C. or ohmic resistance of a coil can be reduced by incrusinl?
wire siie, in "'hil'.h case the coil becomes lariter, and, in the case of
shielded coils, brinRS the coll closrr to the shield, "hich consequent·
If incruses the shield losses. In addition, because the copper cro~s
aection increatet, permitting higher eddy-voltages to be cenerated,
the eddy-current losae1 in the conductor increase.
The eddy-current los!ICS in the conductor are minimizrd bl 1uh·
dividing the conductor as finel)· as is economical, insulatinr; each of
the 1ubdivided parts from all other pans. Commerciall), this is
done h\ the use of '°-called Litz (Litzendraht) wire, which consi11s
of man) strands of fine wire, uch strand individually insulated
with enamel, and the group of wires covered with some insulation,

usually silk, nylon, celanese, or cotton ls used over the
IJ'Oup.
Eddy-current losses in the shield are minimized by u1in1i a shield
as large •~ possible, or large enough so 1hat further increase in
diamerer producn no improvement, and hy the choice of shield
material of the lowest economical specific resistance. The shield
material• in comm1m use arc copper, aluminum and zinc, named in
the order of thcir merit. Magnetic; alloys, such as sheet iron or
1ilicon 11eel, are very high in R F losses.
A peculiar phenomenon with regard to composite shield1 is that
whenever a shield js made of two closcly bonded materials, the
duaracteri11ics of the shield approach the characteristics of the
poorer material. For example, a copper plated steel shield is alrno.t
as bad as an all steel shield of equal dimensions even thou1ih thc
plating is commercially beavl.
Iron coret arc frequently und in coils 10 increase the effectiveness
of the 1urn1 of wire, thereb) permitting a given inductance to be
obtained with fewer turns, and consequently with lower O.C. re·
1i11ance. The core itself introduces tome eddy-current losses which
panially offset the improvement made by reducing the number of
tum1.
Eddy-current losses in the conductor have dictated the use of Litz
wire wherever economically pouible, but "Skin Elect" gon a step
farther and requires that the conductor not only be 1ubdivided into
a multiplicity of individually insulated 11rand1 but that these
atrands be arranged in a special manner. In an anernpt to have
nch individual 11rand occupy a P,lace on the surfac~ of the conductor an equal pcrcent of the time, to that the current would
divide equally among rhe many ttrandt and thereby 1iivc the lowut
elective R.F. resistance, the original braided Littttldraht wire was
developed. Because of pricc, however, modern "Litz" wire H used
in radio receivers, is merely rwisted, which brings different strands
to the surface at different points givin1i a result approaching that of
braided Litz, but at far lest expense. Where Litz wire i1 made
without twisting, that ia, with parallel strands. the resuh1 are in·
ferior to twisted Litz on two counts: ( l) the lossct are consistently
higher than for twisted Litz, (2) coil1 made with it exhibit 1ireater
variations in resistance than coils made from twisted Litz. (All
Meissner Litz wire ii twisted .)
A very important and frequently unsutpccted contributor to coil
lossn it the in1ulation of the wire. Analyzin1i a coil, it will readily
be apparent that the fabric insulation on the wire is the dielectric
of the distributed capacity of the coil. The lo11es in the insulation
influence the coil just as surely as would an C'l<ternal condenser of
the ume capacity connected acrou the coil, having the same fabric
for a dielectric. With this in mind, many coil designs have been irn·
proved by increasing the thickneu of fabric in1ula1ion, thereby re·
ducing the distributed capacity and consequently i11 derrimental
elect. Jn many cases, this effrct was so important that incnuing
the. insulation thickne11 resulted in improvement in the coil even
thoujth smaller wire was used lo give space for the insulation!
In considering the di11ribu1ed capacity of a coil it must be rmse111hered that, in many in.tanc:es, the tenninals on the coil contribute
M
important part to the cliatrih11tcd capacity, and thM lite ' la the terminal 1trip altovld llOt be ~lectcd. On tcae coils el ltip
..-lity, bard rubbu termiaal •rilts an ll9H to minlmlw l'k 1 occuioned by the tcrminml atrip.
Since all of the 1 - . ia a mil taka toeether make up t~ radio
frequency resiatance of the coil, a aiDalc number can be uwd to
nprt91 thi1 quantity, but the rniatance alone doc1 not give auliciciu
information to judge the electrical ucellcfttt of the coll. llctietlia uaually the undeaired quantity in a coil, ud pracrinll,Y all enil
dnia1u attempt to make it M Jew aa ,...ible. lteactaace If tlw lkai~ charactcri11ic of the 09il. ~cl i1 tlli product of fr~llHq', in~ and the u111al multipher, ZT. A apec:ial term bu been
sinn IO the ratio of the 4etind co die •dnirccl charactcriwic of

the coil. Thi• term ia "Q" which i1 defined aa the reactnnce dlvl4ed
by the resistance.
From the forett0in1t discu11ion of the factort inl11cecing the performan~e of radio coil1 it i1 obviou, that when Me••r li1t1 hi. .
"O" coils tlae products offered a re the rnuhs of many llolln of
work on each individual desip backed by the npcricn« of yea,.
on the same type of problem.

SHIBLDING
Ila vin1 considered, in the paragraphs lalt preceding this sec:tion,
the effect of · hiith in1ulation loH in a radio coil or ill aMOCiatcd
terminal 11rip, it immediately follow1 that the loa1et in an).aMOCiatccl
wirin1 1hould alto have an effect on tht efficiency of the circuit.
Probably the most serious offender in tbi1 categor)' i1 a 1hield on
any hip potential R F hookup wire.
The common type of shielded wire, con1i1tin& of two wax impregnated cotton braids C>Ver the conductor, covered with a woven
copper shield is particularly bad when used on high- "Q" r-ant
circuits. Such 1hieldin1 frequeotly bas a capacity of SO-ID 100-.-fd.
per foot which meant that if more than a few inches are used, ao
much capacity may be added 10 the circuit• that they •ay not be
tunable with the trimmer condeneer provided. In addition, the capacity added has hi1ih losses even when dry. It i1 charKtcriatic of
this type of wire that as it becomes damp i11 IONCS increase trenwedou1ly, thereby greatly rcducinc the efficiency of high-"Q" circuiu,
and, in addition, the capacity increatet, detuning the circuih. Thi•
loas in efficiency it bad enoujth, but when detuning is added, the
cumulative results mar prevent operation of a receiver havina an
appreciable amount of ahiclding on grid or plate Inda. Bec:a11ac of
these humidity etJcctt, the Hfe rule to follow it never to ~ a clfittinc 1bield on any R.F. or I.F. circuit If, however, it is necesaary
to use shielding, tome form of lar1ie diameter shielding should be
used. A piece of 1piral 1pring, wl!.e inside diameter i1 eonaidcr•bly
larger than the out1ide diameter of the in1ulation on the wire p ....
in1i throuch it, makee a good flexible 1hield. In tbit case, a grcnt
dtal of the dielectric between the conductor and the shield i1 air.
This panially reduces the dielectric Ion, but even this 1bould be
avoided if poniblc.
The electrically ideal type of shieldinc is the partition type which
separates one tube and its astoeiated wiring from another tube ind
iu wirin1i. Since it is not alway• poHible to employ partition shielding, the next best thing to use is either ril!>id bare wire in a riai4
1hield tube, or a small wire in a large diameter shield 1uch as i1
frequentlr employed on automobile antenna lead-ina.

u a close-fittinJ shield must be used, the best economical
commercial insulation obtainable such as polyethylene or
some or the newer plastics should be used.
RESONANT CIRCUITS

The fundamentals of resonant circuill are covefed IO thorou1ihly
and completely in many ttandard text books on radio, that no :a~
tempt will be made here, in limited space, to cover the tame territory. Only a very few important ideas and relationships will be
brvuiht to your attention.
Inductance and capacity, when measured in an altcrn:u.ing cur·
rent circuit are found to pouess ''Reactance" measurable 1n ohnui.
The reactances, althou1ih both measured in ohms, have the peculiar
property of adding to resistive ohms u if the rnistance were the
base of a ri1iht angle triangle, the reactance were the altitude of
the trian1ilc, and the overall impedance the hyp01en111t of the triangle. This rclatioo1hip is expre11cd as the aquare of the .h}potenuoe
bcing equal to the sum of the squares on the oiber two 11des.
The rcactances of a condenser and of an inductan<'t' arc of oppnsite sign, however, 90 that if an inductucc and a capacit~ arr connected in series, the overall rtactancc ,...ill be the "11~•r•u 111•, or
in this caae, tbc numerical difference between the two rnctances.
frorn the above statement it follows that for any &i•cn value of
inductive reactance, a value of capacity can be ci.o-. ,...flow reactance will exactly equal the inductive rcactance. A apccial name,
"Resonance" haa been gjven t'o this condition. Tlie circuit is re·
fcrred to as bein1i "In Resonance." Under tlaia condition the current
i1 limited only lly the resi1tance in the circuit.
When circuits are ruonant, _ , very -,.------.
attoniabing tltinp can happct1. Consider
the circuit slio,...,. in P'ic. Z.
This i1 a r!Moretical UN IMc.auN it is
iapoaailllc eo obcain ~ iaut--.. nail
capacitaw withM&t 1ullr - · ~ •wit
of the two, a perfect -~ C8R ~
approaclied doecr duua 1 pcrfm ind..etance. If all of the ree111anc» ia _.eli!rH
10 reside in tlic in4~. Jo ceaaca re
exi.t aa a 1e119rate ..i...- rut nn "'
aeMuud witta a . . . r, b11t ii atlll "-iea
11M current llew at ~- Tiiie
tllrac .._ CIRl4 be
mca.aured arc L= 100 atHI E.= lte.oes vollL
If an iocltldive w a capacitive ~actaacc arw c IF ICIM ill ,.rallel the teeal rcactance ia lliP•r dian tile Wclic- NTVMC" ..__,
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of ~mg lower than the lowest, which i1 the caae exi11in1i when
reactanccs of the same type arc connected in parallel.
The reason why the effective impedance of two similar impedances connected in parallel is lower than the impedance of either
separate circuit brar1ch is immediately obvious. The 1econd circuit
offers a second path for current, raising the total current, and1
since it is known that with constant voltage supplied, increased
currents indicate lower impedances. The reason why the impedance
rises when dissimilar reactances are connected in paralld i1 explained as follows:
When an inductive reactance is connected across a supply of
alternating voltage a current ftows QO electrical degree1 or '.4 of a
cycle behind the voltage. When a cap;icitin reactance is connected
across a similar supply, a current ftows 90 electrical degrees or 1A
cycle ahead of the voltage. From this it is obvious that when both
types of reactance are connected to the same voltage source, the
currents will be exactly % cycle apart, meaning that the moment
the current is at its positive peak on the alternating current wave
in the condenser, the current in the inductance is at its negative
peak, or that the total current in the two circuits will be the arithmetic dilference between rhe two individual currents. Ir is obvious
then that aince connecting two dissimilar rcactanccs (one capacirive
and one inductive) in parallel reduces tlt't total current drawn from
the line, the impedance must increase. If the condenser and inductance both have zero losses, rhe same current would ftow in rhe inductance as if the condenser were absent, and the same turrenl
would ftow in the condenser as if the inductance were absent, bur
no current would be drawn from the line. The impedance of the
combinarion must therefore be infinite.
Since radio coils do . not come within 10% of being as good as
high grade condensers, and since condensers themselves are not
perfecrly loss free, it folio"'.• that the infinite impedance circuit
discussed is theoretical and that it is highly desirable to have a
convenient method of calculating the impedance of acrual circuits.
Starting with the formula for rhe impedance of an inductance of
pracrical design in p;uallel with a condenser simple algebraic
manipulation produces 1be very workable formula
Resonant Impedance = Q W L
where Q is the "Q" of the coil (by definition, its reactance divided
by its resistance) W = 2 '/( timn frequency in cycles per second,
and L is the inductance in henrys.
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every different antenna cap;icity would change the amount of mi1tracking. Because of this sensitivity to changes in antenna capacity,
and because of poor image ratio, the low-impedance primary is
seldom used on broadcast-band anrenna coils.
On short-wave coils, the low·impedance primary is used almost
exclusively because the anrenna gain is usually higher than with a
high-impedance primary, and the antenna is usually resonant in or
~low the broadcast band. For this reason, the image-ratio does not
suffer nearly as much as in the case of using low-impedance broadcast coils in pl;ice of coils with high-impedance primaries.

HIGH-IMPEDANCE CAPACITY COUPLING
The high-impedance capaciry coupling scheme consisrs essentially
of connecting the antenna directly ro the grid end of the first tuned
circuit through a capacity, usu;illy from I to 10 mmf. This method
of coupltnlr has been popularly used on amareur receivers of simple
design, where simplicity of coil construction was imperarive, but
is not used in broadcast receivers by recognized manufacturers ~
cause of the very poor image- ratio rhat results.
Practically speaking, rhe only use for high-impedance capacity
coupling in a broadcut receiver is as reinforcemenr to a high-iO'lpedance primary, as discussed in rhe paragraph on " High-Jmpedance Primaries."

A!IJTENNA COILS
The basic types of antenna coils have high-impedance inductive,
high-impedance capacitive, low-impedance inductive and low-impedance capacitive couplings. Typical values of capacity, self inductance and mutual inductance for these four types of broadcast
coils are shown in Fig. 3.

HIGH-IMPEDANCE PRIMARY
"High-impedance magnetic coupling, usually spoken of u "Highlmpedance Primary" is the most universal rype of coupling on the
broadcast range of household receivers. It has good image ratio,
reasonable gain, and, when properly designed, almost negligible
mis:aligning of the first tuned circuit as the size of antennas is
changed. With the usual design of coil, this type of coupling reaults in higher gain at the low-frequency than at rhe high-frequency
end of the tuning range. Sometimes, to compensate for this deficiency at the high frequency end, a small amount of high-impedance capacity coupling is used. Thi1 cap;icity is connected from
the antenna 10 the grid terminals of the coil. Its size is from 3 to
10 MMF.
It is to be noted that capacity coupling can reduce as well as
raise the gain of a high-impedance magnetically coupied transformer, depending upon the polarity of rhe windings. If capacity
coupling ia to aid the magnetic coupling, a current entering
the antenna terininal of the primary and the grid terminal of
the secondary must go around the coil form in opposite directions, and the coupling capacity must be connected between
these two points.

LOW-IMPEDANCE PRIMARY
Antenna coils with low·impedance primaries, although cheaper to
manufacture rhan high-impedance primaries, are rare on rhe broadcast hand of modern home radio receivers.
This type of coupling, "hen used with any of the conventional
household anlennas, gives a great deal more gain at the highrrequency end than at rhe low-frequency end of the tuning range.
This give~ rise to \•cry poor image-ratio when used in a superheterodyne receiver.
The closely coupled low-impedance primary reftects the antenna
::apacity across the tuned circuit in an amounr depending upon iu
inducrance 01nd coupling coefficient. Wirhout 011tempting to derive,
a.n expre~~ion for the acrual magnitude of this effect, suffice it to
say rhat if the primary is large enough to give reasonable gain at
the low·frequency end of the frequency range, rhe reftecred antenna
capacity will l>e so high that the secondary tuning condenser will
nut be ahle to rune to the high-frequency end of the haRd, and

LOW-IMPEDANCE CAPACITY COUPLING
Low-impedance capacity coupling, familiarly kno" n among radio
engineers as the Hazeltine coupling system, consisrs of coupling the
antenna direcrly to the junction of the low side of the tuning inductance with the high side of a high-capacity coupling condenser
which is connected to ground. (See Fig. 3. ) The voltage acrots
this coupling condenser is multiplied by the resonance phenomena
of the tuned circuit to give appreciable voltage at the grid.
This circuit is particularly adapted to receivers that musr use a
high-capacity shielded lead-in such as an automobile radio receiver.
In 1uch a circuit, the shielded lead-in is made part of rhe coupling
capacity because of the circuit arrangement and, practically speaking, causes no loss in voltage as would be occasioned if this capacity
would be connected across a high-impedance primary. For rhis statement to be strictly true, it is necessary that the shielded lead-in
have a good power factor or else the losses in the lead will slightly
reduce the effective circuit "Q," thereby bringing down rhe gain in
the antenna coil by a corresponding amount.
This rype of coil has high gain and excellenr image-ratio. The
drawbacks to its use are that the R.f. amplifier circuit, if used,
must have a value of capacity included in its tuned circuil equal
lo the antenna coupling capacity in order that proper tracking may
result.
An alternative is to use a tuning condenser whose antenna section
is different than its R.F. section, but this can only be done " ·here a
heavy production sched.ule justifies the additional rool cosr.
When this coupling scheme is used in household radio receivers,
precautions must be taken to prevenr 60-cycle hum modulation from
being introduced into the first tuned circuit by low -fr equency
vohages picked up on the antenna circuit. In rhe best of receivers
employing this circuit, an R.F. choke is connected from antenna to
ground to provide a low impedance path for power f re<1ucncie<1 in
order to keep hum modulation off of the grid of rhe firsr rube.

R. F. COILS
R.F. coils may be divided essentially into four t}pcs: high -im·
pedance magneric, low-impedance magnetic, high·impedance magnetic with high-impedance capacity coupling, ;inc.I choke-coupled
circuits.
The high-impedance magnetically coupled R.F. coil ha> charac·
teristics very similar 10 the high-impedance antenn;i coil and thne·
fon needs little JiKuuion .

-
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The low-impedance mai;:nctically coupled" R .F. coil has the same
ddicicncy as the similar antenna coil and is consr11uently seldom
used in the broadcast range of a supcrhetcrOd)·ne receiver. Like the
an1~nna coil, it has possibilities for higher gain than the high-impedance type:, hut usually the: selectivity is enougla worse to rule our
this type of coupling on -1em reainrs.
In the shortwave range, this is the most popular t)"f'C of circuit,
bttause it is the one giving tJ.e -ili~ gain and 11inoe, with a fis:al
capacity of gan11: condenser, it becomff incrcasi~)· mou dilficult
to obtain high 11:2in as the fttqrienq· is incnawd. tla.i11 circuit widt
it1 high l{ain i> the almost universal choice in spite of its deficiencies
in image-ratio.
The R.f. coil emplo~·ing a hiith-impedance primary in combin.tion with high-impedance capacity coupling is th4! most flexible
design, and is popularly used for that reason. By shifting the primary resonant frequency and by chanwnit the amount of capacity
coupling together with changes in '·Q" of the secondar) circuit, the:
overall gain of an amplifier stage can he made to have: almost any
desired shape with respect to fre<1ucncy; that is, it may give hiith
1tain in the middle, at the: high-frequency end, at the: low-frequency
t'nd, or almost an~· shape desired, to compenure for the frequency
characteristics of the other stage• employed in the receiver.
The choke-coupled R.F. circuit is very similar to the high-impedance primary with hii;:h·impc:dancc capacity coupling, except
that, in choke coupling, the magnetic coupling has heen made zero,
but design still re4uirc:s that the chokt' have as much inductance as
a primary would have, in order that the resonance of the primary
circuit may fall outside of the tuning ran~e of the secondary.

OSCILLATOR COILS
Oscillator coils in modern receivers exhibit less variation in types
than an_,. other R.F. component. They either do or do not have a
t ickler."
Thooe oscillator. that do not have a
tickler coil, oscillate hy virtue of the feed·
hack across the paJding condenser. A
typical circuit of such an oscillator is
shown in Fig. -l. l'sin11: a 4S6 KC IF sy•tem requiring rt"lativel.' · small padding
condenser. ma~" tbis type of optration
possible. The: only hands that have padding conden>er> small enough to sustain
oscillation are the loni:c wave and broadcast bands. In some high trequency
0

oscillators a. similar circuit is used
with only the tube interelectrode capiv
cities providing the voltage dividing
feed back network and with the tuning
condensor connected across the entire
circuit. A typical tickler circuit ls
shown in Fig. 5.
IF TRANSFORMERS
lntermediate·fre<1uency tran~formers used in radio receivers have
taken a variety of forms and have operated at many different
frequencies. They may be divided into •enral clas9Cs according to
the number of selective circuits : untuned or self-tunt'd, singlt'-!uned,
double-tuned, and triple-tuned. Receivers have employed l F transformers with mort' than three tuned circuits per transformt'r hut
such ca'ts are vt'ry rart'.
Tht' untuncd IF transformer u>uall~ added practically no selectivity to a recdver. Its principal purpose was to i.:ivc a high amplification at very little cost. It was always used in conjunction with
one or more tuned IF transformt'rs which supplied the requirt'd
selectivity.

SINGLE-TUNED IF TRANSFORMERS
Tb.c single-tuned 1F transformer has taken two important forms,
the h1-filar coil and the double coil t)pcs.
In the former case:, the two wires constituting primary and
secondary arc: wound simultaneously, formini:c a coil that is a single
phy•ical unit yet having two independent circuits. The •tart of the
primary was usually the plus '"R" connection and the start of the
secondary was ground. The outside of !ht' primary was the plate
connection and the outsidt' of tht' secondary was tht' grid connection.
These transformers were: characterized hy very high 1tain and comparatively little selectivity. Tht'y were used on receivers that had no
A .V.C. and the secondary low-potential t'Od u•ually connectt'd di rectly to chassis. Such a transformer could not he: used sathfactoril\·
in a receiver employing the conventional diode type A V .C. circuit
for the rea"On that on damp days there is enough leaka.u;e between
primary and secondary lo produce a dttiJcdly positive hias on the
i:crids of the automatically controlled tubes.
In addition, such a structure possessu such a hi~h capacity between windings that the ripple: in the "R" $uppl~· would he tran>ferrc:d tn the Jiode load re>istancc which would produce a haJ
audio hum in tht'" output of the receiver. A third rt'ason why this .
type of transformer woulJ not '""' he acceptable, even if there
were no Jiodc load rrsistance to picL up hum or to be incorrectly
hia.sed, i~ tht' frt11uen1 failure of windings due to electrolytic corrosion. Wht're two conductor. are run so intimately parallel for IO

many turns, with opposite D.C. potentials applied to the two wir'9,
idul conditions arc .set up for rapid failure due to electrolytic corrosion io the preKnce of moisture:.
With this transformer ~designed to have two physically separate
coils wound llide by side, the objectionable features of leakage, corrosioo and hum tra1111fer are rt1dueed to a very small pt'r cent of
their original importance, arul transformers acceptable in today'•
critical markt can be produced. The largest remaining objection
ro tht' single-tuned ttansfonner is selectivity. In a low-frequency
amplifier opc:r.atinc at . 125 KC or 17S KC, tht' transformers are too
sharp for good audio fidelity, and at the higher intermetliate frequencies such as 4S6 KC, the uanaformers do nor add 1uflicient
adjacent-channel wlectivity.
Single-tuned 1ran1fonnera may be divided into two classt's according to the circuit tuned; 110me have their primaries tuned
while the: remainder have their secondaric1 tuned. As far as aecondary voltage is concerned, there is not a great deal of diffcrt'nct
regardless of which winding is tuned, but if there is a quHtion of
single-stage oscillation in the tube driving the singlc·tuned transformer, greater stability is bad by tuning the secondary than br
tuning the primary.

DOUBLE-TUNED IF TRANSFORMERS
The double-tuned IF transformer is, by far, the most popular
type. Ir is simple in construction, has negligible lukage, no measur~hle hum transfer into diode circuit.1 and can have iu selectivity
curve made: as sharp as two single-tuned transformers in cascade,
or can be considerably broader at the "Nose" of tht' St'lectivity
curvt' than two cascaded single-tuned transformers, yet on the
broader part of tht' selectivity curves maintain practically tht'
samt' width as the cascaded single-tuned transformers.
If the: coupling on a double-tuned transformer is made sufficientl~
loose, the transformer is quite selective and has a rt'SOnance curvt'
of the samt' general shape as a single circuit, except ~harper. As tht'
coupling ls increased, the gain will go up until tht' point of "critical
coupling" is appro31ht'd whue the gain of the transformer is practically constant hut• the seltttivity curve is changin1t, particular!~
at the "nose" of the curve. As the coupling continues to increase,
first there is a decided flattening on the nose of the selectivity curVf',
after which continued increase in coupling produces an actual hollow in the nose of the curve. Still greater increase in coupling can
spread the two " humps" and deepen the "hollow" in the nose of
the response curve until a station can be tuned in at two plactt on
the dial very close together.
\'ariations in magnetic couplinit caust' variations in the gain and
selectivity of IF transformers as described above, but this is not
the only source of variation. Variations in capacity coupling can be
equally important in transformers operating ahovi• 400 KC. This
variation is so important that it is discusud separately in the sttlion
"Capacity Couplin1t in IF Transformers."
The complete selectivity characteristics of any circuit can be
shown only by a curve from which it is possible to determine the
performance at any point, but nearly as much useful information
can be: given in a few figures where the selectivit} of IF transformers is concerned.

The Meissner catalog lists the 11Band Width" of each transformer at two points on the seleotivity curve. These two poln\s
are labeled 2X. and lOX meaning respecUvely, two Umes,and
ten times. These terms designate the place on the selectivity
curve at which the gain at resonance is two, or ten times the
galn at the point specltled. The width or the response curie
has been measured at these points and has been tabulated so
that the comparative selectivity of transformers ma.y be Judged.
TRIPLE-TUNED IF TRANSFORMERS
Triplc-!un~d

IF transformers have been used for two general purposes : greater adjacent-channel selectivity without increasing th~
number of tubes and transformers, or a better shape on the nose of
the selectivity curve to produce better audio fidelity than is produced
by doul>lt'-tuned transformers. Capacity couplini.: on such transformt'rs is of t'vcn greater importance than in double-tuned transformers,
especially where both plate and diode hook-up wires come out at
one end of tht' transformer shield, as is the usual case with output
IF transformers.

CAPACITY-COUPLING IN IF TRANSFORMERS
The ordinary circuit diagram of a double-tuned IF transformer
is as shown in Fig. 6, but actually the circuit in Fig. 7 is mort'
representative of true: conditions.
The capacity couplirtg, shown in dotted lines, is a very important
part of the coupling in practically all transformer• operating at fre•1uencics ahovt' -lOO KC. This statement applies with even greatt'r
emphasis as tht' frequency, or the "Q," of the coils is raised.
The capacity that is effective in the: above mentioned "capaciry
coupling" is that which exists between any part of the platt' end of
!ht' primary circuit and any part of the grid t'nd of th~ st('ondar\"
circuit; to be more specific, the: capacity between the plate anJ ~rid
sides of the trimmer condensers, the plate and 1triJ en<!. of th~
coils, the· plate and itrid leads, the grid lead and the: plate end of
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the prim1ry coil, and between the plate lead and the grid end of
the sttonda ry coi I.
The capacity between the two high-poten- ~
tial plates of a trimhmer c;ondFe!1scr s~ch a1
_
_
the Meissner unit s own tn 1g. 1 1s . 3 5
mmfd. if both trimmers have an even number of plates and the bottom plate of each
trimmer (on the same base) is a h igh-potential (either grid or plate) electrode. If an
ndd number of plates is used on both trimf"9W• 8
mers, the capacity drops to 0.07 MMF The
difference between these two coupling capacities, amounting to only
0.28 MMF. i• sufficient to make quite a d ifference in the gain of
transformers openting above 4-00 KC.
Double-tuned IF transformers ma\· be built with the ma~netic
coupling either aiding or oppo~ing the capacity coupling. For reasons of production economv, both coil• on one do" el are usually
wound •imultancously, wh:ch means the) must be wound in the
same direction. For reasons of production uniformity, the insides of
both windings are usually cho!;Cn as the hi~h·potential ends of the
coil ~ that the outside (low-potential) end• of the coils will auto·
matically act as spacers to keep the hil!;h- potcntial hook-up wires
from approaching the high ·potential ends of the coils.
If tran•formers are desiROcd so that the circuits arc considerably
under " Critical Coupling," variation• in capacity couplinr; arc
equally important whether the magnetic coupling aids or opposes
the capacity coupling. In the former case, an increase in capacity
couplin11; will raise the gain of the transformer while in the latter
case an increase in capacity coupling will reduce the gain of the
transformer (except in the very r:ire cur<i where capacity coupling
predominates)
If the tran•former is at "critical coupling" and the maltfletic and
capacity couplings are " aiding," an increase in capacity coupling
will merely decrease the selectivity, whill' if the couplings are "opposing," an increase in capacity coupling will increase the 1electiv ity and reduce the gain.
In all of the above ca9Cs, the effect of inc reasing capacity coupling
is described bttausc transformers are ordinaril) bujlt '•ith a certain
irreducible minimum capacity and any changes must neceuarily be
addition•.
Whether caprocity coupling aids or opposes the magnetic coupling
in a given transformer may be determined by in•ptttion. If the
coils arc wound in the same direciion, which is the usual case, the
ma1?Detic coupling oppose& the capacity coupling if both grid and
plate are connected rn the same ends of their respectiTe coils.
Ordinarily both grid and plate arc conntcted to the inside ends of
the coils in order to keep the high · potcntial ends of the coils away
from rhe hoo~ -up lead• pasting the coil.
Special precautions and constructions are employed in building Mei"ner IF transformers in
order to keep the cap:icity coupling uniform, so that
transformers of uniform gain and sell'ctivity char·
acurinics may be provided. Fig. 9 shows fiber
apa~rs used to hold flexible hook-up " ires in a
pre·dctermined place "ith respect to the coils, and
fig 10 shows the " Perm ·a-strut" construction employing rii:id leads for maximum uniformit) o f

0

capacity coupling.
In order to take advantage of the' uniformity
built intu IF tr1rn1forml'rt by muns of riJ,-id luds, Flour• 9
or leads held in place by muns of spaccrs, it is es·
senrial that the grid and plate leads remain everywhere well spaced from each other Where the
grid ll'ad is brought out through the top of the
shield, this is no problem, but where the highpotential l'nd of the 1ttond;1ry is connected to a
diode it is customary for both plate and diode leads
to be hrour;ht out throur;h the open bottom of the
shield. In such case'•, either two separate small holts
i'! the chu1is, well sp:iced, or one large ( preferabl)
I or larger) hole should be provided so that the
leads may bi:. well spaced from each other. In no

case ahould both crid and plate leada be run
throuch one amall hole together.
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Triple-tuned IF tran1formers, particularly output transformen
where diode and plate leads both pus through the op~n end of
the shield can, arc particularly subject to gain and scleciivity variations u a function of variation in capacity coupling.
A. m.n example, in a particular triple-tuned output trm.nsformcr
"'h.ere the plate and diode leads ran close together, it was found
that in attemptinc to align the transformer, the middle circuit WH
effective H long u either the input circuit or the output c!Srcuit
wu out of tune, but H soon H both input and output circuita
were aligned, the center circuit bad a very peculiar action. If the
aain of the transformer is plotted
A
against the capacity of the middle
~
circuit, a curve similar to Fig. 11
J
"'u obtained. From this it is seen
that there is one adjustment {A)
that produces an increase in the
overall amplification of the trnns'-,----~-......:..,-.--c---Cel--former. At this point the center
f9a'e1
circuit is contrihuting to the selecII
tivity of the transformer. At another point (B) the amplification
through the center circuit opposes the capacity coupling from the
input to the output winding and resulu in a considerable decrca~
in amplification. At all other settings of its tuning condenter, the
center circuit is !I> far out of resonance that it has no effect upon
the gain of the transformer, which for all practical considerarion.1,
may be a1.9umed to be a doubll'· t11ned capacity-coupled transformer.
When the capacity between the high-potential input and output
leads was reduced to a very low value by keeping the leads in op·
positc comers of the shield can, the transformer behaved aa a tripletuned transformer should, '•ith all three circuits effective.

I
I

i
j
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TRACKING
Early models of radio receivers usually used only one tuned
circuit per receiver, but as the number of circuits was increased to
provide bctrer selectivity, tuning a radio set became a problem beyond the grasp of the average citizen, and confined the sale of
receivers 10 the '' DX" hunter who spent innumerable" midnight hours
listening for new stations.
To make the re<:eivers commercially more acceptable, simplification• in tuning were imperative. To this end, dcti"1s were produced
that had a nominal single-dial control with an "antenna compensator" to produce maximum resuha. Such receiven were CSKntially
single-dial control over a limited frequency range, but required an
adjustment of the antenna compensator when passing from one end
of the tun.ing· range to the other. Thia simplification in tuning per·
milted general merchandising of radio receivers to the average
citizen.
ln order to make 1uch recciven possible, it w·as necessary for the
condenser manufacturer to produce tuning condensen with several
individual conden1er-1tttions on one shaft, in which, at any point
in its rotation, the several atttions of the condenser were practically
identical in capacity, and the radio manufacturer wu required to
produce coils that had practically identical characteristics.
Given identical condenser 1tttion1 and identical coih, it is obvious
that the ret0nant frequencies of the several identical combinations
of coils and condensers would be the same. In other words, 1uch
circuits would be self-adjusted to the same station and it would no
longer be neceuary to tune each circuit separately. In the languace
of the radio man, the ci)"cuits arc said to "Track." These conditions
made the single-dial control receiven possible.
As long as low-impedance magnetically coupled antenna circuits
wl're employed, it was not possible to eliminate the "Antenna Compensator" since the size of antenna had con!iderahle effe<:t upon
the tracking of the lint circuit, lfut when high- impedance primariCI
were adopted on the antenna cnil, true single-dial control with all
circuits tracking became possible.
It is not to be undentood from this that a high-impedance primary on .the antenna coil automaticallr makes the coils track properly, for there are designs of high-impedance antenna coils that mi1track seriously. Neither is it to be inferred that a properly designed
high-impedance antenna coil gave perfect tucking independent of
antenna constant•. A properly designed high-impedance antenna
coil gives reaaonable gain and tracks well enough that whm
trimmed to accurate trackfor;, th( increase in sensitivity in the rectiver is not greater than 30%.
In settin&: up the conditions for pcrfeci tracking, thr first reqeirement is identical circuits, the second is simplicity of circuit, the
third is identical circuit inductance and capacity.
It is much simpler to track t\\O JtF stages of •imilar circuits and
constants than it is to track an antenna and RF •t'1~, and it is
simpler to track two high-impedance circui11 than it is one high·
impedance and one low-impedance circuit.
The circuits which track most easily are those having the smallfl'll
number of circuit elements. The simpltst possiblr circuit of an
RF amplifier i1 shown in Fig. 12-A, which, for purposes of tracl.-
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The amount the actual tuning curve of a high-impedance stare
departs from the ideal curve depends upon two factors : the proximity of the primary resonance to the la"'· end of the Stte>ndary
tuning range, and the degree of coupling beh.een primary and secondary. In the design of high-impedance coils, a reawnable limit
on both of these factors ma} be assumed H follows: first, primary
resonant frequency less than 80% of tht lowu1 tuning frequency,
bur must not occur at the frequency of the IF amplifier in a super·
heterod~ne receiver; second, magnetic coupling beh•·ecn primary
and 'tcondary should not exceed IS% coupling coefficient.
If the two circuits
"ho~e tuning curves are
shown in fig. 14 are to
be tracked together, a
\Cries
of
compromises
must he made. The tuning cutve• shown ma}
be accepted as satisfactory, or a compromise
may he made in the gain
of the singe b) moving
s'°
-~..,the primary
resonance
fi9ure 15
farther awar, with con5equcnt reduction in gain, but resulting in a
•traighter tuning curve, or the inductance may be changed to make
the low end mis-track less and the previously perftct tracking of
the "mainder of the tuning curve be less perftet. Such tuning
curves are shown in Fig. IS.
\\'ith the advent of superheterodyne reception, the problem of
tracking became more complicated. The problem then became one
of tracking one or more circuits to cover a given frequency range
while another circuit (the oscillator) of different arrangement
mu•t maintain not the same frequency but a constant /u9unuy
difftunu in Kilocycles. Since the O'!Cillator frequency is almost
alwa}s above the signal frequent}, and since the oscillator must
cover the same number of K:iocyclcs fro.., maximum to minimum,
hut CO\'er them al a higher frequenc~ th.,:i the antenna circuit, it
is obvious that the o~cillator coven. a <mailer frequency ratio than
the antenna circuit.
In order to accomplish a restricttd oscillator frequency-range
compared 10 antenna fre<1uenC)-range if no other re•trictions were
imposed, two methods are available; (I) Connect a fixed condenser
acro•s the oscillator. This reduces the capacity ratio by adding to
the minimum •capacity a much greater percentage than it adds to
the maximum; (2) Connect a fixed condenser in series with the
1unin11: condtnscr 10 reduce its maximum capacity without materially
changing its minimum capacit~·. In actual receiver design, a combination of hoth l~ pc• l)f compre•sion is used, producing better
average tracking than could he accomplished by eithrr method
alone. Formula, have heen devtloped for calculating the values of
inductance, padding and aligning capacities to be used to track an
o'cillator coil with a given antenna or RF coil, hut unless there is
acce•s to a con.iderable amount of complicated test equipment,
o.cilla10r tracking must he accomplished experimentally with simple
equipment.
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ing, is equi\'af,nt to fi11:. 12-R. In thi• circuit there is one induct·
ance tuntd hy ont variable cnnden•t'r, "hich cnndcn,tr i' usumtil to include the grid and plate c3pacitie•. Thi• circuit, in tht
broadcast hand "ith the conventional capacin gang conden,rr, hu
entirdr trH> much amplification, too much gain variation from om
end of the tuning range to the other, and too little selectivity.
Where the lack of ~electivity and lack of unifonn gain is not a
serious problem, the gain of the amplifier can bt reduced by tapping the coil to connect the plate •omewhere near the middle of the

coil as in Fig. 13-A. In order not 10 ha,·e the platt' voltagt on th'
tuned circuit, a primary is usually wound on the coil, spaced between <1r exactly ova the $econdary turns, !IO that for all RF
purpo"s, the plate is a tap on the oecondar}, but for DC is i~olated .
The RF coil now has a •econdar} tuned hy the tuning conden1er
and is tigh1lr coupled to the primary which has a nry small
capacit)' (plate and wiring capacit)) acro~s it. This arrangemenr
permits the simple circuit of 13-B to be u'ed Such a circuit ha.
two rt\on:rnt frequencies, but for practical purpose~ the second
resonant frequcnc) is so high that it seldom causes any troublt',
except in the ca~e of certain high-frequency coils where the inductance of lt'ad' i• comparable to 1he coil inductance.
The high-impedance primary type of RF coil h:n an inductance
in th.. plate circuit mall\' times higher than the inductance of the
tuning coil. Such a circ.uit has two re-onant frequencies, hoth of
which arC' important. Ont' is the frequenc,- detamined almo•I entirely by the •econdary inductance and tuning capacit)', and the
other by iht plate inductance and the plate capacity.
1~ Super~ctt'rod)ne receivers, which almost universally employ
an intermediate frequency lo\\er than the broadcast frequencie•, it i'
imp<>rtant to see that the prirnan-circuit re~onance docs nllt occur
at th«' intermediate frequenc,, or the RF amplifier circuiis "ill
pas~ un" anted >ignals of intermediate frequency directh· into the
intermediate amplifier, even though the grid circuit of the RF
amplifier is tuned to a frtftUt'nC}' far removed from the intermediate
frequencr. This is particularly true of receive" rmploying an intermediatt' fre<tul'ncy juM below the broadca~t band, .,uch as the
456 KC no\\ w popular. On such receivl'n;, the primarv re~onance
should he placed either midwa) between the IF and the low end
of the broadcast band, "hich give! high gain hut leads to considerable production difficultie•, or the primary re'lonance should he
placed. we~I below the intermediate frequency. The latter arrange·
mtnt 1s highly recommended over the formt'r becau'c it is more
uniform, cau•es less trouble from oscillation, and prnduces bt'tter
tracking.
The pre,ence of the
primarr circuit resonant
below the low end of the
\-H9· ......... coll
tuning band has the ef' ',
fect of lo\\ering the secondan· inductance as the
low ~nd of the tuning
range i~ npproache.d. Fig.
H l>hU\H the tuning curve
for a high-impedance and
5
a lo\\-impetlance RF circuit adju•tetl to han the
r19U1"e 14
same low:frequenc~ i~du~a~ce and the •ame maximum frequency .
The low-impedance circuit •~ •een to follow the frequencv curve
cnlculated from the secondary inductance and total tuning capacity,
but the high-impedance circuit doe< nor follow this cun•e, departinit
from the calculated values at the low-frequency end. This point is
hroui:ht out to show that h\·o circuit< may track perfectly over part
of their tuning r:inge and yet badly mis-track over another part
due 10 rtliOnances from some circuit not a part of the tuned cir<'uit .
from thi~ it is euy to see that similarity of circuit is an aid in
lr3din1t.
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TRACKING REPLACEMENT COILS
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Radio •en·icemcn ar" frequenzl\ called up0n to replace Antenna
RF or Oscillator coils that have failed eirher through corrosion o;
btcau'e of the failure of some other component in the recei,·er: or
because damaged by <omc ouoide agenc) such a~ lightning.
l"sually the damage is confined to the primary of the coil, in which
case Vtr) frequently a new prim:ir) can be -in•talled in place of
tht- old one.
If the primary is replnceahle, the winding dirrction of the old
primary should he noied before removing it so 1ha1 the new one
mnv he installed with its winding dire<'tion the same.
If the damaged coil j5 be)ond ~alvaging b) in•talling a new
pri?'an·, or if the s~condal') has _been da'!'agcd! it will be ne<"cssal")
to ui.tall a new coil and check 11' tracl.ing w11h the remainder of
the tuning circuits.
In onler to permit replacement coils to be
trachd rapidly and 10 eliminate rhe po•sibility of having remoHd too much inductance and tberelw ruined the replacement
coil, to <a' nothing of the hour• of labor in•talling, checking, remo,·ing :md alterinit the
roil, eic., Meissner ha~ developed "l'nivenal
Adju•tahle" replacement antenna, RF and
oscill:uor coils "hich arc pro,•idcd "ith a
scre\\-dri\'er adjustment of inductance by
mons of a movable core of finc•t quality
powdered iron. By mean• of this adjustment,
it is as eas\· to add inductance u to rtmove
it, and lo c1uickly obtain the optimum value
FIQl.W'• 16
of inductance. A coil of this t}Pe is shown in Fig. 16.
\\'hen a replacement antenna or RF. coil is installed in a TRF
rect-iver, the process of olii:ning i• very <imple. The dial is set to
600 KC', a du'Tlm) antenna of 200 mmfd. connected between Iha
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ltiah aide of the aervice oacillator and the antenna coonection of
the receiver, an output indicator of 10me type is cvnntttcd to the
output of the receiver, the aervice oscillator tuned to the rettinr and
die tcrew adjuttor in the top of the can rotated until maximum
wnaitivity it obtained. The rtceiver and signal generator arc next
t¥ned to 1~ KC and the circuits aligncd in the uaual manner by
adju1tin1 the trimmers on the gang condcnscr. Tlie proc:cn 1bould
then be repeatcd in order to obtain the best pouiblc alignmcnt at
both checking points. It i1 best to teal the inductance adjuatmcnt
on the coil by the application of a satisfactory cement, such u
Duco Houaehold Cement or equinlent.
Wht'n replacin& an antenna or RF coil on a 1uperhcterodyne,
essentially the same practice is Jollowcd as above \'fith the exception
that, since the oteillator determines the dial calibration, if the adjustments thereon have been distur~d, it is necessary to readjust
the oscillator circuit to agree with the dial calibration at the checkinc points before adjusting the inductance of the new coil or aligninc it.
1f a new oscillator coil ia being installed, the creates! aid to
rapid adjustment of the new coil to proper inductance it •n undi1lurb1d /addin9 co11d1111tr adj11stm1nt. There are innumera ble combinations of oteill1tor induct•nce, padding capacity, and trimmer
capacity that will track an oteill11or circuit at two places in the
broadcast band, but these various combinations give varying degrttt
of mis-tracking throughout the remainder of the band. If the paddinc condenser lia1 not been disturbed, one of these variables is
elimin1tted, 1tod, with only inductance to adju11 for proper alignment at the low-frequency end of the band, and capacity to adjust
at the hiah-frequency end of the band, the adjustment is practicallr.
u euy and rapid as installing and adjustins an antenna or RF coi .
If the otcillator padding conden!ltr bu been disturbed, it will
be ncccsnry to track the Olcillator with the remainder of the receiver in the tame expcrimenral manner as u1cd in the determination of the original design values. To arrive at a satisfactory alignment, the following rxperiment should be conducted 1y11emalically,
writ1119 drum the answers obtained, ao that the data docs not become confu!ICd in your mind.
1. Align the IF amplifier at the frequency specified by the manufacturer.
Z. Adjust the padding condenser to some value known to be
much l°"'tr in capacity than its normal adjustment.
l. Set the dial and signal generator (of known accuracy) to
600 KC and adjust the oscillator inductance by muns of the tcrew
in the top of the can until a signal is heard. If no signal is heard
within the range of the oscillator inductance adjustment, screw the
adjustment aa far in aa possible and increase the padding capacity
until a signal is heard.
4. Attempt to align the oscillator trimmer condenser to agree
!'ith the dial at 1~0 KC. If the ~djustment cannot be made, 11ain
increase the capacity of the paddrng condenser and reduce the inductance (by turning the screw out) of the oscillator coil ro obtain
a new setting at 600 KC. This process should continue until both
600 and 1400 KC are correctly indicated.
S. \\'.hen both 600 and 1400 KC are correctly indicated, tune
the receiver to the generator set at 1000 KC and make a unsiti~ty
mtu11nmttrt which should be recorded.
6. . Now increase the padding condenser capacity slightly, decrease
the. inductance to give a 600 KC signal, align at 1400 KC and
ac~m .measure scnsit!vity at 1000 KC. If the aeniUtivity at that
poan_t. ·~ better than 11 was before, repeat this operation until the
sen11t1v1ty measurements show grutest sensitivity and then start
falling off again. If the steps in the proceu have been written
down, recording rhe number of revolutions and fraction• thereof
on the adjulring acre\• of the inductance, it should be easy to return
to the adjunment giving maximum 1000 KC 1ensitivity. When
tbi1 adju1tment is set, seal it with 10me satisfactory cemcn.t 1uch
as Duco Household Cement or equivalent and then give the receiver
a complete alignment.

ALIGNMENT OF RECEIVERS
Modem radio receivers employ from two up ro eight ten or even
more Circuit• t~ 'achieve the \elcctivity desired. These ;ircu1ts, howenr, are of little benefit unlus all of them arc working at their
proper frequencies simuhaneously. Only someone acquainted with
the alignment of . receivers in a radio production department, o r
IOOleonc cngaged m radio service work who has adjusted a receiver
on ~bich someone has tightened all of the adju11ing screws, can
reahu how dead a receiver can sound w hen all of its tuned circuits
ire out of adjustment any considerable amounr.
The purp05C of "Aligning" a radio receiver is two-fold - to
adjust it for maximum performance, and to make the dial indicate
wit~in two or three percent the frequency of the station being
received.
Since a trimmer adjustment is more sensitive when the circuit •
~pacity it low, the trimmer adjustment is usually made near the
high-frequency end of the tuning range. If the adjustment is made
at the very end of the range, th.t maximum mis-tracking over the
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adjacent portion of the band will be crcatcr than if an alignment
point i1 cboten ~e amall distance from the extreme high-frequency
tnd of the tuning ranae. In the broadcast band, 14-00 KC is the
usual choice and i1 the frequency recommended llS standard by the
lnttitute of Radio Engineers. On ahortwave bands on the same
rcceiYer, it is a aood practice to align them at the same position of
the gang conden1er.
On a TRF receiver, •II tuned circuits operate simultaneously
at one frequency. When aligning a factory·built receiver, or a kit
receiver having a dial calibrated to match the coils and condenser
utcd, the dial is set to indicate the frequency of some 1ignal of
known frequency and the individual circuits adjusted to maximum
performance on that 1ignal at that setting of the condenser.
On a Superbetcrodyne receiver, circuits mutt operate at three
different frequencie1, properly related if satisfactory performance is
to be obtained. Beginning with the circuits closest to the output
tubes, the intermediate-frequency circuits must all operate at the
same frequency in order to give satisfactory amplification. Actually
they will work over a wide frequency range, but if they arc op·
crated very far from the intermediate frequency specified for the
given dial, coils and tuning condenser, the dial indications will
be in error more than the customary few percent and, in the cue
of receivers employing specially cut tracking plate. in the O!Cillator
conden5Cr, 1erious mi11racking of the oscillator with other tuned
circuits will result, producing a loss in sensitivity and reduction
in image-ratio.
The first adjurtment on a superhetcrodyne receiver is therefore to
align the intermediate-frequency amplifier at the correct frequency.
Fonunately for sati1factory rtccivcr operation, but unfortunately
for the home IC! builder, there arc no steady signals on tbe air at
intermediate frequenceis to be uacd for aligning IF transformers.
The IF transformers furni1hed by Mciuner arc aligned in the
factory to the frequency specified in the catalog. If no equipment
i1 available to furnish the proper aligning frequency, the . transformera will be closely enough in alignment to pass a signal from
a local broadcasting station when the complete receiver is operating.
The transformers should be adjusted to give the strongest signal
by adjusting, in turn, each of the adjustments on all of the IF
transformers. As the adjusting screw is turned continuously in one
direction, the output of the receiver will "Continue to increase up to
a certain point beyond which the signal begins to fall again. By
reversing the direction of rotation of the adjusting screws, each
can be set for maximum signal output. As alignment proceeds, and
the receiver becomes progressively more sensitive, the input should
be reduced by retarding the setting of the scnsitivitv control, if the
rtceiver bu one, or by using progressively shorter antennas or
merely sbon lengths of wirt', or by tuning in weaker •tations. The
last expedient is not recommended unless all others fail, because
in tuning in a new station the receiver may not be accurately tuned
and it may be necessary to slightly retune all IF circuits.
When the alignment of the IF amplifier is completed, alignment
of the RF and oscillator circuits should be made. If there is a
signal generator or service oscill11or available, it •hould be used
I I the frequency standard for alignment only if it is known to
have an accurate frequency calibration. A manufacturer's statement
of accuracy should not be assumed to hold for long periods of
time especially if tubes have been changed in the oscillator. The
accuracy can be quickly checked by beating the signal from the
service oscillator against stations of known frequency using an
ordinary radio set to receive both signals.
If the generator has an accurate frequency calibration, set the
frequency to an appropriate frequency for rhe band ro be aligned
(all aligning frequencies are specified in Meissner Kit instruction
sheet•) which is usually about 80% of the maximum frequency
tunable on that band, set the receiver dial to the corresponding
frequency, connect an appropriate " Dummy Antenna" (sec following
section, "D ummy Antenna") between the high side of the signal gen erator output and the antenna connection of the receiver, turn the volume and sensitivity controls of the receiver full on, tum the generator up to high output and adjust the Ouilliitor trimmer until a signal
is heard. Reduce the signal from the service oscillator as alignment
proceeds always using as little signal input a~ possible because
weak signals permit a more accurate alignment than ~trong signals.
Next align the RF amplifier circuit. On the band, below 6 MC
the. frequency of the RF amplifier circuit has very little effect upon
the oscillator frequency, bur at higher frequencies the adjumnent
of the RF circuit has a slight cffect upon the frequency of the oscillator, and consequently it is necessary, when aligning a h1ghfrcquency RF amplifier, to rock the gang condenser ver} slightl}
as the alignment proceeds to be sure that a shift in osciUator
frequency has not shifted the hetcrodyncd signal out of the range
of the IF amplifier. The antenna circuit is then aligned in rhe
conventional manner.
Shifting the tuning dial to a point about 10% up from its lowfrequency end, the o!Cillator circuit should he " padded" for best
tracking with the antenna and RF circuits. If the radio set is suf·
ficicntly sensiti ve to produce a readil y di11eernable hiss in tbc
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speaktr, prohahly the easiest way to pad tht o..cillator circuit is to
adju1t the padding conden•er
for maximum hi•s or maximum
A
noi1e. If the receiver is not sufficicntlv sensitive to align hy the
noise method, a •ignal of constant amplitude should be tuned
in, and rhl'n as the padding
condenser i• turnt'd continuously
but vcrv sin\\ Iv irr 01u diruliorr,
the g1ng condenser should be
rocked hack and forth to keep
FIQure 17
thr •ignal tunt'd in. If the 10und
output is ploucd against rime, Fig. 17 sho\\s the result of the above
described operation. The padding condenser should be ICt as it was
at point A, giving belll sensitivity
When this point is padded, it is "'" to return to the highfrcqucncy end and realign that part of the hand.
.
On coils operating in the frequency range I SO to 400 KC with
aa IF amplifier of 456 KC, rhc paddinp; cap:icit) is .n important
in the oscil1:11or tuning scheme that the o.cillator should be padded
before the high-frequency alignmenr, and then the circuit aligned
and padded at least twice.
Simple receivers can be aligned without in,trumcnrs by tuning in
stations of relatively conMant volume, hut it is a difficult problem
co obtain optimum alignmtnt nn any kind of a ,;gnat e><cepr a
constant tone. If the receiver tn he aligtttd i• complicart'd and nn
equipment is at hand for alignment, it wnuld be well ro take tht'
receiver to a serviceman ~ssing adequate cquipmtnt and have
him align the receiver.

DUMMY ANTENNA
Receivers arc aligned on si1t11als furnished h'" a '"Service O.cillator" or •·Sii:nal Gcnerarnr"' bccausr that is rhe rml}· merhod of
obtaining rrul) sati•fnctnr~ signals of consranr rone, nf adju•table
8lrength, and uf the de,ircd fre•1uencics.
In ord.. r to mah allo" :ince for rhe dfccr that the otll•idc :inttnna
will have on the alignment of the rcc..ivt'r, a 'ub,riture for the ancmna called a "'Dumm1 Anrcnna" representin11: the act.•na9' antenna is used rn connt'cr the •ervice oscillator to the anrt"nna cunnection of the receiver.
On frequcnq ranp;es up ro 1700 KC the a\·erage ant ..nna i~ essentiall) a c:ipacit\ uf 200 MM F if u'ed on a high-imvcdance
primary. It has an inclt1ctance of a few microhtnr~s hur this 'mall
induchncc can he nt'itl ..cted except in rhe ca't' of aligning rt'Ct'ivers
h:iving a low-impedance priman or a Hazdtine IO\\ ·impt"danct
ccapacity coupling
On frequencies abnve 1700 KC', the avrrage antenna can be rtprcscnttd by a 400-ohm carhon "";''"'·

SPURIOUS RESPONSES IN RECElVERS
In the da"n of Radio Rrnadcasting, arations \\ere f"' in numhl'r
and limited in power. Receiving sets were like" isc utremel) simple,
employing, Ill a rule, onl) one runed circuit. As the po\\tr of
tran1111it1ers was rai~ed, re!Ceivcrs "ere nn longer a hie to separate
the undesired signal from thnse desired. C'onsequently, receive" nf
Pf'O&rC\sively greater selecti,•it) "ere developed, adding tuned circuitt for greater selcctivitv until high <1u1lity TRF reCt'ivers used
as many as six tuned circuir., all 11:anged tngtrhcr and operaring
from one knoh. The ~uprrheterud~ ne method of rtceptinn "ai. then
populariud, makinp; P<lli'ihle a degree of 't'IKtivity never approached in rhe he~t of TRF receivers. Throuj!:hour the entire
deYelopment, •purinu• re~pon'" "ere, and still arc, an imporranr
design and &ervice prohlrm.
In TRF receiver~. rhe" unwanted rcspon~ts might he divided
into the following claose~ : crns• modulation, adjacent-ch:innel interference, and intercarrier 10 KC' "hiscle.
With rhr advent nf rhc Superhrterndyne mcrhnd nf reception the
folio\\ ing additional clas~cs of spurious rc~pnn'n became evidtnt:
"twerrs" at IF harmonic fre<1urncies, simultanrou, reception of
two tations separatt'd hy :i frec1ucncy difference e•1ual to the IF
frequency, reception of a •talion located bhm•e the dial-indicated
frequent:) by a fr.,quency t11ual to '"ice the IF frcc1ucncy; r«eprion
of star ion\ on nr clr"e lo the intcrml'di:11e frt11uenc) .
With the cxceprion of "twet'I~" 1111 'tar ion' "hich np.. rate on a
frequency cnrrespnnding tn harmonics uf rhe intermediate frt11uency,
all of the remaimlrr "ill re1pond tn oimple trtatm<'nt tu reduce or
climin11e thl' rrnuhlc

SPURIOt;S RESPONSES- CROSS MODULATION
"C'°'s mn<lulatiun" in a TRF n·cd\"cr is, h) accepted definition, rhc modulation of any dr,ired program hy some undesired
program se,·eral or more channel• away. This can occur in spite
of extreme overall "dccriviry hcc:iusc it i' a function of the i.clcctivity prurJ1rr9 the fir>! tuht'.
In 'uperhcterod\lte rtCl'iVl'r~. the term '"C'rO!is Modularion" is conmi..d ro thn'e modular ion• "hich occur at -.ome fre<1ucr1~ not relatfll to the dc.iretl •iwial' by some 1imple frequency relation

involving the Intermediate frequency, such aa, freqlMne)' of
interferinit 1i1t11al being ahove the dt1ircd 1iitnal by a frtquency
equal to the intermediate frequency nr twice the intermediate fre11uency. The~c special frcquencie• arc cla,sed as "Image frequencies,"
and arc trnted under a separate heading.
"Crl>SS Modulation" i1 accentu:ucd by the following de1ign features in receivers: ( l) A sharp cut-nlf tube such as a type 24 tube
as the first tube in rhc receiver, (2) lack of selectivity ahead of
the first rube, ( 1) :rn antenna circuit with a primary ruonant near
the frequency of a local 'tarion "hen connected to 1111 101enn1 of
proper constants, ( 4-) anrcnn:i circuits with extremely close couplins,
(S) antenna circuits n( nry high gain. All of thne troubles are
caused h) having too large a ~i(tllal of undesired frequency pl'Clent
on the fi.-r grid ~imultanenusly with rhe desired signal. The actual
modulation occurs in the first tube after which no amount of selectivity can remove the interfering modulation.
The cure for such
trnul>lc is either m use a
first tube "hich has lcs~
tentlency to emu modulate, such a~ a variable
Mu rcnott curolf rube, or
to reduce the amount of
""'
inttrfering 1ignal by any
one of the following
mean;· ( 1) Install :in appropri:itr "ave trap such
as shnwn in Fig. 18 over
A, tuned ro rhe frequenC)
~ 18
of the interfering station.
(2) If rhc primary circuit is rc1sonant near the frequency of the
interfering stations, chanii:e the reson1n1 frequency hy a 100- to
200-mmfd. condenser connected either in series with rhe 1ntenn1
or connected het\\een the 1ntenna and ground posts of rhc rraivcr
( 3) Shorr en the antenna, if lon11:. ( 4) If :i low-impedance antenna
cnil i• used and the inrerfcring starinn is at rhe high-frequcnq·
end nf the dial, install :1 nc" nntenna coil with high-impedance
primary. ( S) Connect a re•istance acrou the antenna and gro411d
terminals of the rcceh·er u•ing a value sarisfoctory for reducing
the effect, usually 1000 to 3000 ohm•.

SPURIOUS RESPONSES - ADJACENT-CHANNEL
INTERFERENCE
"Adjacent-Channel Tnte-rference" is closely related to rhe 1djaccn1ch:annrl "t'lectivity of a rccei,·er. 1f insufficient for certain locations
and .elections of •tations, selccth·it) may be improved hr the use
of heller coil•, but in TRF rccein-. the effort probably docs
not jusrify the expense of obtaining new coils of higher "Q" that
track prnpuly. In supcrhett'rodyne receivers, the adjacent-channel
5tltcrivity can easih· be improved by installing new IF transformers h:a"ing i:reater selectivity than thnse previously in UIC. Htre
no trackinit problem i.s prc-ent and standard stock IF transformers
m1y he used. If rhe original transformers had only hir sele!Ctivity,
it i1 recommended rhat iron-core transformers similar ro that sho..-n
in Fig. 9 be installed. If the original transformer1 have good selectivity hur •!ill higher ~elcctivil) is desired, insrall triple-tuned IF
transfnrm.-r~ •imila r ro that ~ho\\'n in Fig. 19. In the latter case,
the additional tuned circuit, "ill add selectivity faster, and with
better audio c1uali1y, than \\ill iron-core IF transformers.

IOllC Filter

figure 19
SPURJOtrs RESPONSES- INTER-CARRIER 10 KC
WHISTLE
lntt'r-Carrier 10 KC' whi,tles can he suppressed either !>y increasing the ~electa,•it' of rhe rt-crivcr or h) filtering out the objrction1blt
10 KC norc. lh far the m•N convenienr and economical method
i• rn install a io KC' filrcr such a' shown in Fig. 20. It will be
immediate!\" appart'nt urnn '"'Pcction of the circuit diagram, that
""thi~ filter consi~b uf two tuned c-i rcuits, one resonant and one 1ntircsonao1, giving unusual 111en11:ation nf rht 10 KC intcrferinit note.
Tht cc>n•tant• of rhc filrer have hern chosen to permir tht' audio
rc~pon•e rn carry out Rar VCT) close tn 10 KC before the fiher htl(int
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10 a11enuau srriousl) \\'hen 1hr fihrr does hrgin lo at1mua1r,
hmH\'tr, rhr output drops 'tr) rapidly as 10 KC' is approachc.-d.

SPl RIOllS RESPONSES- IMAGE AND HAR!\IONIC
I!llTERFERENCE
A fr" •uprrht1rnxl) nc.- rtcrive" havr compl:iint on Cro" ModuJn1ion, hut u•uall) complaints of intrrfertncc on <uch rt't'rivrrs arc.1itd up 10 1hr h~rrodyne oprr8'ifll1 and 1hc.- intrrferc.-nces
occur htt\\trn •lations ~para1c.-d by a frequrnc) rqual 10 1he in·
1trmrdia1e fre11uc.-ncr, l\\ice 1ht in1ermtdia1r frtquenC) or •ome frin:tioMI multiple of 1hat frequenc\'.
\\"herr t"o local sta1ion<, •eparaled h) a frrqurnc\ equal 10 1he
mrcrmrdiate fre9uency, arr ohsrrvrd 10 ridr in on almos1 an) \HUI.
rrni:ram, or lo come 1hrnu~h simullanrou•I\' \\hen 1he oscilla1or is
hlodrd, one i1 acting as 1he he1erod} ne fur rhe olhtr 10 produce 1hr
inrtrmcdiatr frequenc}. The rrmrdy for •uch 1ruuhl" is ro in,1:111 a
"av., 1rap 1untd to the stroni::rr of the lwo Ma lion•; a •tcond
mt1hod , but one "hich di<1urbs 1rnckin~ and dial calihr:uion, ;, ro
re·ptak 1he IF transformer\ on a new frr11urncy, far enough from
the frequency differtnre between 1he 1wo local ,,,Ilion~ Ill a\'oid 1ht
trouhlc.-. Dc.-pc.-nding upon condi1ions, the ,hih m3\' 'ary from 10 10
2S KC ei1her :1ho,·r or helo" 1he oriv;in:il fre<1urnc~ . Receinrs
having o•cillarnr r:1ddini:: condrn5er• should he repaddid and realigned . Thi~ 1re•:11mrn1 is not r~mmendrd \\ hrre r«rivrr have
•peciallr cul oscillator plate! on the J:3n~ condrn tr for purposes of
I racking.
"Image interferrnC'e," \\ hich i h\ far the mo 1 importan1 type
of suprrherrrnd) ne inttrfertncr, i• that inrcrfrrrnC'e "hich is pro·
durd hr a •tatiun lncatrd ahove tht' d"iretl ration h, a frequency
difference c.-qual to 1wice the intermetliak fr~c1uencv.
The cau~ of image interfrrrnce j, 1ha1 the hettrod) ne principle
\\Ork• on a frequrnc\· difference, irre,rrtri' <' of "hcrhrr tht dt ired
ii::nal i< htlo" or nlM>ve lht o'cillalor fre<1utnr' . The firsr dr1ec1or
tube cannot rtcoi:nitt and differentiaie bt'l\\trn ,;goals ahove and
brim\ oscillator frrquenC)'. If thr fre•1utnl'\ dilfertnce is correrr,
the fir t detec1nr pr0<luces an IF signal. The ~clt'Clion of tht signal
frr11uency ( u ually hclo\\ 1ht nscill3tor fre<111enc\') and the rrjecrion
of tht imai::t' fre1Juenc\ ( lhuall~· a hove rhr nsdllaror frequency) i~
the function of the turml circuit• ahead n£ the fir-t detector. The
ordinary types of rrcriver> have only nnr 1unetl circuit ahead of
1he detector with consequrn1h poor image r:11io. ('ommtrci3 lly good
receh·trs ha,•e two tuned circuit,, producing much hiizher image
ratio,, A few very high cl:"' receiver- ha\•t" three tuned circuit.
producing a m'asurt'.f 1magt ratio far he11.-r 1han mo•I •uch receiv·
er• are capable of producing when oprn1ing on a broadca t sign:il
rather 1han opera1ini:: from a •ii:::nal genrralor ht:e3u•e of inadequate
shielding.
In general, the imai::e rejec1ion i• a dirccr function of the '·Q"
of the antenna and RF rirrnir ... and of 1hr number thereof, but
there arc a· fr\\ r«rivers emplo\'in~ speC'ial schtmcs 10 improve
imai::e re•ponse at c.-rtain point• in 1he hand.
Generally, image ratio i• a huilt-in functi1J11 of 1hr receiver that
it is not economical 10 chan11:e by the addition of tuned circuil9 or
imprn,·tmtnt in roil dc•ign,
\\'hert "lmag<'" intrrfrrcnce ;, experienced from onlv one local
111ation, a \\ave 1r.1p can he connect rd 10 rcmo,·r thar inttrferrnC'e.
If, a• i• wmc1imr• thr caot, the d"'ircd '1u1ion j, an imporlant
nut-of-to\\ n '!3tiun and the inierferini:: imai:e ~talion i a po\\ erf ul
local tran•miner, it ma\ hr nttt<>,:lr) to rmplm a douhle \\ave
trap ,uch a
hm' n in f ii:. 21 "hirh i:i' ~s extrrm<' auenuation to
a narru\\ hand of f r«1uenrir~
cl~I)
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the rt!ulu can be applied 10 a large numbrr of imilar rtte1vrr1
l ' suall), mo••ing 1ht' intermediate frequtnC) to shift 1he 1wreis to
ano1her >talion i• 1he uni) economical correction 10 apph .

SPURIO S RF.SPO:SSES -

If' INTEHFERE:-/CE

Rtteptinn of unde•irrd srntions on or nc.-ar lhl' m1trmtdia1e fre·
qurncy i< cau>ed by inade•1unre attrnuauon tn IF ahead of the fi~I
de1tc1or. l' uall), mo·i::ang superhetero<h nes rmh ar<' 1roublrd "itb
this typr of in1trfrrrncc, bur occasionsll> t'\'cn 1hrer-i:11n;: r«dven
will exhibit this t) pc of 1rouble \\hen clo~e 10 ~uch mrerfrring
•IOllion•. Thr usual remed} is 1hr u~r of n "a•• rrsp of the I\ pr
shown in Fii:. 18 \\ hich ma1 he adju~lrd to 1he mtermedialt' fre
qurncy of 1he recth er if the mtrrferenl'.e " \HDk, or the ll•<' of :i
two 5'Clion trap •irnilar 10 1hr l\\O rction rmage trap 1llu•tr:urd
in Fii: 21 if the interference is bad

REGENEHAT ION AND OSCILLATIO:S
In the de5il:fl a111l con•truction of ratlio r.ceivrr•, employing
rithrr 3 Ii mired nurnhrr of nmplilirr s1av;c.-s "ith "'"'' h11:h 1!:3in
ptr 51ai::;c, in an nnernpt to ohlDin the grtlllt)! po.sihlr srn,iti' ii~
and -electi•·it) f rorn :i gi\t'n an\·tstment in parh, nr in 1h.- <le>ig-n of
a •uper-•en'lti\ e rrn·h·er hnvini:: :i muhtplicit} ,,f ron5'f\'ati•rl~
doigncd 'laitr•, one of the limiling f:ictor~ 111 the din't'tion of ex·
trrme •ensi1i• ii\ is rrv;ener1111on, "hich, "hen utrc-me, resuhs in
oscillation.
Regener:11ion is th<' proces of buil<linit up n volrai:e h\ rc-·am
pl if) ing a .-olt:1i::c- 1hn1 hn alre3d\ pa •<'d 1hroui:h :in amplifier.
It is C3u•ed b' feeding hack a \'ohai:r from one r<•int 111 an ampli·
fi..r to umr pre.ceding point working al the tlme frequency.
Regeneration j, u•ualh prr enl on some degrtt in all •ecei•·en,
wmttime' hy dr,ii:::n a111l "'mrtimrs h' acC'iden• \\'hen 11mued In :i
rela1iveh •mall amounr, 11 o U•<'ful and c.:1n ht handled in •1u:rn1it\
produC'lion of rtcehers \\llh n fair dei::rer nf unifonnlt\, hut \\hen
, mrloHd in lari:r amnunl•, the production 'ariatiun• 1~1" rcn rt ·
cei,·er' i' ap1 10 he <1u11r lnrge, hecau5t rt'jl:t'O<'rn11on tend• 10 rx·
agi;:erate relatiHI) 'mall differences in tn1lh iclu:il •rt components.
In addition, receive" rmpln) ing lar11:.- amouni. of re"gencratinn "ill
uau:ilh· exhihi1 far i;:rtaltr ch:inge, in 'rn•iri' it,, ·'' n I unction of
humid i t ~· variation•, than "ill <ti\ "ith liuh· regeneration.
Normally, in dnme•ric broad<'a•t rcceiH'-, "h.un .. r rei:encration
1here i~ ha' heen limited h1 .i.,,ign con,rnnr' to a \'alur 1har "ill
not cause 1rnuhle, anti therelorr nn ronlrnl is pro"i<lc·d to he '" b)·
the u~er. Jn amateur rtcriver•, controllrd regrneration ;, rmployed
to aC'rompli•h amuini: re•uh5 in the h:1nd• t1f nn rxprrirncrd oprr·
aror auempting to uh1ain 1ht ma ... imum pas ihle ptrformancr from
lht' minimum oi r<tuipmtnt, !°~ua(h in such C3!<'5 thf' r<'J:rncration
control i' rcond in imrortancr 10 1hr tuning control, requirin~ re·
adju•tm«'nr a' oon a• thr rteriHr dial •~ 1110\Cd an :ippr~iablr
amount.
From the ahovr it i• no1 tu hr roncl111lrd thar rei::..nrr:ition. of
ii elf, i• undt',irahlr, h«ause it can, 1f 1uJ1dous1' u,rd, adJ a
grrat deal to thr prrform:1ncr 11f a recrh·er. \\'hat " to he con·
cl1Jded, h°'"' er, is th31 in tht' de•ii:n of a rrcci\'tr, rhe amount of
rt'genera1ion pre•tnt undrr rhl' hc\I and '""'' nprratini:; conditions
should he drttrminrd, und 1hc rei.:rncration limittd to an amount
1h11 i< <aft for the t\ pc of srrvice for "hich thr rrcrh er is in·
ten Jed.
In receiver' "hich ha,·e nol been properh chr< I.rd for rrc:rntr3·
1inn, conditions snmrtimr nist that perrnit the rrceh er 10 rei:rnC"ratt
until ,u•1ained oscilln1ion' rr•uh undrr ccr1:1in \H!lther, tunini:, or
antcnn;i condi1ion,, or "hrn receiving •1i:11als htlo" cert.tin
•trcng1h,.
R..generation m3~ bt hrol.rn dim n into '"" grnaal rla.-ification~ t\'rn 1ho11i:h fundarnen tall\' the cau•< i~ th1· ,3m1 , These t\\n
c(a,•r• arr •ini::lr· ,taitt rtgenrration and O\tr-all n·gencrnrion.

SINGLE-STAGE REGENEIL\TIO:"J
~inglr·•tage

F9.n 21

CM!l Wave Trap

I n •'>me ca t,, where it is permi•sible 10 aher the calihr:uinn of
1hr rtteiver slightly, image trouble brt\\ e<'n a dcfini1t pair of
tations can he diminated hy •hiftini:: 1ht intermediate fr<'•Jutnc~.
hut such treatment merrl) shifts the imas;r interfrrencr 10 ano1her
5tation.

SPU RIOUS RESPONSES -

IF HARMONIC "TWEETS"

"T,Hels" on harmonics of 1he intermediate frr<1uenr;- can be I
be elimina1ed b) shifting the in1ermtdia1e frequency. Admit1edl),.
1hi1 treatment merrh mo\'es the inierference from one IQ another
•tation but, in i:rner:il, the problem of a11cnu:uini:: IF tweri. is "°
complex thnl the work of eliminating 1hem is not jus1ified unlc•S

regrnrra1inn In amplifitr. ;, u"1:ilh the lca<t under·
stood t\ pr of regrncr3tion 1rouhlc and f requrnrl~ ha' baffled man~
~•rvicc men and raclin exprrimmttr•. II is peculiar in 1ha1 no
amount of isolation and fiherini:: applied 10 scrttn, ca1hode, plu•
"B" or i:rid return •erms to mal.r on~ improvement.
The fredbacl. actualh- occurs in•ide of the tuhr in the stage tha1
i• giving trouble. Theo coupling exi•I• btl\\ etn grid and plate
1hrough the intrr-elrctrotle C'apacil) of the tuhr or nn' addi1ional
•tra> capacity htl\\ ten th.-se two points To "'mt, rhii may seem
unrta!!Onablr "hen the inttr-rlectrode capacil\ j, I• low as .01
mmfd or le.-, bu1 ir is an actual fact 1hat i• •Hily pro,· .. n.
\\'hen single·Mai::C' 011<'illa1inn i• suspl"cted, raising 1he grid bia'
"ill stop 1hr regeneration, bu1 Ml \\ill this change ,iop o•·er-all
regeneration . Thr true 101 for thi• phrnomrna i• 10 connrct a
milliammrter ( properh b> paned) in the plaie cirC'ui1 of the •us·
pecttd tuhc a• 'ho\\ n in Fii: 22. Rrmove the pr«t~ini: and follo" •
mi: lubes, and thrn place an in1rrmi1tent shon·circuit on ei1hrr the
Jrid or plaie circuit of 1he •u•ptctcd stage "hi le "atching for
changes in 1hr plait current in that tuhe a• an indica1inn of 1he
starting and 11011ping of osrillation. Thr tuht' and a •ocia1ed tuned
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circuit' form a tuned-grid-tuned-plate "'1·illa1ur similar tn a trnn'muting circuit that "3, very popular in the early day• nf vacuum
tuhe 1ra1hmi11t-r,,
The 'rnndanl cure' for thi' trouhlc are :
(1) l ·,e a tuhe "ith l•l\\cr inter-t'le('trode capacity.
(2) Neutrali1e the inter·dectrudt- capacity .
(3 ) Reduce the gain of the circuit b, raising the tu~ bias.
( ~) Reduce the value uf the re~nn~nt imprdance in either grid nr
plate circuit" or po•sibly hoth. Thi' may be done by using coils of
lower Q , nr coils of the ~amc Q hut 10\nr inductance, or by tapping
nne or h<ith of the 11111cd circuit' '° that nnly n portion of the resonant impedance is introduced into the grid nr plate circuit.
Thi• t~ pe of oscillation is not confine1l to intermediate-frequency
amplifie" hut is encountered in RF amplifiers as well, if the primary is clo,dr coupled 10 the secondar") (a~ most shortwave RF
primarit", are) and h:u 100 many turn• in :m attempt to obtain
high RF •tage gain. In •uch cases it i• neces~arv to reduce the
numher uf primary turn' until single-•tage o'ICillaiion stops.
A pe~uliar effect may have heen oh,erved h) some experimenten
that they have never heen a hie to explain, "hich can he unden\tood
"hen considered in the light of ~inj!le -,1age regeneration. Thi:.
phenomenon is that a given amplifier ''age may be ,table when
lined up properly, hut "ill he unstahlc and o-cillate when one or
two of the ns>0eia1ed circuits are misaligned. This phenomenon ma)
have hecn ob~erved accidentally and has not heen reproduceahle
becau'e the re:hun' "ere not understood. Referring to Fig. 22 it
\\ill be seen that the roonant circuits are lettered for easy identification. Con,ider that the middle ruhe is the offender, but with all
circuits aligned it rduse, to oscillate or gh•e any other evidence of
mi•hehavior If circuit A is progres,ively misaligned in one direction and circuit I> progres•ively mi~aligned in the opposite direction, singll"-"age oscillation ''ill soon result. The same rtsults can
be accomplished on variable coupling IF circuits, that are mech:inicall) variable, if the coupling is proj!reuively reduced. The explanation is the same in hoth cases, hut i• accomplished hy :i different agency . Jn hoth C3SeS the impedance of circuits C and J) rise~
until >ini:le-~tage oscillation occurs thro111?h the inter-electrodl' cap:icity of the tube. The explan:ition for this statement is given here
bdo\\,
\\'hen a single circuit is resonant it presents a definite resonant
impedance that is a direct function of its "Q" and its renctnnce.
If nnother similar circuit, simil:irly resonant to the same frequency,
i• coupled to the fif\t circuit, and set near "Critical Coupling" the
re~on:int impedance of the combin:11ion approaches half the impedancl' of either circuit separately. h i• this loading effect that
keep' the impedance do"n \\hen all circuits are ali1-rne1I, nnd th"
ah-enct of "hich, ''hen circuit~ A and I) ore detuned, that permit<
the impedance of circuits R :111d C to climh high enough 10 cause
single-M:ige oscillatiun.

OVER-ALL REGENERATION
Over-all O'-tillation is 3 familiar complaint on muhi-M3J:e TRF
recei Hrs C\' en of good design, and on IF amplifiers of high gain.
On experimental recei"ers io the process of development it may be
produced hy any one of a numher of causes. Only b) experiment
can the offending source of coupling he discovered and removed.
It m3) he of two general type~, high-impedance or low-impedance,
or might he considered voltage feedback and current feedhnck al1hough :ill feedback phenomena in radio receiver> are, strictly
speaL.ing, voltage feedhacl. phenomena.
Coupling bet\\'een ant"lll:I and grid nr plaie leads, and·couplings
het" een itrid leads or plate leads, ere., :ill of "hich a re relatively
high voltai:es impressed on the ver1 'mall c:ipaci1ic> t'Xi,ting hetween the points ju>t mentioned are clas,ed :is high -impedance
ft'e<lhad." Appropriate p:1ni1io11 t}pe 'hielding <1uicL.h •lop• thi,
'' pe of feetlhack.
·
l ' nder the heading of l1m-impednnce feetlh:ich are pl:ict'd all .
oscillatinn trnuhles resulting from the u't' uf common c:11hodt', 'creen
or plat<· h, pa>• condt•n'''"• comm•m lead' 111 high-fre11m·11<'\ circuit'
cn11pli11g1 re,11hing Imm the common ,haft of a ganj! co11tlt'1i-.. r'
etc. f.1iminatin11: o-cillation from tht''e "lllr~t'• rt'l(Ui r~' ; t 'llld\' of

the rt'ceiver and many experiment<, i'.Wlarins.: the \'arions circuit>
thnt are suspected of cau,ing the feedhack, until finally the real
offender is discovered .
Somttimes feedhacL.' :ire degenerati"e in<tead of regenerative and
thl' tli-concerring foct ma\ he discovered in some cal>o that isolation of cenain circuits increast~ rather than decreasH oscill:ition
troubles.
On manufactured recei\'er< m:ide by a reput:ible company which
attem(lts 10 1.eep uniform qualih, over-all oscillation after some
time in 'ervice ran usually he qui'cklv traced to some circuit element
that changes characteri>ti~ "irh age. For example, if no paper
contler1'er i;. used across the ekctrnhtic filter condt'nser to insure a
permanent low -impedance RF path to ground, O\'er-all IF oscillation
can occur "hen the RF resi•tance of the electroh tic filter condenser
increases "ith age
In TRF receivers, frequently high - resi~tance cont.Jets between the
gang cunden,er <haft and the \\'iper> cnuses over-:ill o!!Cillation which
can he eliminated h) a thorough cleanini: of the contacting surfaces.
Common hypa"1 condensers also •hould he su•pected as the cause
of feed~ack. \'\'hen the) are, they art' usnall-" found ver_\' easily hy
connectmi: :1 I.no\\ n good conden,.. r across each hypau condenser
'ucces.~ivel-" until the defecti\'e unit i' found.

INTER-ELECTRODE CAPACITY
It ha~ hern pointed out, in the 'l'Clion on Sins:le-S1age Q<;eillation

that the coupling medium for .i1ch oscillation is the inter-electrod~
tap:tcll~ of the tuhe.
The methnd of mea,uring >uch small
"''";'"·• .. '-"1 •
capacitiei. in the presence of much
l:irgcr capacitie• in a net\\ orl.. rhar
cannot he opened to me:isure the de~ired capacit} direct!" may he of interest.
Fig. 23 represent• the capacit,· net·
''orl. that ni~h in the lnhe :1' far 3>
Figure 23
feedl\acl. capacities a re concerned.
1 he method of mea,urcment is to have a similar nernorl., Fig. 2~.
in operntion, i.uppl) ing a voltage to some measuring device and
fed by a source "ith the proper char:icreristics. The nutput capacity
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Fioure 24
of the tube is connected across the measuring circuit and a reading
ohtained on the output meter; then, when the grid of the tuhe i<
connected 10 the source of voltage, there will he an increa~ed reading 011 the meter. The calihrated condenser is then reduct'd in capacity until the meter reads as btfore. The inter-electrode capacit~
of the tube is the difference in the capacitr of the calibrated conden~er at its two settinj!s.
The calibrated condenser for the above measurement is an elaborate device not available to the experimenter or service man,
therefore the ahove method of checl.ing inter-electrode capacity
cannut hi' attempted, hut a very similar method can he n•ed to check
the uniformity of inter-electrode capacity in the manner •ho" n in
Fig. 25. Here a sign:il generator or service oscillator is used to

FIQU"e 25

Comparison of Inter-electrode Capacity

fumbh a signal to :1 lo\\ -impedance loatl >O th:it the inpnt-im·
pedance of a tuhe ma.• he co1111ecr.:d aero>• it "ith ntgligihle t•hani.:•
in voltai:;e. The inter-electrndt' c:1paci1~ feed, the 'iJ.:nJI into thr
radio rt"cei\'er aero'' "ho•e input a l1m -impe1lance load ha' hren
connrcted "' that v:iria1ion• in the output capacit.' uf the rnhe "ill
he '" ampttl out. J\n output metl'r un the n-cei\'er \\ill St'C\' C' to
indicatt' the rd.ni<>n bet\\ t•en tuhr, of <lifforing i111er-1·l,-ctn•1le
capacity.
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fhe :ahov~ "'''"m for cnmparini: imt'r·drctrode capncitiu ha.
hrt'n suc-re"fulh u•ed in a numh<r of lahuracorir!I Jesirini: ('ht'ck•
un int('r·t·lrtcro1le cap:tdty h111 which \\rrr unahle to purchue eom·
pl<'te ec1uipmen1 for maL.ini: th<"'e me3•uremrnh. h prubnbh· is not
a m..a,urrrnrn1 chat nn\ •rnic" man 1•·ilt have occasion to use, but
..omr aJ•· :tun~d rxperimelll<r". nttemptini: 10 obtain the mallimum
po~>ihlr pcrformanCt' trom rircui", ma1 de•irr to chrck th<"ir tu~
fur thi• p.ir.imttrr.

FIDELITY vs. SELECTIVITY
One of th<' mo-r f r<'•turnt requt<r' from <'llperimenters workini: on
hh:h-lidrlit) rrcriv<'n is for IF component• that "ill rrrmit hiii:h ·
fi1h·lin· t<'('rption, y<'r have ~ot>d adj3ctnt-channtl St'lttri"it}~
Tht fol lo\\ ing considtrarions "ill show rhat ir is impouible l•l
ffi<'tl hmh 'Ptcificarion• 'imultaneou~I~· · In ordtr ro tnnsmit a Ringlt
audio f rri1uencr b) thr tlouble •idtband transmis•ion method which
i' ~t:tn1l;irJ on all l)Pts ,.f hroadca'' and ,horcwave tntrrtainment
rran•mi.,ion•, a carricr and two additional frequencits art' required.
Th<'•<' :iJditional frequrnriu arr loca1 ..J one ahove and one below
the cnrrer frrquen('). hv an amount exacily equal to the audio frt·
11urnc\·. Fnr exampl.,, 1f it i• desired to transmit a 10 KC note on a
1000 KC' carrier, thl' upper ~ideband will ht 1010 KC and rht lower
,iJrh:m1I "i II ht 990 KC'. It ran l'>e ~ho" n mathem:uiC'a llr and it
('an :1c1c1all) ht demon trated chat in the aho\·t ca•t thrrt' 'eparatc
-ii:nal5 t.i<isr, if a ~ufficitntl~· -elective reC'eiver i• used for the
1lemon•trarinn Since it i• the American practice to assign hroadc:i,t·
in1t frt'<1ucncie> at 10 KC interval•, ir i' ob\'iou• that lh<' 10 KC
tran•mi•sion of the 1000 KC Jtation ahovr mentiont'd will fall txact·
h · on the carriers uf tht mo adjacent channels and will product
heternd) ne' rhat will p;:ive ri•e ro •purious audio rrsponotS in any
recei\'er havini: a tltctivit~· curve wide enough to pas> both ~ide·
hand, nn a 10 KC modulation.
Siner it i~ rea,on:thle lo 3<~ume rh:it thl're will he modulation on
l>och .1Jj:1ct'nr ch:innrls ir "ill br ob••inu' th:11 1hr 1ransmi1sion~ of
the two adjacent channel• \\ill encroach upon the territory that tht
1000 KC '1:11ion i• 1l'in1t if i1 modulatt'\ up to 10 KC. No" if all
thret' 't:ition• are producinJ,l' :1 sii:nal of t11ual intensity and are all
modula1in1t up to 10 KC the receinr \\ill n•>! ht able to •eparate
the•e three program,. If, however, the p3•~ · hand nf the receiver i•
narrowed down until ir :accepts a hAnd of frequencie< only ~ KC
ahnve an•l h•ln\• ih mid-frequenC'y, ic "ill accept from thr adjacent
channels onlr tho"' fre•1uencies aho,·e 6000 C)clh which frequmcies
carry a e<•mparatively •mall part of the eneri:y of sprech or music
and con•t11urntly will not interftrt' with thr de5ired program ro as
great an exttnt.
If the ratio of desired 5ignal strt"ng1h to adjacent·channd 11rrng1h
is now chani:;ed so that the d'sired sii:nal i~ many timu stronger
than th' adjacent channel sign:il 5trtni:th, the pass-band of the
receivtr can be incru,,d considerabl~· without introducing apprtti·
ab(, interftrence.
From 1he abo"e it can be •t'n chat "High-fidelity" rectption can
be used only "here rhe ratio of dr•ired •ignal to adjacrnt·channel
signal i• V<"rr great, 'av I 000 timt"s nr mnrt, and that, unlr.s the
receiver is cnnfinrd to 1he rectption of Inca I station•, ir mu't br able
to •harptn ii' -.~lrt•tivity cur\'e when it i§ de,ired to select one sta·
tion "hn..- ,ignal strt'ngth i~ near or bdow che •ignal treni:th of
the adjart'm channt'I'. In urJ ..r to ac('ompli•h this economicalh, IF
tran•furmer,, ''hose ph} 'ical and rl ..rtri('"1I featurH art 1hown in
Fi1t. 26, arc availahle. In tht•I" tran•fnrmrr•, 1he pass-hand i• varitd

,-··----- ····-·--.

Figure 26
h~ chanitinl! tht' coupling hccween primnr)· and 'econdnry, by means
of a 1app1•d coil in 'l'rie' wich one wimlini: clo>ely roupled to the
other Ii} thi' a~r:ini:;rmtnt a , ... r) hii:h percenragc chani:e in
rnuplini:: can h.. accompli•hrd "ich pr:icric:tll} no change in 1hc
>rlf·re... onam frc11uen1·) of tht' tuned circuit "hich ha' h<'rn "' itchrp.
Thi• arr.tnl!<'mt'lll pcrmin onr r~r<'i•·er !fl he adju~tt1l for erthcr
"ide or nJrro\\ pa.s·hand in>reaJ of u·quiring two indrpcndrnt
rrcei1·..r, of the dt"ired char:ictt'ristics.

Dl~TORTION
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IN DIOOE DRIVER STAGES

\Vhrn a diode Jettctor mu't work at rt-:i'IOnably high levels, at in
lhe ca'e of feedini:; a low-gain audio •ptem such u a type·5S, ·IS
or ·6R7 tube working a pu,h-pull •tai:e through a transformer, con·
sidcrahle ent'r~ is requirtd by the diode and iu load rui•tantt•
If the i:ain of the diode dri,·er tuhc i< varied b) mun• of the
cnnvemional A \'C circuit wht"rein full A \!C voltage is applied to
all c•mtrolltd tuhc•, it ma)· be fo•md rhat vtr} •eriou• di!>torrion it
produred 3t hii:h •ii:nal levtl!. lf 'uch di•tortion occur>, it is prob·
able that rhe la•t 1 F rube j, not a hie to furnish the power output rt·
quired to proprrl\· dri•·e the diode circuit when 1hi' 1 F tuhe has a
rrl:iti"ely hii:h hia•. Tht 11uick trst for rhi• rrouble is 10 remove the
A\"C volrai:e frnm rhe la•r IF tuh.. and hold it• bias con<tant ar its
nominal minimum •aluc "hilt 1he rtct'iver i, again checktd for
distortion. If rhl' ahu1r te'r eliminates tht di-ronion, that tubt' may
he left without A\'(' nr ma) have applied to it only a fraction, us·
ually ll.( to Y. of che vohagt that is applied to tht' remaining tubn.

MICROPHONICS
In the original de,ign of receivers one of the m<Kr ex:isperatinr
end illusive problems confronting the radio engineer i' that of pre·
venting "Microphonic Hnwk" Fir•t·cla5• radio manufa~turt'rs usu·
ally do evrrythini;: ecouomic:tlh practical to minimi1.e thi, trouble
but, even in spice of the'e ..!fort,, this trouble still productt many
•er vice callJ.
The cau'e of the trouhle i• ea<ih understood, but finding the of·
fending item is u•ually a difficult job "ith many apparmtly corrttt
answers proven "runic before th<' real offender il found. Often when
one •ourc.. of lrmrble it eliminated another ~ho"! up.
• The mo•t powerful tool for the 'olution of such a prohltm is the
comhination of audio o!ICillator, audio amplifier, outrut meter and
unmodulated sil(nal generator. Fii:. 27 shows the arrangement of
pa rt~ for the t~I .
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Figure 27

Mechanical Vibration THt

The rt~ivrr i1 tuned to the signal generator using modulation on
the generator, if ntee'5ary, to properly tune the receiver. The modu·
lation i1 removed without di•turbing the tuning of either gent'rator
or receiver and the hear frequency oscillator is !tarted, putting into
the speaker an output apprmcimarely equal to the full output of the
receiver. As the heat frt11uency '"<"illator i' run ovtr thr audio range
from 60 to 5000 cyclu ~lo\\I)', variou• •harp p~aks will he nori~d
on the output murr. This audio oucput from the recriHr is cau~d
bf the mechanical vibration of •omc part of the receiver modular·
inl! the C\V carrier •uprlied hy thl' l!tnerator. The actual means of
modulation ma) he the vibration of a condenstr changing capacity
in time with thr vihr:11ion tu produce capacit)' modulation of a
tuned circuit, or vibration of a coil or coil lead may give inductive
modulation of lbt tuned circuit, or ,. il'>reriun of the dements in tht
tuhe itself may givt' direct modul:arion of rhe eltcrron •tream. What·
evl'r may he the moJul:iring element, the hest chanre of locating it
quickly is providtd h)' the above ~erup. The beat frequent) oscil·
latnr is set to the frfqucocy giving the greattst reading on the output
meter and a .carch is madt' for tht rkment producing thi• modula·
tion. If 1he source i~ found, 'l<>m< mran, usually can be found to
eliminatt or reduct rhe troublt.
A, the frrriuency to which tht' re('tiver is tuned increases, the
ptretntai:c changr in frequency nectssar} ro product huwling be·
com<• increa,inl!I\' 'ma lier. In the ,hurt\\ ave range the suhility re·
•1uirrd lo eliminarl' hcm lini.: is ~ i:rrar that it is practit'ally im!><"ti·
hie to eliminare• 311 howling on high volume. In man1· cases, short·
"Jve r..cei1 crs "ith chc speahr in lhe 'Jmt cahinet with tht radio
~I cannot be operated at full volume. Receivtr• ha••e l'\·en had
1heir oscillator coil and oscillalnr tuning condenstr poure ! full of
wax 10 prennt \'ihratiun and ,1ill could not ht ktpr from Ir •wling
at hii:h \'olumr nn 'hcrr1wa1·,,• Service prohlem• of eliminating
microphnnic hem ls ~hould hr undl'rtaL.rn "irh Jut' con,ideration of
tht difficuhit'• involnd and of 1he impo»ibility of producing a
IOO',.( pnmanent curt if tht rtceivcr ha. a shortwav~ ran2c anti
has its •ptakcr in the samr cahiner with the receiver.
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A BRIEF TilEORETICAL DISCUSSION OF

RECEIVING ANTENNAS

GENERAL

The types of antennas which are of principal interest today

are those known as resonant antennas, and are used prin-

cipally in the FM and TV bands. Other types ot resonant
antennas are used for amateur and commercial communications,
but have been covered so thoroughly in other publications that
they will not be discussed here.
The Broadcast band has become so crowded with stations
that in general only local stations tan be depended upon for
interference tree recepUon. Since they are local stations, no
elaborate antenna lnstallatiun is required, and usually a plain
straight wire is used !or Broadcast band reception, or if the
recelver ls equipped with a loop antenna. no outside antenna
ls used at all .•
As we shall see later under the discussion of 'Ghosts' and
also under the discussion of 11.Dtenna bandwidths, the principal difference between the requirements tor FM and TV lies in
( 1) the accuracy of transmission line matching and termination
(far greater accuracy is required for TV), and (2) in the bandwidth characteristics of the antenna. We can therefore discuss
FM and TV antennas at the same time since the same princi·
ples apply.
As mentioned elsewhere in this. Manual, the transmission
characteristics ot the atmosphere to waves above about 40 me
is such that these trequencies can be relied upon to cover
only slighUy greater distance than the optical or direct line
of sight distance between the transmitting and receiving
antennas. Actually these waves do not travel in a direct
straight line, but the path is bent slighUy azound the curvature
of the earth as the wave travels through the atmosphere, and
so will cover a slightly greater distance than the line of sight
distance before extreme attenuation sets ln. This does not
mean that no signn.l can exist beyond the line ot sight. Although the wave suffers high attenuation beyond this distance,
some tield strength does exist and under some rare conditions,
both TV an~ FM signals have been received at distances considerably greater than the line of sight distance. It appears
that the amount ot 'bendin1' effect changes with the condition
of the atmosphere, causing very erratic reception in those
'trln&e' areas which lie beyond the line of sight distance.
It is a good working rule that dependable reception of
either FM or TV cannot be obtained over distances sreater
than 40 to 50 miles from the transmitter. This, ot course,
varies depending on the exact nature of the terrain in any
pven locality, and in tringe areas the dependability of reception can only be determined by exPeriment. lt follows ot
course from the llne ot sight transmission theory that in
fringe areas the antenna should be located as hllh as possi·
ble. The height referred to is the actual height above sea
level, not necessarily the height above the ground.
GHOSTS IN TV RECEPTION, that condition which causes
one or more weaker images to be received, displaced to the
right of the main image, can be caused by two th1ncs: ( 1) Reception of the signal over two or more different reception paths
which dlf!er in length; and (2) Reception of multiple sipials
at the receiver itself, all arriving at sl1gt1Uy different times,
due to refiecUons in the transmission llne.
In ann.lyzing the cause of gbosts, we sbould first have a
look at the speed at which TV (or radio) waves travel 1n space,
and also at the speed which the cathode ray spot travels on
the !ace of the picture tube. We know that radio w•v~ travel
at a speed of 800,000,000 meters per second in fr~ space.
converting this to the distance per microsecond we get 300
meters per microsecond, a.nd convertin1 meters to feet we
1et approximately 984 feet per microsecond. Now let us have

a look at the speed of the cathode ray spot on the face of the
picture tube and the distance it will travel in one microsecond.
It we look at the specltications (or scanning time in a TV
receiver, we tind that we scan 15, 750 llnes per second, which
correi;;ponds to a time of 63.5 microseconds per llne. In each
line SDProximately 10.5 microseconds are used up by blank~
pulses and retrace time, leaving 53 microseconds of each
scannlnc line for actually tracing the picture. U we take a
10 inch tube with a picture width o! 10 inches, then we scan
one llne 10 inches lone in 53 microseconds, or we scan .189
inches per microseconds. For the sake of simplicity we will
say we scan 3/16 inch per microsecond. In summation, we
have found that the picture signal travels 984 !eet while the
scanning spot on the picture tube is traveling 3/16 inch. Now
let us assume that we are receivinc a TV sipial from a transmitter antenna located 5 miles distant or 5 X 5280 • 26,400. Let
us also assume that we are receiving not only the signal which
travels direcUy from antenna to antenna but that we are receiving the same signai via another path as a result of the
signal being reflected oft a tall building, and that the path of
this signal is 321300 feet or 5900 feet longer than the path of
the direct slgniu. Since this reflected signal travels 5900
feet farther than the direct signal and since it travels 984
feet per microsecond, then it will azrlve at the receiving
antenna 6 microseconds later than tbe direct signal. Since
during this 6 microseconds the scanning beam will have
traveled 6 X 3/16 inch or 1·1/8 inches, we will have a secondary or ghost image of the picture displaced 1-1/8 inches to the
right ot the direct image on the face of the picture tube. The
only means of ellmlnating this cype of ghost image is to make
use of the directional characteristics of the recelvlnc antenna
to reduce the signal from the undesirable path to a point where
it is not objectionable.
The second cause for ghosts in TV receivers arises from
improper impedance matching of the antenna to the transmission line, or the transmigsion line to the receiver. U improperly matched, the signal will be refiected from the receiver back
to the antenna and back to the receiver again where it arrives
at a time (depending on the length of the transmission llne)
later than the original signal and appears as a ghost. This
form of ghost cannot be displaced from the main picture nearly
as much as in the previous case because of the relatively
short length ot the transmission line, and usually appears not
as a displaced image but appears so close to the main image
that it produces a 'fUzzy' picture instead of a completely
separate image.
ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION
In the construction of antennas !or FM and TV, the dipole
antenna is the basic unit from which most of the co~lex ~
rays are made. A dipole consists of two quarter wave antennas mounted end to end, but not connected to each other in
the center. The transmission line is connected to these adjacent or the inside ends. The dipOle antenna ls balanced to
ground and sbouid be used with a balanced transmission llne,
althouch some commercial antennas which have been entirely
successful in the !1eld have used unbalanced (coaxial or •
concentric) transmission lies with balanced antennas with
no serious ill effects. The aiiproximate impedanct! of a half
wave dipole is 72 ohms. It has been determined by practical
experience that if the transmission line ls terminated at the
recel ver end in the correct impedance that no serious ill
effects will result other than a very sli&ht loss in ettlciencr
lt the llr.e is mismatched to the antenna by u much aa 2 t.o
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1. This is an impertant point to note when workinc with some
of the more complex antenna arrays which have odd values of
impedance for which no transmission line of the cotTect
impedance is available commercially, While It is possible
to have considerable mismatch between the antenna and
transmission line without any serious ill efrects, matching
between transmission line and receiver is more critical and
every effort should be made to use a transmission line of the
cotTect impedance to match the receiver input. We have seen,
under the discussion of ghosts, that the effect on the picture
of a mismatch at this point can cause 'fuzzy' or 'smeared'
pictures.
In the selection of a transmission line it should also be
observed that some receivers have balanced input, in which
case a balanced line should be chosen if possible; and other
receivers have unbalanced input, for which an unbalanced
(coaxial) line should be chosen. In the event that it is impractical to choose an antenna, a transmission line, and receiver all of which fit into such a matchinc pattern, then
matching transformers are available in models which will
match practically any transmission line to any receiver.
These transformers provide not only for correctly matcbing
the impedance but also for going from an unbalanced line to
a balanced receiver or from a balanced line to an unbalanced
receiver.
Transmission lines for FM and TV are readily available in
impedances of 52 and 72 ohms for the unbalanced type, and in
impedances of 72, 150, and 300 ohms in the balanced eype.
In some arrays various matchln6 methods are used to make
the impedance at the transmission line terminals different
trom the natural impedance of the antenna itselt in order to
correctly match a commercially available value of transmission line impedance. The correct length for a half wave dipole
at any one frequency is exactly a half wavelength long only
if the antenna elements are of very small diameter and if the
antenna is mounted in free space with no objects in its tleid
which would cause losses. In actual practice this condition
is never achieved and a more practical length for the antenna
is shorter than the theoretical length. A good workable length
under most conditions is 95% of the actual half wavelength.
In considering the impedance of the half wave dipole as 72
ohms, one can assume this impedance to be purely resistive
at onb one frequency. At frequencies higher than the natural
frequency, the resistance becomes lower but the reactive
component which is inductive goes up and the impedance is
principally reactive and may be several times higher than
the 72 ohm resistive component at resonance.
At frequencies lower than the natural frequency or the antenna the
same thing heppens except that the impedance becomes princl·
pally capacitive instead. This principle has been used extensively in order to more perfectly adjust antennas to reson·
Mce in any location. The antenna may be cut shorter than
necessary for a given frequency in order to make the Impedance
at its terminals appear capacitive, then tune this capacitive
component to resonance with a small inductance placed direct,.
ly across the transmission line tenninals. Or the antenna may
be cut longer than necessary for the required frequency in order
to make its l.Jiipedance appear inductive and tune this inductive
component to resonance by the addition of a small capacit.y.
Tbe inductances and capacities used for tuning in the above
cases are usually obtained from an approximate quarter wave
section of transmission line shorted at one end and connected
across the antenna terminals at the other end. such a 11.ne, if
less than a quarter wavelength, presents an inductive reactance
to the antenna and if greater than a quarter wavelength, presents a capacitive reactance to the antenna. The magnitude
of this reactance depends on how far from an actual quarter
wavelenith the line actually is, and ls i]'Elatest at a length
correspending approximately to a quarter wave plus 20% and a
quarter wave minus 20%. When tuned in this manner the
antenna impedance la resistive at the transmission line terminals but may be several times higher than the original antenna
imped1nce. In order to correctly match the impedance of the
tnnamlssion line, the line is usually attached to the quarter
wave matchinc stub at a point close to its shorted end which
will pve the correct impedance. In this case the quarter
wave matchin& stub is used not only as a tun.inc element to
tune the antenna to resonance at the required frequency, but
also u an impedance matchinc device to properly match the
hisher impedance of the antenna to the lower impedance of the
line. such systems ll'e rather dittlcult to adjust properly, and
ad,J\lllYlent should not be attem»ted unless proper measurement
facWt1ea • • anlllble.
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As mentioned before, the impedance of a hell! wave dipole
is a pure resistance onl;f at one frequency. If the diameter of
the elements is QUi.te small, then the impedance is very critical
to frequency and changes quite rapidly as the frequency departs rrom the actual frequency of the antenna, but Ir the
diameter or the antenna elements is relatively large, then the
resistance changes much more slowly as the frequency is
chanced, and remains fairly constant over a much wider frequency range. For this reason, antennas have been developed
having elements or quite large diameter (as large as 1/ 20
wavelength). Also, various types of conical shaped elements,
fan shaped elements, and various kinds of loading rings have
been used for the purpose or increasing the effective diameter
of the elements. For dipoles having elements of very large
diameter, the length corresponding to 95% of a half wavelength
no longer holds, and the correct length becomes as short as
75% or 'a half wavelength.
THE FOLDED DIPOLE: A commonly used variation of the
dipole antenna ls the folded dipole, which consists of two
half wave dipoles placed parallel to each other and at a distance such that the surge impedance (if considered as a tran&mission line) is 300 ohms, which corresponds to the antenna
impedance which is also 300 ohms. The spacing of the.parallel
elements in order to obtain this 300 ohms impedance depends
or course on the diameter of the elements. One of tht! elements
is exacUy like the half wave dipole previously discus sed, and
is broken In the center for connection to the transmission line;
but the other element is not broken•in the center (a continuous
rod approximately half wave long). They are connected together at their outer ends. The principal advantage or the
folded dipole is the fact that its impedance is 300 ohms, which
matches one popular type of transmission line. Another
lesser advantage is the fact that the parallel construction
gives a much larger effective element diameter and so will
allow it to operate over a wider frequency range with less
change or impedance. Of course the same effect can be ac·
compllshed with a dipole having the same effective element
diameter.
The dipole and the
REFLECTORS AND DIRECTORS:
folded dipole pessess a useful directivity characteristic,
ha vine the ability to receive signals best which are on a line
perpendicular to the axis of the antenna, and to receive very
little signal from points which are on a line with the axis.
It is most desirable to improve the directivity or some antennas, and it is very fo ti.mate that when the directivity ls im·
proved in favor of reception from a certain direction, that the
antenna gain to signals from this direction goes up and that
its response to signals from all other directions goes down.
The most common method of accomplishinc this result In FM
and TV antennas is by the use of directors llnd refiectors.
A reflector ls an approximate half wave element placed parallel
to and less than a half wavelength from the antenna on the side
away trom the source of the signal it is desired to reinforce.
A directl>r is the same kind or an element except that it is
placed on the .side of the antenna toward the source of the
signal it ls desired to reinforce. In an antenna which bas
three elements, that is the antenna, one renector and one
director, the length of the reflector ls usually about 5% longer
than the antenna and the length of the director about 4%
shorter than the antenna. The exact spacings are best dete~
mined experimentally. The action of a reflector is such that
there is very litUe field existing behind the reflector and so
very little can be gained by the addition of more reflector
elements, but in the case of the director an indefinite
number of elements can be added to give increased directivity
and galn. In such arr array, the length and spacing of the
elements is too difficult to calculate mathematically and is
determined by experiment.
A Japanese named Yagi did the initial work on arrays consisting of the antenna, a reflector and multiple directors, so
today such arrays are commonly called Yagi arrays. The
practical limit in the number of elements that can be used for
television reception ls three directors. More than this g1 ves
too narrow a bandwidth for satisfactory reception, but for
services other than TV, up to 18 directors have been used.
STACKED ARRAYS: All of the antennas discussed above
are of the type wbich contain all the elements in the same
horizontal plane. Where additional cain is required, it.. is common practice to take two or more of the above arrays and stack
them one above the other vertically. The vertical distance
between arrays is determined by the method of reeding the
transmission line, but in ceneral ls about a half wavelength.
Stacked arrays not only g1ve added gain, but also add some
vertical directivity which in some cases is desirable.
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A 'Iheoretical Discussion of

FREQUENCY MODULATION
'Irans,nission and Reception
By means of Frequency Modulation, radio programs
are now being broadcast and picked up by transmitten
and receivers of new design which practically elin1inates
all natural static and m.an-made interference. This new
freedom from interference is achieved by the use of
( 1) a type of modulation which giyes to the signal
a characteristic that cannot be duplicated accidentally by
nature or the usual sources of electrical interference, (2)
by the use of receivers which do not respond to static,
man-made interference, or the type of modulation now
commonly used for broadc88ting, (3) by emphasizing the
high frequencies at the transmitter so that at the receiver a de-emphasis circuit can be used to bring the
high-frequency notes back down to their correct level
while at the same time heavily attenuating tube hiss.
It is the purpose of the following discussion to bring
out the points of similarity and of difference between
amplitude and frequency modulation and between the
receivers and transmitters employed !or each system.

There is lln interesting point of difference between
the two types of modulation in regard to the limit of.
modulation. In the case of amplitude modulation there
is a very definite limit to the amoun~ of modulation
that can be imposed on the cnrrier before diatortion be·
gins. By definition, complete or 100"/o modulation is
obtained when the envelope of the RF signal touches
the zero axis. Under this condition the maximum amplitude of the signal reaches twice the value of the
unmodulated carrier.
An AM transmitter cannot modulate without distortion above 100 o/o (on sine· waves) because then the
signal would be completely absent for a small portion
of each audio cycle, a.s shown i11 Fig. 4, which would
produce an audio signal such as that shown in Fig. 5
in whi~ the distortion in the negative peaks is quite
evident..

CARRIER MODULATION
The present system of radio broadcasting called "Amplitude Modulated" (abbreviated AM for convenience)
employs a carrier of constant frequency whose amplitudl:!
is varied at the same rate and in the same degree as
the sound pressure that actuates the microphone. Fig, 1
shows the relations between the voltage generated by
the microphone by loud and soft notes of high and low
pitch. The corresponding signal output from an AM
transmitter is shown in Fig. 2. The signal emitted by
a "Frequency Modulated" (abbreviated FM) tra:nsmitter
is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the vertical axis in Fig. 3
shows the INSTANT ANEOUS FREQUENCY of the carrier
whereas the vertical axis in Fig. 2 shows the instantaneous
amplitude of the carrier.
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In the case ot Frequency Modulation there i11 no
such inherent limit to the modulation permissible. Complete modulation is that frequency shift agreed upon by
the engineers u lOOo/o modulation and all transmjtten
and receivers have to be designed to operate satisfacborily
with this frequency deviation (swing). Most FM transmitters of good design wiU actually modulate without
distortion far above lOOo/o. The limit of modulation is
W1ually to be found in the FM receiver selectivity and
limiter action, which will be explained in another section.
COMPARISON OF TRANSMITTERS
Transmitters for FM diifer so radically from AM
transmitter11 that it is difficult to give a step-by-step
comparison of the two types. In general, it can be said
that FM transmitters employ a greater variety of circuit
functions than AM transmitters, but require an almost
negligible amount of modulator equiproent, regardless of
the po\ller of the transmitter, and require smaller poweT
supplies per Kilowatt of power output than do All
transmitters.
In an FM transmitter, the only tubes that are not
purposely run Claas "C" are tbe small tubes used !or
frequency control. All of the remainder are usually run
with high bias and high excitation to maintain high platecircuit efficiency. The high powered circuits can be built
witl:> less insulation in FM transmitters than in AM unit.'!
~because the FM transmitter always runs with the same
plate voltage and the same RF. output voltage. There is
no doubling of output voltage at 100% modulation aa in
the case of the A l\I si1n1al. For the same reason the
output tubes can be operated at higher levels because
thel"e will be no surges on them.
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Tiie huge and expenaive chokes or modulation tranaf onnera, characteristic of high-level modulation in the AM
tranamitter, are conspicuous by their absence in FM transmitters.
There are two principle methods in use for modulating the FM carrier. One ia known as "Phase Modulation",
the other as " Reactance-Tube Modulation". The final
l'#Sult is the same kind and amount of Frequency Modu lation, however.
Phase Modulation has the advantage of having its
center-frequency directly controlled by a crystal, but the
nu•nber of tubes employed in generating the required
frequency shift is relatively large, although the tubes
themselves are small. In this system, a crystal controlled
signal at some relatively low frequency, such as 200 kc,
is fed into a phase-shifting network from which is obtained a very 1mall frequency shift, proportional to the
modulating voltage. This frequency shift must be multiplied, through a dozen or more doubler and heterodyne
stages, before adequate frequency deviation is obtained.
Reactance-Tube Modulation is very simple. It employs a self-excited oscillator, frequency modulated by
a reactance tube, in much the aame fashion as Wobbulated oscillators are employed in Cathode-Ray 1-F
scanning signal generators. The esaential refinement to
obtain aatisfactorv stability of the center-frequency of
the carrier is a frequency-drift corrector, which consists
of a crystal-controlled mixer which heterodynes the output signal to a relatively low frequency, say between
1000 and 2000 kc, and passes the resulting 1-F into a
discriminator which sends back to · the reactor tube an
AJl'C voltage to keep the oscillator center-frequency correct. It is obvious that it takes only a few tubes in this
system to bring the signal up to the level where power
tubes are required.

AM ••· FM RECEIVERS
Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of a conventional,
hisb-quality AM receiver consisting of an RF stage,
fint detector or translator (which may have a separate
oacillator, as shown in dotted outline, but which usually
employs a pentagrid converter), the IF amplifier, which
may be one or several stages, the second detector, audio
amplifier and power supply.
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Fig. 7 ahowa a similar dlacram for an FM receiver.
Comparing the latter receiver to the former it is obvious
that there are many functions common to both receiven.
In a step-by-step comparison, the following 1imilarities
and differences are noted:
RF STAGE--ehown on both receivers. It amplifies
the signal at the received frequency before it ia heterodyned to intermediate frequency. Ita purpose ia to
furnish a higher level signal to the translator to reduce
the importance of the tube hisa contributed by that
wbe, and to improve the imqe ratio of the recein:r.
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In many of the lower priced receivers, however, no RF
stage is used.
In the AM set for the standard broadcast band the
tuning condenser is usually · 366 MMF oi; in some cues
410 MMF or h1rher. Tbe FM tuning condenser is much
smaller because the frequency is so much higher (88 to
108 me} that the capacity must be reduced in order to
obtam enough "ircuit impedance to obtain a gain from
the tube. These condensers usually have 3 to 7 "double
spaced" plates giving very low tuning capacities. Values
between 16 and 20 MMF are representative for thia
service.
TRANSLA TOR--A translator is required in both
AM and FM receivers for the purpose of converting the
received frequency to intermediate frequency for further
amplification. Either the AM or the FM set, or both,
may employ separate oscillator tubes but in most modern
designs when cost is a factor, both types of receivers employ pentagrid converter or heptode converter tubes. The
only essential difference between the converter in the
broadcast AM receiver and the FM receiver ia that
the capacities and inductance in the FM receiver are
much 1ower than in the conventional Broadcast receiver
to accommodate the high signal frequency and the high intez-.
mediate frequency.
1-F AMPLIFIER--Both AM and FM receivers employ 1-F amp1ifier1 for the purpose of providing the
maJor part of the &•in and selectivity of their respective
receivers. The selectivity requirement.a are consi<1erably
different in the two cases, however, in the AM receiver
the width of the band of frequencies passed by the IF
amplifier is quite restricted in order to provide ample
discrimination arainst stations 10 KC or 20 KC away
from the assigned frequency of the station it is desired
to receive. The FM 1-F amplifier muat pass a much
larger band of frequencies because of the requirement
that the carrier awing 76 KC each side of its nominal
frequency to give 100% modulation. In order to obtain
this wide pass band without complex band-paas circuits
that are difficult to adjust, a high intermediate frequency
is used. The choice of a high intumediate frequency is
also dictated by image requireme!lta. Since the FM broadcasting b&nd extenas from 88 to 108 MC, a spread
of 20 MC, it is desirable that the intermediate frequency be selected above one-half ot 20 MC so that
no FM station will be the image or any other FM station.
The present choice or intermediate frequency seems
well standardized at 10. 7 MC but there are some receivers
with other intermediate frequencies. These bigb·trequenc:
intermediate amplifiers differ from the conventional •66KC 1-F amplifier in having much lower gain-per-stage,
and therefore having more stsges, and in the isolatinr;
networks In screen, plate and A VC circuits to prevent
interstage coupling. It must be remembered that at the
higher frequencies, even straight hookup wires become
inductances that cannot be ignored and by-pass condensers have a certain amount of inductance in the con·
denser itself as well as in the leads. To avoid the
parasitic couplings resulting from the inductance of leads
and of bv pass condensers. the common practice at present in I-F amplifiers on FM receivers is to isolate each
scrfen and each plate return from the common "B"
supply by means of resistors, by-passed directly to catho-fe
or to IZTOund aa close to the socket as possible. In this
way, all I-F currents associated with a given tube are
prevented from coupling with currents from anv other
~ta~ and interstage regeneration is he'd to a minimum.
This point is especially impc.rtant in FM receivers because regeneration sometimes puts verv sharp peaks in
tl>e selectivity curve of an amnlifier. 1f the set is operating at su<'h a level that the limiter is unable to smooth
out the peak caused by rel!'eneration, the "S" curve of
the discriminator will be distorted re<1ultin1t in corresponding distortion in the audio output from the detector.
LIMITER-The next step in comparinit an FM receiver with an AM receiver shows the FM receiver tn
have a "Limiter" which bas no counterpart in the AM
rereiver.. Up to this point the two receivers are exactlJ
alike in function and actually the FM receivn is no
different, except in operating frequency and 11elertivitv.
from the AM receiver. In actuatitv, the FM REr.F.tVli:R
JS AN All RECEIVER AS FAR AS THE LIMITER.
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All of the circuits can be measured and aligned with
a conventional AM generator or, for alignment alone, a
Cathode-ray oscillograph and ''Wobbulated" (Frequency!\!odulated) generato1• cao be very conveniently used,
showing the 1-F curve shape of the FM receiver in
exactly the same manner as for the AM receiver.
As stated at the beginning of this article, one of
the three cardinal principles for noise-free reception is
to construct the receiver so that it will not respond to
the type of signals that Nature can produce. In order to
prevent response to static, man-made interference (and
all amplitude-modulated signals) a new device is incorporated in the receiver. This device is called a "Limiter."

Complete Limiting
Limiting Begins

Input
FIG. 8 LIMITER CHARACTERISTICS
It will be shown in the explanation of the operation
of the discriminat<>r that a signal at the center-frequency
of the discriminator produces equal currents in the two
diode circuits, which are connected -in such a way that
the net effect of signal is zero output regardless of the
input strength. At this frequency, therefore, amplitude
modulation is balanced out by the back-to-back connection of the detector circuits. If, however, the signal
impressed on the discriminator is not on the ceuterfrequency, the signal in one diode will be stronger than
in the other and consequently any amplitude modulation
on the signal will be reproduced. In order to prevent
amplitude modulation from reaching the detector, a
"Limiter" is installed between the last I-F transformer
and the detector. Many of the earlier FM receive1·s
employed a single tube as a "Limiter" but some of the
more recent designs employ two tubes in a "Dual Limiter"
or "Cascade Limiter" circuit for more perfect elimination
of amplitude modulation. It is the function of the
"Limiter" to deliver its output signal at a constant levt!l,
devoid of amplitude modulation, regardless of the level
of the signal input to the device. It is obvious, of course,
that there must be a lower level of signal input below
which the fixed output voltage cannot be maintained,
because if no input signal is supplied to the tube it cannot give output. Therefore the limiter must have an
input-output characteristic similar to Fig. 8. Its output
i'ncreases up to a certain point as the input signal increases to a certain value. Beyond that value of input
there is no increase in output. A somewhat, but not
exactly, similar condition exists in any radio set in
which the volume control is turned up too high. The output SOUNDS LOUDER for increasing amounts of overloading but the actual measured output does not increa11e
materially beyond the point that distortion becomes
serious. The louder sound result.a from the production
of an increasing 11eriea of distortion products (harmonics),

to which the ear is more sensitive. The "Limiter" in an
FM receiver works in much the same fashion but has
this very distinct advantage: that the distortion products
occur at frequencies not reproduced by the system and
the discriminator following the limiter is not sensitive
to distortion products but to FREQUENCY VARIATIONS.
The 1-F amplifier can be designed, therefore, without
regard to harmonic distortion, because the "Limiter"
takes all signals above its "limiting" or threshold value
and (amplitude) distorts them unmercifully in producing
constant output.
Fig. 9 shows a common circuit arrangement for a
single limiter, while Fig. 10 shows the circuit of a Dual
Limiter. Limiters, either single or cascade, are operated
at low screen and plate voltagEs so that the tube quickly
reaches its maximum output as the signal is increased,
and beyond that value, no increase in output signal
occurs, regardless of how much more the signal may
increase. In normal operation, the signal impressed on
the limiter should be great enough to give full output
from the limiter, thereby giving maximum sup1 rr·ssion
of any amplitude modulated signals, or noise pulses, that
might he impressed on the limiter. Because of this requirement, FM receivers have sensitivities seldom apnroarhe<l hv AM receivers.
DISCRIMINATOR
The next step in comparing the FM with the AM
set shows a "discriminator" or frequency detector in the
FM receiver without a counterpart in the AM receiver,
although AM receivers employing Automatic Frequency
control have a similar device used for a slightly different
purpose.
It is the purpose of the discriminator to convert the
output of the limiter-a constant voltage (within limits)
at variable frequency into a variable amplitude proportional to frequency shift so that the detector can be
supplied with a signal from which it can extract an audio
voltage.
The simplest device for converting frequency variations into amplitude variations is a tuned circuit feeding
the detector but purposely mistuned so that the mean
carrier frequency is well down on the side of the selectivity curve. A frequency !':hift in one direction will
obviously increase the amplitude while a shift in the
opposite direction will decrease the amplitude thereby
providing the detector with an amplitude-modulated l!ignal. Such an arrangement, however, is neither efficient
nor does it balance out amplitude-modulated signals as
does the circuit to be described next.
The most common circuit for convertin!!" frequency
changes into · amplitude changes is shown in Fig. 11.
This circuit is familiarly ref Prred to as a discriminator
circuit because its original use was in the control circuit
of sets employing Automatic Frequency Control, in which
case its purpose was to "discriminate" between or recognize those frequencies which were above the mean frequency of its 1-F svstem and those below the mean
freouency and to :=upply to the reactance tube a voltage
of the proper polarity to cause the reactance tube to
shift the oscillator fre!luency enough to produce perfect
tuning.
The oneration of this circuit is of extreme importance
in the FM receiver, and since the details of how and
why it works are none too widely known. The theory of
operation is explained in detail herewith.
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FIC. 11 DISCRIMINATOR CIRCUIT
Fig. 11 shows the most common disdriminator circuit.
It will be noticed that one cathode is directly grounded
while the other is bypassed to ground, which makes it at
ground potential as far as 1-F is concerned. When 1-F
voltage is applied between diode plate No. l and ground,
a current "I" will flow through resistance "R" back
to the 1-F winding in the same manner as in the conventional diode detector system. The magnitude of the
current will be directly proportional to the 1-F voltage
applied. Voltage applied between diode plate No. 2 and
ground will produce a corresponding current "12" through
"R2" proportional to the voltage applied.
Assume, for the moment, that the secondary ls far
removed from the primary so that no magnetic coupling
exists between the primary and the secondary, but that
both circuits are tuned to the same frequency: The
same voltage will appear between diode plate No. 1 and
cround, as between diode plate No. 2 and ground, and
as appears across the tuned circuit in the plate circuit of
the driver tube. With resistor "Rl" equal to "R2", the
voltage developed across the two resistors will always
be equal but are so connected that the net result of the
two voltages in series is zero. U the voltage applied
to the driver tube is varied above and below resonance
the voltage appearine across the tuned plate circuit and
at the diodes, if plotted against frequency, will show
the typical resonance curve of a sinele circuit as shown
in Fig. 12.
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current that !Iowa is in exact time phase with the i nduced voltaee.
3. The voltare that appears across the secondary
inductance is 90 electrical degrees ahead of the secondary
current, which is in phase with the induced secondary
voltage, which is in phase with the counter induced
voltage in the pl'imary which is in direct phaae opJ>o•itioa
to the applied primary voltage. The voltage that appears
across the secondary is, therefore, 90 electrical degrees
behind the applied primary voltage. Since the secondary
is center-tapped, the phase of the voltage at one end
of the secondary is 90 electrical degrees behind the
applied primary voltage, while the other end of the
secondary is in phase opposition or 90 electrical degrees
ahead of the applied primary voltage.
4. Since the applied primary voltage also appears
between the center-tap of the secondary and ground, it
is obvious that the total effective voltage between diode
No. 1 and cathode is equal to the voltage across hal!
of the secondary in series with the voltage across the
primary. Similarly, the voltage between No. 2 diode and
cathode is the voltage across the No. 2 half of the
secondary in series with the voltage across the primary.
Since it has been shown above that there is a 90
degree phase difference between the primary voltage and
the voltage across each half of the secondary, these
voltages cannot be added arithmetically, but must be
added geometricallv. Fig. 13 shows the vector representation of this addition.
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AT RESONANCE
PHASE RELATIONS WITH SECONDARY RESONANCE
If the frequency imposed on the tuned primary is
slightly higher than the resonant frequency of the secondary, the current through the secon4ary will no longer
maintain its 90 degree relation to the primary voltage but
will begin to lag behind the primary voltage. The vector
diagram then appears a.s in Fig. U, wherein the perpendicularit)' between Ep and the two secondary voltages
has been disturbed.
Voltage from diode No. 1 to
center tap of secondary
to

.
I

I

:

Frequency
FIG. 12 PRIMARY RESONANCE CURVE
If the secondary is now brought into proximity with
the primary, a voltage will be. induced into the secondary
by flux from the primary current. The followine stepby-step explanation of the phase relations, together witr
reference to the vector diagrams in Fig. 13 , shows the
operation of the discriminator.
1. The self-induced or "mutually-induced" voltages
in two coils magnetically coupled are in exact time phase.
This relation is fixed regardless of the condition of the
primary circuit, whether exactly in resonance, above or
below resonance. Resonance in the primary circuit only
serves to change the magnitude of this voltage and the
voltage induced in the coupled coil, which two voltages
change in exact proportion as long as the de~ee of
coupling remains fixed.
2. At resonance, the impedance around the closed
secondary circuit looks like a resistance to the voltage
induced in the secondary winding. Consequently, the
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14 DISCRIMINATOR VECTOR DIAGRAM
SLIGHTLY ABOVE RESONANCE

It is now obvious that the voltage applied between
one diode and ground is greater than that applied between the other and ground. Therefore, the voltages
appearing acrou Rl and R2 (in Fig. 11) are unequal
and there is a net remaining voltage available for output. As the frequency of the applied voltage departa
even more from the resonant frequency of the secondary,
the angle between the primary voltage and the secondary
voltage increases, tending to increase the difference
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between the voltages appearing across the two diode
load resistances, but at the same time the vectors are
all becoming smaller because of departure from resonance.
The net result is a curve of output voltage vs. frequency
deviation approximately like the curve in Fig. 15 in
which there are three major slopes and two prominent
points of inflection "A" and "B".

FIG. 15 DISCRIMINATOR CHARACTERISTIC

Usually the center slope is by far longer and
straighter than either of the other slopes. Detection
from this slope therefore has less distortion for any
specified frequency excursion because of superior linearity, and will handle a larger frequency excursion than
either of the other two slopes. The condition for correct
detection is with the carrier centered where the "S"
curve crosses the zero axis and with the frequency
excursion restricted to the straight portion of the characteristic. Fig. 16 shows a point-by-point conversion of
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0

FIG. 17

frequency modulation into audio output, using the normal
(center) slope of the "S" curve. Fig. 17 shows a pointby-point conversion of frequency modulation into audio
output using the "back slope" of the "S" curve for detection. Fig. 18 shows the wwst possible condition of
distortion because of mistuning an FM receiver. In thia
case the mean carrier frequency has purposely been
placed at the point of inflection of the "S" curve. A
point-by-point deviation of the audio output wave from
a pure sine wnve of frequency modulation discloses at
first the rather surprising result that the fundamental
fr£quency has been lost and only second and higher
order harmonies come out of the device! The "$" curve
of the discriminator produces the phenomenon that many
FM receivers tune in each station at three rlo,ely spaced
points on the dial, sepanted by two points of high distortion. The amount of distortion at the two mid-points
depends upon the sharpness of the upper and lower bend
in the "S" curve and on the amount of frequency swing
being used.
So far the discussion of detecting frequency modulated waves has been confined to the characteristic "S"
curve of the discriminator alone. In actual receivers,
detection takes place by virtue of the effective "$"
curve of the discriminntor plus the sharpening effects
of the l·F selectivity curve, counteracted by the broadening effects of the "Limiter." The actual peak-to-peak
separation of the points of inflection of a typical discriminator may be as much as 360 to 400 KC
but the net peak-to-peak sepnration in a complete receiver may be only 150 lo 200 KC. In some cases,
where the 1-F amplifier is too sharp, the effective peakto-peak separation may be 150 KC or undtr. If the
separation is only 150 KC, peak-to-peak, amplitude distortion will be evident on the recovered audio voltage
whenever the modulation percentage approaches 100 'iO.
If the peak-to-penk spacing is less than 150 KC, serious
amplitude distortion will be evident with lower percentages of modulation.
In construction, the discriminator transformer is
usually quite like the other 1-F transformers in the set,
the only apparent difference being the presence of a
coupling condenser from the center-tap of the secondary
to the high side of the primary. In some instances,
however, the discriminator transformer is made with
special tuning components such as air dielectric trimmer
condensers, or it may be permeability tuned. In general,
it appears to be better engineering practice to make
the discriminator physically similar to the other I-F tran·sformers so th11t if there is any tendency for the transformers to drift, better alignment is maintained if all
transformers drift in the same direction in approximately
the same amount, rather than to have the discriminator
unusually stable and to allow the I-F transforme1·s to
drift with respect to it. This latter arrnngement ae;grll·
vates the mistuning of the I-F and disc1·iminntor circuit
more than the method of constructing all units physically
similar.
AUDIO SYSTEM: The audio systems emploved nn
AM and FM receivers are certainly not essentially different in theory but in actunl practice considerablv
more care must be given to the design of the audio
amplifier for FM than for AM bt>cause of the wide ran"'e
of frequencies for which the FM 11udio amplifier should
be designed and because the wider pass band mnkes
distortion mo1·e irritating to the listener. In the better
grades of FM receivers, two speakers a1·e used, one. designed for effi<"ient rep1·oduction of the low-and med1umfrequency bands while the othl'r is designed
the hie:hfrequency band. In sets of more moderate price a compromise design single speaker is used. Such a speakt>r
can admittedly be better than the present normal grade
of sinl?'le speakers for broadcast sets. but certninly <'annot
give the wide range of tone and brilliance of which a
properly designed dual-speaker system is capable. On
AM receivers of the usual desilm, wherei11 no attempt
has been made to provide High-Fidelity reproduction
from local programs alone, the selectivitv is su<'h that
there are very few freQuencies in the "lwE'eter" ran11e
trammitted to the amplifier. Consequently, there is much
less reason to use a "Woofer-Tweeter" combination on
an AM set than on an FM receiver.
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PRE-EMPHASIS-DE-EMPHASIS
It has already been mentioned that one of the
major devices for reducing noise in the present system
of FM broadcaating and receiving is "pre-emphasis" of
high audio frequencies at the transmitter and "de-emphasis" at the receiver.
"Pre-emphasis" cons ists in passing the audio signal
from the microphone through an amplifier that is not
flat in its frequency characteristic, but whqse gain increases with frequenc~ according to a definite mathematical law. The gain curve of the pre-emphaais amplifier is shown in Fig. 19.
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PRE-EMPHASIS CHARACTERISTIC

"De-emphasis" consists in passing the signal threugh
a ne~work in the receiver which attenuates the high
frequencies in an amount to compensate for the "Preemphaaia" at the transmitter. At firat thought it 'might
seem more logical to make both systems flat in their
gain characteristics but the real pur.pose of "Pre-emphaais" is to permit the use of "de-emphai1ia" in the
receiver, which takea out most of the "hiss" that gets
past the limiter.
One need.a only to consider how the use of a
conventional "Tone Control", suppressing high frequencies
on an AM set tuned to a weak signal, reduces the irritation caused by tube hiss. to realize what an improvement
is made in the faithful and pleasing rendition of music
when the beneficial effect of eliminating tube hiss is
accomplahed without losing the high-frequency portion of
the signal as wen! The "de-emphasis" circuit, therefore,
is incorporated in all correctly designed FM receivers tt>
take out bias, and "pre-emphasis" of high frequencies
is applied at the transmitter to accentuate the highs aa
much as the "de-emphasis" circuit will later attenuate
them. High boost. high suppression, bass boost, etc.,
may all be applied as desired after the "de-emphash1"
circuit, in exactly the same manner ea done in AM receivers, to give whatever degree of control of tone
is desired.
A consideration of the amount bf "pre-emphasis"
employed might lead to the aasumotion that the trans·
mitter would be liable to over-modulate on hi~h audio
frequencies, which it certainly would if a fidelity curve
was to be made with a constant volta~e input givinr.:
30'fo modulation at 400 cycles, but the frequencies which
are amplified must have the lowest amplitude in speech
and music and therefore the transmitter does not overmodulate on high frequencies on a normal program.
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL
In AM receivers, careful attention has been given
to the operating characteristics . of all tubes and circuits
to assure an absolute minimum of amplitude distortion.
Tubes with variable-Mu characteristics are used to maintain reasonably constant outout voltage with wide variations in input signal level. These tubes have been
carefully de11igned with reference to their tranaconduc.
tance vs. grid bias so that this curve is very smooth
and gradual, so that as little distortion as possible results
when progressively larger signals operate the tubes at
oroirressi!ely higher negative bias with correspondingly
lower gain.
In FM receivers, the above precautions are unnecessary since amplitude distortion is of no imoortance because the limiter operates to remove all amolitu<te modµlation. including all amplitude distortion, before the 1ignal
fa delivered to the discriminator to be detected. Accordingly, it ia not necetaary to C:.'\refully aYoid those condf-
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tions which contribute to distortion in the AVC circuit
of AM receivers.
For the purpose of keeping the
signal level at the limiter (or ratio detector it used)
relatlvely constant however, AVC is sometimes used ln
the higher Quality FM circuits.
BY so doing, the limiter
(or ratlo detector) is not required to function over such
a wide range of signal levels and can be designed for
better ettlciency ln noise reduction.

ANTENNAS
The transmission characteristics of the atmosphere
to waves above 40 megacycles is such that the present
FM signal can be rehcd upon to cover only slightly
more than the optical (direct line-of-sight) distance between transmitter and receiver. Just beyond this area
there is a region in which rather consistent reception
is enjoyed but the signal strength falls rather ra.pidly
as the distance beyond the line o! sight is increased.
There 11.re many instances on record of signals being
received over much greater distances but such reception
is subject to heavy fading or may occur only once in
a very great time.
In an attempt to cover as much territory as possible FM transmitting antennsa are generally placed u
high as possible, either on top of a very tall buildins
or tower or on top of a high hill or even the creat
of a mountain. The antennas used are usually some
variation of the "Turnatyle Antenna," designed to concentrate the radiation at an angle close to the earth
rather than pHmittiRg a large par t of the radiated energy
to go out into space, since high-angle radiation is not
reflected down to earth as efficiently as are waves of
somewhat lower frequency.
In an effort to obtain the best possible FM signal.
the receiving antenna should be as high as possible al.o,
and well away from steel buildings or other metallic
structures. The best simple receiving antenna ls a doublet
consisting of two horizonto.J rods or wires with each rod
or wire cut to the optimum length according to the
frequency of the signal it ia desired to reinforce moat.
The length is calc!ulated from the following simple
formula
2770
L (in inches)= Megacycles
It all of the stations serving a given area are producing adequate signal strength the doublet may well be
cut for 98 MC, which is the center or the band.
The
length of each rod in that case is 28 inches.
In Fig,
20 a doublet 1s shown constructed of bars, which is
much more convenient to mount where a second supp0rt
is difficult to find.

~'~Board
Double& Lead-in

i_...,Wood Pole

...

FIG. 20 RICllD DOUBLET WITH ONE SUPPORT
In special instances, reflectors may be added to a
doublet to increase the signal or to minimize interference
coming from a given direction. In other cases, a multiple
antenna array may be used to boost the input signal
and to increase the directivity of the antenna, but all
of these latter arrangements are special cases where
there is enough reason for improved reception to warrant
the experimental work necessary to obtain proper operation from such special antennas.
In areas of high signal level it is probable that an
ordinary piece of wire a few feet long will ae"e ad..
quately aa a receiYinc antenna.
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THE RATIO DETECTOR
GENERAL
The popularity of FM reception, and hence the demand for a
more economical receiver, Jed to the development of the ratio
detector. This type of detector eliminates the limiter stqes
and hi&h gain IF systems which are necessary with discriminat.ors.
The mode of operation of the ratio detector Is such that lt
does not readily respond to chances in the amplltude of a
sienaJ but ls sensitive to freQuency variations. ConseQuently,
an FM receiver can be desiened to have the performance chai-teristics of a standard discriminator-limiter FM recel ver, but
with fewer stages. The savlnc In tubes, component. and labor
results in an economical receiver of remark.Ole eftlciency.

When an unmodulated stcnal ls beinc received, both diodes
receive eQual volt114ees. The current is the same in each load
resistor and the volta&es El and E2 are l'QUal. The ratio of
El/E2 Is 1/ I and no volt114ee exists between point •A' and
around. The value of voltage E3 Is proportional to the strength
or the carrier.
.
When an amplitude modulated signal Is Impressed UPon the
detect.or, the volt&&es applied to the diodes vary with the
modulation, but each diode receives equal voltaaes. Due to
the 10111 time constant of the load resistors and the electro1Ytic capacitor, no chance occurs in the value or voltace
E3. and there i• no audio output from the detector.
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OP E R ATION

. The ratio detector Is similar to a discriminator In that the
mput circuits are comparable. Here the similarity ends as
the diodes are connected differently and the addition of an
electrolytic capacitor makes for a marked difference in component values.
The ratio detector circuit shown in Flgire 1 is the type
used .in the Ml'lssner FM Receptor. The primary and secondary
clrc_ulls are tuned to the IF frequency, 10. 7 me, and
the
tertiary winding is coupled to the primary. The secondary
Is a balanced center-tapped winding desicned to have bi1h Q.
A twin diode tube, such as the 6AL5, is commonly used as the
detector tube. The driver stage shown is the last IF amplifier, and Is designed to have hlih gain.
The action of the ratio detector will be summarized briefly
With an unmodulated signal, the voltages appearln1 at each·
diode are equal, and opposite In polarity. The diodes rectify,
and a current nows throueh Rl and R2 in series. A DC volta&e
E3 appears across the load resistors and char1es the electrolytic capacitor C3. This voltage is balanced to IJ'Ound by
the load resistors Rl and R2 and acts as a bias on the diodes.
This bias voltaae Is proportional to the carrier and 'fixes' the
conducting level of the diodes.
·
The values of RI and R2 and C3 are so chosen as to have a
u~e constant of approximately one Quarter second.
Due to
this Iona time constant, the circuit cannot readily respond to
bursts of noise which amplitude modulate the carrier
The
circuit will, however, follow a fadin& of the carrier aiid hence
affords an excellent source of AVC volta1e.
The values or Cl o.nd C2 are equal, and their capacities are
so chosen that their series reactance will afford an effective
by-pass to lhe 10. 7 me IF frequency and not affect the useful
audio frequencies. The voltaaes El a~d E2 which llJpear across
these capacitors are proportional to the currents which flow
through resistorn RI and R2, and their sum is always equal to
~3 or the voltaae across the electrolytic. capacitor.
The
Junction ot these caoacltors ls used aa the point ot audio recovery.

VOLT.ACE

OUTPUT

~

When a frequency modulated sienal ls beln& received, the
acllon of the tertiary wlndine is snch that a voltaae In quadrs.ture is impressed upon the secondary, and the diodes no lon1er
receive equal voltaces. The currents In Rl and R2 are no
lon1er equal, one becomin1 areater and the other lesser, but
these cw-rents are such that the volta1e across the load resistors E3 has not chanced. Since the currents in Rl and R2
are no longer equal, the voltaees across Cl and C2 are no
lon1er equal, Since the ratio of the voltaaes El/E2 Is no
lon1er 1/ 1, a voltaae exists at point 'A' which is proportional
to the excursion or deviation from the mean. This voltaae at
point 'A' is the output voltqe of the detector and is passed
throu1h a suitable de-emphasis filter and into the audio system
or the recel ver.
A characteristic curve of output volta1e vs. frequency looks
approximately like the curve shown ln Fig. 15. Pace 26.
Note that there are three slopes, the center one of which
is lon1er and strai&hter than either of the two back slopes.
Detection from the center slope bas less distortion because it
Is more linear and will handle more frequency deviation than
the other two. · The condition for correct detection is with the
carrier centered where the 'S' curve crosses the zero axis.
Fie. 16, Pace 26 shows a point-by-point conversion of frequency modulation into audio output, usln1 the correct (center)
slope or the characteristic.
Fie. 17, Paae 26 shows the use of one of the back slopes
with the distortion resultin& from such mistunln1 when larse
frequency deviations exceed the linear portion.
Fi1. 18, P age 26 shows the worst possible tuning condition
with the carrier at the curvatire between the normal slope and
a back slope, This produces the surprisln& result that the
fundamental frequency is lost and the second harmonic predomi·
nates.
Because or the three slopes, a recetve,r with a ratio detector
wlU: have three points of reception close toaether on the dial
1Vlth the two points or extreme distortion between, as described •
above. The center point of reception ls, of course, the correct
one.
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TELEVISION TEST PATTERNS AND RECEIVER ADJUSTMENT
This Chapter is taken from the Howard W. Sams PHOI'OFACT Television Course and is reproduced with the
permission of the copyright owners, Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indianapolis 1, Ind. lt is one of 18 chapters in
the PHOTOF ACT Television course. The other 17 chapters complete a full discussion of television circuits
and principles of operation. Photographs of transmitted test patterns showing the effect of receiver misadjustments courtesy of the National Broadcasting Company and the R. C.A. Service Company, Inc,
For a period o! trom tl.rteen to thirty minutes precedinc each
television broadcast, the station transmits a test pattern or
chart which usually carries the station's call letters or a
disUngulshinc lnsl&nia. This same test pattern is frequently
broadcast !or longer periods of Ume when no re&Ular television pro&ram ls scheduled. The purpose of the test p_a ttern
ls to provide the television service technician with a userul
"tool" to assure proper adjustment of the various receiver
controls which effect a correct presentation ot the television
picture. Another purpose or the test pattern is to &Ive the user
an opportunity to l\d.Just the front panel controls for the best
picture before the re&Ular pro&ram s_t.arts. Such controls as
horizontal and vertical hold, horizontal and vertical centerinc:
linearity in both dlrecUons, and sharp focus can all be pre·
clsely adjusted by the use ot the test pattern. In this section
we will present a review of the use of those controls and show
their effect upon the appe•1111ce of a transmitted pattern.
Fi&Ure 1 shows the appearance of a typical transmitted
test pattem as received on a correctly- ad.lusted modem-television receiver. The various characterisUcs or the pattern are
similar in aflpllcaUon to those or a more complex test chart
which has been developed as a standard by the television
transmitter committee of the R~o Manutacturers Assoclatlon
enclneering department. This R.M. A. standard resolution chart
ls used 1n tesUnc the performance of both television trans•
mitters and receivers and a study of its features will serve to
explain the use of less complicated television broadcast station test patterns such as Figure 1.
Figure 2 ls a reproduction of the R.M.A. television resolution
chart, with the addiUon or explanatory let.ter symbols for
some of its salient !eatures. The chart will be seen to consist
of a series of geometric forms and a number of tones ranglnc
from black through a series ot gray steps to white. The &!'BY
scales are of value in determining whether all elements of
the television system are preservinc the correct ratios of light
lntensiUes (as video modulation) to accurately reproduce the
televised scene at the receiver picture tube.

Fie. l Normal Transmitted Test Pattern
The "fan shaped" wedces in both horizontal and vertical
direcUons are composed of lines whose width gradually decreases as the lines approach the center. By observinc the
point at which the lines are no longer distinguished from
one another, an estimate of the "resolving power" of the
television system including the receiver under test, can be
determined. The standard test chart shows by numbers placed
beside the horizontal and vertical wedges, the corresponding
numbers of lines which are beinc reproduced when the indl·
vidual lines of the fan are just distincuishable from one
another. It s hould be noted that the vertical tans of the test
picture are ~ed to determine the performance of the horizontal
system ot the receiver and conversely the horizontal fans of
the test pattern are used to determine vertical receiver performance.

Fi1. 2 R.M.A. Standard Tru•'U• Test Chart (Oolll'tHY R.M.A. Data Bireau)
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Tests for vertical and horizontal linearity, as well as other
requirements, such as interlace, are also provided by this
chart and are described in the captions accompanylng the
chart. Their application in the simplified type of pattern
represented by the station transmission or Figure 1 will be
discussed in greater detail, as we consider the e!fect on the
reproduced pattern caused by maladjustment or controls or
11\altuncUooing of the various cirouits.
CONTROLS - THEIR USES AND ADJUSTMENT: controls
can be generally classlfied in two distinct groups:
1. "Operating" or Front Panel Controls. These controls
which are located on the front panel of the receiver are operated by the user. They normally include the sound level volume
control with an associated switch to turn the receiver on and
off, a station selector to allow the set to be tuned to the
desired television broadcasting station and a group of controls
to adjust the appearance or the picture. The picture control
group permits the user to adjust the brilliance, contrast,
clarity and stability of the Image.
2. "Non-Operating" or Pre-Set Service Controls. The cl~
cult controls which require adjustment only during original
installation or at infrequent intervals are located in such a
position that they are not readily accessible to the user.
Most. television manufacturers, realizing that the proper ad·
Justment of these "service type" controls determines the
satisfactory operating of the receiver, insist that thes con•
trols be accessible only to well qualified, authorized television service technicians. The nwnber and complexity of
these pre-set or seml•fixed adjustments differ greatly between
the designs of individual manufacturers.
The Radio Manufacturers Association through its engineering
standards group is attempting to standardize the names of
controls ·and their functions. Due, however, to the accelerated
pace of receiver production in its initial stage and the enthusi·
asm or sales and advertising departments, controls have been
called by a variety of names.
An analysis of the receivers or leading manufacturers, including electrostatic deflection, electromagnetic deflection
and projection types, reveals the fact that as yet, no design
pattern has evolved to determine which controls should be
placed on the front panel or relegated to a position within the
receiver.
PLACEMENT OF ADJUSTABLE CONTROLS: A representa·
tive group oft.elevision receivers which from our analysis covers
all or the design variations, has been studied to determine the
placement or controls. The results of this study are presented
in the tor111 of two charts shown as Figures 3 and 4.
0

1n these charts, the control funcUon is first described by the
name which has been suggested for radio industry standard!·
zation and the other names following it are those v.hich are
still in use in the service literature of many companies.
1n the chart of Figure 3, the operating or front panel controls are classified lo order of frequency or use in modem
receiver design. It will be seen that all television sets
employ at least three of the front panel controls In common
with one another. These are: stat.ion selector, volume, and
contrast. In addition to these three basic operating controls,
others are employed in the O'equency shown in the chart. The
number of front panel controls vanes from a minimum or three
to a maximum .of eight. Five percent or the receivers had
three front panel controls, ten percent had five, Corty percent
used six, another Corty percent employed seven and the remaining five percent bad eight controls.
The functions of the station selector, volume, and contrast
controls are properly a part of the study of RF Bz\d Video
amplifiers. The other controls listed in the chart of Figure 3
will be discussed in common with the "non-operating" or
pre-set controls analyses in chart shown as Figure 4.
The controls to be adjusted by the service technician and
listed in Figure 4 are much more varied in number and di·
versity than the front panel group. In the receivers analyzed,
the range of usage of these types varied O'om a minimum of
fl ve in a table model to a maximum of fifteen In a large projection receiver.
The pre-set controls are mounted on any surface or plane
of the chassis as determined by the particular mechanical
design. In general, the controls which will most likely require
occasional readJustment are located In such a position that
they will be accessible without removing the chassis from
the cabinet. In some designs certain or these controls are
made available by knob or screw driver slot through the back
panel and do not require back panel removal.
The controls of a television receiver may be classified into
tour main groups:
1. Those which adjust the operating conditions of the
cathode-ray picture tube.
a. Adjustment of Ion trap position and current to
return the beam to screen.
b. Adjustment of the deflection yoke to position
scanning raste,. correctly.
c. Focus·to ohtaln sharp de!lnition.
d. Adjustment of C·R tube operating voltages to
establish proper "black level" and highlight brightness.
e. Control of scene brightness.

Orde1
of
Use

I
2
3
4

5
6
?

8
9
10

Nilmf' ol Control

'l. of
Func tio n of lhf' Co ntrol

Seta
UM'

Statto n S•l•c tor, Ch• nn• I Selec tor , T. V, Tuning •.. . • . . . . . . . • • . . . To • •lecl th• des ired T . V. Station.
Vo lum e . Vol um• Co ntrol, Sound Volumt . •• , , , . , • ••• . • • • • •••••. To adjust the sound vol um•.
Brli:i;hlntss, BrUltance, Backttround . • , •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . To adJu~l avera1e llght lnt•nr. lty.
Contrast, Picture, Picture Control .. ••. •. , ••• . . . . . • • • . • . . .. . To adjust video signal ampUtude.
Fine Tuning. Sharp Tun1n(?. Vernh?r •. •. . ..• .. .. . . . . . . . . ..• . •• To tune accurately to !"iound ch2nof'I.
focu "· T oc u• lng Contr~I • ...• . •••••.••••.. , . . . •. ...• •. • •• To adjust C . R. tubf • pot <Wllnltlon .
Ho rl10nl•I Hold, Ho rlxontal Spo..S, Framlnti: ••• • . . . •.•. ..• .• • , • • To adjust lrtt runntnti: P"•IOCI of lht horizontal 011Clllator.
T o nt. T o nf Control ••. . .•.••..•.••••••••••.•.•.•..•••. • . To •ar7 audio lrf"IU•""Y r•• ponse
Vtnlcal Hold, VHtlcal Spoed , • , • . • • , , •• , • • , • , ..• • ••.•••• To adiust Ir" runnlnr. porlod of the vtrllcal osclll•tor.
Hts;h-Low 8~uKtsw1tch ... . . . . . . . .. .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . To wlrcl lnpul SJSlem for hltth or low channel group.

100
100
9$
100

85
5~

40

35
30
5

Fig. 3 "Operating" or "Front Panel" Controls
Order
or
Use
1
2

3
4
5
a
7
8
9
tO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

2.4

Name of Control
Wldth . Horlto ntal Slze-. Ho rlt.ontal AmplUude , Ptcture Width Control. . . .
Hel~ht . Vertical Site. Vertical Amplitud~. Pic tur• Ht'l1tht Control. .
•
Ve rtical Llnearhy No . 1 . . . . . • . • . • . . • . • . • . . . . .
. . •. . .•
Hnrl U>nlal Llnf"arlty No. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . . . .
• ••••• •
Vertical Hold . Vtrtlcal S~ed • . • . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . • . • . • . . • . . . •
Rortz.ontal C•nlt"rln..:. Ho rlLOnlal Pn~Ulnn Control • . . • . . • . •.•••.•.
Vtrlic:d Centf'rlng . Vertical Po,..llton Co ntro l . . • • . . . . .•. • . . . . • . •
Hi'Jrtinntal Hnld, Hor\ t.ontal Spe t d , Framlnl . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • .
Focuo, r oc u• lnt< Cn ntrol •..•.•••• . •••••••.•.. . • . ••••• , .••
Hnrlz.ontal ~cll11tnr frequenc y AdJu 5tmf'nl , Ht:Jrtzontat Lock . . . . . . .
fft')rtzontal Drlvt. Horizontal Peakln(I.. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . , . , .
Hnrlzontal :and Verttral Centerlnc by AdJu!-tment of Focus Coll Pos ition .
Focu• Coll Ad1u•lment
. , ••.••. . • , . . ••••... ,
•
Horl•ont•I Llneorlly lln 2 .•••.••.•• , , .• , , •
.• .• . •. . •
Horlzonut 0.-rlllatnr Phase Adjy..<tm•nl .• . ••.• ••. •.• •. • .• .••••
Plcturt Cut-OH or C. R. T. Bl•s Adju"1mtnt •.•.. . ••.•....•.••••
Horlzont•l Llnoartty 110. 3 . . . . .
• •••• . •..• . •• .. .. ..•• ••••
Vtrtlcal Lln. .rlly lln. 2
•••• . • • . , •• • , .• • •.••.••• ,
Ion Trap Ad)u ._tm•nt . 8£'am Bendeor . .•.• . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • .••.•
Servtc• Control . Screoton Volt~i:-e Horizo ntal ()Jtp.at Tube • . . ..•.•••• ,
COlr5 f Focu'.'\
•• • • .• ••.. , . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . •.•.
Phas eo Oet•clo r Balanct-. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . •,
Excltatlon, Anode Volta~t Contro1 oC Projt'ctlon Tube . . . . . .. ... ... , • .
Brtt:htne""· Brllllance. Barku:round. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

F"11'tlon ol the Control
Tn adJu~t the pi cture sl~t ln Uw htJrltontal direction..
To adJuM thr p1ctur" stze ln the Ylfrttcal direction.
Tn <idJU"l the SC'annlft( wave aha~ In the Vt'rtical plane.
T o a d 1u~ t thf' scanntni: wave &hapt In tht horizo ntal pl:ane.
Tn 1d1u~ t lrtt runnln~ ptrlnd ot tht Yf'rttcal n"cUlato r .. ·
To ad11.u~t the ptcturr poaltton In th• Mrlzontal dtrtttlo o.
To adjust lhtt picture po~tlton In tht v•rUcal dtrecUo n.
To ad1us1 Crt"t nmntrt1t pPrlod or the horlz.on1a1 o scillato r .
To adju•t C. R. tubf s pa( d•llnltlon.
To iildJust lrt>quency or !tlnt·wavr nRclllato r (A. F.C. c ontro l}.
To adju!"t amplitude of ptak portlnn ol ho rl .t. scannln~ \l'.J\£'
To ctnttr scannln1!'. rastf'r In both planes.
To artJURt •pol s ize by rocu• coll po• ltlon.
Same as lttm 4 (stcondary adju"1mtnt)
To •d1u.i phase or hort<. oscillato r t'> pul<• r;Uo (A, f.C . dl•c.)
To adjust "black" ltvtl or plclurt lul.H> (~rid 2 \'olla~t) .
!lam••• ll•ms 4 and 14 (tortlary adjuotme nt) ,
Sam• as lltm 3 (!>tcoodary ad)u • lmtntl ,
To •d1u!lft currt-nt throu::h lh• h>n trap ma ::Mt coU s.
To adJu~t output or horizontal amplUler taux- . width control) .
To liet ran,• ol matn Cocu.1 c o ntrol.
To ad1us-t balance of A. C. F . di!tcrtn,in:uor.
To adjut.t operii.Ung: pnlnt prOJttlton picturt- tubt".
To 1d}u~t avrra~e llttht lnten~tty
•

Fig. 4 "Non-Qperat.lng" or Pre-Set Controls (Not on Front Panel)
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Fig. 5 Focus Coil and Ion Trap Mlsallgned
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Fig. 6 Deflection Yoke Not Properly Adjusted. (Rotated)

2. Those which establish the correct "lock In" or hold or
the horizontal and vertical scanning oscillators.
a. Horizontal hold which sets the free running frequency of the horiwntal scanning oscillator.
b. Vertical hold which sets the free running frequency
of the vertical scanning scanning oscillator.
c. Horizontal sine wave oscillator trequency adjustment, in A.F.C. systems.
d. Horizontal discriminator phase control to establish
discriminator balance.
3. Those which adjust the dimensions and position of the
picture.
a. Width control adjusls horiwntal size.
b. Height control adjust· vert!C".u size.
c. Horizontal centering wmch moves the entire picture in lhe horizontal plane.
cl. Vertical centering wh1<'h moves the entire pic~ure
in the vertical plane.
4. Those which determine the shape of the scanning voltage waves to produce an undistorted picture.
a. Horizontal linearity controls the shape or the
horizontal scanning wave.
b. Horizontal drive determines the ratio or pulse to
linear sa11-tooth for the voltage wave in magnetic detlecUon.
c. Vertical linearity controls the shape of the voltage wave from the vertical scanning oscillator.
The e!!ect~of misadjustrnent of these controls will be shown
In the order outlined.
FOCUS COIL AND ION TRAP ADJUSTMENT: Figure 5 shows
the received test pattern when the focus coll and the ion trap
are not In correct position on the neck of the pict1re tube.
The ion trap rear magent poles should be positioned so that
they are approximately over the litUe "flags" which
are
attached to the ion trap cylinder.
The picture tube must be mounted in such a position that
these ion trap nags are in a horizontal plane when looklna
down upon the tube. When this has been dooe, and the tube

secured in position, the ion trap can be moved sll&htly back
and forth along the tube neck and at the same time rotated
slightly around the tube, until the brightest raster is obtained
on the screen. The trap adjustment screws should then be
tightened sufficiently to hold the trap in position but still
allow further adjustment.
TIE focus control setting, the focus coil position, and the
ion trap magent position are lnterdependeJt, and in the original installation procedure an adjustment of one may require
readjustment of the others. The shadowed corner, as well
as the poor vertical positioning shown in Figure 5, indicates
that the electron beam ls striking the neck of the tube. To
correct this condition the focus coil should be adjusted in
its mounting until the picture ls properly centered.
If no raster can be obtained on the picture tube screen it
is an indication or improper mounting of the ion trap magnet
assembly. An inverted mounting from top to bottom or from
front to back can cause sucll a condition.
DEFLECTION YOKE ADJUSTMENT: Figure 6 shows the
effect on the test pattern of improper moWlting of the deflection
yoke asseni> iy.
If the lines or the raster are not horizontal and squared with
the ed&e of tbe picture mask, it is an indication that the
deflection yoke, made up of both the horiwntal and the vertical
deflection coils, is not correctly positioned. ·To correct this
condition the adjustment screws which hold the yoke should
be loosened, and the coil assembly rotated about the axis or
the tube witll the raster ls properly lined up with respect to
the edges or the picture mask. The yoke adjustment screws
or wing nuts should then be sec1rely tightened.
The position of the deflection yoke along the picture tube
neck will affect the deflection sensitivity (amount of scanning
voltage for a given deflection).
FOCUS CONTROL AND FOCtSING ADJUSTMENTS: Figure
'7 illustrates the appearance of the received test pattern when
the electron beam is "out of focus". The image is not sharply
defined as in the normal picture of Figure 1.
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Fig. 7 Focus Control MisadJusted

Fig. 8 Brightness Control Misadjusted (Brightness too Hieb)
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F11. 9 Horizontal Hold Control Mlaad.l•ted
Electrostatlcally focused picture tubes require only one
adjustment for focusing, while electromagnetically focused
The
picture tubes require two separate service adjustments.
first is the mechanical posltlonin1 ot the focus coil as covered
under "Focus Coil and Ion Trap AdJµstments", and the second
is the variation of the current throu1h the focus coil by means
of a variable resistor.
The best focus adjustment is made by sliding the focus
coll back and forth alon1 the neck of the picture tube while
adjusting the focus control and watch!n1 the test pattern for
the sharpest picture. In some designs two variable controls
(coarse and vernier) are used.
BRIGHTNESS CONTROL:
As indicated ln the chart
of Figure 3, the brightness control is usually made one of the
rront panel groUP and is a "user" operated control. It is em·
ployed in conjunction with the contrast control to obtain the
best possible picture quality. It is possible to cut off the
beam with this control, in which case no picture is seen and
the tube remains dark. Conversely, too hi1h a setting of the
contrast control will result in a light "washed out" picture
as shown in Figure 8. In this case the shadows and lower
key half tones have disappeared and the vertical retrace
lines have become visible.
The circuit function of the briihtness control Is to establish the operating control lrid bias of the picture tube.
HOLD ADJUSTMENTS: Hold adjustments, both horizontal
IU)d vertical, enable the television technician, or user, to ad.
just the tree running frequency or the two receiver scanning
systems so that a stable condition of.synchronism or lock•in
with the transmitted sync pulses Is obtained.
In "flywheel" or A.F.C. sync systems, the hold control Is
of the same type, but it is placed in the grid circuit of a sine
wave oscillator. Its function Is to control the phase of the
oscillator with respect to the sync pulses.
In the case ot "triggered" sync systems, these controls
are variable resistors in the scanning oscillator circuit.
HORIZONTAL HOLD ADJUSTMENT. Figures 9 and 10
illustrate the effect on the receiver test pattern or two degrees
of misadjustment ot the horizontal hold control. The actual

F11. 10 Horizontal Hold Control Misad.luated
appearance of the image cannot be reproduced in a printed
illustration since the image is in continual motion until a
stable lock·ln has occurred. When the hold control is adjusted to such a position that the oscillator ls nearly In sync
with the signal pulses, the Image will first appear as a series
of diagonal bars similar to those of Figure 12, which ls an
lllustratlon of horizontal oscillator frequency mlsadjustment.
As synchronism is approached more closely, the image will
appear as in Figure 9 and then start to lock·in as in Figure
10.
VERTICAL HOLD ADJUSTMENT. Figure 11 shows the
effect ot mlsadjustment of the vertical hold control. The
effects on the picture are similar to those discussed for
"horizontal Hold" except that, in this case, the motion or the
image, before lock•in occurs, is from the bottom to the top of
the pi cture rather than from left to right..
Careful adjustment of vertical bold is essential to avold
"pairing" of horizontal lines of alternate fields which would
reduce the vertical definition of the picture.
HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT
(A.F.C. SYSTEMS). In the flywheel or A.F.C. system of hori·
zontal sync control, the major control of the free runnin1
trequency of sine wave oscillation is the tuning of the circuit
by adjusting an iron core in the inductance. The adjustment
of the horizontal oscillator frequency must be re-checked if
it ls found necessary to change the discriminator phase con·
t.rol. The hold control should be set at the middle of its range
while making these adjustments.
The service manuals of the television receiver manufacturers contain explicit instructions concemin1 the order in which
these ac!Justments are to be made in the particular A.F.C. circuit design.
The final setting of this control should be such that, with
the hold control at either end or its range, the scanning system
will lock·in to signal sync. To test tor this condition, tune to
a signal while the control is its midposltion. The bold control
is then turned to its extreme position in either direction. Next
the signal ls removed by detuning the receiver. Upon retunin1
the system should pull into sync. The same check should

:
Fig. 11 Vertical Hold Control MlsadJuated

Fig. 12 Horizontal Oaclllator Frequency
MisadJUllted
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Fig. 13 Horizontal Discriminator Phase Mlsadjusted
then be made at the other end of lhe control range. lf the receiver will not pull into sync at both ends of the hold ranee,
the horizontal oscHlator frequency should be readjusted until
tlus is accomplished.
HORIZONTAL DISCRIMINATOR PHASE ADJUSTMENT.
The discriminator stage compares the sync pulse rate with the
horizontal oscillator rate or frequency and delivers a DC vol·
tage for the control of the oscillator. U the voltage at the
plates of the two diodes, impressed by the osclllator, ls
equally divided, the DC output will not be zero at the correct
time for retrace at the end orthe horizontal line. This orfbalance condition will result in the received test pattern shown
in Figure 13.
In this case, the picture is locked-in and steady but retrace
has occurred at the wrong Ume in the scanning cycle. The
black band at the right side of the picture ls the blanking
period during which horizontal retrace should have occurred.
The adjustment of this control, for retrace at the proper
instant, also affects the setting of the horizontal oscillator
frequency adjustment as previously described. The service
technician should follow the service manual or the receiver
manufacturer for the proper sequence of adjustment of these
controls.
PICTlRE SIZE AND CENTERING CONTROLS.
The
group or controls which are used to fit the picture to the mask
or frame are, in most instances, mounted on the back .or side
and .are not "user" operated. Included In this group are:
width, height, horizontal centering, and vertical centering.
WIDTH CONTROL. The width control adjusts the voltage
applled to the horizontal deflection plates or the deflection
coil. The effect on the received test pattern, when this control I" not properl.Y adjusted, is shown in Figure 14.
Width control can be accomplished by regulating the output
or the horizontal oscillator, or by controlling the output or
either the discharge tube or horizontal amplifier.
In many Instances the width control is not a single adjustment. since the effect of changing other controls, such aa

Fil. 15 Height Control Mlaadjusted
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Ft&. 14 Width Control Mlsadju'lted
horizontal Unearft,y 1µ1d hortzontal drive, mBJ require a re~
justment of the width control.
HElGHf CONTROL. The height control serves a similar
function to that of the width control but in the vertical direction. _In thls case, the vertical oscillator or vertical
amplifier 1s controlled in output.
Figwe 15 shows the effect or an incorrect adjustment or the
height control on the received test pattern. In this case, as
well as that or the width contl"Ol (Figtre 14) the pictwe is
shown as "too high", or "too wide", but symmetrical with
respect to the center or the picture: Often the picture is
found to be both incorrect in size and "oft center". It will
be necessary to adjust the size controls· (width and height)
simultaneous},y with the horiz.ontal and vertical centering
controls.
The methods and circuits employed to accomplish height
control are similar to those described for width. ~he same page
and Figure references apply.
HORIZONTAL CENTERING. Misadjustmentof the horizontal
centering control will cause an effect on the received test
pattern similar to that shown ln Figure 16.
As shown in the chart of Figure 4, two distinctly different
methods or centering the picture are employed. The mechanical mounting of the focus coll may bf.> provided with screw adjustments to accomplish both horizontal and vertical centering
or electrical circuit means for accomplishing centering may be'
used.
When centering 1s accomplished by positioning the focus
coll, it may be found necessary to make readjustments of the
ion trap position simultaneously with the movement of the
focus coll, as previous},y explained.
VERTICAL CENTERING. Figure 17 shows the effect of
misadjustment of the vertical centering control. As in the
case or the horizontal centering control, just discussed,
vertical centering ls accomplished either by mechanical
means (adjustment of the focus coil position) or by electrical
means (voltage bias of the plates in an electrostatic pictire
tube or current bias in the cue of an electromacnetic tube).

Fig. 16 Horizontal Centering Control MisadJuated
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Fig. 17 Vertical Centering Control Miaa(ijusted

Fi&. 18 Horizontal Linearity Control Misadjusted

The same text references mentioned under horizontal , centering apply also to the methods employed for vertical centel""
ing.
CONTROLS WlllCH AFFECT SCANNING WAVE SHAPF;:
The output voltage wave of scanning oscillators of the cathodeCOUDled multivibrator or blocking oscillator type can be made
sufficiently linear to satisfactorily operate the electrostatlcally
deflected type of picture tube and, for this reason, linearity
controls are not required on sets using such tubes. In the
case of magnetically deflected picture tubes, the scanning
current wave consists of the combination of a linear sawtooth
and a pulse. In the 1eneration of such a wave, It is necessary
to incorporate variable controls to achieve the proper time and
amplitude relationship of the various sections of the wave
shape. These include linearity controls, which may include as
many as three for the horizontal scanning, and drive controls
which adjust the amplitude of the pulse portion.
HORIZONTAL LINEARITY CONTROLS. Figure 18 shows
the effect of the misadjustment of horizontal linearity. It will
be noted that the circle of the test pattern has been rendered
elliptical or "egg shaped". The picture bas been cramped in
the middle.
Correction of distortion of various parts of the picture, in
the horizontal direction, are accomplished by controls affecting the circuit elements which contribute these portions of
the scanning current wave. In the case illustrated by Figure
18, C01Tection could be made by horiwntal linearity control
or a similar a:ljustment for correcting the center of the picture
without affecting the sides. Additional linearity controls may
be employed to correct the right hand side of the picture.
Since the number and circuit function of linearity controls
differ between receiver designs, the television service tecbni·
clan Is advised to study the service manual issued by receiver
manufacturer for the particular llnearity adjustment and the
interaction of the control adjustment with other linearity and
width controls which are invariably covered In the service
literature.

HORIZONTAL DRIVE CONTROLS. The horizontal drive
control adjusts the ratio of the pulse to the linear portion of
t~ horizontal sawtooth scanning current wave. This controls
the point on the scanning trace at which the horirontal output
tube conducts. The. effect of its mlsadjustment is shown by
Figure 19. In effect it is seen to be an auxlllary linearity and
width control, since a clockwise rotation will increase the
width, crowd the right hand side of the picture and stretch the
left.
Feedback is often employed in the output stage to provide
a negative pulse from the horizontal output transformer to the
grid of the output tube. In this case, the drive control Is a
voltage divider across a winding on the output transformer.
The voltage pulse is fed back in series with the output tube
grid retlD'n.
VE!iTICAL LINEARITY CONTROL. Figure 20 shows the
effect on the transmitted test pattern of the misadjustment of
the vertical linearity control. The type of linearity control
most often employed in the vertical circuit is an adjustment
of the operating point of the vertical amplifier. This us1.1ally
takes the form of an adjustable cathode bias resistor. C\D'vatll'e of the plate current versus grid voltage characteristic Is
employed to produce a "countel""distortion" which corrects
any curvature of the voltage wave applied to the grid of this
output tube.
In receivers which employ more than one linearltl' control,
the secondary or additional control to that described, is made
a variable resistor in the peaking circuit which constitutes
the plate load of the vertical discharge tube. This control
acts in a similar manner to the horizontal drive control previously discussed.
In the adjustment of linearity controls of either the horizontal or the vertical type, it should be noted that the result of
adjustment ls interdependent with the effect of the size (width
or height) controls. This interlocking action may necessitate
readjustment of one of these controls if .it ls necessary to
adjust the other.

Fi&. 19 Horizontal Drive Control Misadjuated

Fig. 20 Vertical Linearity Control Misadjuated
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TESTING, AND USE OF
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE AND SUGGESTIONS

\\11ether an amplifier is to be used for home music installations or for publlc address work, the rollowing suggestions
will help toward producing a superior audio system.
The first step is to determine the parts layout anu the
chassis oase size that will be rt!Quired. When constructing
any of the audio equipment described in this manual, it is
suggested that the chassis view photo be followed in determining the placement of the major components. The size or
the standard chassis base employed on the lab model is spec·
ified for each unit. Should a different physical arrangement
or parts be required for this or any other audio equipment,
the following layout procedure is applicable and should be
followed tor best results.
Place the component parts that are to be mounted on top ot
the chassis in their respective positions on the work bench
and decide what size chassis is required. These parts are
usually transformers, cnokes, condensers, and tube sockets.
Allow at least 1/2" space between the units. Greater spacing is advisable between parts that generate heat, such as
Filter
power transformers, and power and rectifier tubes.
condensers should have one inch or more space around them
when they are next to parts giving ott heat.
It the power supply is to be on the same chassis, extreme
care must be taken to prevent the audio transformers from
picking up tbe A.C. field caused by the power transformer
and rllter choke. The power transformer and choke are usually
placed at one end of the chassis and the input or microphone
and interstage transformers at the other end. Rum pickup from
the power transformer will be 60 cycles and from the chokes
120 cycles. The input and interstage transformers are more
sensitive to A.C. magnetic fields than driver or output transformers because ot the amplification that follows. Usually
some or the audio components are closer to the power supply
units than others. In this case the input transformer should
be farthest away and the output transformer closest to the
power supply. but still as far from it as possible. Tm posi·
tion of transformers is quite as important as their location.
All audio transformers should be mounted with Uieir cores at
right angles to the power transformer and choke. To do this
easily the power transformer and choke can be fairly close
together with cores in parallel. Then the audio transformer
cores can all be in the same plane at right angles to the
power units. It is also important that input and output trans-·
formers are not placed close together, inasmuch as feedback
or oscillation might occur due to inductive coupling between
the units.
It is quite important to arrange the layout so that all leads
carrying the signal will be as short as possible. This ls
especially true ot grid leads which are at high impedance
and susceptible to electro-static pickup.
After a satisfactory layout is made the chassis size can
be determined. A rough sketch of the layout should be made
on paper so that the component part positions decided UPOn
will not be forgotten.
A non-ferrous metal is superior tor
amplifier chassis material from an electrical vlewpoinL
However, it is more expensive and not as strong as steel.
If a steel chassis is used, it should be cadmium plated or
enameled to prevent rust.
Assembly or the ampli!ier ls usually started by mounting
tube sockets, controls, transformers, and chokes on the
chassis. Small bakelite strips with solder lugs can be used •
in some cases to su,pport small resistors and condensers. If
the strips are not available, these parts ma..v be self supported b.Y their leads. The use of the strips, however, tend
to make a neater and more rigid wirin& job and is recommended.

Proceed to wire the amplitier b~· starting with the filament
or heater circuits.
1118 stranded pushback wire is suitable.
As fUament or heater leads usually carry fairly l11gh alternating currents and set up strong magnetic fields, the usual
practice is to twist the leads connecting to tube sockets.
This tends to reduce the field. The current travels in opposite
directions in the wires and the lines of force set up around
one wire cancel those of the other wire.
At this point in the construction procedure it is well to
consider the manner in wnicl1 the chassis ground and the B
minus return circuits are connected, as tttls is an Important
factor in making the amplifier hum-free. The precautions to
observe in this regard are as follows: The electrolytic filter
and decoupling condenser car.s · as well as the low level
imput (mic) connectors must be insulated from the metal
chassis to avoid multiple chassis ground connections. The
H minus circuit wiring should be started at the power
transformer high voltage center-tap. Then, employing insul·
ated wire, progressively Join together the B minus circuits
of each stage until the lowest level or input stage ls reached.
At a point adjacent to the input tube socket, connect the B
minus circuit to the metal chassis. It ls Important to make
only thls one R minus connection to chassis ground to insure
hum·!ree operation.
Wire the power supply and finally the small resistors,
condensers, llJld controls.
It is quite Important to use
shielded Y.ire where indicated In the circuit diagrams since
hum and feedback ls llable to result otherwise. Where the
schematic diagrams show shielded resistors and condensers,
this is accomplished by first inserting the part in a piece
of spaghetti tubing or wrapping with insulating material
such as varnished cambric and then covering with shielding
braid. The shielding of the parts so indicated is important
in the reduction o! hum. Shielded leads should al ways he
sl:ort to keep down the capacity effect to ground. Capacity
or long shielded leads to ground is sure to Impair the higb
freQuency response or tbe system.
Upon compleUon of the wiring, all cor.nectlons should be
inspected for good contacts and the circuit rechecked to see
that it conforms to the schematic diagram.
A continuity
test or resistance analysis can be made, using the resistance
data supplied with each circuit, this being done to eliminate
the · possibility of opens or shorts anywhere In the amplifier
before connecting the primary power.
When satisfied that
the wiring is correct, the tubes can be inserted and the
proper input and output circuits connected.
Next, turn the
power supply on and proceed to measure all tube electrode
voltages, checking them against the voltage analysis SuPPlied
with the circuit. It is advisable td measure these voltages
as welJ as the power output before the amplifier is placed in
service. This procedure will prevent overloading of tubes or
component parts due to Improper adjustments, bad connections
or circuit oscillation.
Due to the high power sensitivity o! beam power tubes they
sometimes oscillate at a high inaudible frequency If place·
ment of leads is not correct or shielding and grounds are
insufficient.
Oscillation can also be caused by improper
phasing Of the Inverse feedback circuit.
Reversal of the
primary leads of the output transformer will change the phase
relaUonship of the feedback voltage. The use .Df an oscillo·
scope is recommended in determining when these conditions
take place and ln correcting same. The article on ''Perfor·
mance Testing of Audio Ampllf1,ers" will be helpful in the
proper testing of an amplifier should operation difficulties
be encountered.
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ADVANTAGES OF INVERSE FEEDBACK
IN AUDIO AMPLIFIERS: A beam power amplifier to be
modern should incorporate inverse !~edback. It is a
commonly recognized fact that low plate resistance tubes
such a.s the 2A3 are superior from the standpoint of low
distortion and good Quality. With inverse teed back the high
plate resistance beam power tube may be made to take on the
characterl.sUcs of the low-mu triode, yet retain most or its
high power sensitivity. The important advantages obtained
by the use or inverse feedback are as follows: first, reducUon
of wave form distortion; second, improvement ot frequency response; third, reduction of hum; fourth, reduction of "hangover" effect; and fifth, feedback provides a convenient
means ot altering the treQuency response or providing tone
control action. The only disadvantage of inverse feedback
lies in the tact that the gain is considerably reduced.
truly

EXPLANATION OF INVERSE FEEDBACK: ln the circuit
or Fig. 1 a certain amount of the voltage developed in the
plate circuit is fed back out of phase with the signal in the
grid circuit. lf without inverse feedback, a certain voltage Eo
is developed across the output circuit with an ihput voltage
Et the gain of the stage is E 0 divided by E1· If now acertain percentage N of the voltage E 0 ls fed back ·to the 11rld
circuit in such a w~ that the voltage is out of phase with
the input voltage E 1 the total input voltage to obtain an
output voltage of Eo is (N E 0 + E1) and gain of the stage is
Eo/ (N Eo +Et>· The raUo N is the percentage of the output
voltage which is fed back to the input circuit. It m~ be
readily seen th at if N is large, the gain of the stage depends more upon N than upon the circuit constants.
The ratio reduction in gain by the addition ot inverse
feedback m~ be readilY determined by dividing the gain
without feedback by the gain with feedback.

amount of the distorted voltage will be fed back into the
grid circuit and this will tend to cancel out the distortion
developed in the amplifier stage. If in the circuit of Fig, 1
a certain amount of distortion voltage B is present in the output circuit, the distortion voltage fed into the grid circuit
will be N x B and this quantity multiplied by the gain of
the stage will give the cancelling effe~t of the inverse feedback.
The totai distortion present in the ouq,ut is then equal to the
sum of the distortion without inverse feedback and the distortion cancelled by the inverse feedback. In other words, it
b is the distortion without inverse feedback, the total distortion, B, with inverse feedback is equal to (b+ B)xNxA, where
A is the gain of the stage. Evaluatihg B gives the quantlt.Y
b/(l+NA). In other words the distortion is reduced by the ratio of
l/(l+NA).

C-1

R-2

FIG.2

r

Eo

_J_
FIG. I

Fig. 1 illustrates a common method of applying inverse
feedbaek across a single ended output stage. Fig. 2 shows a
methl>d of applying feedback across a push pull output stage
using a resistor condenser network. The amount of inverse
feedback is equal to Rt/(Rt+R2} assuming that the reactance
ot the condenser cl is negligible ovel' the operating treQUencies. The llDPllcatlon of inverse feedback need not be
limited to one stage. The feedback loop can include several
stages as employed in the 25 watt amplifier described on page
146. Here a portion of the output voltage trom the secondary
of the output transformer is applied back in the proper phase
to the cathode circuit of the mixer stage. Thus all of the
stages within the feedback loop obtain the above mentioned
advantages that inverse feedback affords.

REDUCTION OF DISTORTION: As was pointed out in the
preceding paragr&Dh, an inverse feedback circuit feeds back a
certain portion of the output voltage to the grid circuit. lf
distortion ls introduced in the amplifier stage, a certain

REDUCTION OF PLATE RESISTANCE: In addlUon to the
redu.cUon in distorUon obtained by inverse feedback, there is
also a reduction in the effective plate resistance of the tubes.
A high plate resistance is a definite disadvantage in the case
ot a power tube which operates into a speaker load which ls
more or less variable depending upon the impedance of the
voice coil. In the circuit of Fig. 3, it m~ be easily seen
that the voltage E developed across the load depends a great
deal upon the actual value of RL which is the reflected impedance of the voice coll. This is due to the fact that the
signal current depends almost enUrely upon the high plate
resistance of the tube. Since the load resistance is low in
comparison to the plate resistance, the voltage developed
across the load is almost directly proporUonal to the impedance
ot the load which varies appreciably with change in treQUency.
In Fig. 4 it may be seen that the voltage across the load does
not vary so much since the signal current depends both upon
the load and upon the plate resistance of the tube. It the
voice coll bas an appreciable amount of reactance, the impedance rises with the t'requency, causing distortion and giving
an unnatural amount of "highs". The high plate resistance
is unsuitable t'rom another viewpoint, that of the amount of
low t'requency distortion which may be tolerated. This low
frequency distortion is not due to the tubes which remain unchanged regardless of the frequency, but depends upon the
maiJletlzlng current in the output transformer. The magnetizing current is a distorted nonsinusoidal wave and this current,
on flowing throueh the high plate resistance of the tube,
develops a nonslnusoidal voltage drop across the tube wnich,
when subtracted from the input signal, results in a distorted
wave across the output. Unfortunately, most amplifiers today
are measured for distortion at 400 cps where the magnetizing
current is practically negligible. It ls not uncommon to find
beam power amplifiers without inverse feedback which have
only 25 per cent of the rated power at 40 or 50 cycles. This
low frequency distortion is particularly objectionable since
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all harmonics !all within the audible range. Inverse feedback
effectively reduces the plate resistance so that the distorted
voltage drop caused bY the magnetizing current is exceedingl,y
small, with the result that there is very little distortion
across the output circuit. With a poor output transformer it
is quite possible ta the distortion to be as hiah as 30 per
cent at 40 cycles without inverse feedback.
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"HANGOVER" EFFECT: "Hangover ettects", or transients
caused by the loud speaker cone vibrating at its natural
period when shock excited, are greatly reduced by the use of
inverse feedback. The lower plate resistance provides a
considerable amount ot damping so that the oscillations or
transients are reduced. With regular beam power tubes the
shunting effect of the tube is exceedingly small with the
result that the damping is negligible. As a result, unnatural "boomlness" ma,y result when the speaker ls shock excited and the cone vibrates at its own natural period. The
natural period depends upon .the physical construction ot the
speaker and is usually in the neighborhood ot 50 to 150
cycles.
REDUCTION OF HUM: Hum originating within the feedback
loop is cancelled out 1n much the same ~ as dlstorUon
since the hum developed in the stage or stages included
wHhin the loop and the voltage feed into the grid circuit
are out of phase and tend to cancel. It must be remembered
however, that distortion or hum originating in a stage outside the feedback loop will not be reduced by inverse feedback. Great reductions in plate circuit distortion and plate
resistance may be obtained by the use of large amounts
of inverse reedback.
However, the limiting factor in inverse feedback, assuming there is negligible p!iase shirt
occurring in the stages over whtch feedback ls applied, ls
the amount of desired gain from the stage in question. In
actual design, the amount or inverse feedback ls a compromise between the gain and the desired reduction in distortion. If there ls enough gain in the previous stages and if
the driver tube can supply the necessary peak voltage, it
will be advisable to increase the amount of inverse feedback
in order to reduce the plate resistance and the plate circuit distortion. However, 1! the plate resistance ls !alrly
low and it the plate circuit distortion ls a reasonable value,
there is not much advantage gained in further reducing the
pin by the addition ot more inverse feedback.

USE OF INVERSE FEEDBACK TO ALTER FREQUENCY
RESPONSE: Inverse feedback can be advantageously utllized
An excellent
for equallzaUon or tone control purposes.
example of this application of inverse feedback is described
on page 156, the article tlUed "dual Tone Control". Here a
large amount ot inverse current feedback, commonly referred
to as cathode degeneration, is applied to a single stage.
Then, by means of an inductance or cai>aclty shunted into the
cathode circuit, the amount or degeneration or inverse feedback
&i>Plied at either low or blah frequencles can be controlled.
Thus, by making the feedback selective with frequency, the
stage gain as versus frequency characteristic may be adjusted
to produce the curves shown on page 157.
The high fidelity 10 watt Phono-Tuner ampl1!1er described
on page 144 also employs inver'ke feedback to obtain tone
compensation. In this circuit a portion of the output voltage
is fed back to the input cathode of the phase inverter stage.
Sass boost is obtained by inserting a .005 m!d. condenser
in series with the feedback loop. A lifting or boosting o! the
bass frequencies occurs because the reactance of the condenser increases at low frequencies, which reduces the amount
ot inverse feedback. This results in greater amplltication
ln this portion of the audio spectrum. The 1 megohm control
shunting the ,005 condenser controls the amount of bass
boost obtained. Maximum boost occurs when the control arm
is in the counter-clockwise position. A trebld boost ls obtained in this circuit by shunting the 6SL7 input cathode
resistor with an .03 m!d. condenser. The boosting ot the
treble or high frequencies occurs due to the lower reactance
ot this cathode condenser at high frequencies; this effectively
shorts the cathode impedance reducing the amount of inverse
feedback and hence raising the gain in this frequency range.
Maximum boost occurs when the arm of the SOOk control is at
ground. Normal response ls obtained when the control ls in
the center position. This same control provides conTentional
treble cut or attenuation action when the arm ls in the maximum
counter-clock wise position.
In this tone cortrol system the frequency at which maximum
response occurs can be controlled by the proper choice ot
condenser values. The maximum amount of boost in turn ls
dependent upon the amount of inverse feedback initially applied across the amplitier circuit.
The 6SC7 pre-ampllf1er stage of this circuit also utilizes
selective voltage feedback applied from plate to plate to
obtain the bass equalization reQUired tor operation with
magnetic pbono plckUD cartridges.
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TESTING

The following ideas and suggestions will be of great help to
the Sound Man who builds or repairs his own amplifiers. They
are the results of long experience in the laboratory and in
answerinc letters on this subject from our many friends and customers.
TEST INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED: There are certain basic
test insb'uments that should be available t.o every sound man
and certain routines ln their use that should be known and
followed, it the full bene!lt ls to be secured tram them. These
instruments include a good audlo oscillator, a cathode ray
oscilloscope, a selecUon of 50 or 75 watt resist.ors with values
of 500 ohms or equal t.o output Impedances to be used (these
are to be used as substitute voice coil and line loads when
measuring the output ot an amplifier), and a vacuum tube
voltmeter with a high range. For accurate overall gain measurements an accurate micro-volt meter is needed to measure the
audio voltage applied t.o the input of the amplifier, and an
output meter with no frequency discrimination.
ELIMINATION OF HUM: One of the first problems encountered by thP. constructor is the elimination ot Hum from an
ampllfler. The oscilloscope is very useful in determlning the
frequency ot the Hurn. its location, and when it has been reduced to a negligible quantity.
To determine the trequency of hum, feed a portion ot the
output of the amplifier to the vertical im>ut of the oscilloscope.
Tum the sweep selector switch to "60 cycle". A 120 cycle
hum will produce some form of a figure eight on the screen of
the cathode ray tube as shown in Fig. 1. This indicates that
the hum ls coming through the power supply circuit, and ls
caused by lack of filtering or isolation of the different stages.
On the other hand, a 60 cycle hum, usually picked up by induction in the wiring, transformers or chokes will produce some
form of circle - no crossing of lines. (Fig. 1)
The best procedure in checking hum is to pull aU tubes but
the outputs and clear up any hum that originates in that stage.
Next insert the corre..ct tubes and proceed to the driver stage,
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This is the reversal of the prlmazy winding al the output
transformer. All other sources of oscillation have been carefully eliminated.
The following suggestions !or the c1rlng of oscillation are
given for the benefit o! those building their own amplifiers
trom parts other than those recommended in this guide.
1. Complete shielding o! the entire wiring o! the final
stage.
2. Insert a 200 ohm l/2 watt resistor ln each output tube
grid lead.
3. Connect a .001 m!d., or smaller, condensers trom the
output stage grid leads to ground, or the Junction of the above
mentioned 200 ohm resistors to ground.
4. Connect a by--pass condenser across the self bias
resistor.
5. Insert 10,000 ohm or larger resistors across each halt
o! the secondary o! the driver transformer.
6. Connect a resistor aa-oss the total secondary o! the
driver transformer, the value to be as high as po'Ssible and
still stop the oscillations.
A simple test procedure tor the source of oscillation is as
follows: First, reverse the primary winding of the out-put
transfer mer. Second, remove the inverse feedback system
enUrely to make certain this part of the circuit ts or ls not
responsible. Third, try the various circuit changes as previously ouUined.
DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS: The most popular wa,y to
check the distortion in an arnpliller is shown in Fig. 2. The
output of the ampllller is fed to the vertical input of the scope
and an audio signal with a sine wave characteristic is fed to
the input of the amplifier. Since a sine wave ls uniform, any
deviation trom it is easily recognized.
It is not possible to distinguisb distortion on the oscilloscope below 5 tp 6 per cent. The only distortion which
may be readily seen with this method is the flat top wave.
This fiat top ma,y be caused by operating into tne curved
portion of the tube characteristic in the case o! triodes or
by using too high a plate load in the case of a pentode. Driving

FIG- 1

the interstage and the inputs successively. It will usually be
found that hum is picked u_p most often in the input stages,
For this reason they must be well shielded. Notice that the
re'Sistors and leads associated with this portion of the circuit
are usually shown as being shielded in the diagrams. This is
important in the elimination o! hum and cross talk between
inputs. Such simple things as the placement of leads, transformers, tone cQntrol chokes, etc., will affect the amount of
bum present in the amplifier. Any detective condensers in
the filter circuit will usually be shown at the first of the test
and of cours~ should be replaced. with perfect unitif.
On the oss:illoscope, the height of the image on the screen
is a measure of the amount of hum. This is shown 1n Fig. 1
as the distance "a" - "b". NOTE: This height ls affected
by the 'voice coil impedance across which the tests are made.
The greater the impedance, the easier it is to detect hum on
the oscilloscope, The ear will of course tell when hum ls
no longer noticeable, but will m.. t aid suftlclently in the
location and ellmlnation of the sotrce. Tube hiss, which
will appear after a gain of approximately 100 db has been
reached, should not be confused with hum.
CHECKING FOR OSCILLATION: Another source of trouble,
especially in modem high gain amplifiers and those using an
inverse feedback circuit, is parasitic oscillation.
If the transformers shown on the parts lists in this guide
are used, and the circuit diagrams and various constants are
followed, there can be but one main reason for oscillations,

a class A or AB power stage so heavily as to draw grid cWTent
will also cause this form of distortion.
Where distortion Is present, the leads from the vertical
input of the oscilloscope should be moved to the output and
input of each successive stage, beginning with the final, unW
the d:-fective one is located.
OUTPUT MEASUREMENTS:
Outpl& measurements are
usually taken across a resistor, substituted for the impedance
which would usually be connected to the secondary, Use an aocurate output meter when making these measurements. From
the formula Power (Watts) equals E2/R, lt is then easy to compute the output of the ampllfier.
An oscilloscope is almost a necessity in measuring power
output 1! usable output is to be considered. Most ampllflers
are capable of considerably higher output than their usual
raUng, but with high distortion. An output with a maximum
distortion of less than 8% ls all that is really useful.
Connect the vertical input of the oscilloscope across the
same load resistor that is used !or the output voltage measurements. Increase the output, through the use of the gain control.
unUl the sine wave from begins to dist-0rt. Back the gain
until no noticeable dlst.ortion is present, then take the ol&put
voltage reading, The oscilloscope will begin to show dlstoiw~n about 6% is present.
A point often forgotten ls that an amplifier passes many
frequencies, thus the watts output should be fairly constant
over the entire rtequency range if the amplifier baa any quallU
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at all. An amplifier with 25 watts output at 400 cycles should
also deliver 25 watts with no noticeable distortion at 50 cps
and to at least 8,000 cps. These measurements are not possible unless the laboratory equipment previously mentioned Is
available.
GAIN MEASUREMENTS: No rating can be so abused as the
db gain or an amplifier. This is true because of the nature of
the measurements Involved. The decibel Is a unit of power
measurement so the resistance across . which the voltage
measuremerts are computed will Influence the mathematical,
not the actual, result.
To compute the overall gain, a carefully measured Input
voltage is "1Plled to the Input of the amplifier and the output
voltage measured. The gain is figured in decibels through
the use of the formula db .. 10 log. Po/Pr, where Po is the
pawer output and P1 is the pawer input.
The output voltage is usually read across the load resistor
mentioned at the beginning of this article. The i.nput voltage
Is red Into the regular input, which is usually a 1 or 2 megohm
resistor.
It is this input resistor that can play havoc with the gain
measurements. Although its value Is 2 megohm, purposely a
large value to prevent loading or the microphone, such a
value is never encountered as an actual grid load. When
st.unted by the microphone or other input source, the resultant
Impedance is much less. For this reason the secondary impedance of the usual transformer, 100,000 ohms, is the general·
l y accepted figure used in gain computations. An actual input
lmpedanceof5megohms would obviously ruin the high frequency
response of the stage involved. The calculated db gain will
be less with 100,000 ohms out it will be more indicative of the
usable gain. Always state the constants used when speaking
of db gain. Although a higher db gain will be shown by using
a value or 5 megohms rather than 100,000 ohms in the computetions, the actual gain Crom microphone to speaker will be
the same under either condition.
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is the correct value for the 500 ohm line. In this case, if the
total power supplied to the 500 ohm line is 30 watts, each
speaker will take one-third of this, or ten watts. lt this power
is to be divided so one speaker receives 15 watts, one lCJ
watts and one 5 watts, one must make a change in the ratio
of the three transformers.
.
The voltaae developed acro~s the
ohm line is 122 volts
(W - E2/R; W• 30, R • 500, E • 15,00 or 122 volt5). Given the
voltage across the 500 ohm line and the voltage required across
eac!l voice coil for the desired amount of power, it is ll!l easy
matter to determine the turns ratio and the impedance ratio
necessary ln the various transformers.
For the first speaker, requiring 15 watts or audio, the voltage
across the voice coil is 12.25 volts; (W • E2/R; W• 15, R • 10,
E - 'f10xl'5 - 12. 25 volts). Similarly, the voltage across the
speaker requiring 10 watts is 10 volts and the voltage across
the speaker requiring 5 watts ts 7 volts. The turns ratio of
the various transformers is 122/12.25 or 10:1. Also 122/10
or 12.2:1, and also 122/7 or 17.5:1. The impedance ratio
or the transformer is the turns ratio squared and the actual
primary impedance ls equal to the turns ratio squared, multi·
plied by the voice coil Impedance of 10 ohms. The reflected
primary impedances are all different. However, when the three
are parallel, they result in an impedance of 500 ohms, which
ls the correct value !or the 500 ohm line. In this case. the
power delivered to each or the speakers Is entirely different
from the condition under Fig. 1.
It must be remembered when using this method of calculation
the total power in the individual voice coils must total the
power in the primary from which the value of primary voltage
was computed.
Frequently it Is not possible to match the impedance of the
speaker exactcy. Whenever this is not possible and whenever
there ls a sufflcient number of taps on the output ot the ampli·
fier, It should be connected In such a way that a lower plate
to plate load than normal ls reflected. In other words, if it
ts necessary to match a 15 ohm speaker to an output transfer-
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IMPEDANCE MATCHING IN MULTISPEAKER SOUND INSTALLATIONS
For amplifier install!ltions where some, or all, or the speakers
are to be located at a distance from the amplifler, eXPerience
has shown that the installation of a 500 ohm tranSllllsslon line
offers greatest economy of sound energy, maxlmum ease of
securing accurate impedance matches,and freedom from attenuation or any desired signal frequencies.
Most amplifiers are provided with 500 ohm output terminals
in addition to the low impedance voice coil terminals for this
purpose.
'
IMPEDANCE MATCHING OF SPEAKERS WITH UNEQUAL
POWER RATINGS: It is frequently necessary to match a number of speakers to a 500 ohm line In such a way that the
speakers take unequal power. lt is an easy matter to connect
a number of speakers to a 500 ohm line so that each speaker
takes the same amount of power, and it is also an easy matter
to determine the correct impedance ratio of each line to speaker.
transformer. In Fig. 1, if each of the speakers has a volc::e
coil impedance or 10 ohms, the impedance ratio of the transfonners should be 1500: 10 so that the three 1500 onm lmpedances in parallel will give an impedance of 500 ohms, which

mer which has a 16 ohm tap and a 14 ohm tap, the 15 ohm
speaker should be connected to the 16 ohm tap. This will
reflect a somewhat lower value of plate to plate load so that
it is possible to obtain sllghUy more power from the amplifier
although the distortion will be somewhat greater at the peak
output. This ls much better than connecting the 15 ohm speaker
to the 14 ohm tap, thus reflecting a higher plate to plate load
and causing the amplifier to overload at a much lower value of
power output. This is especially true of pentode and beam
power tubes, where the higher value of plate to plate load
will result i.u a fiat top wave and severe distortion.
TRANSFORMERS AS IMPEDANCE CHANGERS: The transformer Is an impedance changer and as such it is not necessari·
l" associated with any one value of impedance. In othe-r words,
if a transformer is designed to couple a 500 ohm line to a 10
ohm voice coil, the lmpedance ratio ot the transformer is 50: 1,
and the same transformer for all practical purposes will just
as effectively couple a 1000 ohm line to a 20 ohm coil' or a
250 ohm line to a 5 ohm voice coil, provided, of course, that
the power handling ability of the transformer is not exceeded.
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The only serious result of using the primary of a transformer
for an impedance other than that for which it was designed is
the changing of the frequency response or the transformer and
its operating efficiency. In other words, a transformer designed
for 500 ohms operation has a certain amount of inductance,
which, when used with a 1000 ohm line, will give poorer low
On
frequency response and better high frequency response.
the other hand, a transfonner designed for 500 ohm operation
when used on a 250 ohm line, will provide better low frequency
response but the high frequency response will drop off con·
siderably.
Thordarson line to voice coil transfonner, TS.24S62, may be
used to refiect a primary impedance trom 500 to 3000 ohms. It
has been designed with high primary inductance and low leak·
age so that the frequency response is good over this range.
The secondary has a number of taps, making it possible to match
practically any voice coil impedance or obtain any desired turns
ratio. The accompanying table indicates what turns and impedance ratios may be obtained as well as the voice coll impedances when one to six transfonners are connected in parallel
to a 500 ohm line. The table will aid in connecting voice coils
of the same or difrerent impedance where the distribution of
power is equal, without the above computation. Only
one
speaker should be connected to each transformer.
Tbordarson transfonner T·22S80 will couple a 500 ohm line
to voice coils having 4, 8 or 15 o~.ms impedance. It is possible
to connect several speaker voice coils to one of the T·22S80
transfonners.
If the voice coils have 15 ohms Impedance
each two or them could be connected in parallel to the 8 ohm
tap. ' Four 15 ohm voice coils can be wired in series parallel
to the 15 ol'.m ta:> or in parallel to the 4 ohm tap.
The wires connecting the transfonner to the speaker coll
should not be any longer than necessary. Long voice coil
leads result in loss of power and low frequencies. Heavy
wire should be used if the transformer is separated from the
speaker by more than a foot.

Table for connecting Dynamic Speakers of Various Impedances
· In Same Output System
Secondary Matching Impedance T&24S62 Transformer
Secondary N:>. of Transfonners Paralleled Across 500-ohm
Tenninals 1
2
3
4
5
2-4
.05
.1
.2
.2
.3
5·6
.1
.2
.4
.5
.6
2-5
.2
.4
.7
.9
1.1
4• 6
.3
.6
1.0
1.3
1.6
3·6
.4
.7
1.1
1.4
1.8
.6
1.2
2.0
2. 7
3.4
2- 6
6- 7
.7
1.4
2.2
2.9
3.6
1• 2
1.3
2.7
4.
5.4
6.8
1• 3
l. 7
3.3
5.
6. 7
8.4
1• 4
2.
4.0
6.
8.
10.
3- 7
2.4
4.8
7. 2
9.6
12.
1- 5
2.6
5.3
8.
10.6
13.3
2. 7
2.8
5.6
8.4
11.2
14.
1• 6
1- 7

4.
8.

8.
16.

12.
24.

16.

32.

20.
40.

Voice coils in series:
,
Total impedance in ohms - Z l

+Z2+ Z3

Two voice coils in parallel:
Total impedance in ohms - Z1Zz/Z1 + Z2
More than two voice coils in parallel:
Total impedance in ohms • l/ 1 1 1

-+. +·

Z1 Z2 Z3
Voice coils in series parallel:
Total impedance in ohms

=-1--""1

Zf"Z2 Zs+Z4

T5-24562

,4
.7
1.3
1.9
2.1
4.0
4.3
8.1
10.
12.
14.4
16.
16.8
24."
48.

The numbers in the table correspond to the individual voice
coil impedances of each speaker.

--+--

AMPLIFIER
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6

500 OHM OUTPUT

T5-24562

FIG. I

T5-24562
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LOUDSPEAKERS
FACTORS IN THEIR SELECTION AND USE
By
TECHNICAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT
JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, CHICAGO
SOUND AND SOUND WAVES

A disturbance having components In the audio freQuPncy
range travelling through the air, which of course the human
ear can detect or " hear", ls known as " sound" or a "travelHng sound wave". It ls usual to have a number of such
sound waves, often from several sources and from different
directions, combining at any one place; that is, sound ls
usually a complex combination of a number or simple waves.
Since we are bere only Interested in home reproducing systems we need only consider sound waves In air. A logical
Question is why and how do sound waves travel? A1r Is a
fluid medium having uniformly distributed mass and stirtness. In such a system, a disturbance ls transmitted through
the medium just as would a disturbance in a system or inter·
connected springs and weights.
·
In the case or a simple wave, the direction or travel and
intensity or the transmitted wave depend on the direction
and Intensity at the source which in turn de pend on the nature ot the device causing the disturbance. The intensity
or the transmitted disturbance or travelling wave decreases
uniformly as it travels for reasons we will not describe
here because it has no Importance except in outdoor sound
systems or in large theatre and auditorium reproducing systems.
The above described transmission or a sound wave away
Crom a source is called " radiation"; that is, the sound is said
to be "radiated" by the source. Now when a sound wave is
radiated into a room the wave is reflected when it reaches a
wall just as light is reflected from a mirror in a certain
direction depending on the angle at which the wave strikes.
If the wall Is hard , such as would be the case ror a concrete or painted plaster wall, the wave Is reflected with
very little loss in lts intensity. sound waves will not be
reflected from rather small objects such as posts, however,
but rather will merely bend around them with little change.
If the wall is soft as in the case ot a carpetted floor, a
portion or the sound energy is lost; the carpet is said to
have "absorbed" some of the sound energy. The remaining
portion of the sound wave energy is reflected. sound ahsorption also occurs due to soft objects in the room such as
upholstered furniture and people. The greater the total surface
or sort material exposed to the sound wave the greater will
be the sound absorption. ln any room, the sound will continue
to travel about the room until it is completely absorbed.
The time reQuired tor a loud sound to be absorbed enough so
that thP human ear can no longer hear It, is sometimes called
the "reverberation time".
From the above discussion It becomes apparent that the
sound at any one place in a room is a complex thing being
the summation of many components from many directions. It
can. be considered as made up of two major components: (1)
the "direct" sound radiated directly from the source to the
position in Question, and (2) the "diffuse" sound which is
the summation of the reflected sound coming tram all directions.
LOUDSPEAKERS • WHAT THEY ARE AND HOW
THEY OPERATE
.

Fudamentally a loudspeaker Is a device ror converting
audio frequency electrical energy, such as that supplied by
the output or an audio amplifier, Into acoustical energy or
sound waves in the air. This conversion must be accomplished
so that the sound waves are a faithful reproduction of the
electrical waves supplied to the 1011dspea ker. This discusilion
will be limited to a class or loudspeakers known as "movingcoll loudspeakers" since this is the only type now used to
any extent which has the ability to perform this function ln~e
satisfactory manner.
The most common loudspeaker type in use today, in the
above class, is the "direct-radiator", or "conp-type" loud-

speaker. Here a rel atively large vibrating s tructure, often
called the " cone" or " diaphragm" , radiates a sound wave direcUy into the air due to Its vibration. This radiating s tructure is usually conical i n shape, or nearly so, and is flexibly
supported both at Its outer edge and near its apex. A cylindrical coil or wire known as the " voice-coil" is rigidly fastened
to the cone near lls apex; this coll ls Immersed in a fbed
radial magnetic field supplied by a magnetic structure. Now
when a current flows through the voice coil it reacts with the
magnetic field thus setting up a !Orce along the axis of the
coil; this force causes the cone to move in a direction depending on the direction of the current in the coll. The force
varies as the current varies in amplitude. Thus an audio

DIAPHRAGM

VOICE

COIL

Figure 1. Simplified Direct-Radiator Loudspeaker.
frequency electrical signal current causes the diaphragm to
vibrate at the same !reQuency and with an amplitude depending
on the value of this curre11t. Figure 1 Illustrates thPse rune·
tional parts. Tbe diaphragms ot dlrect--radiat.or loudspeakers
are usually fabricated or moulded of special paper-like material.
MAGNETIC FIELD STRUCTURES
As discussed In the above description of loudspeaker operation, the v9lce coil 15 suspended in a fixed radial magnetic field. As noted, this field is supphed by the "magnetic structure". Two types or magnetic structures are in
common use: (1) "permanent magnet" or "PM", and (2) .. fiPld
coil" or "electromagnet".
In tbe first case a permanent magnet is incorporated in a
soft iron case; the magnet Is "charged" by placing the
finished loudspeaker or the magnetlc structure in a very
strong magnetic field. When this field is removed a certain
fixed magnetic strength Is retained ca using the magnetic
field across the "air gap" in which the voice coil is suspended.
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All modem loudspeakers or the permanent magnet type Incorporate magnets with specified and carefUlly controlled
metallllriical composition. These magnets do not deter,iorate
with time and these loudspeakers are therefore highly recommended.
An electromagnet structure differs in that a coll ot wire
is incorporated in the soft iron structure. A magnetic field
appears across the air gap when a direct current is passed
through the coll of wire. The field strength' is increased as
the current through the coil is increased.
In both ot the above types the soft iron structures are
used to their full capabilities tor the particular permanent
magnet or field coll used. Therefore there is no reason tor
choosing either one from a performance standpoint. The
permanent magnet loudspeaker is simpler, requiring no external power to create the magnetic field but is a little more
costly in the large sizes. Manufacturers of radio equipment
often use the field coil type and "energize" the field coll
from the plate power supplY for the tubes.
HORN TYPE LOUDSPEAKERS
A second general type of moving-coil loudspeaker is known
as the "horn type" loudspeaker.
Here the vibrating structure, usually known as the "diaphragm", is relatively small
in size and does not radiate directly into the air. Figure
2 Illustrates the functional nature of such a loudspeaker.
A flaring tube called a "horn" is connected to the diaphragm
so that the sound energy created b5 the diaphragm enters the
small end of the horn, called the "throat" from the "sound
chamber" which is the space directly in front of the dia_phragm. The sound wave then travels along the flaring horn

to that vital link. - the loudspeaker. The usual loudspeaker
used for this application has no special characteristics.
However, single dlrect-radiator loudspeakers are now generally available which offer definite advantages over the
"garden varlety" for these applications; they are known as
"Extended Range" or "High-Fidelity" loudspeakers.
Despite the simplicity of the direct-radiator loudspeaker,
it is difficult to achie\'e smooth acoustic output to very high
frequencies and still maintain the other desirable char~
teristics.
However the high fidelity single direct-radiator
loudspeakers mentioned above meet many of the basic requirements of high fidelity systems discussed later. They
are available in all sizes and represent the best performance
available for minimum cost and are highly recommended where
the more elaborate systems may not be feasible.
In some cases two or more loudspeakers each connected di·
recUy to the amplifier and reproducing the full frequency
This azrangement increases the powerrange are used.
handllng ability and maximum available low frequency output
as will be described later. Also extension loudspeakers are
used extensivelY so that music is available at several places
remote from the basic equipment. Here a&atn each loudspeaker must reproduce the whole frequency range result•
ing. This practice is also recommended and methods of oonnecting such loudspeakers to the basic equipment and of controlling the output loudness will be described later.
The loudspeaker systems described above are known as
"single channel" systems. Other examples are the public
address systems (PA) or sound reinforcement systems and
wired music distribution systems in which each speaker carries
the full frequency range. This latter application di~tates similar loudspeaker considerations to those discussed Just above.
General pUJPOse horn-type loudspeakers are often used for
paging and sound reinforcement systems, particularly when in
outdoor locations. All of these latter applications are of a
professional nature and will not be discussed further expll•
citly slnce they are outside the scope or this book.

MULTIPLE CHANNEL LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS

Figure 2. Simplified Hom Type Loudspeaker.

From the discussion up to this polnt it may be deduced
that any given loudspeaker performs best in some certain
frequency range.
Thus if a combination or loudspeakers
could be .connected in some way so that each loudspeaker
operated in that frequency range best suited to it, and if
these ranges were complementary, an ilnproved overall effect
might result. Such systems are known as "multiple channel"
loudspeaker systems. The frequency range is divided into
discrete slightly overlapping ranges each of which is rep~
duced by a different loudspeaker. This method then permits
each loudspeaker or "element" to be designed for best pe~
rar;mance in a relative!y small range. By sucl) a method it

exPanding as it travels until it is radiated into the air from
the large end ot the horn, known as the "mouth". The effect
is that or a large vibrating member at the horn mouth which
can thus radiate more easily into the air.
A born may also be considered essentially as an acoustic
transformer.
It matches the mechanical impedance of the
small diaphra~ to the mechanical impedance of the air Just
as impedances are matched in electrical circuits. Tl}e fiaz-.
ing or expansion or the horn is at some specific rate determined by exact mathematical formulas.
The diaphragm of horn type loudspeakers is usually sup.
ported only at its periphery and much less flexibly than in
the case of the direct-radiator type loudspeaker. It may
take many sorts of shapes, usually not conical. The diaphragm is usually made of some thin light weight meial or of
phenolic materials. It is also driven by a voice-coil which
is in turn suspended in a fixed magnetic field. The assembly comprising the diaphragm, voice-coil and magnetic structure; that is the assembly exclusive of the hom, is called
the "driver unit" and is often referred to as a "compression·
type" drive~ unit.
SINGLE CHANNEL LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
In the usual radio receiver, a single direct-radiator loud•
speaker is used. This unit must reproduce the complete
frequency range required. Stated in another way, the frequency range resulting is no greater than the loudspeaker
can reproduce. It is unfortunate that in general much too
small a portion of the total cost of the receiver is alloted

Fig. 3 Multiple Channel Loudspeaker System With Horn Type
Low Frequency and High Frequency Channels
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ls possible to meet many more of the requirements contributing to the high fidelity reproduction which . is our goal.
The division or the frequency spectrum into ranges may be
accomplished by means of an electrical tilter network which
feeds the appropriate range or "band" to each loudspeaker.
In some cases the loudspeaker element is designed so as to
reproduce only the desired frequency range. Also combinations ot the above two methods are used. In any case the
frequency spectrum division must be done in such a way that
no adverse effects occur in the overall result which defeat
the very purpose of the combination.
In many professional applications the various channels
(usually two) are of the horn-type; the usual motion picture
theatre system is an example and ls illustrated in Figure 3.
In smaller systems a direct-radiator loudspeaker in a suitable cabinet is usually used for the low frequency range;
Figure' 4 illustrates a typical system of this type. These
are professional applications however and will be discussed
no further here.
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Table I. PhYsical Dimensions for Direct-Radiator Loudsoeakers
Nominal
Size

Maximum
O.D.

4

Mtg. Hoie
Center R.
2-11/32
2-11/ 32
3-1/ 16
3-13/16
4-13/ 16
5-25/ 32
7-9/ 32
8-17/ 32

5
5
6-11/16
8-1/8
10-1/ 8
12-1/8
15-1/8
18

5
6
8
10
12
15
18

Baffle Cutout
Diameter
3-1/2
4

5-1/4
6-3/4
8-3/4
lCH/2
13-1/4
15-3/ 4

All dimensions ar·e in inches. .
Where slotted mounting holes are provided they include the
above mounting hole positions,
Four mounting holes spaced at 900 are provided in all cases.
In larger sizes eight mounting holes may be provided with
450 SPacing.
in a manner shown in Figure 5, The low frequency at which
the large rise in the magnitude of the impedance occurs is
knov.n as the "resonant frequency" .or "natural frequency".
The "nominal impedance" of a direct-radiator loudspeaker is
the value at the lowest point on the curve above the resonant frequency as indicated on Figure 5. The accepted standard impedance for loudspeakers for use in radio. receivers
is 3.2 ohms. Many loudspeakers have other nominal impedance
values for speci!ic reasons. A value of approXimately 50
ohms is used commonly in intercommunicating systems; this
higher value reduces line losses. Values tram 6 to 8 ohms
are also common in the larger loudspeaker sizes particularly
!or sound reinforcement systems.
Horn-type loudspeakers
normally have a nominal impedance of 16 ohms•

...
0

z

Figure 4. Multiple Channel Loudspeaker System with Enclo-.
sure for Low Frequency Channel.
For use in conjunction with home reproducing equipment the
"coaxial" type of multi1:1le channel system is ideally suited.
In these systems the vanous loudspeaker elements are placed
on a common central axis. Their prime advantage other than
those of the multiple system is their compactness; in many
cases no greater space is required than for the usual single
direct-radiator loudspeakers.
Coaxial loudspeakers may consist of direct-radiator elements for all channels or one or more of the channels may
use horn-type elements. The advantages of a direct-radiator
elerrent for the high frequency channel is simplicity of the
design and the resulting low cost. Its disadvantages lie in
the fact that uniform, constant level, undistorted output is
difficult to maintain at very high frequencies and the "angular coverage" becomes small at high frequencies.
When uSing horn-type high frequency elements the angular
coverage can be controllea by the horn design. Further advantages are high efficiency and smooth, uniform performance
at relatively high frequencies.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF LOUDSPEAKERS
The performance and pbysical characteristics of loudspeakers are so complex that little progress has been made
in standardizing them.
Recent activities in the field of
.standardization £hould result in some standards of particular
value.
Table I lists certain physical dimensions of interest for
direct-radiator loudspeakers. The figures for maximum diameter and mounting hole center radius are generally acceptetl
as standard by the industry.
The magnitude of the electrical impedance of a directradiator loudspeaker without baffle varies with frequency
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FiglD'e 5. Magnitude of Direct Radiator Loudspeaker Impedance as it Varies "'1th Frequency.
FACTORS IN ACHIEVING HIGH FIDELITY
SYSTEMS
The term "high fidelity" is widely used in describing systems with consiqerable misunderstanding of its meaning.
"High fidelity" can be defined as an exact reproduction of
the original sound. But this definition immediately implies
several serious restrictions. An exact reproduction of the
original sound can only be achieved in the same or adupllcate room or auditorium. Also the sound sol.l'ce must be effectively as large as the original, say orchestra; the directional characteristics of the source must be the same at all
frequencies as for the original instrumerts. Now it is obvious
that the directional characteristics of musical instruments
are vasUy different and this pattern even changes with frequency for any one instrument. Therefore, it becomes obvious
that this definition of "high fidelity" is of no value for home
reproducing systems.
A second definition has usefulness and can be directly
applied.
High fidelity reproduction can be defined as reproduction which is jl.llged by the listener to sound most
like the original. It is commQnlY known that the material to
be reproduced goes through a long chain of processes, conversions and equipment before being reproduced. It cannot be
emphazised too strongly that ~ link in this chain must approach perfection as we approach high fidelity performance
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of the whole system. This is true since in general the shortcomings of any one link are added to those of all other links;
the aggregate of a large number of small discrepancies becomes a major deviation.
Many Interrelated factors contribute to the achievement of
high fidelity. Of primary importance is the absence of noise
and distortion in the reproduced signal. The subject or distortion alone could consume many pages; let us merely consider here as distortion any new signal components introduced
by the system. This latter definition of distortion would then
also include noise; particularly objectionable are low frequency
hum, high-gain amplifier hiss, and loudspeaker rattles or
buzzes.
The transmission characteristics must be "smooth": i.e.,
the acoustic output must not change rapidly or erratically
with frequency. Such variations change the overtone structure of certain musical instruments particularly for certain
notes and also tend to submerge certain notes of certain instruments. It ls also important that the low frequency out•
put be correctly balanced with the output in the middle frequency and high frequency portions. The reproduced sound
cannot sound like -the original if some portion of lhe frequency
range is quite prominent. The extent of the freqClency range
must also be balanced at the high and low frequency ends.
If a very small loudspeaker is used and thus the low frequency
range limited, it ls not feasible to extend the h.lgh frequency
range without limit; even though frequencies are added that are
in the original the reproduction is less pleasing and accevtable
- the reproduotion sounds less like the original.
Good "transient response" refers to the ability of a system
to reproduce effectively staccato and explosl ve type sounds
involving extremely rapid rise or decay times. It ls obvious
that such response is important since musical sounds are predominantly or this natl.l'e.
If the above criteria are adequately met, then considerable
advantage may result by extending the frequency range both
at high and low frequencies until all components of the original
sound ma,y be rerroduced. Unfortunately, wide frequency
range has often been considered as synonymous to high fidelity
with disappointing results. Only after the important factors
discussed above.have been given careful attention ls it desira·
ble to extend the frequency range without limit. A moderate
band width system meeting all of the other conditions above
can be demonstrated to be much more acceptable to a listener
than a system reproducing the complete range of frequencies
but with distortion and noise present or poc>r frequency balance
or transient. response.
All of the above factors apply equally to all parts of the
rerrodooing system from microphone, studio and transmitter
or recording medium through to the loudspeaker and listening
room. some further aspects should be given consideration and
apply more directly to the loudspeaker. As was described
earlier the sound one hears in a room Is comprised or that
coming directly from the loudspeak"e r and that being reflected
from the walls one ot more times •. Now the amount of sound
coming directly from the loudspeaker should be nearly the
same at all pcints in the room where one might listen since
the raUo of this direct to the diffuse sound should be the same
at all such positions. The diffuse sound ls here assumed to
be reasonablJ constant throughout the room. Therefore the
"angular coverage" or "polar response" of the loudspeaker
should be quite broad. This angular coverage must also . be
essentially constant throughout the frequency range being
reproduced.
A stereophonic system is one in which two or more physically separate entire transmission systems are used In such
a way as to achieve natural three dimensional etrects. Thls
obviously adds a great deal to the realism. Some of these
effects can be obtained by using two or more loudspeaker
systems separated appreciably but reproducing the same
electrical signal. Also, loudspeaker systems of rather large
physical size usually sound more natural.
HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKERS
As stated previously, single unit direct-radiator loudspeakers
are now available which fulfill many of the requirements for

high fidelity performance. Reasonable care In the design and
production processes Insures against noise created in the loud·
speaker itself; such noises are usually due to loose joints
and Wires or due to the diaphragm striking some part of the ~
frame.
Low distortion and good transient response are the result
of good basic design; of particular importance are adequate

size and clearance or moving parts and well designed suspensions. The diaphragm must have suitably distributed mass
and stiffness and suitable reinforcement added so that it
does not respond to many modes of vibration.
Loudspeakers of the coaxial type described above are particularly to be recommended where hlgh !idelity signals are
available for reproduction; FM direct plck-up signals are
usually Quite satisfactory. It must be pointed out again that
high fidelity speakers, however, will reproduce all signals
that are impressed on them including any distortion or noise
in the system. These coaxial loudspeakers not only are capable of reproducing the full frequency range that the ear can
hear but also give proper overall balance. The models incorporating compression-type high frequency elements are
particularly good ln this respect.
LOW FREQUENCY LIMITATIONS OF LOUDSPEAKERS
It Is obvious that the acoustic energy radiated must be
related to the amount of air in contact with the vibrating
radiator and to its amplilude of vibration. Now the amplitude or vibration ls llmited by the mechanical character·
!sties of the diaphragm suspensions and therefore for some
fixed amplitude the size of the diaphragm is the determining
factor.
The use of two loudspeakers doubles the area of the radiator; this is equivalent to a diameter increase of 401'. Therefore, less amplitude of vibration would be required.
Often increased low frequency output is sought by increasing the electrical power (by equalizing the amplifier); this
can only result in increased output if greater amplltudes of
vibration result. When the suspensions reach a certain displacement they cause distortion and ma,y even fail mechanically. The only satisfactory solution Is to actuallv or effectively increase the size or the radiator.
The above discussion applies only to maximum output in the
low frequency region.
When reproducing at relatively low
levels, the low frequency output can be emphasized b)· equalizing the amplifier and such practice is recommended. The
low frequency efficiency can also be increased somewhat by
proper cabinet design. This subject will be treated later.
SlZE, FREQUENCY, RANGE AND
POWER RATING
When choosing a loudspeaker one ls often limited by the
maximum physical dimensions that can be accommodated. I! no
such restriction exists, then the choice can usually depend
on the low rrequency perrormance desired. The following
table can be used as a rough guide to the low frequency limit
fc:1 various loudspeaker sizes:
Size

Low Frequency Limlt

18"
15"
12"

50

10"
8"
6"
5"

80
95
115

4'0

60
70

This table assumes an adequate baffle as discussed later.
The high frequency range of direct-radiator loudspeakers depends on the dynamics of the radiating structure. lt is possible to obtain useful output to approximately 10,000 cycles
for all sizes up to and including the twelve inch size; the
15 and IS-inch sizes are limited to about 8500 cycles. No
such limitation exists for multiple channel systems.
The audio frequency power available in most amplifiers is
more than adequate {or most home applications. In some
cases the output power available is quite high and provision
must be made to protect the loudspeaker l! it does not have
a sufficiently high rating.
The power rating of a loudspeaker should be the maximum
reading of a VU meter for muslc signals which can be reproduced without distortion or damage to the loudspeaker after
prolonged use. usually distortion Is the controlling factor;
a power of twice the rated value can usually be reproduced
without damage. However, it must be remembered that the
maximum power output cf an amplifier may exceed its rating
by perhaps a factor or two also.
The power rating of a loudspeaker Is a limiting sort of
thing and it must not be presumed that such a power must be
available to use such a loudspeaker. The power rating is
related somewhat to the efficiency, I.e. the higher rated
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speakers are usually the more eUicient. The Question often
arises • Can a large loudspeaker having desirable characteristics but also high power rating (and usually hlgh efrlciency)
be connected to a small, low power amplifier? The answer
Is that the large speaker Will give more sound output for the
same input power than does the original small speaker because of the added efficiency; therefore the substitution of a
larger loudspeaker Is al ways feasible from this viewpoint.
From these considerations it becomes obvious that one can
usually improve the average radio receiver to a marked degree
by merely changing to a more adeQuate loudspeaker system.
It should also be noted in this connection that for a loud·
speaker with higher efficiency less distortion in the amplifier
will result for a given acoustic output since less electrical
power is reQuired.
ANGULAR COVERAGE OF LOUDSPEAKERS
It was stated previously that wide angular coverage must
be achieved in order to approach high fidelity performance.
Now as the frequency increases the wavelength of the sound
radiated tram a diaphragm decreases proportionately; as the
wavelength approaches the diameter of the ch8'>hr&gm the
sound tends to concentrate In a beam along the axis of vi·
bratlon. This effect increases contlnuouslyi as the frequency
is increased.
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structural details of the diaphragm. It is by these design
!actors that good angular coverage is achieved.
In some loudspeakers deflecting or diffracting devices are
placed in !ront of the diaphragm in an attempt to improve
the angular coverage. such devices must have linear dimensions or at least one-fourth of the wave length or the sound
wave to be effective. Figure 7 shows the wavelength of
sound in air under normal room conditions for all frequencies of interest.
The angular coverage of horn type loudspeakers is more
amenable to control. It can be noted in Figures 3 and 4
that horns made up or a number of sections or cells are commonly used in connection with high freQuency channels. The
total angular coverage can be assumed as the angle between
the axes of the extreme outer cells plus the angle between
adjacent cells, i.e.• the coverage per cell multiplied by the
number of cells. It is apparent that the angular coverage
is in general greater in the horizontal plane than 10 the
vertical plane.
In coaxial type loudspeakers this cellular construction
becomes more difficult since the dimensions of the low frequency unit restrict the number of cells that can be used
and the angle between the outermost cells. These cells are
also seen to be a major obstruction in front of the low frequency diaphragm and therefore mod.if)' its radiating characteristics.
As described previously the sound wave from a compression
type unit expands as the born flares and effectively ls radlated
from the mouth of the horn. However as the frequency, is
increased the sound wave appears to "Jump off" or be radlated
progressively further back from the throat. In other words the
angular coverage is somewhat better at some given high
frequency than if radiated from the mouth (as a piston).
Again intuition suggests that the rate of flare would be a most
important factor. This ls correct and horn contours have been
developed giving essentially constant angular coverage to
very high frequencies •
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Figure 6. Total Energy Decrease wl th Increased Frequency
for ·constant Axial Intensity for Various Piston
Sizes.
Figure 6 shows that the total sound enere;y radlated from
a diaphraem decreases as the frequency is increased assuming
the sound Intensity along the axis as constant. This means
then that the angular coverage decreases as the frequency is
increased. It can be seen that the angular coverage Is im·
proved by using a smaller diaphragm; constant total radiated
energy would indicate the same angular coverage at all fre·
quencies.
The above discussion applies more specifically to direct·
radiator units; it assumes that all parts of the diaphragm
mo\'e together, i.e. as a rigid piston. Now as the frequency
is increased the diaphragm beg ins to differ trom a simple
piston in such a way that the effective size of the piston
is decreased, thus tending to improve the angular coverage
or polar response.
Intuition here susests that consider·
able control can be exercised by altering the shape and

Figure 8. Coaxtal Loudspeaker with Special Horn Contour fot
Horn Type High Frequency Channel.

Figure 7. Wavelength of Sound as it Varies with Frequency.

Figure 8 shows the construction of a coaxial loudspeaker
using a bom of the above type. Here the low frequency diaphragm is shaped to act also as part of the horn in the lower
portion of the fi'equency ran ge of the high frequency channel.
This method bas the marked advantage that there ls no obstruction in front of the low frequency diaphragm. No difilculty
ls encountered due to the vibration of the low frequency
diaphragm since it acts as part of the horn only ln a region
where the wavelength of the high frequency sound wave is
several inohes and therefore Quite large compared to the
vibration amplitude.
Unusual results are achieved with
this advanced design because o! the excellent polar response
and wide fi'equency range. Another marked advantage is the
fact that the angular coverage ls the same in the vertical
plane as it is in the hori7.antal plane Jus t as is the case
at lower CreQuencies.
Another type o! coaxial loudspeaker is similar to the
above but the results are achieved by using an acoustic lens
which spreads a beam of high fteQuency sound waves over a
large angle. The acoustic lens is designed to operate in
conjunction with the horn in such a way as to give essentially constant angular coverage in both the vertical and
bori7.aatal planes for all fiequencies.
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BAFFLES AND ENCLOSURES FOR LOUDSPEAKERS
It can be seen that sound waves will n<rmall.Y be radiated
from both sides of a vibrating diaphragm. Now the sound
waves radiated from the back of the diaphragm combine with
those from th'e front of the diaphragm and the low frequencies
tend to combine so as to mutually cancel. Therefore a directr
radiator loudspeaker must be placed in a battle or enclosure
of some type so that these components cannot cancel in the
region of interest.
The simplest baffle consists of a flat rigid surface of
hard material with dimensions of the order of a wavelength
at the lowest freQuency of interest. Such a baffle is large
and not suitable for use in a home. cabinets and enclosures
are a refinerrent in which the baffle is essentially folded
back forming a cavity. SUch cabinets are often closed at
the back so that no sound waves can be radiated from the
back side of the diaphragm. Such an enclosure is often
called an ••mfinite baffle" tYPe cabinet. The entire interior surface of such a cabinet should be covered with an absorption material at least one inch in thickness.
Another type of enclosure in common use is the Bass Re!lex
Cabinet. In this type the cabinet is completely closed like
the infinite baffie above except that a second opening on
the front, usually below the speaker cutout, permits the
radiation of a supplementary sound wave. The amplitude and
phase of this secondary wave are re lated to those Crom the
front of the loudspeaker and depend on the enclosed volume
of the cabinet, the piston area of the loudspeaker and the
jll"ea of the auxiliary opening called the "p<rt". For suitr
ably chosen dimensions these waves are in phase in the low
frequency region and thus more acoustic output is obtained
because of the larger effective diaphragm size.

Figure 9. Bass Reflex Cabinet Construction.
Figure 9 shows the construction of a Bass Reflex Cabinet
and Table II lists preferred dimensions for various sizes of
loudspeakers. Construction should be rigid and well braced;
the individual dimensions are of little importance and the
shape can be chosen to suit the particular needs. Such a
chamber can be easily incorporated into a larger cabinet

Table II.

Preferred Dimensions for Bass Reflex Cabinets
Nominal
Speaker Size
18
15
12
10
8
6

Cabinet
Volume

Port
Area

13900
9990
7690
5980
3530
2310

96
71
66
41
28

21

All dimensions in inches, square inches, or cubic inches.
houslng other portions of the system. Approximately onehalf of the interior surface of the cabinet should be covered
with absorption material such as jute padding approximately
one-inch thick.
The Bass Reflex principle is best for chamber volumes
within 10% of the figures in Table U; for volumes either larger
or smaller than this range the infinite baffle tYPe of chamber
is recommended. There is also available a line of cabinets
including a Bass Reflex cabinet and matclling cabinets for
supplementary equipment so that almost any custom assembled system can be accommodated.
PRECAUTIONS IN THE USE OF LOUDSPEAKERS
If all of the potentialities of a modern high fidelity loudspeaker ere to be used to their best advantage a number
of precautions must be observed. Many of these were mentioned in discussing the general subject of high fidelity
systems above.
•
System distortion can often be decreased by limiting the
frequency range; some loudspeakers are equipped with range
control facilities for limiting the reproduced range. Such
controls are a valuable adjunct since the system includes
equipment over which we have no control and in which distortion often arises; such equipment includes radio transmitters and phonograph records.
In addition to range limiting controls mentioned above the
use of equalizing controls is highly recommended. Such controls can change the overall balance of high and low frequend,es so as to partially correct such factors as bad room
acoustics at either the transmitting (or recording) and receiving locations. These controls are also useful ln modi·
fying the response to be most pleasing for abnormally soft
or extremely loud reproduction; it is generally known that
the ear hears differently for these two extremes.
Finally it must be pointed out that the amplifier and loudspeaker load must be correctly coupled to each other. Amplifiers are designed for some nominal load impedance and
suitable transformers must be used to achieve this.
Any single loudspeaker of the single or multiple channel
type represents a single load impedance value; such a load
can be connected to the amplitler directly tr a suitable impedance tap is available or a single amplifier to loudspeaker
matching transformer can be used. The trllllsformer must have
a power rating at least equal to that of the loudspeaker so
that distortion does not occur at this point.
If a number Of loudspeakers of the same nominal impedance
are to be connected to an amplifier a parallel connection is
recommended; the resulting load impedance is then the nominal impedance of each speaker divided by the number of
gpeakers to be connected. Here again a transformer must be
used to connect this load to the amplifier if a suitable tap
is not available. The loudness at any speaker can then be
adjusted by means of an L-pad having the same nominal impedance as the loudspeaker. Also any loudspeaker can easily be
disconnected by substituting a resistor of the same value of
the speaker nominal impedance without disturbing the di9"
tribltion or impedance match.
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PHONOGRAPH PICKUPS
TIDS ARTICLE HAS BEEN PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR TlllS MANUAL
By

PICKERING and CO. INC.
GROOVE AND STYLUS

The only function of a phonograph reproducer is to convert
the mechanical motion of a stylus sliding In a spiral record
groove to electrical signal output, which can then be amplified and applied to a loudspeaker. Although this is a very
simple task, many details arise which cause great difficulty
In the successful reallza tion of perfect record reproduction. It might well be ln order to review the manner in which
the recorded Information ls presented to the pickup, and then
explore the requirements of a pickup to make use or this
information.
When a record is made, a formed cutUng tool ls forced into the surface of a relaUvel) soft material in disc form which
is being rotated beneath the cutting tool. At the same time
the mechanism (or cutting bead) which holds the cutting tool
is advanced slowly, so that when the disc has made a complete revolution, the tool has moved forward a few thousandths
of an Inch and the next gr00ve starts alongside the first one.
This covers the entire surface of the disc with a single
spiral groove which Is continuous from beginning to end of
the record. On an average twelve inch record this groove is
about 800 feet long. On a microgroove record, the groove
can be as much as 2000 feet long! The shape of this groove
In cross-section is shown in Fig. 1.

I! we place a ball-point stylus in this continuous spiral
groove, the stylus will be slowly drawn across the disc as
the turntable ls rotated. It the stylus bolder ls mounted
on a pivoted arm, the arm will swing across the record under
the " screw" action of the s piral groove. The stylus may be
said to "scan " the entire length of the groove. A portion
of the record surface ls shown in Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b shows
what happens to the groove if the cutting stylus is caused
to oscillate back and forth sideways while it is cutting the
spiral groove. Now, although the average groove configuration is still a spiral, there are numerous "wiggles" which
the playback stylus must follow to remain in the groove.
These wiggles represent the modulation or useful output information to be obtained from the record. It ls the !unction of the pickup to convert this modulation of the record
grooves i nto an electrical signal which can then be amplified .
Regardless of the type of electrical generator element
used in the pickup, whether it be crystal, ceramic, magnetic
or moving coil, all or the mechanical motion originates in
the fit of the playback stylus in the record groove. This
is purely a problem ln geometry, and has nothing to do with
the electrical or mechanical properties or the pickup. Fig. 3
shows the Up of the reproducing styli as seen from the side.
A section through the tip at the point where it engages the
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record groove would show a circle. It is obvious that the
smaller the diameter of the t.ip, the finer is the detail which
can be reproduced. However, if the tip is made too small we
have the condition shown in Fig. 4a, where the scylus is not
firmly held by the groove and serious "rattling" would result.
Fig. 4b shows the flt of a stylus which is too large for the
groove. (A standard scylus on a microgroove record would
give something of this sort.) Fig. 4c shows the ideal condition
which results from a perfect rit. The playback stylus should
always be the smallest size which will not produce rattling.
This condition will give the best frequency respon::;e, the
lowest surface noise, and the least distortion.
There is one serious flaw in this picture, however, which
must be considered. Although record companies nowadays are

POftTION Of' RECORD SURF...CE (UNMODULATED}

rapid wiggles of the groove, high frequency response is se~
iously cut down, and bl!cause of the cutting action of the
sharp edges, the wear becomes severe at these high frequency
passages. A worn stylus will not necessarily affect the record at low frequencies when the radius · of curvature is very
large. A very slight amount of stylus wear will only affect
the very high frequencies , but the region affected will move
progressively lower and lower as the stylus wear increases.
From this is can be seen' that the seriousness of stylus wear
depends on the high frequency range of the playback system .
High Quality systems cannot tolerate the slightest amount of
wear, whereas systems which cut off at 2000 or 3000 cycles
can use a stylus very much longer.
It must be pointed out that the rate at which a worn stylus wears a record depends only on the amount of stylus wear
and not on the material. All scylus materials are so hard
compared to the record material that they all do the same
amount of damage for a given amount of wear. The life of
the stylus, however, varies enormously With material. Following is an approximate eval uat.ion of the various stylus
materials used in a light- weight reproducer on standard
12-lnch phonograph records:
Material

a
PORTION OF RECORD SURFACE MODULATED

No. of plays
Low quality system

Steel
1
Chromium 10
200
Osmium
Sapphire 2500
Diamond 50,000 (est.)

pretty careful about groove shape, it was not ever thus.
Some of the older records, particularly those made from worn
stamping dies, have groove bottoms with much larger radii
~an ~hown in Fig. 1.
In these cases the only thing possible 1s to use a larger stylus radius, which fits better in
the larger groove. The same condition pr<;>vails on new records which have been badly worn by playing. A larger stylus
radius will often make such records sound better.
Following are the recommended radii for styli for all types
of record.I ngs:
Microgroove records (Columbia LP and Victor 45):
.0009 to .0011
New recordings, new pressings:
.0023 to .0025
Sixteen inch transcriptions:
.0020 to .0023
Instantaneous lacquer discs:
.0023 to .0025
Old or worn records:
.0027 to .0031
The materuu of which the playback stylus is made has a
great effect on its useful life,
All of the foregoing discussion was based on a playback stylus with a perfect shape,
as shown in Fig. 3. When a stylus becomes worn, it looks
l ike Fig. 5. It is readily apparent that Lhe shape shown In
Fig. SC cannot possibly negotiate all of the sharp kinks ln
the record groove as shown in Fig. 2B. Instead of sliding
smoothly around a sharp bend as a perfecUy round stylus
would, the worn one m.erely cuts off the sharp comers with
the edges which r esult from wear.
Since it cannot follow-

1
5
25
200
3000

This points up the superiority of the Jewel st.ylus matel"'
ials for high-quality reproduction, and for long life in low
quality systems.
They do have the disadvantage of being
somewhat more liable to damage by shock. In this respect
the diamond is much superior to the sapphire.
For e xtrem~ly
rough use where the pickup is likely to be dropped fordbly
many Umes, metal points should be used and changed often.
For normal use, including mechanical record players, the
jewel styll will do much better.

b
FI G . 2

No. of plays
High quality system

MECHANICAL SYSTEM
Between the stylus and the eJectrical generator there must
be a mechanical linkage to transmit' the vibratory motion.
It ls this mechanlcal system which usually determines the
frequency response of the pickup and the reaction force on
the record grooves.
Referring to Fig. 4c, it can be seen
that the motion of the stylus point is transmitted by the
record grooves by means of the groove walls, which are
V-shaped. This means that if the part of the pickup holding
the st.ylus resists later al motion, the stylus will be forced
up andoutofcontact with the groove walls, producing "ra.t.tles".
To overcome this effect it is necessary to apply a vertical
force which holds the stylus down in the groove. This is
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called "tracking force " , and is an important factor in record
wear. It can easily be seen that, in order to make a pickup
operate with low tracking force, all possible effort must be
made to cause the stylus holder to move sideways very
easily. In this way the tendency of the stylus to ride up on
the groove walls is minimized, and less tracking force ls
required.
Fig. 6 shows a schematic diagram or the mechanical system
of a pickup of simplest possible construction. M represents
the mass of the st.Ylus and st.Ylus holder, S ls the spring
holding the stylus centered, and A is the pickup arm. which
usually has a mass so great with respect to M that we can
ignore it for the present.
We will ignore any friction In the
the surface on which M is sliding. That was put there only
to make it easy to visualize the direction of motion, shown
by the arrows.
\\hen the stylus is properly tracking the record groove, lt
is equivalent to forcing ma..ss M to vibrate at the frequency
and amplitude dictated by the record groove at any particular mstant. Ir we imagine that we grasp the mass M and
slide it back and forth we will have the same situation.
The reaction force on our hand is the force felt by the record grooves. Let us first imagine t h at Sis very stiff and M ls
fairly massive. U we move M very slowly back and forth
(correspondrng to low frequencies) we a.re mainly conscious
of the stiffness of the spring S. ln other words, at low frequencies the stiffness of the center ipg spr ing determines
the principal reaction force on the record groove.
As Y.e
increase the frequency or the motion or mass M, we will
approach a point wher e the spring and mass will resonate and

high frequencies.
A considerable improvement in tracking
and record wear can be made, at the expense of high frequency response, by installing in such plckups a " bent
shank " or " offset" needle.
Fig. 7 shows the mechanlcal
effect of such a system.
M is the principal mass of the
needle chuck and mechanical system, S is the centering
spring, m is the mass of the stylus Up , and s ls the springiness of the bend in the needle assembly.
At some high
frequency, determined by s and M, the tip of the needle
m will become decoupled from the ma.in mass M, thereby relieving the record of the load of accelerating the large mass
M. or course, this also cuts off the high frequencies at the
same point.

It the principal mass t.l in Fig. 6 is made small enough
(comparable to m in Fig. 7) it Is possible to obtain fla.t
response lo very ht&h frequencies without imposing a destructive load on the rec.ord. Because even a few milligrams
or extra weight at this point will prevent ati.a.inment of the
objective, all wide-range high- quality pickups are mada
with built- in styli. In this way the mass can be kept to a
minimum. With a low styl us mass, the stiffness s can be reduced to provide good tracking at low frequencies.
It is
important to maintain a good balance between mass and stiffness so that the lightest possible tracking force can oe
used without ruMing into trouble at either low or high frequencies.

ELECTRODE$

NEEDLE CHUCK

RUBBER BLOCK

NEEDLE

FI G .8
FIG. 7
ELECTRICAL GENERATOR
bounce back and forth with practically no outside force being
necessary to maintain motion.
At this point the reaction
!orce is practically zero. As we move M faster and faster,
we find that the principal effort goes into reversing its motion
at the end of each oscillation, or in accelerating the fTlass.
ln fact, if we move it rapidly enough, the spring might even
be disconnected and we would reel no difference. F'Tom this
it can be seen that the mass of the stylus and its holder ls
the determining factor at high frequencies.
To sum up the mechanical system, we find that at low frequencies the stiffness of the centering spring produces the
principal reaction force; at high frequencies the mass of
the stylus and stylus holder produces the principal reaction
force. In other words, a pickup which is too stiff will ratue
at loy, frequencies, and one which is too massive will ratUe
at high frequencies, unless the tracking force is increased.
The force produced on the record walls is a function of the
"mechanical impedance" or a pickup.
A low mechanical
impedance means long record life and low stylus wear. A
pickup whi ch requires low tracking force {lel;s than 1 oz.)
has low mechanical impedance. One 'tl<hich ratUes unless the
tracking force is increased to 1 oz. or more has a hlgh mechanlcaJ Impedance.
All pickups which have replaceable needles of the conventional type, and which have screw chucks or other massive
parts to hold the needle, are subject to poor tracking at

Since the object of the phonograph pickup is to produce an
electric current signal output, there must be incori>orated
in the device a means fo_r converting the mechanical motion
into an electric current. There are many known ways of converting mechanical energy to electrical ener gy , but only a
few of them are very satisfactory in practice, as far as phonograph pickups are concerned.
One of the most commonly used devices is the Rochelle
salts crystal. \\hich exhibits a strong piezo-electric effect.
This rreans that the crystal when subjected to fTlechanical
stress develops a potential difference which il; approximately
proportional to the applied str>?ss. This volta1'e can be taken
off by electrodes and amplified. Fig. 8 shows the construction
of the crystal pickup. The generating element is th!' crystal
element. This is a pair of crystals cemented together, and
is called a "bimorph" element. The force is applied to the
crystal through the torque bar, into which the needle is fastened with a set screw. The rubber block bet\\een the forked end
of the bar and the crystal transmits the force to the crystal,
which is securely clamped between rubber blocks et the rear.
The crystal itself <Des not necessarily move. but develops a
voltar.e as a result of the applied force.
The

basic difficulties with

the crystal

aenerator arise

frolfi the fact that the crystal Is inherently stiff, and the
stylus cannot be closely coupled to the crystal without
makina the lateral stiffness of the needle very hijr.h.

lt is
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necessary to use some kind or mechanical transformer, which
ln this case Is the torque bar and the rubber blocks, to transmit
the force to the crystal. This relatively lone transmission
sysLem gives rise to a number of reasonances, and it involves
coupling a ereat deal of mass ilto the stylus, which prevents
&0od trackin& at high frequencies.
In addition, above the
frequency where the mass of the crystal resonates wit!J the
rubber blocks, complete cut-off oecurs. This can happen at a
fairly low frequency, such as 4000 cycles or so.
Various other crystal pickup designs have been made which
extend the high frequency response by usin& smaller parts
and better mechanical transformers. They all suffer more or
less from troubles arislne from the very ereat mechanical
Impedance step-down which ls necessary from the crystal to
the slvlus Up. Generally speaking, the wide-range crystal
pickup has output voltages in the reeion or 0.5 volts or
less, whereas the usual crystal pickup produces 1.5 volts
or more. The hlii:h output voltage and low cost are the two
principal advantaees of the crystal pickup. Among Its disadvantages are non-uniform frequency response, susceptibUity to damage from high temperature and humidity, and
hieh output Impedance. The PN type crystals were developed
for greater resistance to temperature and moisture effects,
out have lower output and still higher output impedance.
So-called "ceramic" pickups are very similar to crystals ln
operation, and are ele.ctrically interchanceable.

a

b

TO avoid tlte necessity or having a lone transmission link,

lt is desirable to have a type or electrical generator which
Is inherenUy a low impedance mechanical system, which can
then be directly coupled to the stylus Up. This avoids all
ot the losses and Incidental resonances which are inherent
in a mechanical transformer.
The most effective way to
achieve the desired results is to cause the stylus to move a
magnetic field. This field can be made to induce a voltage
In a stationary coil , properly located.
Fig. 9 shows two or the many possible configurations ot
.magnetic pickups. ln both cases there Is a permanent magnet

a

s

b
FIG.9

FIG.10

with its poles marked N and s and an armature pivoted at a.
The Up or the armature contains the stylus, which moves in
the record groove in the direction shown by the arrows.
This motion causes a displacement of the armature which
causes the fixed magnetic field to sweep througl: the coll
or coils, shown in cross-section.
The rate at which tt.is
magnetic flux sweeps the coil determines ttie voltage induced
in the coil. Recause the generated voltage depends on the
velocity of motion of the armature, a magnetic pickup is a
"velocity" device and not a "displacement" device like a
crystal pickup. This is an important difference, as will be
shown later.
Note that in the movinc S)stem or the magnetic pickups
shown lliere is no imperlance tra nsfonning device needed. The
stylus drives the urmature direcUr. and the centering spring
can be made optimum tor low-frequency tracking wi:lile the
armature mass can ue made very small.
The voltage output is lov., usually or the order or 0.1 volt or so, but the
output impedance is also low • from 10,000 to 100,000 ohms.
Magnetic pickups can he made v.ith amazingly good frequency
response and low distortion. The record wear with pickups
or tlus type is very low because the mechanical impedance i5
low, and the pickup can be made free from spurious resona1ices. The principal disadvantages are the susceptibility
to Inductive hum pickup and the relatively high initial cost.

CIRCUITS
1-'ig. 10 shows the equivwent circuits of crystal and magnetic pickups connected to an ampliCier. In both cases R1
15 the total effect! ve series resistunce or the pickup element and connecting leads.
This quant1t:v is usually veil
small compared with R
the amplifier grid resistance. TI1e
phantom capacitance s~own is the sum of the st1ielded cable
capacitance and the amplifier i11Dut capacitance. The effect
of this capacity on a crystal pickup is to reduce the output
voltage at ali frequencies. Since the usual crystal pickup
represents a capaclt\' of approximatelv .001 mfd., tliis amount
of capacity In tl1e leads and amplifier input would reduce
the output voltage to 011e-t.alf its oric111al value, or 6 db.
This is easily seen, since half the voltage drop appears
across the pickup capacitance and the other half across the
phantom capacitance.
This relationship holds true only
If R g is very high and and R 1 very 1011., as is usually the
case. Since the impedances ln a crystal pickup circuit are
likely to be of the order of I to 10 megohms, it Is extremely
important to shield all leads thoroughly.
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The magneUc pickup, Fig. lOb, develops its voltage in
series with an inductance, L. This inductance is of the order
of 100 to 300 mlllihenries and must be considered when
running pickup leads any great distonce, say over 6 feet.
The phantom c&Dacity shown will resonate with this internal
inductance and produce the effect or a fairly shlltll cli·off
low pass filter. ln fact, this effect can be used to advantage
to control high frequency response !.>Y purposely introducing
vartous values of shunt capacitance. It will be found that
the value of Rg is very Important when the shunt capacitance
is appreciable. If Rg is too high the pick UP output will show
a peak before cut-off. If Rg Is the correct value, th! response
will be (lat to the point where the inductance L and the
shunt i;.apacltance resonate, above which will occur rapid
cut-off. The value of Rg ls best detennined by trial for any
given case.

EQUALIZATION
Phonograph records are made with a magneUc cutting head
which vibrates with a lateral velocity which is proportional
to the input signal. This means that the amplltude of groove
excursion increases linearly as the frequency ls lowered.
It is obvious that to continue thls relatfonship down to the
lowest frequencies desired would impose severe llmitations
on the permlssable amplitude of swin1 because of the &ro<>ve
spacing. It ls common iractlce therefore to limit the low
frequency amplitude by rollin& off the low Crequencies below
some arbitrary frequency (usually 500 cycles) called the
turnover frequency.

c

U the use of low-capacity shielded cable and all other
reasonable precautions rail to permit the desired high frequency response from a high impedance magneUc pickup, It
may be necessary to use a low impedance unit and a line-to-

a

b
FIG. 11

grid tranafonner at the amplifier. This arraniement will pel'mlt the use of 100 feet or mor~ of pickup cable.
Flg, 11 shows bow the impedance of a pickup ls determined.
and the effect of R g on frequency response. In both cases
the 1enerated voltage appea:s in series with a reactance •
capacitance ln the case of the crystal and inductance in the
case of the magneUc pickup. With the crystal pickup, the
volta1e drop across the capacitance will increase at low
frequencies, and unless R 11; is lar1e compared to the react·
ance of c. a large pa:l or the signal voltage will be lost.
This indicates that for good lo.,·frequency response a cry·
stal pickUP must be fed into a high value of resistance, and
the hi&her the resistance the better the lo.,·frequency response will be. The pickup manufacturer usually will specify
the resistance necessary for a given low frequency response.
The maaneUc pickup develops its voltage in series with an
inductive reactance. This means that the voltage drop across
the inductance becomes large at hi&h frequencies unless
Rg is lar1e with respect to the inductive reactance. A lower
value of Rg will produce a roll-off at hi&h frequencies and •
a hi&her value will pennU fiat response to hi&her trequencles. The pickup manufacturer will specify the value to be
used with a &iven pickup tor tlat response to a given frequency,

Because of this reduction in low-frequency velocity it la
necessary to build up the low frequency response on playback
to compensate fer this effect. This is called ..equalization".
It must be pointed out that equalization ' ls needed fer the
recerd characterisUc, and not fer the pickup. A1l3 compensation which IIl1lY be added to correct for deficiencies in a given
pickup must be treated separately from recerd equa.llzaUon.
Since a crystal pickup responds to the amplitude of displacement of the stylus, its output characterisUcs match
the record characteristic from the turnover frequency down.
However, the hl&h frequencies will be attenuated at the rate
or 6 db per octave sta:tlng at the turnover frequency. Fig.
12a shows a simple e<ouallzer for crystal picltUPs. R1 should
be a high enough value to give &OOd low frequency response.
R2 should be 0.1 R 1 tor equalization to 5000 cycles or
0.05 Rl for equalization to 10,000 cycles. C should be
chosen so that its reactance equals R 1 at about 1000 cyclea.
There wlll be r.. 20 db loss with R2 • O. lR l and a 26 db loaa
with R2= 0.05R1. This must be made up for by addlt.lonal
amplification.
Fl&. 12b shows an equalizer for a ma1P1eUc pickup. In
this case the pickUP responds to velocity and reproduces the
record characterisUc exacUy. n is therefore necessary to
build up the low frequencies exactly the same amount as they
were reduced in recording. R1 should be chosen to ghe good
bi&h frequency response as discussed earlier. R2 should be
at most O. lR1 for equalization to 50 cycles, and 0.05R 1 for
equalization to 25 cycles. C should be chosen so that U.
reactance equals R2 at about 250 cycles. It ls important
that any shunt resistance across the output of the equalizer
be at least 20 times R 2 in order to prevent loading the
equalizer at low trequmcies. If this circuit la used dlrecUJ
after the pickup lt will be found that extreme care ls necesSUJ
to avoid hum, because of the low si&nal levels involved.
It ls often more desirable to place tbe equalizer after the
first stage of amplification. In this case, R 1 is the value
needed for tube load, and the other raUos reauun the same.

'

INSTRUCTIONS
For The ASSEMBLY. and OPERATION
OF The: MEISSNER 2.cw KIT

This Kit available from
your Lo,al Distributor.

The Meissner 2-CW Transmitter Kit has been designed for
both ease of assembly and simplicity of operation. Properly
assembled the 14 watt (input) CW transmitter will afford many
hours of operating pleasure.
The Meissner 2-CW was designed primarily for novice
license operation on the 3.7-3.75 MC (coil tunes 3.5-4) band. It
may also be used on the novice 26.9S.27.23 MC band with proper
crystal and coll. The Meissner 2-CW will o~erate on the 7.0-7. 3,
14.0-14.4, and 21.0 to 21.45 MC bands. whel'I used with proper
crystal and coils as an AC powered transmitter on exciter. The
Meissner 2-CW will operate on DC for portable or emergency
use. The coll SUPPlied with this kit ls for 3. 7-3. 75 MC operation. Coils for other bands -are available through your jobber.
Assembly of the 2-CW is made after you have read all of
the instructions carefully, and studied the photographs with the
parts layed out so that the entire construction can be mentally
pictured. When you are able to picture each part and its place
in the schematic diagram you are ready to make a step by step
construction, testing as you proceed.
The first step ls to mount the large components as given
in t,he detailed instructions with the kit.
The second step is to install the small parts, wiring and
tesUng as you proceed. All leads should be short and direct.
When stripping the insulation from leads cut through the insulation about 3/8" back from the cut end being sure to scrape the
wire and twist the strands tightly together. This is not necessary on the push back wire suppli~d a:; ·the insulation is made

to push back on the tinnea wire.
The pictorial diagram shows proper small parts placement.
All leads, other than insulated leads, should be kept 1/ 4" from
the chassis. Proceed to wire and test as given in the detailed
instructions with the kit.
1. Connect and solder the power transformer primary
and the on-otr switch.
2. Connect and solder the rectifier filament leads.
3. Wire and solder the H. V. transformer leads.
4. Test the wiring by plugging in the line cord and
turning on the set. Meastre voltage with an AC voltmeter from
the top of the chassis.
5. Connect and wire the 6V6 tllarnent.
6. Test to see if the 6V6 tUameit lights.
7. Wire the choke.
8. Connect and solder the tilter condenser.
9. Mount and solder the bleeder in place.
10 . Test this circuit with a D. C. voltmeter.
11. Wire the 3V6 cathode.
12. Wire the parallel fed plate of the 6V6.
13. Connect and solder the R. F. output connection
checking continuity as given on the chart.
14. Mount and solder the screen bleeder and the screen
by-passes. Check this circuit with an ohmmeter using the chart
supplied.
15. Connect and solder the control grid circuit of the 6V6
checking as before.

OPIBATirn
AN AMATWR RADIO LICENSE IS REQUIRED TO OPERATE THIS 11?ANSllITTER.
Mer the wiring has been completed and checked as given the 2-CW may be resonated.
Plug in the tubes, crystal and coll. Connect a D. c. milliameter 0-100 ma, across the metering tenninals of the terminal
strip. If you do not have a meter a ll40 mazda lamp will work.
Connect an eight watt bulb across the output terminals. Plug in the key jack and turn on the power.
Allow a few seconds for the tubes to warm up, and while observing the meter close the key until the meter comes to rest.
Note the current reading on the meter or the brilliance of the bulb.
Rotate the variable condenser through its range and notice that the meter current dips or the bulb dims. This point ls the
resonance point and it is the position where the plate circult of the oscillator ls tuned to the frequency of the crystel. The correct
operating point ls not at absolute minimum but at a point slightly toward the side of gradual decrease of plate current as shown on
the meter or bulb.
Set the variable condenser at the operating point, turn off the switch, and remove the antenna load. You are now ready to con·
nect the antenna. Remember, a licensed operator must operate this transmitter. There are no exceptions.
.
The 2-CW output circuit is designed to operate into a balanced line of any length. This may be made of 300 ohm ,twin lead or
open wire line. To detennine the antenna length for a balanced line using a folded doublet antenna the equation ls:
L - 468/F
L - Required length of antenna in feet.
F - The crystal frequency in megacycles.
The 2-CW may be operated into multipliers or other tubes or link coupled to antenna tuners. However, capacity coupling ls not
recommended if harmonic ouqmts will result in undesired television interference (TVI}.
With little change the 2-CW may be operated on emergency power supplies. Should the antenna load exceed 65 ma. when
properlY tuned the antenna coupling coil should be spread slightly, moving the bottom turn away from tm large coil. Continue
uncoupling the coll until the plate current falls below 65 ma.
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MEISSNER 2-CW
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2-CW KIT PARTS LIST
DF.SrnIPTION
PART r\O.

PART NO.
Chassis. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • . . • • . .
Transformer. . . . . . • . . • . • • • • • • • • . . • . . .
Choke . . • . . • • • . • . . . . • . • . . • . • • . • • . . .
Filter Condenser • . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . • . •
Variable Condenser . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . •
Socket 8 Prong . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . .
Socket 5 Prong . . . . •• . •. . . . . . . •....• . .
Crystal Socket . • . . . . . . ... . . ...• . . . . . .
Phone Jack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .• . • . •. . .
Switch. . . . .•••.•••..•. .• . • . . . . .•. ..
RF Choke . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . . .
L ine Cord . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • . . . . • .
Terminal Strip . . . . •....•• • • • . • . . . . • . • .
.o 1 600V Paper Condenser. • . • . . • . • • . . . . . .
.1 600V Paper Condenser . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
100.1000 Ohm 1 Watt Carbon Resistor 20% . • . . • .
18,uOO Ohm 2 Watt Carbon Resistor :1D%•.••.• .
2 Ins. Tie Point . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . • . .
30K lOW Wire Wound Resistor. • . • . . . . . . . . . .
Knobs .•• . • . • . • . . . . • . . • . • . • . . . . . . . •
Ceramic Insulator Sets .....••• .. . . . . . . . .
Hardware Kit• . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . . . .
10-32 X 3-8 FHB Screws. . . . • . . . . . . . . . • •
10-32 Nllt.s. . . • • . . . . • . • . • • • • • • • • . • • •

06401
T·24R02U
T· 20C52 •
16124
21·53>3
9309
29316
29628
19470
19475
19-1996
12434
21723
28101
34 158
RC30AE104M
RC40AE183M
16752

10-32 Ext. U>ckwashers.. . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
1 Ins. ne Poirt.. . . . • • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . .
1 Ins. ne Polrt. . . . . . . .. . . . • • • . . . • . . . •
1/2" ~111llet. • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Hardware Kit . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . •
&-32 X 3/8 RHB Screws ••.•• . ••••.•....
&-32 X 1/4 st. Q>. Hex Nut. . • : • . . . • . . . . . .
116 Ext. U>ckwashers. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .
Mae West Lug /16 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Cbnd. M:>urting Plate . • . • . . . • . . . • . . . . . •
&32 X 3/16" BH ST CP Screw . • . . . • . . . . . .
Hardware Kit . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . ..
4-36 X 5/8 RHB CP Screw. . • . • . . . • . . . . . .
4-36 X 3/16 st. CP Nut . .•. " •••••..•. · • •
&-32 X 1-1/8 RHB Screw • . • • • • . • • . • . . . • •
~x !;/16 a-ass Nut •••••••••••••••••
washer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
&-32 Kntrled Nut. • • • • • • . . . . . • • . • • • • . •
3-8 Hex Nut ••• •••. ••.•• •• •••..••••

23-8221
27·1000
06411
18607
11352

3/8 ID X 5/8 OD Flat Washer· ••• · • • • • • · · ·
Plug in Coil . . . . • . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Instruction Sheet . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • ••...

~1637

,:

3/8 Irt. Lockwasher • •• • •• •••• •• •• •• . •

11604
06402
15787
14223
06412
11212
11322
16642
11422
19286
17668
06413
i 1ro4
11336
11215
11303
16639
11347
21336
21619
19470-C
18-3914
J-516
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COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE

~

MODEL 2BK 2 TUBE STUDENT KIT
Parts Supplied for 2BK Kit
Parts SuDplied for Kit No. 2BK
1 Punched alwninum chassis
1 Punched aluminum panel
1 :Do-gang variable condenser
1 Broadcast band coil, 18·3501
2 Miniature tube sockets
1 5-prong coil socket
1 Phone Up connection Jack
1 4-tenninal connection strip
1 Tie-lug, 2 insulated terminals
1 50,000 ohm regeneration control
with switch
1 100,000 ohm fixed resistor, Rl
1 220,000 ohm fixed resistor, R2
2 1 megohm tlxed resistors R3 & RS

1 680 ohm fixed resistor, R4
1 .1 ufd. 400 volt paper cond. Cl
1 .00047 ufd. mica cond. C2
1 .000047 ufd. mica cond. C3
1 4-70 uufd. mica trimmer C4
1 .01 ufd. 400 volt paper cond. C5
l 25 urd. electrolytic cond. C6
8 f 6-32 X 1/4" screws
4 .I 6-32 X 3/8" screws
1 I 6-32 X 5/8" screw
4 I 2-56 X 5/ 16" screws
10 f 6-32 hexagon nuts
4 I 2):56 hexagon nuts
1 I 6-32 battery nut
4 I 2 Lockwashers

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS REQUIRED

90-volt "B" battery or two 45-volt "B" batteries
4.5-volt "A" battery
Headphones, magnetic type, 2,000 ohms
Pliers with cutters, screw drlver, soldering iron
Wire, Solder, tubes (1T4, 3V4)
ANT~A AND GROUND: A good antenna and growid will
provide best reception. Connect to water pipe or to iron rod
drlven in damp earth for growid. Antenna should be 50 to 100
feet long, well insulated, and 20 feet or more high. For local
reception, an insulated wire 20 to 30 feet long mt.Y be used
indoors with good results, but a ground connection should
al~s be used.

FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
Unpack kit with great care to avoid loss of small parts.
Check all parts against list; report any shortage at once.
Knock out the long oval opening at the rear of chassis.
The connection strip and phone Jack mowit from the outside
of the chassis; the tuning condenser mowits on the top of the
chassis; all other parts mount from !.he inside of the chassis.
Mount tube sockets with I 2-56 screws, coil socket with
I S.32 X ·3/8" screws; use lockwashers unde~ each nut and
Ughten screws tlrmiy. Orient all sockets exactly as shown.
Mollllt connection strip and phone Jack at rear or chassis.
In mounting all parts, use lockwasbers under nuts as
shown ••
Mount regeneration control, securing it with tbs 3/8" nut.
Mowit antenna terminal as follows: Slip a ground lug over
the I 6-32 X 5/8" screw; next slip on the 11xtruded bakellte
washer and seat the shoulder in the 1/4" chassis hole. From
the top of the chassis slip on the fiat ball.elite washer and
screw on a nut. Slip on a brass washer and loosely screw on
the knurled nut.
Mount the antenna trimmer and bracket assembly as shown.
Mount the tuning condenser on top of chassis, placing lugs
wider the mowiting screws as shown.
Wire the set exactly as shown in Pictorial Wiring Diagram.
Check each wiring operation against the circuit schematic.
Use colored push-back and solid tinned wire as specified,
soldering each connection carefully. Be sure iron ls hot and
well·tlnned; beat connection thoroughly as solder ls
applied.
Connect resistor and condenser leads to the points shown.
Place them in exacUy the Position shown, shortening resistor and condenser leads where necessary. Connect the
1rounded-foil end of paper condensers as shown.
Use insulating tubing on one lead of the .1 ufd. p5'1er
condenser as shown.
Keep all wiring close to the chassis and neaUy arranged.
Do not permit bare wires to touch other wires or chassis.
Caretully check all wiring against both the pictorial and the
circuit schematic, alter completion.
Attach dial pointer to large portion of twiing condenser
abaft, using pliers to book in place. The pointer is placed
over the condenser shaft with the small book pointing out.

11t6 Lock washers

1 Extruded bakelite washer
1 Micoid washer
1 Brass washer

2 Metal spacers
2 Bakelite knobs
1 Dial pointer
1 LenJth lnswating tubing
2 Ground lugs
1 Regeneration control nut, 3/8"
Each mounting screws and washers

Tbi1 Kit 11i•11ilable from your Lort1/ 1Jistrib11tor.

Attach knobs to control sbat'ts, using their set screws.
Tum twiing knob to the lett to close the condenser plates
and slip the pointer until it points to O. Be sure that the
pointer does not rub the panel when the tWllng knob ls turned.
Connect batteries· as shown. Be careful to firmly Ughten
the terminals and make sure that the bare wires do not touch
each other or other terminals. NOTE: Be sure that the set
is turned off, with regeneration control to the left.
Connect the antenna. ground, and headphones as shown.
Plug in the broadcast coll, fastening the flexible lead to
the antenna terminal. Loosen the antenna trimmer adjustment.
The antenna trlmmer should be loose when usin1 the broadcast band and long-wave coils.
Put on headphones and turn the set on, turnin1 reeeneration
control clockwise until the set breaks into oscillation with a
soft bias. Turn the tuning dial slowly until a whistle is
heard. Tune this "beat note" to the lowest pitch and tum
the regeneration control counte!'-clocltwise witll the wbisUe
Just stops. This ls the most sensitive point of operation.
A little practice will enable you to tune stations r114>ldly.
Weak stations are best tuned in by the method described
but loud stations may be twied ln with the regeneration control retarded below the oscillation point.
Reduce volume on loud stations by turning the regeneration
control countl!l"clockwise.
Do not permit set to osclllate any more than is necessary
to locate stations, as this allows radiation of a signal which
may cause interference in neighborhood receivers.
Coils are avallable to give all•wave reception as follows:
18-3500 170-540 kc
18-3502 1.4-4. 5 me
18-3503 3.2·8.2 me
18-3504
8 - 18 me
18·3505 15 • 34 me
Adjust antenna coUPllng on the short waves with the antenna
trimmer, using a loose adJustment of the screw.
Ad.lust controls slowly and carefully on the short waves.
The small section of the gang condenser together with the
6 to l tuning ratio assures tuning ease.
Many of the stations heard on the short waves employ radiotelegraphy (CW). These stations must be twied in with the
set oscillating so as to produce a beat note with the incoming
signals. The tuning control ls adjusted to make the pitch
of the beat note such that the code can be copied.
The set ls most sensitive to weak CW stations when it is
barely oscillating.
The set may block on strong CW signals so that a beat
is not produced. This condition may usually be remedied by
advancing the regeneration control.
Superregeneratlon may be obtained on the tW9 highest
frequency ranges by advancing the regeneration control beyond the normal point, as Indicated by a loud rushinj sound.
Thla ls a very sensitive condition for reception of 'phone
signals.
A staae or audio frequency smpllfication may be idded to
thls set to provide loudspeaker operation. No recommended
circuits are furnished for this, since suitable cJrcuits are
available in a number of radio publications.
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COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE

~
MODEL 3BK 3TUBE STUDENT KIT
PARTS SUP P LIED F OR 3BK KIT
Parts Supplied tor Kit No. 3BK
1 Punched aluminum chassis
1 Punched aluminum panel
1 2-gang variable condenser
1 Broadcast band coil, 6- 18-3501
3 Miniature tube sockets
l 5-prong coil socket
l Phone Up connection Jack
1 Tie-lug, 2 insulated terminals
1 Tie-lug, 3 insulated terminals
l 5a,ooo ohm regeneration control
with switch
1 1 megohm !lxed resistor, Rl
l 100,000 ohm fixed resistor, R2
l 220,000 ohm fixed resistor, R3
l 470,000 ohm fixed resistor, R4
l 820 ohm Uxed resistor, R5
l 4, 700 ohm fixed resistor, R6

1 2,200 ohm fixed resistor. R7
1 68 ohm fixed resistor, R8
1 4-70 uutd. mlca trimmer, Cl
1 .00047 ufd. mica condenser, C2
1 .000047 utd. mica condenser C3
2 .1 utd. 400 V paper cond. C4,5
1 .01 utd. 400 V P&liler cond. C6
1 Electrolytic tilter cond. C7
1 .05 utd. 600 v paper cond. ca
1 .05 UCd. 400 V paper cond. C9
8 16-32 X 1/4" screws
4 16-32 X 3/8" screws
1 I 6-32 X 5/8" screws
6 iJ 2·56 X 5/16" screws
10 iJ 6-32 hexagon nuts
6 I 2-56 hexagon nuts
1 16-32 battery nut
6 iJ 2 Lock washers

ADDmONAL MATERIALS REQUIRED
Headphones, magnetic type, 2,000 ohms
Pliers with cutters, screw driver, soldering iron
ANTENNA AND GROUND: A good antenna will provide
best reception. Antenna s.'1ould be 50 to 100 feet long, well
insulated, and 20 feet or more high. For local reception,
an insulated wire 20 to 30 feet long may be used indoors
with good results. No ground connection should be used with
this set as the power line supplies the ground return.
Wire and Solder
FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
Unpack kit with care to avoid loss of small parts.
Check all Parts against list; report any shortage at once.
Knock out the tube socket and llne cord half punched
holes.
The phone Jaclt mounts from the outside of the chassis;
the tuning condenser and llne cord strain relief mount from the
top of the chassis; all other parts mount from the inside.
Mount tube sockefs wlth I 2-56 screws, coll socket with
I 6-32 X 3/8" screws; use lockwashers under each nut and
tighten screws firmly. Orient all sockets exactly as shown.
Mount phone Jack at rear of chassis.
Use lockwashers under nuts as shown in mounting all parts.
Mount regeneration control, securing lt with the 3/8" nut.
Mount antenna terminal as follows; slip a ground lug over
the I 6-32 X 5/ 8" 5crew, next slip on the extruded bakelite
washer and seat .the shoulder ln the 1/ 4" chassis hole. From
the top of the chassis slip on the fiat bakelite washer, and
screw on a nut. Slip on a brass washer and loosel,y screw on
the knurled nut.
Mount the antenna trimmer and bracket assembly as shown.
Mount the tuning condenser on top of chassis, mounting lugs
under thP mounting screws as shown.
Run line cord through the 1/2" hole to length reQUired and
place strain relief parts around wire, squeezing tightly with
pliers. Force strain relief and line cord into hole.
Wire the set exactly as shown [n Pictorial Wiring Diagram.
Check each wiring operating against the circuit schematic.
Use colored push-back and solid tinned wire as specllied,
soldering each connection cBTetully. Be stte iron is hot and
well-tinned; heat connection thoroughly as solder is SDPlied,
using only the solder furnished.
Connect resistor and condenser leads to the points shown.
Place them in exactly the position shown, shortening resistor
and condenser leads where necessary. Connect the grounded!oll end of p&Der condensers as shown.
use insulating tubing on one lead of the .1 utd. paper condenser as shown.
Keep all wlrlng close to the chassis and neatly arranged.
Do not permit bare wires to touch other wires or chassis.
Carefully check all wiring aga1nst both the pictorial and
the circuit schematic, after completion.
Attach dial pointer to large portion or tuning condenser

11 iJ 6. Lock washers
l Extruded bakellte washer
1 Flat bakellte washer
1 Brass washer
2 Metal spacers
2 Bakelite knobs
1 Dial pointer
1 Length insulating tubing
2 Ground lugs
1 Llne cord
l Line cord strai'n relief
1 Regeneration control nut, 3/8"
1 6BJ6 tube
2 50B5 tubes
3 Each mounting screws & washers

This Kil available from 1011r Local Distributor.

shaft, using pilers to hook in place. The pointer is placed
over the cqndenser shaft with the small hook pointing out.
Attach Knobs to control shafts, using their set screws.
Turn tuning knob to the left to close the condenser plat.es
and slip the pointer until it points to 0. Be sure that the
poirter does not rub the panel when the tuning knob ls turned.
Connect the antenna and headphones as shown.
Plug in the broadcast coil, fastening the flexible lead to
the antenna terminal. Loosen the antenna trimmer adjust.ment when using the broadcast band and long-wave coils.
Put on headphones, plug line cord into 105-120 volt AC/DC
outlet, and turn on the set. Allow 30 seconds for the tubes
to warm UJ>. U the power supply is DC and the receiver does
not operate, reverse the line cord plug in the power outlet
receptacle. Turn the regeneration control clockwise until
the set breaks into oscillation with a soft hiss. Turn the
tuni~ dial slowly until a whistle is heard. Tune this "beat
note" to the lowest pitch and turn the regeneration control
counter-clockwise until the whistle Just stops. This ls the
most sensitive point of operation. Pull out the line plug,
reverse, and replace to determine the position or least hwn
for AC line.
Do not permlt set to oscillate any more than is necessary
to locate stations, as this allows radiation of a signal which
may cause interference ln neighborhood receivers.
Coils are available to give reception on the following
bands:
18-3500 170-540 kc
18-3502 1.4-4.5 me
18-3503 3.2- 8.2 me
18-3504
8 - 18 me
18-3505 15 • 34 me
4<lJust antenna coupling on the short wave bands with the
antenna trimmer, using a loose adjustment of the screw.
Many ot the stations heard on the short waves employ
radio-telegraphy (CW). These stations must be tuned in with
the set oscillating so as to produce a beat note with the
1.ncomlng signals. The tuning control is adjusted to make
the pitch of the beat note such that the code can be copied.
The set may block on strong CW signals so that a beat
note ls not produced. This condition may be remedied by
advancing the regeneration control.
Superregeneration may be obtained on the two highest frequency ranges by advancing the regeneration control beyond
the normal point, as indicated by a loud rushing sound. This
ls a very sensitive condition for reception or 'phone signals
such as in the 14 me and 28 me amateur bands.
A stage of audio frequency ampllftcatlon may be added to
this set to provide loudspeaker operation. No recommended
circuits are furnished for this, since suitabl e circuits are
available ln a nwri>er of radio publications.
CAU"TION: Do not touch any part of the under-chassis
wtring when the line plug ls connected. Always remove the
plug from the power line receptacle before working on the
set.
Never use the receiver on or near a grounded metal bench,
radiator, sink, or other grounded metal objects.
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MEISSNER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
OF THE

~
MODEL 8CK
FM Receptor Kit

This Kit at1ailable from your Local Distributor.

GENERAL
The Meissner Model 8CK is designed to provide superior reception in the 88 to 108 me FM band. It is a direct application of the circuits of the famous Meissner Model BC receptor. A double converter system is employed which greatly
reduces image responses.
A ratio detector system is employed in this tuner to provide distortionless and noise-free reception with a minimum of
tubes and parts.
The RF section, consisting of the oscillator and two mixers,
together with the 3-gang variable condenser is furnished
completely assembled, wired, and aligned, thus eliminating
the most difficult part of the construction and alignment
work.
The two lF transformers and the ratio detector coil furnished are factory aligned to work perfectly in your kit, when
constructed and wired according to instructions.
Almost any phonograph amplifier, power amplifier, or radio
with phonograph input tenninals may be used with this tuner.
The audio output of the tuner is approximately 7 volts R.M.S.
A well-filtered full-wave AC power supply is used to provide long tube life, cool operation, and to minimize freQuency
drift.
ASSEMBLY

Check all parts against the parts list as the kit is unpacked.
Any shortages should be reported at once.
Mount the 4 miniature tube sockets from the underside of
the chassis with I 2·56 screws, nuts, and lockwashers. Note
the position of the socket pins and orient exactly as shown.
Refer to the Pictorial Wiring Diagram for this and all other
steps.
Mount the octal socket with I 5-40 screws, nuts, and lockwasbers, orienting it exactly as shown.
Mount the dial assembly (the panel with two pulleys) using
two I 6 self-tapping screws driven into the extruded holes
near the front of the chassis.
Mount the power transformer with I 6-32 nuts and lockwashers. Do not remove the nuts on the transformer.
Mount the antenna tenninal strip from the rear of the chassis
and the 3-insulated tie lug and ground lug nearby exactly as
shown, using I 5-40 screws, nuts, and lockwashers. Note
that ground lugs do not require lockwasbers.
Mount the slender, tubular fastener by pushing it in the
bole at the left side of the chassis from under the chassis.
Next carefully push in the bakelite condenser and tie-lug
assembly, avoiding any sideways pressure.
Mount the volume control-switch as shown, using the 3/8"
lockwasher and nut.
Mount the electrolytic filter condenser from the top of the
chassis by pushing the mounting ears through the 3 slots provided and then twisting the ears with pliers from underneath
the chassis.
Feed enough line cord through the 1/2" hole at the rear of
the chassis to reach the switch. SQueeze the bakellte strain
relief parts around the cord with pliers just outside the hole
and then force into the hole.
Mount the input IF transformer (05452-ALl) at the right
and the driver IF transformer (0545:Z..AL2) at the center
~ shown, using I 6-32 nuts with ground lugs under them.
Be sure the indicating holes in the bases are placed as shown.
Mount the ratio detector coil in the same manner, with the
3-lug end to the left.
CAurION: These three coils are factery aligned. Do not
rest the set on the ends of the adjusting screws or jar the
adjustments in any way.
Mount the RF section in place, using the special locking
washers and other hardware as. shown •.
Wire the set exactly as shown in the pictorial wiring dia•
&nlDI. checking each step against the circuit schematic.

use a hot, well-tinned soldering iron, thoroughly heating
the joint before applying the scilder and allowing the solder
to now freely over the joint. Use only the rosin-core solder
furnished.
It is highly important that all parts be placed exactly in
the position shown and that all wires and leads be run just
·as shown. Where the leads of a part are too long, shorten
the leads as reQuired.
All wiring in the IF and detector circuits to the coils is
done with 22 solid tinned wire, except for the blue insulated
wire from ~he RF section to the input lF transformer.
It is most convenient to wire the filament circuits first.
Next wire the power supply, followed by the wiring between
the power supply and the rest ot the set. Then the IF and
detector circuits can be wired, followed by all remaining
wiring.
Do not use too much heat in soldering the output cable
connections, as excessive heat will melt the insulation.
When you have completed all the wiring, check your work
very carefully against both the circuit schematic and the
pictorial wiring diagram. Try to make your set look like
the pictorial. Be sure all connections are well soldered.
Check to see that no wires short together er to the chassis.
See that the ceramic condensers and Capristors do not touch
anything else. The coating on these is no guarantee against
shorts.
Slip the dial drum over the variable condenser shaft witb
the bushing side to the condenser. Mesh the condenser
plates and turn the drum so that the opening is at the bottom.
Now tighten the set screw on the bushing.
String the dial cord as shown, first slipping the 1 inch
length of plastic tubing over the tuning shaft. Note that
the dial cord wraps around the tuning shaft two times, goes
half w113 around the drum from the top pulley to the drum
opening, and completely around the drum in a clockwise
direction from the opening to the tuning shaft. Slip the small
piece of tubing on the dial cord to the left between the pulleys.
Slip the pointer over the cord and tubing and loosely pinch
the ears in place, Now stretch the spring so that the cord
ls snugly in place and book it in one of the holes or the hook
on the drum.
Place the dial scale in position on the panel and snap the
siring clips in place. With the condenser plates still fully
meshed, slip the pointer so that it coincides with left hanli
dial scale line and then securely clamp the pointer on the
cord.
Plug the tubes in their respective sockets, insert the pilot
bulb, clamp the pilot bulb in place on its bracket, and slip
the knobs over the ends of the shafts.
OPERATION

'rhe tuner should be used with an amplifier which will deliver its full rated power output with from 6 to 8 volts R.M.S.
audio at its inplt tenninals.
The superior Quality of FM reception cannot be appreciated
unless the amplifier- bas excellent freQUency response with
low distortion.
The use of the tuner with an AC/DC type amplitler is oot
recommended because of the serious bum difficulties usually
encountered.
If the amplifier used with the tuner has a volume control,
it should be adjusted as follows: With both the amplifier
and the tuner turned on, turn the volume control of the tuner
do.Jl'Il and advance the volume control of the amplifier until
the hum level can be detected, but riot to the objectionable
point.
Now, with a station tuned in, advance the volume
control of the tuner and see if full volume can be obtained
from the amplifier. U it can, then the amplifier is prop•ly

I
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adjusted and volume can be regulated at the tuner.
rbe tuner should be located close enough to the amplifier
so that the output cable will reach. Various types of plugs
can be attached to the end of the output cable to match the
type of socket at the amplifieri alwa,ys wiring the shield of
the cable to the frame of the p ug.
Observe that the tuner shows three points of reception.
This is normal for the ratio detector system; however, only
the center one is the correct point of tuning. The tuner
should always be tuned to the center point of reception and
to the point of least noise.
ANTENNA

This tuner is designed to use a 300 ohm antenna, such as a
folded dipole. It will work satisfactorily with ordinaey dipoles,
tumsWe antennas, and other types of antennas which are
not 300 ohms, provided that the transmission line ls not too
long.
For local reception where indoor antennas are satisfactory
an omnidirectional antenna may be made out of 300 ohm transmission line.
Where indoor antennas are unsatisfactcry because of steel
construction in the building, large metallic obstructions
or for other reasons, an outdoor antenna ma,y be required'.
Any of a number of excellent antennas on the market may be
purchased.
A dipole or folded dipole antenna is somewhat directional
along a line at a right angle to the line of the antenna. This
should be remembered when installing an outdoor antenna to
provide reception from some particular station.

ALIGNMENT
I! the tuner has been constructed and wired carefully in
accordance with these instructions, no alignment will normally be required. The factory aligned RF section and the
aligned IF coils should be perfectly tuned when the receptor
is wired just as shown 1n the pictorial.
Ordinarily, attempts to align an FM receiver without ade-quae test equipment result in greater misall.gnment. For
this reason it is strongly recommended that the slugs and
trimmers be left alone.
It it ls desired to change the calibration of the dial slightly,
this may be done by tuning in a station in the range 105 to
108 me, whose frequency is accurately known. If t.he dial
differs greatly from the station's rated frequency, and if
the pointer bas been attached properly, the calibration can
be shifted by very carefully adjusting the tront ceramic trimmer on the gang condenser, turning the dial to the desired
frequency and tUlling the station 1n with the trimmer. NOTE:
Do not move this trimmer more than a very small amount,
as tuning ls very sharp.
If 1t ls desired to check the alignment of the IF system,
a high impedance voltmeter, 5,000 ohms per volt or more,
should be placed across the electrolytic condenser in the
r.atio detector circuit, observing polarities. Tune in a strong
station to obtain a maximum meter reading. Observe the
position of the screw driver slots in the ends or the slug
adjustments of the two IF transformers. Very carefully adjust them, one at a time, to obtain a maximum meter read111&, keeping the station exactly tuned in at all times, CAUTION: Do not rotate any slug adjustment more than 180
degrees from its original setting. .
The bottom slug of the ratio detector coil may be adjusted
in this same manner. At this time the· rear trimmer on the
gang ma.v be peaked in the same manner.
To adjust the top slug of the ratio detector coil. connect
tbe negative lead of the voltmeter to the junction of the 220
ohm resistor and the Caprlstor with the 22K resistor at the
tie lug near the left of the chassis. Connect the posltlve
meter lead to the chassis. With the tuning of the set undis•
turbed from the previous alignment step, adjust the top slug
until the meter reads zero volts, not a minimum readiDi.
Adjustment of the middle trimmer on the gang condenser ls
not recommended because of the pulling that exists between
thla and the oacillat<r adjustment.
Ii

VOLTAGE CHART
Taken with 20,000 ohms per volt meter
Terminal Number
1
2
3
4 5
6

7

6AG5 1st Conv.

0

2.5

6.3AC

0

100

100 2.5

6AG5 2nd Conv.

0

1.7

6.3AC

0

110

110 1.7

6C4 Oscillator

98

6.3AC

0

98

6BA6 1st IF Amp.

0

0

6.3AC

0

77

77 0.7

6BA6 2nd IF Amp.

0

1.0

6.3AC

0

80

80

1.0

6AL5 Detector

0

0

4.7AC

0

0

0

0

6X5GT Rectifier

0

0

185AC

6C4 Audio

55

0

6. 3AC

0

185AC 114
0

55

0

6.3AC187
2.0

COMPLBTB PABT8 LIST
ESSENTIAL KIT

1
1
1
l

Tuning unit, prewired and aligned,
13-7627
Input IF transformer, aligned, 05452-ALl
Driver IF transformer, aligned, 05452-AL2
Ratio detector coil, aligned, 05453·AL

COMPLETE KIT

8

All parts Usted above plus the following:
1 Punched aluminum chassis, 05965-A
1 Octal tube socket, ~5-8209
4 Miniature tube sockets, 29477
1 2-termlnal strip,
16731
1 3-lnsulated tie lug, 2:;.6715
1 Power transformer, 29501
7 Lugs, 11422
5 Special locking washers, 26658
1 Condenser-tie 1ug assembly, 05449
1 Fastener, 21347
1 Volume control with switch, 29424
l" Length plastic tubing
1 Dial drum asseni>ly, Ob466
1 Dial cord assembly, 05467
1 Dial assembly, 05939
1 20-20-20 utd; electrolytic condenser, 34102
1 25 Ufd., 25 volt electrolytic condenser 28105
1 .05 Ufd., 600 volt metal clad condenser, 28172
1 .05 Ufd. 600 volt paper condenser, 28115
1 4 utd. , 25 volt electrolytic condenser, 34147
3 .01 Ufd. ceramic condenser, 34111
1 1,000 ohm-.01 utd. type JCR-C Capristor, 34151· 1
2 68 ohm-.01 utd. type JCJVP Caprist.or, 34150-1
1 22,000 ohm-.002 u!d. type JCR-C Capristor, · 34151-4
1 6 ohm 2 watt resistor, 34130
1 10,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistor, RC20AE103M
2 2, '100 ohm l watt resistor, RC30AE272K
1 220 ohm '1/2 watt resistor, RC20AE221¥
1 1,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistor, RC20AE102M
1 27,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistor, RC20AE273M
1 2,000 ohm 5 watt wirewound resistor, 34149
1 Cable clamP, 16421
1 Line cord strain relief, 29414
1 Line cord, 12434
65 Inches Shielded single conductor cable, 22850
l Dial ll&ht socket, 29221
1 Length Insulating sleevlni
1 Pointer, 29425
1 Dial scale, 05771
2 Dial sc$ springs, 05938
1 Each type 6X5GT, and 6AL5 Tubes
2 Each type 6AG5, 6BA6, and 6C4 Tubes
1 Dial light, 29262
2 Knobs, 29270
2 Knob felt washers, 19595
2 18000 ohm ~ Watt resistors RC20AE 183K
Supply of screws, nuts, lockwashers and other hardware
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COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ASSEMBLY AND OPERATION OF THE

~~
MODEL 6BK
3 Band AM Receiver
Tbis Kil ai·ai!.ible from your Loc11/ Dis1rib11/or.

GENERAL
The Meissner Model 6BK receiver was designed to answer
the requirements for a three-band receiver of widest utlllty at
low cost. It covers the frequency ranges of 535 ·kc to 1750
kc, 1. 7 me to 5. 7 me, and 5.6 me to 18.5 me, giving reception
of the American broadcast band and all short waves to 18.5
me in overlapping bands.
One staee ot tuned radio frequency ampUtlcatlon 1s used
on all bands. This, in conjunction with two high-gain lroncore IF transformers provides excellent sensitivity, selectivity and sl1nal to noise ratio.
Full AVC ls applied to tlree stages to provide exceptional
smoothness of tuning and performance. Manual volume and
tone controls are provided on the front Pllllel, as well as a
band switch to efficiently select the band desired.
The lar1e slide-rule dial has separate scales for each
band and ls illuminated from the top, The larae drum provides a high ratio for fine tuning.
The receiver incorporates a well-filtered power supply and
is designed for a PM type loudspeaker. The output trans•
fortner ls a part of the receiver and matches a 3.2 ohm voice
coll. A large speaker with a. good baffle ls recommended to
handle the 3 watt output of the receiver and to fully realize
the excellent aoolo fidelity.
The speak1r output Jack, antenna terminals and line cord
are ava.llable at the rear of the chassis. Four lances on
the sides of the chassis allow easy mounting.
The receiver ls desl1ned to be used with either a 105-120
volt or a 210-240 volt, 50-00 cps power source. The pictorial and schematic wiring dill&MUDS show the connections for
105-120 volt line and describe the connections necessary to
use 210-240 volt line.

The variable gang capacitor mounts by its studs with 1 6
nuts and lockwashers. CAUl'ION: lteep the capacitor plates
fully meshed diring the mountina and wirina process.
The dial drum should be mourted on the tuning capacitor
shatt with the string opening at the top when the plates are
fully meshed. SecW'e the drum with its set screws.
The volume and tone controls and band switch are mounted
with 3/8" nuts and lockwashers. Index pins are provided to
properly position the units and to prevent turnina.
The variable padder mbunts under the chassis as shown in
the pictorial diagram.
Push the line cord through the hole provided and run it as
shown until it reaches the switch. Then, with a pa.Ir ot pliers,
squeeze the bakellte parts ot the strain relief on the line
cord and force it into the chassis hole.
The tunlnc shaft is seclU'ed with a 'C' washer.
string the cfial cord after all other work is completed.
WIRING
Wire the set exactly as shown in the pictorial diagram and
the circuit schematic. Complete the filament and power supply wiring first. The band switch should be mounted and
wired last.
Observe carefully the colors used in the wiring, the use
of a shield over the volume control wires and otber featires
of the wiring. Wire the band switch with short, direct leads.
For reasons of clarity, the pictorial diagam may show some
of these leads slightly looped.
Read and study again the applicable sections under GENERAL CONSTRUCTION filNTS.

When you have completed the wiring, check it very care-

ASSEMBLY

fully against the pictorial and schematic diagrams.
Check each connection to be sure that It ls well soldered
and not a 'rosin' Joint. Be sure that there are no shorts to

the chassis or to other leads.

Check all parts a&alnst the parts list as the kit ls unpacked. Aey shortages should be reported at once.
The parts should be mounted in accordance with the top
view and the pictorial wiring diagram. The order of parts
asaerrbly ls unimportant except that the band switch assembly
should not be mowted until all other mounting ls finished
and all the wiring under and around the switch is completed.
Tube sockets, tie and ground lugs, filter capacitor mounting plate, tuning shaft bracket, output socket, antenna terminal, corner an&le braces, output transformer, !llter choke
and dial bracket asseni>ly mount with I 6-32 screws, I 6-32
hexagon nuts and I 6 external tooth lockwashers except as
follows: Do not use lockwashers on the tW>e sockets nor
on the ground lugs where the lockwasher ls an integral part
of the stampln1.
Mount the tube sockets so that the keyway µi orierted as
shown on the pictorial diagram. Do not use lockwashers.
Hold the nut am tighten the screw with a screw driver so
as to avoid damace to the socket wafer.
Be careful to mount tie lugs and ground lugs Wlder moWllr
lnc nuts wherever so shown ln the pictorial diaaram.
Mount the power transformer by means of the nuts and lockwasbers shipped thereon, observing that 1t ls pos!Uoned so
that the wliina agrees with the pictorial diagram.
Mount the filter capacitor on its plate by pushina the ears
of the capacitor through the slots provided am then twistin1
them with a pair of pliers. The capacitor terminals should
be oriented as shown in the pictorial diaeram.
Mount the Ant,enna, RF, Oscillator and IF coils by their
studs with ' 6 nuts and lockwashers, Observe that these
units are in their correct position as shown in the top view
and that their leads ar lugs emerge through the holes in the
chassis as shown in the pictQrLal diagram.

ALIGNMENT
After the wiring has been checked, the tubes may be plugged
into their resp~ctlve sockets, the line cord plu111ed into the
proper outlet, and the set t~ed on by rotating the volume
cortrol clockwise.
Allow about 30 seconds for the set to warm up and check
the voltages in the set with a high impedance voltmeter.
The readings which you obtaln should agree closely with
those listed in the voltage chart. A ~.ooo ohm per volt
voltmeter was used in preparlna the chart; the use of a lower
impedance voltmeter will cause lower readings at some
terminals. A line voltage different from the nominal 117
volts will also give different readings. If YOW' readinas
are considerably l;fifterent, look for a wirin& mistake, faulty
connection, tube in the wrona socket, or a defective tube.
U the voltages are correct, alignment may be started. An
output meter may be connected a.cross the voice coll of the
loudspeaker for accurate output reference, or simply the
audio output of the speaker may be used.
Pl111 in the loudspeaker, it it ls not already connected,
and connect a signal generator having a 455 kc modulated
output to pln 8 of the 6SA7 converter tube, through a .1 mfd.
condenser.
Connect the ground terminal of the signal
generator to the chassis of the receiver.
_~Turn the bandswitch to the broadcast band, fully mesh the
condenser plates, and fully advance the volume control of
the receiver. use a strong enough signal from the aignal
aenerator to give a suitable indication of output trom the
receiver, but always use the least signal possible.
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Adjust the four trimmers at the tops of the IF transformers to obtain the muimum output. As the output of the set
rises, the output of the signal generator should be decreased
Repeat the adjustments carefully until the
accordingly.
peaks have bee~ reached • .
Connect the sl.gnal generator to the antenna-ground terminals of the set, substituting a .0002 mtd. mica condenser for
the .1 mfd. dummy. Adjust the dial DOinter with the condenser still fully meshed unW the DOinter coincides with the
mark on the left end or the dial scale. Secure the Pointer
to the string at this point. Tune the signal generator and
the set to 1600 kc and carefully adjust the broadcast band
trimmer of the osclllator coil for maximum output. On all
three coils, the broadcast band trimmers are at the middle
holes. Next adjust the broadcast RF and antenna trimmers
for maximum output. Set the signal generator and receiver
to 600 kc and while rocking the dial around the point, carefully adjust the 600 kc padder, on the side of the chassis,
for maximum signal output..
Repeat the entire broadcast
alignment procedure unW no further improvement can be
made.
· Turn the band switch to short wave band 11 and tune the
set and signal generator to 4.8 me. Substitute a 400 ohm
non-inductive resistor for the .0002 mfd. dummy. Adjust the
oscillator trimmer, nearest the top of the can, for maximum
output. Next adjust the RF and antenna trimmers, also at
the tops of their respective cans, !or maximum output. It
may be necessary to rock the tuning dial back and forth
slightly, (or the dial of the signal generator), as the RF
trimmer is adjusted, to take care of the pulling between the
RF and the oscillator tuned circuits.
Turn the band switch to short wave I 2 and tune both the
receiver and the signal generator to 17 me. The RF trimmer
(all these trimmers are at the bottom of their respective
cans) should now be firmly tightened. (Do not force the
screw$ Now adjust the oscillator trimmer for maximum outpuL
At this point it is necessary to determine that the oscillator is tuned to the correct side of the desired signal.
(The correct oscillator freqJJency is 455 kc above or higher
than the desired signal.) That the oscUlator is on the correct side can be determined by noting the image frequency.
After adjusting the oscillator trimmer, change the generator
setting to 17.91 me. A weak signal should be noted at this
polnL If so, proceed with the alignment at 17 me. U no
signal can be beard at 17.91 me but can be heard when the
1enerator is tuned to 16.09 me, the oscillator is running
below the desired signal and the trimmer setting must be
changed. Reset the signal generator to 17 me and loosen
the oscillator trimmer until a new peak is found. Check again
for proper image frequency. When two peaks are noted on the
oscillator trimmer, the correct peak ls the one which occurs
with the loosest (least capacity) setting.
Next adjust the RF and antenna trimmers. Here, due t.o
pulling between the RF and oscillator, the tuning control
must be rocked in order to obtain the maximum possible output or proper alignment. In adjusting the RF trimmer, the
frequency may be pulled off calibration and it may be necessary to go back t.o the oscillator trimmer and reset the oscillator to make the dial scale agree with the actual frequeney.
In adjusting the RF trimmer
the short waves, the RF
stage may break in to oscillations. This is apt t.o happen
if the trimmer was loose to begin with. As the trimmer is
tightened, the RF stage will tune through the oscillator
frequency, at which time it may oscillate. m> to this point
the output has been increasing, whereas it now suddenly
drops. The trimmer should not be loosened to return to this
apparent point of maximum output as this is not the correct
peak. The trimmer screw should be tightened further untU
the RF stage tunes through the region of oscillation. Th'e
correct peak can now be easily determined and will be found
on the tight side of the oscillating or 'dead' spot.
After the preceding steps have been performed, it is ad·
visable to start at the beginning and repeat all alignment
steps again, to compensate tor any mlsali1nment due to reaction of one adjustment upon another. Only slight adjustments will be found necessary this second time, and the RF
trimmer should not be tightened while adjusting the oscillator.
Now that your set is aligned, connect into a good antenna
and ground system. A very short indoor antenna ls sufficient !or local broadcast reception. A good, well-insulatea
outdoor antenna will give better long-distance reception and
ls recommended for abort wave reception.
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VOLT ACE CHARl

Voltages measured to chassis with a 20,000 ohm/volt meter
TERMINAL NO. 1 2
3 4
5
6
7
8
6SK7 RF
0 6.3AC 3.4 •
3.4
85
0
250
6SA7 COnv.
0 0
250 85
.5• ii 0
6.3AC 6SK7 IF
0 6.3AC 3.4 3.4 85
0
250
6SQ7 Det.
0 -.4•
0 -.2!\" •· 25° 95
6.3AC 0
6V6GT Audio
0 0
240 250
240
6.3AC 12
5Y3GT Rect.
NC 260
NC 230AC NC
230AC NC
260
- Slightly negative
• On 10 volt scale
I. Dial at 1,000 kc on broadcast

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

F.SSENTIAL PARTS LIST
3-gang a-position band switch 24-8273
3-gang variable condenser 21-5202
3-band antenna coil 14-1067
3-band RF coil 14-1068
3-band oscillator coll 14-1069
Input lF transformer 16-6662
Output IF transformer 16-6663
D1ai scale 23-8235

COMPLETE PARTS LIST
All the parts listed above plus the following:
1 Punched chassis
1 Dial drum
1 Dial scale bracket assembly
2 Dial scale mounting springs
1 Tuning shaft bracket
1 Tuning shaft
1 'C' washer (for tuning shaft)
1 Power transformer
1 Filter choke
1 Electrolytic tllter capacitor, 20-20 m!d. 450 volt
l Filter capacitor mounting plate
1 Output transformer
6 Octal tube sockets
1 Speaker socket and plug
1 Volume control, 500,000 ohms with switch
1 Tone control, 25,000 ohm
1 Pilot lamp socket
1 10 mfd. 25 volt electrolytic capacitor
1 .1 mfd. 400 volt paper capacitor
2 .05 mfd. 600 volt paper capacitors
7 .05 mfd. 200 volt paper capacitors
3 .01 mfd. 600 volt paper capacitors
1 .0039 m!d. mlca capacitor
1 .003 mfd. mica capacitor
2 .00022 mfd. mica capacitors
1 .0001 mfd. mica capacitor
1 Variable padding capacitor 225 to 625 mmfd.
1 330 ohm 1 watt resistor
2 470 ohm 1/ 2 watt resistors
lea. 22,000 ohm and 47,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistors
2 22,000 ohm 2 watt 10% resistors
1 33,000 ohm 1 watt 10% resistor
2 220,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistors
4 470,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistors
1 10 megohm 1/ 2 watt resistor
1 Each, line cord and strain relief
1 Panel lamp 6/8 volts, type 47
&"Braided tinned shielding
1 Each, type 5Y3GT, 6SA7, 6SQ7, and 6V6GT tubes
2 Type 6SK7 tubes
4 Each, mounting screws and washers
4 Angle braces (for chassis ccrners)
1 Dial scale pointer
4 Knobs
1 Each, dial string and dial string spring
2 Single insulated tie lugs
l 2 insulated tie lug
2 4 insulated tie lugs
1 3 insulated tie lug
9 Ground lugs (internal lockwasher, type J 6)
1 Ground lug (for ' 8 screw)
45 16-32 B.H. screws 5/16" long
58 J 6-32 hex84(on nuts
37 I 6 external tooth lock washers
3 Each, 3/S-32 nuts and 3/8 internal tooth locltwashers
1 Each, l/4-40 nut and 1/4 internal tooth lock,washer
Additional part required for operation:
1 Pennanent mqnet type loudspeaker with 3.2 ohm voice coll
Wire and solder
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE

AM-FM TUNER
MODEL 119-1091-C
This Ttlfur 111·11il11ble from your I.or.1/ D1Jtributor.
SPECIFICATIONS
Poww supply 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycles
CAUTION: DO NOT ATTEMPT TO OPERATE ON OTHER
SUPPLY
Power consumption 75 watts
Type of circuit - Superheterodyne
Intermediate frequencies AM 455 kc
FM 10.7 me
Cha8sis dimensions 10-1/4" X 16-5/ 8"
(ReQUires 1-1/4" between chassis and panel)
Panel dim,,nsions S-3/ 4" X 19"
Dial - slide rule 2" X 7-1/2" opening
Pointer travel 6-1/2"
Tuning knob ratio 15/ 1
V.ei&ht - less pen el - 16 pounds
Add 4 pounds for 1/8" steel panel and braces
Out.put impedance - 500 ohm balanced end high impedance
unbalanced
Antenna impedance
Broadcast - Standard
F M - - - - - 300 ohms
NOMINAL PERFORMANCE
SensiUvicy - less than 10 microvolts
Audio tidelicy
Flat within ±: 2 db from 30 to 15,000 cycles
Band wtdth at 1000 kc
Sharp
7 kc
Broad
14 kc
Out.put
Hi&b impedance 11 vo lts maximum for 2-1/~ distortion
500 ohm
2 volts madmum for 2-1/2% distortion
Distortion
2-1/2% at tull rated output
Less at lower levels
Tone control action
B&8s boost at 40 cycles - 12 db
Treble suppression at 8000 cycles - 12 db
Hum
Maximum - 0.5 micro watts
ACCESSORIES
The Meissner Model 9-J091C ls supplied with knobs and
control panel escutcheons and requires no additional parts
(except mounting screws) for mounting in a console cabinet.
For rack panel mounting, a hardware kit is avaUable con11i1<1ting of 1/ 8" steel panel in gray or black, side mounting
brackets, bottom cover plate and dust cover.
Al!IO available for table top mounting is a steel cabinet
and 11anel.
For a most excellent combination of units and one which
will satisfy even the most discriminating listener, the Meissner
9-1091C plus the Mei ssner 4AJ or 4AK amplifier in combination
with a good "phono&raph turntable end pickup, and a speaker
whl<"h will hanctle be high fidelity output faithfully, wlU
do the job at a moderate rost.
INSTALLATION
In installation in either rack panel or cabinet, the following
precauuo ns should be observed if the best performance is to
be realized.
1. Provide adequate ventilation arowid the unit to allow
the natural air circulation to carry away the heat.
2. Any other equipment which might generate strong magnetic fields, such as phonograph motors or power transformers.
should he mounted far enough away from the output trans-

fcrmer on the Twier that they will not induce hum into this
part.
ANTENNA-GROUND
The two artenna terminals on the rear ot the chassis are
tor connection of a twin lead 300 ohm transmission line
leading to an FM antenna. No separate AM antenna Is required.
The circuits are so connected Inside the chassis
that on AM the transmission line and the FM antenna act as
an AM antenna.
A heavy ground connection ns short aa possible should be
connected to the ground terminal on the rear of the chassis.
Cold water pipes or a galvanized rod driven several feet into
the earth make good grounds, but the use or hot water, steam
pipes or metal conduit should be avoided. The use of a good
ground connection will do much to minimize the pickup of
electrical interference carried Into the tuner by wa.v of the
power line.
ln these days or loop antennas and high sensitivity receivers, it Is possible to get reasonably good reception without the use of a good ground connection, and the importance
of a good ground has been all but forgotten. We would llke
to emphasize at this point that a good ground can be very
important to the attainment or high quality broadcast reception
and is usually worth all the effort or expense that It requires.
SELECTOR S't\o1TCH
The selector switch (see Fig. 1) has four :>osltions:
Phonograph, AM Sharp, AM Broad, and FM. In the AM Sharp
position the unit is most selective. This position should
be used for tunln& AM staUons when electrical or adjacent
channel Interference is severe. The Broad position ls for
high fidelity AM reception. It will be round most useful on
stations broadcasting high fldeUty program material.
A
highly efficient 10 kc wblsUe filter ls Incorporated to remove
the annoying 10 kc beat note caused by adjacent channel
st~ons and usually present 1n hi&h fldellt.Y reception.
The FM position of the selector switch switches the ci~
cults for FM receit1on.
The Phonograph position of the selector switch connects
the audio ampllfler and tone control system to the phono&r8'>h Input Jack located on the rear of the chassis.
PHONOGRAPH
A phonograph pickup of the crystal type or the high level
magnetic tYl)e may be plugged into the phonograph inpl.t jack
located on the back of the chassis. The compensating netv.ork used Is satisfactory for either type.
This compensating network has of necessity been designed
to compensate a wide variety of pickups. In case a high
quality pickup is used f<r which the manufacturer recommends
a compensating network which differs from the one used, then
it 111 advisable to follo\\ the recommenda'llon of the pickup
m11nufacturer.
TONE CONTROLS
Bass control is provided (see Fig. l) to give bass boost
up to 12 db at 40 cycles. Flat response is obtained ~Ith ~he
control rotated fully clockwise, bass response rncreas1ng w1th
counterclockwlSe rotation of the control.
Treble control is provided (see Fig. 1) to g1 ve treble suppression UP to 12 db at 8000 cycles. Flat response is obtained
with the treble control rotated fully clockwise, treble response
decreasing as the control is rotated counter-clockwise.
VOLUME CONTROL, SWITCH and TUNING are identified on
Fig. 1.
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POWER AMPLIFIER

. If this Meissner tuner is to be used with a power amplifier, a power amplifier should be chosen which will give
full power output when driven with the maximum output of
the tuner (see "Nominal Performance" ratings). It ls not
essential that the power amplifier have exactly the right
gain, but if best results are to be obtained the gain of the
power amplifier should not greatly exceed the reQuirement.
If, for instance, the power amplifier has an input jack tor a
phonograph pickup, then the tuner might be fed Into this Jack
through a voltage divider made from a 30,000 ohm potentiometer.
This potentiometer should be adjusted to a level
'Mlere full rated output (11 volts) from the tuner \\ill Just
produce full power output from the power amplifier.
It is
net recolnmended that the tuner be fed into the Microphone
input Jack of a power amplifier.
An auxiliary power outlet ls provided on back of tuner
chassis. It is controlled by the tuner on-off switch and may
be used for the associated power amplifier if one is used.
OUTPUT
Output terminals are provided on the back of the chassis
(see Fig. 2). Two output lmpedances are provided, one for
output into high impedance loads (30,000 ohms or higher)
and one fer output into a 500 ohm balanced transmission
llne. The high impedance output may be used for feeding an
amplifier located only a few feet from the tuner and whose
input Impedance Is 30,000 ohms or greater. If the amplifier
impedance is great.er than 30,000 ohms and if the cable capacity llj'.lproaches 1000 uuf., then the high audio freQuency
response ma,y be improved by shunting the amplifier input
with a carbon resistor or such a value that the resulting
impedance will be ~proximately 30,000 ohms. As a typical
example, if the Input or the amplifier is a 100,000 ohm potentiometer, then shunting it with a 50,000 ohm fixed resistor would result in an impedance of approximately 33,000
ohms, which is close enough to the reQuired 30,000.
Con·
nection should be made through a low capacity shielded
cable. H the cable capacity greatly exceeds 1000 uur. then
serious attenuation of the high audio freQuencles will result, and a 500 ohm line should be used instead of the high
impedance connection.
IMPORTANT: When using the high impedance output of the
tuner working into a load of 30,000 ohms or greater, the 500
ohm output terminals should be connected together through a
500 ohm fixed resistor.
If a 500 ohm transmission line is used, then the amplifier
may be located a considerable distance from the tuner, and
except in the presence of strong electric fields the line need
not be shielded. If the amplifier Is not eQuipped for 500 ohm
lnpli. a line coupling transformer with balanced 500 ohm
windi'ng should be used for coupling the transmission line
into the power amplifier. It srould be noted that the 500 ohm
oi:tput terminals on the tuner are balanced to ground: that Is,
neither of the 500 ohm terminals is grounded but the 500
ohm winding on the transformer Is center tapped with the
center tap connected to chassis. For this reason the 500
ohm output should not be worked into an unbalanced 500 ohm
line.
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Fa those perts which might not be readily available in
tbe average service shop, the Meissner part numbers are
shown on the circuit diagram. They may be ordered Crom the
manutadurer by reference to these numbers.
ALIGNMENT AM
The AM alignment may be carried out with an AM signal
generator and an output meter. Connect a 500 ohm resistor
across the 500 ohm output terminals of the tuner. The output meter may be connected trom the high Impedance output
terminal to chassis.
For IF alignment introduce a 455 kc 30% modulated signal
into the signal· grid or the 6BE6 (Pin f 7) through a .1 ufd.
COUPllng condenser.
The output or the signal generator
ebould et all times be kept as low as will g1 ve a sati~
factory re8Jiing on the output meter. With the selector swit.ch
in the sharp position, adjust the top and bottom adjustments
or IF transformers 04216, 04216, and 04238 tor maximum
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output. Now move the selectDr switch to the broad position
and check the symmetry of the IF response curve by swinging the signal generator freQuency.
The response in the
broad position should be double peaked, the dip between the
peaks falling at 455 kc. The peaks should be eQually spaced
on either side or 455 kc and should be of approximately the
same amplitude. The gain in the broad position will be less
than the gain in the sharp position. If the above conditions
do not exist, then a careful recheck or alignment in the sharp
position should be carried out.
Fer RF alignment introduce a 30% modulated signal through
a 200 uur. dummy artenna to one of the FM antenna ternunals.
First check dial pointer position by turning the gang condenser to full mesh and setting the pointer to the last reference mark at the low end of the dial scale. With signal
generator and tuner set to 1400 kc, adjust th'? oscillator
trimmer for maximum output, then adjust RF and antenna trimmers for maximum output.
ALIGNMENT FM
For FM alignment a frequency modulated generator (60 to
400 cycle modulation, 400 kc sweep) and an oscilloscope are
required. Connect the modulation SOIJ'ce on the signal generator into the horizontal amplirler of the oscilloscope.
It
may be necessary to connect a phase shifting network in this
line between the signal generaLor modulating source and the
oscUJoscope horizontal amplifier in order to get the correct
pattern on the oscilloscope. Connect the tuner output to the
vertical amplifier input of the oscilloscope.
Introduce a 10. 7 me (400 kc sweep) signal into the grid of
the first 6AU6 limiter tube (Pin ~ 1) through a .01 ufd. condenser. Make the ground connection of the generator lo the
center post of the 6AU6 socket with as short a lead as possible. Remove the last 6AG5 IF amplifier tube to avoid the
posslbillty of stray signals coming through the IF system
and confusing the discriminator alignment procedll'e. Adjust
the signal generator sweep and signal amplitude, and the
oscilloscope ror a pattern like the discriminator pattern
shown in Fig. 3.
Adjust the top adjustment on the 04194
discriminator coil for maximum vertical amplitude on the
oscilloscope pattern and adjust the bottom adjust.ment on this
coil for best symmetry of the pattern about the center. Repeat these t\\O adjustments until no further improvement can
be made. This completes the adjustment of the discriminator
coll. Replace IF tube.
For alignment of the IF amplifier the same oscilloscope
setup Is retained except the Input to the vertical amplirier.
Feed the input to the vertical amphfier with audio taken from
the first limiter grid return.
This point is identified as
point X on the circuit diagram of Fig. 3. Connection should
be made to this point through a l megohm isolating resistor
as sho\\n by dotted line in Fi~. 3.
lntroduce a 10.1 me (400 kc sweep) signal into the signal
grid of the 6BE6 (Pin I 7) through a .01 uld. condenser.
Make the ground connection of the signal generator to the
center post of the 6BE6 socket wlth as short a lead as possible. Adjust signal generator and oscilioscope to obtain 11
pattern like the IF pattern sho\\11 in Fig. 3. Adjust top and
bottom adjustments on the four 04193 IF coils for maximum
amplitude and gymmetry of the pattern, keeping the signal
level from the generator as low as possible throughout the
adjustment. If the pattern tends to become double peaked or
badly unsymmetrical during adjustment, the trouble is prcr
bably due to Incorrect placement or some or the connecting
leads in the test setup. Corrections should be made to eliminate the trouble and the acijustments repeated.
For the high rreQuency aQj ustments the same oscilloscope
setup may be retained. In connecting the signal generator
to the antenna terminals, the signal generator Is not connected to chassis as In the previous connections. Connect
tv.o 150 ohm resistors to the two antenna terminals on the
tuner. Connect the other ends of these two resistors to the
If the setting of the dial
two generator output terminals.
pointer has been previously checked during AM alignment, it
is not necessary to recheck 1t at this point. Set the signal
generator and the tuner fo 106 me and acijust the oscillator
trimmer (identified in Fig. 1) to bring the pattern to center
on the oscilloscope. In case this Is possible with two dif·
ferent positions of the oscillator trimmer, use the position
of least capacity.
Adjust the RF and Antenna trimmers
(ldertified in Fig. 1) for the greatest amplitude of the pattern
keeping the generator output as low as possible during the
process of adjustment.
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POWER AMPLIFIER
Thi'I amp lifier is oresenterl only a,o; 11 Aent>rll l Auirle in amplifier con'i truction .
t>ssential parts, which are avail11ble from Thorrlarson-lleissner are indicated in
Pnrt!I List. (For 29511 use T-22R31, 29224 u:<te T-20C55, 29512 uu T-22566)

GENERAL
The Meissner power amplifier is a four tube amplifier designed to be used with AM·FM tuners, public address systems
home radios, in school s, In factories, or in any appllcatlo~
where 20 watts ot audio power ls reQuired.
Four tubes are used as follows: A type 6SN7GT serves as a
voltage amplitler and phase inverter to drive the pair of
6L6G's in class ABl. A type 5Y3GT serves as the rectifier
in a husky, well-filtered power supply.
The output or the power amplifier is nat within 2 db bet.,,.een 45 and 20,000 c.p.s.
•
Hum and noise together are down 65 db below full output.
Distor t!on at full 20 watts output is only
The audio input Is through a standard type Input Jack.
The input ts high Impedance, 500,000 ohms. Approximately
2.5 volts R.M.S. audio is reQuired to produce full output.
A volume control is made an integral part or the power amplifier to permit its use with tuners having relatively hiah
output.
A terminal strip at the rear allows the choice of a number
ot output impedances. This gives the Meissner power ampllfier unusual flexibility In appl!caUon to various voice coll
and line impedances.
The power amplifier Is designed !or a 105-125 volt, 50-60
c.p.s. power source, only. Power consumption Is 90 watts.
The Meissner power amplifier Is a very compact, selfcontained unit.
Its clean lines and size lend 1t to portability, and Increase its application posslbil1Ues.
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the nuts on the switch bushing so that the bushing is flush
with the edge of the nut at the front. of the chassis.
Mount the 4 angle feet as shown.
Mount the power transformer from the top of the chassis on
• the side having the toggle switch. Mount with f &-32 screws
and lockwashers as shown. Run the leads through the chassis
hole provided. Note that a ground lug ls mounted under one
of the nuts.
Mount the filter choke on the under side of the chassis as
shown, using 110-32 screws and lockwashers.
Mount the
cboke with the leads on the side next to the power transformer.
Mount the output transformer on the top or the chassis,
uslng 18-32 screws and lockwashers. Mount so that the long
leads come tlrough the hole nearest to the center of the
chassis.
Mount the electrolytic filter condenser in the chassis
slots provided for the mounting lugs. Twist the lugs to au
angle of about 45 degrees Crom the underside or the chassis,
with pliers. Mount so that the lugs appear as shown. Be
sure the condenser is Urmly mounted.
Mount the 4 stand-off posts at the corners or the chassis.
These mount with I &-32 screws and lock washers, with lockwashers between the heads of the screws and the chassis and
also between the ends of the posts and the chassis, to prevent any turning.
Push the line cord into the hole at the rear or the chassis
far enough for the cord to reach the switch. Determine where
the cord should be secured to the chassis and place tM two
bakelite parts of the strain relief arowid the line cord at
this place. SQueeze Llghtly with pliers and force into the
l/2" chassis hole.
You are ready to wire the amplifier.

ASSE\18L\" (4AK)

WIRING (4Ah:)

Check all parts against the parts list as the kit is un·
packed. Any shortages should be reported at once.
All small parts, such" as tube sockets, tie lugs, brackets,
etc., are mounted Y..1th 6-32 round-head screws 5/ 16" long
6 6-32 hexagon nut.s, and i 6 external tooth lock.,,.ashers. us~
the ptct.orial wiring diagram for a guide in your work.
Mount the 4 octal tube sockets as sho11.n, noting particularly the position of the center guide pin slot. These sockets mount from the under side of the chassis.
Mount the pilot light socket as shown.
Mount the single-Insulated tie lug under the chassis as
shown.
Note that there are two single-insulated tie lugs,
one a mirror Image of the other. Be sure to use the correct
one here.
Mount the 2-insulated tie lug as shown.
Mount the 4 aluminum angles at the corners of the chas~ls
to strengthen it.
Mount the 6-tenninal strip at the rear of the chassis In
the long oval opening. Note that this strip mounts from the
outside of the chassis.
Mount the other single-Insulated tie lug as shown, at the
rear or the chassts.
Mount the input Jack at the rear or the chassis, as shown.
This jack mounts from th 0 inside of the chassis.
Mount the volume control at the rear of the chass.is a:.
shown, securing with a 3/8" nut.
Mount the fuse holder at the rear or the chassis as sho11.n.
First remove the nut and lockwasher attached to the fuse
holder and slip the holder in the hole from the outside of
tbe chassis, so that the fibre washers rests between the
chassis and the cap of the holder. Then slip on I.he lockwasher and nut from the Inside of the chassis and tighten
securely, with the holder·in the position shown.
Mount the ruby Jewel at the front of the chassis as shown,
notu1& that this mounts in front of the Pilot bulb socket.
Mount the toggle s witch at the other hole at the front or
the chas&is as shown. Both the ruby jewel and the swilch
mourt Ydth the 3/B" nuts attached. Adjust the posit.ion of

Cable the leads from the output transformer, using the
stitching thread provided. Run these cabled leads along the
edge of the chassis and connect to the 6-termtnal strip
paying attention to the color code used.
'
Note that the pictorial wiring diaeram tells exactly how
to wire the amplifier, including the color or wire used. Follow
this dlacram carefully for all wiring steps.
Use a hot, well-tinned soldering iron in soldering
all connections.
Heat the connection thoroughly an~
allow . the solder to now smoothly over the joint.
Connect one of the line cord wires to a lug of the
switch.
Carefully separate the two parallel wires of
cord back to the fuse holder.
Run the wire to the
switch along the edge or the chassis alongside the
t11L1ed output leads.
Cut the other line cord wire
to · a convenient length and connect to the fuse holder,..
.
.
nlre the amplifier in accordance with the pictorial Wiring
diagram, checking each wiring operation against the pictorial.
Place each component part In exactly the position
shown.
Observe polarities on the electrolytic condensers,
and observe grounded-foll ends of paper condensers. Where
necessary, shorten leads on resistors and condensers.
Keep the wirewound resistor off the ellctrolyUc condensers nearby so that they will not be damaged by the heat.
Keep the metal case of the line filter condensers from
touching other wiring or terminals.
Check all of your wiring when completed against both the
pictorial and the circuit schematic.
Check every connection to be sure it is well soldered .
Check the wiring carefully to be sure there are no short
circuits between wires, leads, or to the chassis•• Push the
Insulation of the push-back wire up against the connections
at added protection against sh9rts.
Insert the pilot bulb in its socket and slip the light shield
over the bulb to direct the rays into the Jewel.
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Insert the tubes in their respective sockets, being sure
that they are firmly seated.
Slip the dust cover over the top of the chassis, over the
four stand-offs. Place this cover on with the han~holds
nearest the rear. Screw down tightly with 8-32 screws and
lock washers.
Insert the 2 ampere fuse in the fuse holder, screwing in
place firmly.
Plug the unit in the proper power outlet, turn it on, and
after the tubes have wanned UP, take a set of voltage rea~
ings. Your readings should agree within rea.">Onable limits
"Aith the values shown in the table. Remember that a voltmeter with lower impedance than the one used in making the
table will cause the voltages to be lower at some of the
terminals.
lf the voltages are correct, fasten the bottom cover plate
in place, using the rubber bumper feet at each corner, with
3/8" long 6-32 round-head screws.
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the volume control of the tuner should be set at approximately
1/2 rotation and the volume control of the amplifier acijusted
to give satisfactory volume.
With the volume control of the amplifier acijusted as instructed, volume may be acijusted at the tuner and there will
be a minimum of hum, noise, and distortion.
U there is distort.ion when <1peratlng at high volume levels, check to see that the impedance of the voice coil is
properly matched by connection to the proper output terminals. Also check to see if the loudspeaker ls designed to
handle the high output of the amplifier.
If there is still distortion, the tuner ma.Y be produeing
It. Check this by reducing the volume control setting of
the tuner and advancing the volume control setting of the
amplifier. If these checks do not clear UP the distortion,
look for a defective tube.
VOLT AGE CHART
Measured to chassis

JNfJl'ALLA TJON

Taken wlth 20,000 ohms/volt meter
The ampUfier should be installed as close to the tuner as
possible. This allows the use of a short line between the
amplifier and the tuner with very little chance for pickup
of extraneous hum and noise. In all cases a shielded line
must be used.
A typical instnllaUon of the ampllfier is in a large cabinet along with the tuner and loudspeaker, and in many cases,
an automatic record changer.
Where necessary, the line may be several feet long between
the tuner nnd the amplifier, provided it is a high Quality,
low-capacity line terminated Wilh a resistor of such value
that the parallel resistance of this added resistor at the
amplifier's input and the 500,000 ohm resistance of the input circuit of the amplifier is approximately the same as
the output impedance of the tuner.
The amplifier generates a considerable amount of heat;
conseciuently, it should be installed to allow free circulaUon of air about the unit. Nothing should be placed on top
of the ampllfier nor right up against the sides.
This amplifier is designed for operation from a 105-125
volt, 50-60 c.p.s. line, only.' Be sure of the power source
before connecting the amplifier.
The length of the leads from the output or the amplifier
to the loud speaker is not critical. In running very long
lines at the higher impedance taps, place the line so it is
not in the direct vicinity of 60 c. p.s. power wiring, and
especially avoid power Wiring running parallel to the line.
In installations requiring a long line in the presence of
strong electrical fields, a shielded line may be reciuired.
The amplifier should be installed, at least initially, where
the volume control can be adjusted. If used with a tuner
having a power outlet controlled by the on-off switch of the
tuner, such as the Meissner Model 9·1091C, it is not necessary
to bring the sWilch of the amplifier out to the front. It may
be turned on and left on all the time, the unit being controlled
by the switch on the tuner.
To use this amplifier with a phonograph pickup, 1t will in
most cases be necessary to provide some pre-amplification
ahead of the amplifier. Most AM-FM tuners, such as the
Meissner Model 9-109 lC, have provision fer phonograph
input which utilizes the audio section of the tuner with iis
tone and volume controls.
The output terminals of this amplifier allow a v.1de variety of impedances to be matched to the amplifier, such as
all the common voice coll and line impedance values. To
connect a speaker having a voice coll impedance of 15 ohms,
for example, simply connect the speaker voice coll leads to
the output terminals marked common and 15 ohms.
OPERATION

The loudspeaker or speakers used with this amplifier
should be c111>able of handling the normal 20 watts output
safely, with adeciuate reserve power handling ablllty to take
care of the peaks or power ot&put.
With the amplifier properly Installed, operaUon becomes
a simple procedure. Plug the audio output line from the
tuner into the input jack or the amplifl er.
Turn on the tuner and amplifier and tune in a moderately
strong station. Reduce the. volume control setting or the
amplifier to the lowest setting that gives satisfactory vof.:
ume, with the tuner volume control at normal setting.
With tuners having the bass boost control bu.llt Into a tap
on the volume control, such as the Meissner Model 9-109 1,

Terminal Number 1

2

6SN7GT

0

6L6G No. 1
6L60 No. 2

5Y3GT

3

4

5

6

7

108 4.1 42

200

81

6.3ACO

0

0

362 272

K>

0

0

362 272

Kl

0

372 0

365ACO

8

147 6.3AC 22
Ct.ie-P.<Jint)
6.3AC 22
10
372
365ACO

PARTS LIST
1
4
4
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
t
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
l
1
1
3
2
1
2
t

1
1
1
1
4
1
1
4
l
1
1
2

Chasis, 05945
Angle brackets, 19197
Mounting brackets, 19133
Power transformer, 29511
Output transformer, 29512
Filter choke, 29224
Pilot light socket, 19844
Octal sockets, 25•8209
Phono jack, 29253
Tie lug, 1 insulated, 15787
Tie lug, 1 insulated, 25•5732
Tie lug, 2 Insulated, 25-5731
Toggle switch with nuts, 19354
Ruby jewel with nut, 19249
Fuse holder with washer & nut, 24294
Fuse, 2 amp, type JAG, 25231
Volume control, 500,000 ohms, 29487
Electrolytic filter condenser, 20-20-10 ufd. 34155
Electrolytic condensers, 50 ufd., 50 V., 28106
.05 ufd., 600 v.,oil impregnated metal clad condensers,
28172
.05 ufd., 600 V.• paper condensers, 28115
.O 1 ufd,, 400 V.. paper condensers, 28119
.001 ufd., mica condenser, CM30Al02K
220 ohm 5 watt wirewound resistor, 28135
6,800 ohm 2 watt resistor, RC40AE682M
100,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistor, RC20AE104K
2,200 ohm 1/2 watt resistor, RC20AE222K
1 megohm 1/2 watt resistor, RC20AE105K
220,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistor. RC20AE224K
470,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistors. RC20AE474K
47,000 ohm 1/2 watt resistors, RC20AE473J
2, 700 ohm 1/2 watt resistor, RC20AE272J
12,000 ohm 2 watt resistors. RC40AE123K
Line cord, 12434
Line cord strain relief, 29414
Piloi light, 6-8 V., .15 amp., 19711
Light shield, 19795
Length cabling thread, 1349 l
Stan~offs , 4-31/32" long, 05985
Dust cover, 05949
Bottom cover, 05948
Rubber bumpers, 14269
Supply or screws, nuts, and other hardware
6-terminal strip, 21720
Each, type 5Y3GT and 6SN7GT tubes
Type 6L60 tubes
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POWER AMPLIFIER
Models 4A, 4AJ, and Kit # 4AK
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CIRCUITS FOR THE BUILDER FROM MANY SOURCES
(Footnoted Rererences indicate the circuit source. Those not rootnoted are Crom Thordarson-Meissner designed
circuits. Thordarson-Melssner components are indicated by giving their part number. All parts may be purchased
·
through reputable dealers.)

POWER SUPPLIES

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS WITH
6 .3V I 5A FILAMENT

+

400
350 ~

75MA

.............

Cf) 300

1-

~--

lu.

-r-- r--

_J 250

0

>
u

ci

6 .3V

200
150

r-- ~ ~

&u.

--...

100
.. 10

~20

.-30 1-40

------50

60

70

80

T-20C53

+

T22Rl2

I 5A

~

40

+

32
40

MA D.C. LOAD

2501(
APPROX
300V 75MA

+

25.--.

~'-----------------1~
LOW

VOLTAGE

T

TRANSFORMER APPROX MA
'CH
c-c FIL
T.
DC HV DC
v
T22R05
225. 120 T20C53 10·10 6.3

CH

6 .3V-l.5A

FIL
A
5

T24R06

250

1!50 T20C54

10-10 6.3

5

T22R35

350

T22R36

500

340 T20C55 10·10 6.3
200 T20C56 a·e 6.3

5

7

THESE MATCHED POWER SUPPLIES PROVIDE
THE HOBS\llST WITH DIRECT CURRENT VOLTAGES
ORDINARILY ENCOUNTERED IN AMATEUR AND
EXPERIMENTAL WORK . WHEN THE BLEEDER R
IS OF SUCH MAGNETUDE AS TO DRAIN
APPROXIMATELY 10'1. OF THE RATED CURRENT,
THESE SUPPLIES HAVE A REGULATION OF
APPROXIMATELY Iii 'I. AND A RIPPLE OF LESS
THAN l'I.

E._____ _-----<FI~
T22Rl2

,..------

~

TO
RECTIFIER
CIRCUIT

F

TO EXCITE A RECTIFIER CIRCUIT FROM THE HIGH VOLTAGE
WINDING WHILE THE 6. llV SECONDARY SIMULTANEOUSLY
EXCITES A FILAMENT TRANSFORMER AS A STEPUP
TRANSFORMER ALSO DELIVERING 150VAC FOR ANOTHER
RECTIFIER CIRCUIT

6.3V
TO SECOND
RECTIFIER CIRCUIT

•
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MULTIPLE LOW VOLTAGE OUTPUT SUPPLIES
T20C53

T20C83
-

6.3V SA

II 8VAC

DUAL VOLTAGE
BRIDGE RECTIFIER

'°° ...
eµFO
1500V

T20Cll4P

&µFD
l!IOOV

r-..---~-----<l

Bt 300V
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RECTIFIERS
Cl<IOl3

+Z

-z

o2 SELECTOR
SWITCH

2

3

3 sw-2

0

+

11

SELECTOR SWITCH POSITIONS
I. 117V !50·60CY. LINE OPERATION
2. BATTERY CHARGING
3. BATTERY· VIBRATOR OPERATION

MINIATURE
STORAGE BATTERY

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF UNIVERSAL POWER PACK
FOR HIGH SPEED PHOTO-FLASH TUBES
I 15VAC OR GVDC

POWER SUPPLIES

r'--ct,Pt,...._~.,--.,.--<.>;80V
007
ISOOV

&OWFD
200V

SO
WfD
60<!V

251t~430V

!OW

SO WA
IOONA
180WA

8

418V
:SHY ~OONA

•
135 ....

SHIELD LCADI TO l'll[V[NT
HASH RADIATIDll

When wiring the circuii it is advisable to adhere to the
component values as specified in the parts list if optimum
performance ls to be realized. All lead wires employed In the
high voltage circuits shouid have adequate insuiation to avoid
break-down and circuit failure. The high voltage leads from
the energy storage condense to the output connector should be
at least 1112 or 1114 stranded wire, properly insulated. Make a
good ground circuit connection to the metal chassis. Be sure
that all component parts are securely mounted to prevent the
possibility of their shifting and shorting out any portion or high
voltage circuit. To wire the selector switch SW-2, employ one
circuit of the first gang section tor the high voltage secondary
swi tc ~tng circuit.
Use the second gang section for the three
remaining lower voltage switching circuits.
This switch
arrangerr.ent effectively isolates the high voltage circuit and
prevents a possible fiash-over to the other circuit contacts.
Wire the battery-vibrator circuit with at least 1114 stranded
insulated conductor of minimum lead length. Take care to make
good solder Joints and see that the battery circult connections
are clean and tight. These measures will keep the voltage
!lrop in the primary circuit to a minimum so that the full high
voltage charge will be developed in th~ storage condenser.

~

r

S 3V 4 7DA

6 3YDC

Use a six prong wafer cype socket which will grlp the
vitl'ator prongs tl.rm.ly. The conventional molded type of tube
socket will not properly engage the vibrator pins as their
lengths are shorter than the normal vacuum tube prongs. Do not
employ a vibrator having a trequency lower than 180 cycles as
this will result in a heavier battery current drain. Do not under
any conditions use the pack on · "battery-vibrator" operation
without a buffer condenser of the specified value connected
across the secondary winding. The battery charging rectifier
specified in the parts list is a full-wave bridge unit which has
been connected with its elements in series-parallel to provide
a halt-wave rectifier having characteristics suitable for this
circuit. The circuit diagram shows a pictorial connection of the
terminals of the modified rectifler. It a dry disc rectl11er other
than that specified in the parts list is employed in the battery
charging circuit, the charging rate obtained into the fully
discharged cells should be measured. This value should not
exceed .8 amperes as specified by the manufacturer. If necess~L. a limiting resistor should be placed in series with the
reamer t.o keep the charging cWTent within the specified
value.
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THORDARSON MATCHED HIGH VOLTAGE PLATE SUPPLIES
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VARIABLE D.C. SUPPLY EMPLOYING THYRATRON RECTIFIERS
The high voltage D. C. power supply shown in the schema·
tic diagram finds its main application in amateur phone and CW
transmitters and in laboratories where a vnrtable source of D. c.
voltage ls frequently desired. This circUit does not require the
usual primary variac or a voltage dropping resistor to obtain
control of the output voltage.
In amateur transmitters the variable voltage feature ls
advantageous for tuning up operations, where a low plate
potential will aid in preventing damage to the RF tubes during
Initial adjustments. The variable voltage feature also allows
the operator to conveniently reduce power for local contacts and
thus comply with the FCC communications act, section 324.
"In all circumstances, except in case of radio communications
or signals relating to vessels in distress, all radio stations,
Including those owned and operated by the United States, shall
use the minimum amount of power necessary to carry out the
communication desired.'•
Three high voltage D. C. Power SUPPlies have been
designed employing grid controlled rectifiers. One unit employs
type FG-17 thYratrons and will dell ver a maximum output of
1500 volts D. C. at . 5 amps. The second power supply utlllzes
type 627 thyratrons and is capable of a maximum D. c. output
voltage of 2500 volts at .s amps. The third design employs
R. c. A. type 2050 thYratrons and has a maximum output voltage
of 400 volts D. C. at . 2 amps. The various circuit values and
transformer types required for each individual supply are listed
directly below the schematic diagram.
Inspection of the circUit diagram reveals that two thYratron
rectifiers are employed in a conventional full wave rectifier
circuit. This is followed by a two section filter and a bleeder
resistor. The phase shift bridge transformer, T·22R50, and its
associated circuit components are used to apply an A. c. bias
voltage of constant amplitude, but of controllable phase, to the
thYratron tube grids. The shining of the phase of the grid
voltage controls the point on the anode voltage wave at which
tube conduction starts and thus controls the average value of
the rectified anode voltage and hence the supply output voltage.
The phase angle of the grid voltage with respect to their anodes
is controlled, in this circuit, by the resistance setting or the
50 K ohm rheostat. When employing a rheostat of this resistance
the supply output. voltage can be adjusted to any desired value
~ithin the voltage ranges shown in Fig. 1.
At the maximum

output voltage condition, the control resistance is minimum and
the phase angle between the grids and their anodes approaches
zero. To produce lower output voltages, the phase on the grid
voltage is made to progressively lag the anode voltage by
increasing the resistance of the rheostat.
When undertaking the construction of this type of power
supply, several precautions should be observed. Adequately
insulate the . 25 mfd. condenser and all of the resistors Crom the
chassis ground as they are· connected ln the high potential D. c.
circUit. Ir the rheostat ls to be controlled from the panel, an
insulated shaft extension must be employed. The 50 K ohm
resistors should be \vithin 10% tolerance to prevent the load
current l'rom being unequally divided between the two rectifier
tubes. I! full output voltage is not obtained when the rheostat
ls in the minimum resistance position, reverse the primary
connections of T-22R50 to establish the correct phase relation
between the anode and grid circuit.
Transformer T- 22R50 has a static shield between the
primary and secondary to minimize the effects of line voltage
disturbances on the recti!ier grid circuit. However, it may be
found advisable, which high RF fields exist, to connect a mica
condenser of .001 m!d. from each grid to cathode. When using
this supply, it will be found that as the output voltage is
reduced, the amount of ripple voltage will increase due to the
change in wavefonn of the rectified current pulses, which now
flow over only a portion of the positive half cycles. When
employing stock filter companents, continuous voltage control
from maximum down to zero cannot generally be obtained due to
the higher values of input inductance reqUired for continuous
current now as the tube firing is delayed. Instablllty may occur
at one output voltage and current value somewhere below the
minimum voltage ranges specified.
The phase shift bridge transfonner, T·22R50. can be
employed with other types of thyratron tubes and circuit application where phase control is desired. The secondary insulation
is rated at 5000 volts test and sufficient voltage amplitude is
available to provide smooth, positive, phase control of the
average rectified anode current. When using this transformer in
other circuit applications, the R, C or L values assigned to the
phase shift bridge arms should be such that the maximum
i:iecondary current rating of .03 amp. will not be exceeded .

•

SOK
IW

SOK
IW

.2& MF'D
600V

POWER SUPPLY EMPLOYING
THYRATRON RECTIFIERS FOR
OBTAINING VARIABLE DC
VOLTAGE OUTPUT

T·22R!SO

USE TABLE BELOW F'OR DETERMINING CIRCUIT VALUES F'OR VARIOUS DC RANGES
DC VOLTAGE
50·4DOV
500·1500V
500·2500V
NOTE' WHEN
CATHODE

MAX CURRENT
200 MA
500MA
500MA
EMPLOYING

Tl

T2

T!

T·21P89
T-21P79
T-21P75

T·2tFIO
T-21F02
T·21F02

T·22R50
T-UR50
T-22R&O

THIS CIRUIT WITH TYPE

loso

CH 1
T·20Ct54
T-20C!l7
T-20C57

vi

cl

RI

20&0

8MF'D
4MFD
4MFD

20K
SOK
75 K

F'G 17
KU627

THYRATONS, CONNECT THE SCREEN ANO

OF EACH TUBE TO THE FILAMENT TRANSFORMER

CENTERTAP. <T2 I

TECHNICAL DATA
POWER OUTPUT · 6 WATTS
INPUT CIRCUITS; ONE HIGH IMPEDANCE MIC.
CHANNEL-115 DB. GAIN. ONE HIGH IMPEDANCE
PHONO CHANNEL-72 DB . GAIN. LOW
IMPEDANCE INPUT OPTIONAL .

OUTPUT IMPEDANCES: .i, 8, 15, 250,500 OHMS:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: F~AT WITHIN IDB 50110,000 CPS.
TONE CONTROL ~ ONE HIGH FREQUENCY ATTENUATOR
TYPE. MA.XIMUM POSITION ATTENUATES 22 DB AT
10,000 CPS.
HUM LEVEL : 60 DB BELOW RATED OUTPUT.
TUBE COMPLEMENT: J-6SJ7; l-6SJ7~ l-6L6; 1- 5Y3G.
POWER CONSUMPTION: 70 WATTS, 110-120 VOLTS,
60 CYCLES .
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~
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MEG
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.005
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NOTE :
UNLESS OTHER SPECIFIED
ALL PAPER CONDENSERS ARE T- ZZR 3 I
400V RA TING, AND ALL
RESISTORS ARE 112 WATT,
IO'l. TOL .
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CONVERTERS and RECEIVERS

,

.,,.

p

T22ROI

~~V25A
c. sv
Cu

SIMPLE
VOLUME

NOISE

Ll.. ITER

FOR

INSERTION ACROSS

CONTROL ll!TWEEN DIODE

DETECTOR

AUDIO INPUT

PUSH - PULL

RF AMPLIFIER

I N 3 4 [ } V O L U.. E
CONTROL
O 3)1FO
NOH-INDUCT

.,,.

1'"112 ° 300~ LINE

NOISE LIMITER
Radio and Television News, Aug. 1950. page 46.

1000~

SUPERREGENERATIVE

lltW

R5CEIVER

ANT

~
aAHO IH
MC

Esv2A

C1

DIJTUD ..IV

l1

Lt

:J1i~

tH · t46

5.lJ.IJ.1"0

gy•111ECT 318"SPACE 3te°AIRCORE

so·&4

11. JIJIFD

IOT~OECT 112° SPACE l/2°AIRCORE

~ha•

28-31'

11 J'jJFD

14~20ECT 518°SPACE Sle"AIRCORE

DITTO

SUPERREqENERATE DETECTOR

PUSH PULL RF AMPLIFIER

Modified trom the RCA Receiving Tube Manual, page 269.

The Radio Amateurs Handbook, 1952- page 366.
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IF STRIP WITH

ll::TECTORS
POWER SUPPLY

,II

TO I+ 'II
COHVEllTEll
TO P'LATE All
COHllERTER

.
!

I ll

AVC

.....\IVllV~-+~~--'

+-~~~-+-~~~~~.-~

.oo

6AT6

r=----t--...--..-H

I-<> AUDIO

OUTPUT

000¥

ALL llESISTORS 1/2 WATT 20'1.
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
CONOENSEltS 40011 UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
SWITCH SHOWN IN COUNTEll
CLOCllWIU P'OSITION.
ALL CAPACITIES IN .., 0
UNLEH OTHE11wta SPECl"[O.

•oo•

+120V
A.Iii.

.005

5Y3

>

;

•

117V AC

T20~

v

210

:::======:;:=--+--.oXl'ILOT

+

LIGHTS

....

....

VOLTAGES IN All POSITION
VOLTAGES IN Flil POSITION

111 1..1

111

NOVICE REGENERATIVE CW
RECEIVER

•••

....,,.

..
I ,

OUTll'UT

lfO

~·

• •c

HT"
• J'W

auk.,.
tlO v

a•nmcuu
1.sav

CASCODE HIGH
FREQUENCY TUNER
CAPACITORS IN
FD RESISTORS
112 WATT

µµ

4

B
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OSCILLATORS and TRANSMITTERS
BEAT FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR

FOR ANY 41181CC
IF SUPER HETERODYNE

TO GRID OF LAST
If TUBE'
22K-

11)')'

20K......._
.05)"
600V
221C-"T20C53

22-"'-

2501(

CODE

OSCILLATOR

.004
IO

•

II)

°'....°'

21C

20-20

RECEIVER

FREQUENCY STANDARD
;;.:..=..-----,.~ f

IOK
KEY

~

0

mo

C=1

:7~

50

25p'>
TO RF
INPUT ON
MIXER

~

PP 1 - - _..__._ ___.--1

351'/J
20JA/"
SHIFT
TO
L---L------'L-------+----''-"'~v-"~i?\--+
BEAT AGAINST WWV
150V
FROM
RCVR

.. SQUELCH"

OR.. CODAN'' JNTt:R CARRIER SILENCER
1/2 HL7-----~

.I

~ F-R-OM----<I

50K
'--------1.

DETECTOR

HK IO W

AVC

l.llC

.I

1/2 HU'

*

IOK
IOW

•250V

-211<>
NOTE: FIL.M«NT MUST 8E C.T. TO
GROUND TO EL.lMINATE HUM
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SERIES TUNED COLPITTSCCLAPPl OSCILLATOR

E

FOR
3.llMC
331JH

22)J H

1'1110
• ZERO TEMP. MIClo

UllE MULIPLE LOW
VOLTloGE POWER SUPPLY

IOO-IOOOWATT SCREEN MODULATOR
DIRECT TO SCREEN
OF 813'5, 4032'5,
807'8, 1625'5,
861'S, 4Et71•' S,
4·12!1A'S ETC WITH
wnc.t
HVll
' Gt llYPAIS LESS
ON
CW~NG !THAN OOljJFD
V C CONNECT TO oANO LESS ICR[[N
VOLTMETER TO, BLEE DEii

L---'-~-OAOJUSTE02

r

10,000 OHMS
1 WATT

1 ~~~....-~~~~~~~

, ,.=:::..:.==.;..._--::c:7':'":":U

OF FINAL WITH
SWITCHES
OFF

0 UJJFO
400V
MINATURE
TABULAR

llS~;tl~

r

0.1 JJFD400V
.j,MINIATURE TAllULloR
TO TRACK ClllCUIT
ISEE TEXTI

VII 180'8

ONE TUBE

CONTllOL SWITCH !CLOSE
TO OPERATE RELAY IN
RECEIV!RI

RADIO CONTROL TRANSMITTER FOR
MODEL TRAINS

AC TRANSMITTER
ANTENNlo
APPROXIMATLY 17°

T221112
W9NTV CONTACTED 30 STATES
FA 8A8 QSO 'o
II COUNTRIES
DE W9AFI

COLPITTS OSCU..LATOR: Modified !tom The Radio Amateurs Handbook, 1952, page 133.
SCREEN MODULATOR: Modified from Radio and Television News, Sept. 1950. page 38.
RADIO CONTROL TRANSMITTER: Modified from Electronic Shortcuts tor Hibbyists, page 23.
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LINEAR AMPLIFIER FOR LOW LEVEL
MODULATION OR SINGLE SIDE BAND
DISC NEUTRAUtlNO

I

!

L

<
0

+INPUT
FROM BALANCED
MODULATORS OR
SIGNAL SHIFTER

0

- _I

!:!
L

#

13µµFD
TUBULAR MADE
OF AG-58/U~6"

~

*i

l I.

i
+300

+600

rm1l)

I

VAC
115

T21F12

1...

t-1000

MIJLTll'LE LOW
llOLTAGE SUPPLY

llARIA8LE OC
SUPPLY

BAND

TURNS

WIRE
SIZE

L1
39
14

22·112
10·112

20E
tOE

I
I

314
314

39
14
L5

25
II

20£
20£

I
I

111
314

39

22
12

22E
18E

DIA

LENGTH

UH

LINlt

10

4
3

1116
1116

4
3

1116

6
4

ADJ
AOJ

3
3

•OJ

23

SPACE

L2

14
L4
39
14

22

•

1·114
1·114

16E
2·112
0 Ill TUBE 2·112

II 2

23

, .. 114

9.4

1-111

33

2• 114
3·314

2.3

20

"'
ADJ

50 WATTS OUTPUT ON TEN S 6

3763

••
EXCITATION
CONTROL 50K
WlllEWOUND
4W

15K.IOW

OOl>J

l• OllC

c

+ 250 TO
30011

Linear Amplifier: Q ST Nov. 1951.

+400 TO
10011
ltOMA

MC
SIGNAL
SHIFTER
INPUT

3 .5
7
14

LI

Lz

IOUH

43UH
15UH

2 .3UH

I.SUH

4 .2UH

.SUH

IUH

28

>

-I.II

-a::

a:~

...

Ill
Ill
~
~
~

>-

c(
11)..J

L3

17UH
5. 2UH

...

PHONE 115 VAC
OR CW

~

SWITCH

Ill

~

~

••
T20C!56

d

T20C56

•2:

~
~

!>
~

IO

0

'°Ill

~

.

0

II)

tt:

0

~
~

INPUT FROMg
AMATEUR
SPEECH
AMPLIFIER

d

~
~

~
===
v

~·~
COMPLETE MEDIUM POWER PHONE OR CW
TRANSMITTER AND MODULATOR WITH
SPLATTER SUPPRESSION

T21F05
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/

TEST EQUIPMENT
v'

LCR BRIDGE FOR AUDIO OSCILLATOP
S NULL DETECTOR

50-0-50 DC
IJA OR NULL
DETECTO

WHEATSTONE MEASURES I"""- I MEG
WIEN
.. 1opµ-100j..IFD
MAXWELL
" IOIJH-100 HY.

WHEATSTONE

NULL DETECTOR

* .010025
µ FOR 400 CY .
FOR 1000 CY...
.

GRID DIP OSCILLATOR

IMEG 112W

6AF6 EYE TUBE

.----.---4=11 RESONANCE
INDICATOR

.--...i..,........:......lf--l -

. 001 HICAP

75 MA
RECTIFIERS

aw

AUDIO OSCILLATOR
6SQ7
6AV6

L-COiL DATA

T20C53

OR

220K""112 W

+
22"""'"

.27MEG.
112W
2.2MEG.
112w

FREQ
1-2
z-4
4-5
e-16
16-32
32•64
64-

WIRE
36
32
26
22
18
18
12

T22Rl2

KEY

PHONE S OR
TRANSFORMER

LCR Rrldge: Turner, Radio Test Instruments, Ziff Davis Publishin~Company, Chicago.
Audio Oscillator: RCA Tube Manual, page 280.
Grid Dip Oscillator: Radio and Television News, July 1950, page 58.

TURNS
210

95
40
24
e-112
3·112

"

11

11

II

II

OVER 1•
CLOSE
OVER 112

II

C-MIDGET 420µtJll62µµ
MODIFIED BY REMOVING
6 ROTOR PLATES a
TRIMMERS FROM 420
SECTION WITH CALIBRATING
DIAL

µµ
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VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
5VAC
~

<

II)

~

~I

I()

•

+

AC/DC

50VAC

):

"'

1F

<

OR RF

T20C52

--

~

l&J

~

Cl)

•<
II)

0

a::

"'
N

!II::

0

II)

IOOOVAC

N

):
N

<

!II::

0

6.3V

II)

tJ

N

-

TS24R02

-

M
llSVAC

SQUARE

. 25µ 200V

~Co~

6C5

WAVE

T-20A27

. . .___

GENERATOR

.5µ 400V

6H6

6SJ7

,.

-l...J"'-

0

SINE WAVE
INPUT SIG
VOLTAGE

..,

~----+-+-
(

,,,"

4µ 600V

SQUARE WAVE
OUTPUT SIGfllAL
VOLTAGE

(

"0

"'

T20C53

-e-e
450V

5W4

r

+

+

.,,.

+300V

7

"~

115VAC

Vacuum Tube Voltmeter: Turner Op. Cit. page 38.

FREQUENCY CONTllOL,
VERNIER

2· 250K DUAL
POTENTIOMETEllS
Cf:HTElllHG COHTllOl..S

T-20C52

• +-

eoo't.

600V_

FllEO(J[NCY
llAHGE
SWITCH

0

II CONT~
SWITCH

J.

FOCUS
CONTR<l.
.2
SOOY

"

DIRECT OR
AMPLIFIERS

NOTE•
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ALL PAPER CONDENSERS ARE
400V RATING ANO ALL RESISTORS ARE 112 W K>% TOLERANCE.
APPROXIMATE

F~~~:cv

FllEOUENCY RANGE OF SWEEP OSCILLATOR (CPS)

OPEN .0008 .002 .005 .015

.05

.I

25

TU fll£OU ENC ID CM'
AAE OITAINAILE.

GRID
MODULATION
IHPUT

HORIZON'ru.
INf'llT
DlllECT

VERTICAL
INPUT
DIRECT

VERTICAL
AMPLIFIER
INPUT

2"CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOGRAPH

ltORIZONTAL
• AMPLIFlEll
INPUT

SWEEP
SYNC.

.0 15
200V

TJ,,H
~
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MISCELLANEOUS CIRCUITS
ELECTRONIC METRONOME

#930

..,, ~CONTROLLED
2500
PLATE RELAYl/ClllCUIT

TU841

117N7

2K""

~llE3CJ

"'"'
.....
~

>

..--11--~-~. .

780"'"

PHCTO
CELL
RELAY

0

"'

:I

"'
<

"s

:I

NN

VRIOI

N:::,

LIGHT
SOURCE

T-zocsz
117VAC

BLINKING LIGHTS

IOMEG

TSO 011MS
10 WATTS

T·20CS4

TRANS.

I

,SM,O

so

I

?:"'

WATTS

t

NEON
GLOW
LAMPS

KEY CLICK
FILTER

The filter shown in the fii\ll'e will eliminate clicks provided
that the keyed current is not greater than 200 ma. The 700 ohm
resistor across the T20C59 ls correct only for this particular
choke: a choke of higher inductance will require a lower value
of resistor, and a choke of lower inductance requires a higher
value or no resistor whatever. If the cathode circuit ls keyed,
the voltqe rating of the .5 M!d condenser should be equal to or
greater than the plate voltaae of the keyed stage. The 50 ohm
resistor prevents the .5 Mfd condenser from discharging through
the key contacts so ravldly that sparking results. For best
results we recommend the use of the above filter with the
MulU-Band transmitter.

.01

FM LIMITER- DETECTOR
CIRCUIT

6BN6

!M>K

I.001

AUDIO
OUTPUT

••

RL

••oo
F·M
FREQUENCY

C>---4

INCOMING
, • .,. SIGNAi..

Photo Cell Relay: GE CR 7505Kl28.
Electronic Metronome: Radio and Television News, Ma.y 1900, page 45.
Blinking Lamp Novelty: Radio and Television News, February 1952, page 102.
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CARRIER CURRENT TRANSCEIVER
6F7
. 0001!1

Ul<IGROUNOEO
LINE

A

A

(]

ENERGY STORAGE
CONDEHS£R

TRIGGERING CIRCUIT,
HAND SWITCH, ETC.
FIRING CIRCUIT FOR LOW-PRESSURE
FLASH TUBES

+ 2250
+22SOV

Z--;.....-r-~~~~~-J°~flAIQ'lJ!l)llr~--,
I MEG
2W
I MEG

2W

200V
. 2ME
IW

. 2 MEG
IW

SV
5000

OHMS

zl w
BASIC FIRING CIRCUIT FOR HIGH·
PRESSURE FLASH TUBES WHICH
REQUIRE A SEPARATE IONIZING
POTENTIAL .

CAMERA SHUTTER
CONTACTS, ETC· II MA
DC IN CIRCUIT)

1slGNAL FROM PHOTO
CELL OR MICROPHONE

IMPROVED FIRING CIRCUIT USING THYRATRON
RELAY TUBE TO cONi:RoL IONIZINI POTENTIAL

THE llEISSNER MODEL EX SIGNAL SHIFTER BEFORE MODIFICATION
to the B..t line, by-pass with a 0.001 microfarad disc
Simple logic tells us that television interference trom
ceramic condenser. A disc ceramic is recommended
amateur radio gear should be stopped at its source for the sake
because it is series resonant in the TV range.
of efficiency. Realizing that even then radiation on the desired
2. Unwind the output coil on the amplUier's plate form,
frequency but trom the gear itself instead of the antenna, is
counting the number of turns and noticing the direction
undesirable: the second step in elerninating television Interferof winding. Insulate the plate coil with several layers
ence ls shielding.
of Duco cement or any Polyscyrene liquid insulation.
In radio transmitters the following sources of trouble are
Solder a small stranded wire to a copper, brass or
evident:
silver ribbon the width of the antenna coil and long
1. Harmonics
enough to wrap around the pllite coil without touching
2. Parasitic Oscillations
3. Audio Splatter
itself. Wrap this shield around the plate coil, covering
4. Generation of the fundamental at a low frequency and
it with several layers of insulating cement as the plate
multiplying for output (resulting In interference to
coil was covered. Complete this shielded coil by
television receivers IF frequencies.)
rewinding the turns that were removed, back on the
Harmonics can be suppressed with tuned circuits-harmonic
amplifier's plate coil form and connecting as before.
traps, etc., careful circuit design, and use of proper operatin8
Ieplace the 300 ohm line with coax, le: RG-6/u, RG-21/ u,
conditions. When de "TVI" ing the Meissner Signal Shifter
RGr-54A/u, RG-59/ u when the turns or the link have been
hannonics are often cured by connecting a 5 or 10 mmfd ceramic
decreased: or a shielded 300 ohm twin lead when the turns
capacitor from the plate to ground at the 6V6 tube and trom the
have not been changed.
control grid and screen grid to ground. This same method of byThis latter step is a shielding step. Shielding of any
passing is applicable to the 807. When capacity ls added the
transmitter i s composed of three factors:
Signal Shifter should be re-aligned. Harmonic travs placed in
1. Shielding the trani<mitter from radiating any frequency.
the 807 plate circuit should resonate at the frequency of the
2. Shielding the line voltage from radiating any frequency.
harmonic to be suppressed. TVI traps usually consist of a
3. Shielding the Antenna line from radiating any frequency
25-50 mmfd midget variable condenser and from 3 to 6 turns, ~
except at the antenna. This includes filtering to cut
inch diameter Inductance. \\<ben the inductance is adjusted so
down undesirable radiation.
that the trav resonates at about half condensor capacity-with a
Shielding the Meissner Signal Shifter is best accomplished
grid dip meter-it ma.v be further adjusted on the air with a TV
by inclosing the entire chassis, 6U5/ 6G5, and dials within a
copper screen shield behind the panel which can be opened onlY
picture to set minimum interference.
Parasitic Oscillations usually result from poor construcat the top for changing tubes, but which can be removed tQ'
tion or workmanship and faulty design. Cure or parasitics in the
removing the panel and chassis trom the cabinet. To do this on
factory wired models it will be necessary to drill out the rivets
Meissner Signal Shifter usually can be had by changing the
position of parts and by redressing the leads. The following
holding the mounting brackets on the panel and replacing them
with 6-32 machine screws (the kit model uses machine screws.)
may be helpful.
1. Keep the R. F. Chokes In the 6V6 circuits as far par ..,.. Care should be taken when shielding with copper screen to
as possible.
solder all panels to prevent slot radiation. Slot radiation Is
2. Be sure the relay contacts are clean and are maklr. ~ evident from the cabinet in the present model. Where the screen
good contact.
is held together, other than where it is soldered, a 6-32 HEX
3. Check alignment carefully.
nut soldered to the underside of a puddled solder spot on the
4. Keep leads close to chassis.
inside fold of the screen will sufficiently hold the screened
s. Keep grid and plate leads separated as far as possible.
shield when a 6-32 machine screw goes through a hole which
6. Move the col¥1ensers on the 807 socket. Push these
lies within a puddled solder spot on the outside fold. These
condensors down as close as possible to tbe socket.
two puddled solder spots make a compression contact when the
7. Keep all coroensers ground leads very short (Diss:
screw ls tightened. A double folded Joint will assist in holding
ceramic condenser- used as by-passes become serieE
up R. F . leaks.
resonant in the TV range-and thus are advisable in
Shielding the power leads is readily accomplished by
power supply leads.)
inserting a Meissner line filter No. 15-7515 !or transmitters of
8. Add a VHF Wave trap in the plate circuit of the 807.
less than 300 watt rating. The fllter should be mounted on the
This should be fastened on to the cap of the tube.
transmitter. In addition to this filter, two disc type .01 MFD
Audio splatter or spurious side bands caused by over . condensers should be connected inside the chassis between the
modulation of AM can be suppressed by inserting a splatter
line and a common ground.
choke (Thordarson T-3>C60, T-3>C61, or T-3>C62) network in
Thus, the Meissner Signal Shifter may be de "TVI" ed by
the secondary or the modulation transformer.
shielding the link for harmonic radiation: by-passing the tubes
The only cure at the transmitter for interference caused by
for parasitics and harmonics: and screening the transmitter
line and the R. F. to the Antenna or the next stage.
the generation or the fundamental at a low ti'equency and then
A low pass filter Installed ln the coaxial line feeding the
multiplying for output-ls to generate a higher Initial frequency.
antenna from the final ampllfler, or antenna coupler will provide
This decreases the number of multiplying stages, and cuts do.wn
antennuation
of harmonics on the antenna. A properly designed
the possibility of IF Interference.
•
low pass filter will not introduce appreciable power loss at the
The following design' changes a.re advisatl!e in the
fundamental frequency if the coaxial llne has a low standing
Meissner Signal Shifter.
wave ratio ( 1. 5 to 1 or less.)
1. At the point where the !inal tubes plate choke connects
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7 -tube AC "Utility" Broadcast
This receiver is presented in this manual only as a general guide in receiver construction.
The essential parts which are available from Meissner or Thordarson for receivers of similar
-construction arP noted by • in the parts list.

The Melaaner No. 10-llOS recelYer lilt wu dealsned to
the requirement• Cor a almple 110-•olt SO-cycle
recelYer of ell:cellent performance in the broadcaat ranse.

an1~er

It ulllh:ea one 1tase of Radio Frequency Ampllftcatton ln
combination with two hlsh-galn
(Iron-core) I. F .
tranaformera, Sl1'1ns excellent aelectlvlty and aenalt1'1ty
o•er lta entire tunlns rans•.

The recel1'er haa con•entlonal A VC obtained from a
diode second-detector. and 11 pro•lded with manual 1'01•me control and tone control.
It1 full 1'11lon 7-lnch elide-rule three-color dial, rear
Illuminated, le Yery atlractln whether ln1talled in an already ell:lstlng cabinet, or lnatalled in the atMl cabinet
with front panel, 11.nlehed In black crackled lacquer, which
la available to thoae who desire a epeclal cabinet for the
receiver.
A "Maslc Eye" Cathode Ray tunlns Indicator, 1ocllet,
cable and eacutcheon are pro1'lded as 1tandard equipment.

The acceuorlea required are tubee u

ll1ted In the parUI

llat, and a dynamic apealler ha1'1ng a 1600 to 2000 ohm

lleld and output tranaformer to match a alncle IVS tube.
ASSEMBLY

Aa the lilt la unpacked, all parta ahould be carefully
checked acaln1t the Parta Liat on back of thia foldet.
Any dlscrepanclea should be reported at once to the auppller from whom the kit waa purchaaed
The parta should be mounted on the chu1l1 In accordance with the top •lew of the receher ab.own on the Schematic Diagram, and the bottom 1'1ew ahown in the Pictorial Wlrlns Dlacram.
Before beglnnlnc the wiring, temporarily ln1tall the gans
condenser, dial and both control• ao that their proper 1haft
lengths may be determined when the receiver la placed In
the cabinet Intended for It. Mark the shafta for proper
length• and then remove the controls from the chaul1 and
aaw each one with Ill abaft clamped In a viae. It la advlsa.ble
not to attempt to cut the 1hart of any unit while mounted
' OD the cha11l1, becauH the heaYy atraln1 lmpoHd on thE
~nit may· cau1e damase thereto.
Mount the aocketa, taklnc care that they are ln1talled
In the proper place1 10 that the numbera 1tamped on them
will correctly Indicate the type of tube to be lnaerted.
Obaerve also thAt the keyway In the 1ocllet la properly
oriented, lest It become neceasary to remove all o! the wlre1
from the socket U It 11 later found to be reYeraed . It 11
advisable also to aolder at leaat one spot (preferably adjacent to a mounlfnc acrew) on each aoc ket saddle to
chassla. alnce many ground connectiona are made to the
luss on the saddle, and trouble due to poor contact may d&••lop unexpectedly unleas a permanent sood contact 11 fn1ured by 1olderlng.
In1tail the power trana!ormer by meana of the nut1 1hlpped thereon, obeervlns that the terminal• on the trln1former are properly placed accordlns to tbe Pictorial
Dlasram.

WIRUlfO

Havlns completed tbe l11embly operations deacribed
above, the actual wlrlns may atart, obaervlns the aus....tlona given on the aheet "General Conatructlon Hlnt1"
packed with each Klt.
After bPndlng down all 1ocket-i;addle sround-lus1 not required tor wiring, wire the filament circuit complete. ne
remain.Ins wlrlng may be inatalled In any conYeDlent . .
quence. It will be round a sreat help In wlrlns if each wire
In the Pictorial Diagram 11 marked over with a color ..
pencil u the correapondlns wire In the 1et la lnatalled.
VOLTAGE TEST
If all connections are found to be correct, the tubea mq

be lnaerted and the line-cord plus connected to a 110-•olt
60 cycle rece~acle, and the 1peaker ( 1600 to 2000 oh.;
fteld) plucged In. A alight turn of the tone control lino•
to the right will turn on the recelYer. After a brief wanaup period the voltages shown on the Schematic Diagram
ahoultt be checked with a hlsh-realatance •oltmeter If
•••liable. Voltace• Indicated are meuured from the ~lilt
ahown, to the chuala, with the chuala u the negatil'•
terminal. If Yaluea meaaured are materfatly dllrerent thaa
ahown on the dlasram, a thorough reclleck of the circuit should be made. Be sure the receiver a. tlll'lled oil . . .
the Une-cord dla-conned.ed from the power receptacle whll•
the w1rin4r Ja belnc checked.
ALIGNMENT

The I. F . ampltftu 11 allsned In the usual manner. Connect a aervice oscillator between the chu1l1 and the grid
of the 6A8 tube, u1inc a condenaer .0005 mfd to . 25 mfd.
be<ween the grid and the high aide of the generator outp11t.
Do not remove lh e ,grid clip ror this operation . Set the dtal
near 600 KC, and proceed with alignment at 456 KC.
Turn the audio volume control on full. Increase the output of the 1erYice 01clllator until a signal la juat audible.
AdJuat each I . F. trimmer so that mulmum volume la
obtained. It la b1J11t to repeat this procedure two or thrM
tlmea on each trimmer to obtain the moat accurate adjuetm t::nt. Tht.sv trimm e rs are d dJU &t ed with a 1mall screwdrlnr through the openings In the top of the ahleld on each
I . F. transformer.
The ae rYlce oscillator should now be connected to the ante nna and ground termina l• of the r Pl'elYe r , with a 200-mmf
conde n1er between t he antenna tllrmlnai and the 1er1'lce
01cl11'llor
Sel. the dial and the aerv ice oacfllator to 1400 KC and
adjust the trimmer on the rear section of the cans conde naer ! or maximum output, reducing the generator out.put as al ignment proceeds. Follow this adju1tmcnt by aimliar adjustm e nts on the middle and front 1ectlons of the
sang condenser. After tb i1 11 done the 1ervlce oscillator
s hould be set a.t 600 KC and the ei~nal tuned In on the r•
celver. The oscillator paddlns conden1er at the !ert end of
the chaaala, should be turned 1lowly In one direction whll•
the gang condenser ls rocked back and forth acro11 tll•
1lgnal until a max.mum 11 obtained It la advlaable now to
return to 1 •00 KC and re-align at that point. The recetqr
ahould now be ready to connect to an antenna for o,.ralloa.
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COMPLETE PARTS LIST

7-Tube AC "Utility" Broadcast Receiver
Only those parts followed by • are available from Meissner or Thordarson.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
4

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
2
S

6
2
3
1
1
1
1
2

1
2
2
2
2
1
6
1
1
4
1
1
2

No. 12-1012 ESSENTIAL KIT
Punched steel chuaia, 10" x 12" x 3", 11-8213
Calibrated alide-rule dial and escutcheon, 23-8207
3-pnr tuninr condenser, 386-mfd., 21-5140 •
Broadcast-band antenna coil, 1'-1004 *
Broadcast-band R-F coil, 14-1006 *
Broadcaat-band oscillator coil, 1'-42"3 *
Input 1-F transformer, 18-57"0 *
Output 1-F tranalormer, 18-574! *
Adjustable padding condenser, 22S.-650 mu!.
No . 2-56 x "'" R. H. acnWll for escutcheon

No. 2 lockwaahen
No. 2--56 braaa nuta for escutcheon
No. 10-1103 COMPLETE KIT (lo.. caW . . t)
All parta listed abon plus the folJowinr:
Power transformer, Thordarson T24R02U •
25,000-ohm tone control with switch, 19257
500,000-ohm -.olume control, 19268
15-15-mfd., 450-volt fitter condenser, 1612'
Mountinr plate for 1612' condenser, 19286
10-mfd., 25-volt electrolytic condenser
.1-mfd., 400-•olt paper condenser
.1-mfd., 200--.olt paper condenaen
.05-mfd., 400-volt paper condenaen
.05-mfd., 200-volt paper condenaera
.006..mfd., 600-volt paper condensers
.00025-mfd. mica condenaera
.00005-mfd. mica condenser
300-ohm, 1-watt resistor
300-ohm, %-watt resistor
500-ohm, %-watt resistor
30,000-ohm, 1-watt reaistora

1

2
3
1
6
1
4
1
4
26

40,000-ohm, 'At-watt reaistor
50,000-ohm, %-watt reaiators
100,000-ohm, %-watt reaiaton
260,000-ohm, % -watt reaiators
500,000-ohm, %-watt resistors
Mallory biu cell and holder
Molded bakellte octal tube 1ocketa
4-pronr wafer-type speaker socket
A-G terminal strip
Small aize &rid clips
A-C line cord and plug
Tuninr indicator all!lembly and cable
6.3-volt dial lampa, bayonet base
1"" rubber rrommet

1

"'" rubber rrommeta
Black bakelite knobs
Tie-lur, three insulated terminals
Tie-lup, two Insulated terminals
Tie-lur, one insulated terminal
Panel spacer dowel1, 'At" dia. x 11/16"
Sbakeproof type aolderinr luc
No. 6-32 x 1" R.H. black screws
No. 6-32 x 1"" R.H. steel acrewa
No. 6 lockwuhera
No. S-32 hexacon nuta
No. 6 braaa washers
Lenrtha solid hook-up wire, aaaorted colors
Lenrth 1tranded rreen hook-up wire
Lenrth 1hielded wire

1

Lenrth black in1ulatinr wire sleeving, .or;3•

1

Lenrth roain-core aolder

40
39
4
7
1

Note: To use a P~1 Speaker use 8 inch 8 ohm (Jensen PS..U or equivalent) and substitute Thordarson T20C53 * filter choke in series with a 1800 ohm 10 watt resistor instead of th r -.p1·uker
field winding. For output transformer u11e Thorclari'!on #T22S58 •
2
1
1
1

6K7 Metal tubes
IA8 Metal tube
IQ7 Metal tube

1
1

6V6 or 6V8G tube
5Y4G rectifier tube

Dynamic speaker with 4-prong plug; 1500 to 2000ohms field reelstalDce: output transformer to match
single 6V6 In Clasa A ; poweT handling capacity, 5
watts minimum.

No. 11 -8215 PunC'bed steel panel, black wrinkle ftnl.lh;
9 Y.i ., x 141~ .. 11: 1/ 16 ..
No. 11-8212 Steel cabinet iomplete wllh hinged lid. black
wrinkle ftnlsh t ~ •• :r U ~" x 1114" deep.
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C0:\1PLETE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE

7 -tube Broadcast & Shortwave Receiver
This receiver is presented in this manual only as a general guide in receiver construction. The
essential parts which are available from Meissner or Thordarson are noted by • in the parts list.

The Meissner No. 10-1104 receiver kit was designed to
answer the requirements for a receiver covering the American Broadcast Band and the Short-Wave entertainment
bands. lt covers t;te Crequency range 540 KC to 1600 KC .
and 5.9 MC lo 18.8 MC.

Install the Power Transformer by means of the nnta
shipped thereon, observing that the terminals on the
transformer are properly placed according to the Pictorial
Diagram.

wmnm

ll utilities one stage of Radio Frequency Amplification
on bo<h hands, In combination with two high-gain Ferrocarl (Iron-core) I F . transformers, giving excellent selec·
tlv\ty and senslllvlty over Its entire tuning range. A Sensl
tlvlly Control has been provided to adjust the maximum
sensitivity of the receiver to an amount commensurate with
the prevailing noise level at the place of operation.

Having cumpldtd the assembly opero.tlons described
above, the actual wiring may start, observing the sugge"tions given on the sheet "General Construction Hints"
po.eked with each Kit.
After bunciing down nil socket-saddle-ground-h~s not required for wlr1og, wire the filament circuit complete. The
remaiulng wiring may be Installed In any couvenlent sequence. It will be found a great be.Ip in wiring Ir each ware
In t!JP Pictorial Diagram Is marked over with a colored
pencil as ·the corrc.sponding wire In thE' set is ln11talled.

The receiver h:ls conventional AVC obtained from a
diode second-detector. and ls provided with manual Volum1:
Control and Tone Control.
Its full-vlslou 7-lnch slide-rule dial with three scales (one
a 0- 100) In dll'ferent colors, n:ar Illuminated, Is very attrncllve whether h1stalled ln an already i:xlsllng ca\Jlnet, or
Installed in the steel cabinet with front panel llnishPtl In
black crarkled lll.CQ Ut!r, which ts available to those who desire a special cabinet for this receiver.

V.'hen all wiring has been flnlshc.d except the leads to the
Range Switch, Install and wire that Item , keeping all wires
short and dirt:ct, and as well spaced from each other and
from metal objects as possible.
Connect the cable from the "Magic Eye" Jn accordance
with the Schematic and Pictorial Diagram.

A " Magic Eye" Cathode Ray Tuning Indicator Is proTided as standard equipment.
The accessories required are tubes as listed In the parts
list. and a dynamic speaker having a 1500 to 2000 oh111 field
and output transformer to match a !single 6V6 tube.

If all connectlona are found to be correct, the tubes may
be inserted and the llnt:'-cord plug connected to a 110-volt
60-cycle receptacle and the speaker ( 1500- to 2000-ohm
field) plugged In A slight turn ot the Tone-Control knob
to the right will turn on the receiver. After a brief warmup period the voltages shown ou the Schematic Diagram
should be checked with a high-resistance voltm .. Ltr, u
available. Voltages Indicated a.re 1 measured from the point
shown, to the chassis, with the chassis as the negative
terminal. If values measured are materially dll!erent than
shown on the diagram, a thorough recheck of the circuit
should be ma.de. Be sur.- the receiver la turned oft' and the
llnt'-cord disconnected from the power l"('CeptAcle while the
wiring Is being thec:ked.

ASSEMBLY

As the kit Is unpacked, all oarts should be carerull>
checked against the Parts List on back of this folder.
Any discrepancies should be reported at once to the supplier
from whom the kit was purchased
The parts should be mounted on the cha1111ls in accordance wllh the top view of the receiver shC'wn on the
Schematic Diagram, and the bottom view 11hown In the
Pictorial Wiring Diagram . The order of assembly la or little
Importance as long as the Range Switch la omllted uuUl
the wiring around the RF and Converter sockets. nud on
the terminal strips mounted under the range switch , has
been completed.

ALIGNMENT
The I. F. amplifier is aligned In the usual mo.oner. Connect a service oscillator between the chassis and the grid
of the 6A8 tube, uslog a t·ondenscr . 0005 mfd to .25 mfd
bet ween the grid and the high side of the generator output.
Do not remove the grid clip fo.- this operation. The Range
Switch should be turned to the Broadc8.6t band, and Lile
dial SPt near 600 KC; then proceed with alignment at
456 KC.

Before beginning the wiring, temporarily Install the
gang condenser. dial and all controls so that their proper
shaft lengths may be determined when the rer.elvPr Is
placed In the cabloo?t lnteuded for It. Mark the shafts for
proper lengths and then remove the controls from the
cbaasls and saw each one with Its shaft clamped In a nse.
It Is advisable not to attempt to cut the shaft of any unit
while mounted on the chassis, because the beavy strains
lmpo:ied on the unit may cause damage thereto.
Mount the sockets, taking care that they are Installed In
the prC1per places so that the numbers stamped on the
sockets wlll correctly Indicate the type of tube to be Installed thl'reln . Ob1,1erve ah10 th:it the keyway In the aocket
Is properly oriented, lest It become necessaey to remon~
all of the wires from the socket If It Is later found to be
re\"ordod . It Is advisable also to solder at l'3a.&t one spot
(preferably adjacent to a mounting screw) on each socketsaddle to chasals, since many ground connections are mRde
to the lugs on the saddle, and trouble due to poor contact
may develop unexpectedly unlesa a permanent good contact
la Insured by soldering.

*

Turn the Audio Volume Control and Senaltlv1t>· Controle
on full. Increase tile output or the service oscillator until
a signal Is just audible. Adjust each I . F . trimmer so that
maximum volume Is obtained.
H Is beat to repeat tbla
procedur~ two or three times ou each trimmer to obtain
the most accurate adjustment.
These trimmers a.re adjusted with a small screwdriver through the opening In
the top of the shield on each I. F . transformer. If no service
oscillator Is available tune In a weak signal and adjust
trimmers as sbove.
If the signal becomes loud use a
shorter antenna and continue as above.
The service oscillator should now be connected to the
antenna and ground terminals of the recelYer, through the
proper dummy antenna.

MEISSNER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Close the gang condenser and see that the dial pointer
position coincides with the last line at the low-frequency
end of the dial If this condition does not obtain, loosen
the set-screw on the dial-drum , make the necessary correction and firmly tighten the screw.
Turn the Range Switch to th~ Short Wave (extreme
clockwise) poaltlon, set the dial and the service oscillator
to 16 MC, connect a 400-ohrn resistor between the service
osclllator and the antenna binding post. as a dummy antenna, turn the output of the service oscillator up to maximum, tighten the top trimmer In the oscillator coll
(No. 14-H80) until just snug, then loosen It f turns, and
then . as the trimmer Is tightened , set It to the position of
maxlmum rcspom1e , reducing the output or the service
oaclllator as alignment proceedJ. (If two responses aro
found of n<'arly equal Intensity, adjust for the one with
the trimmer farthest open) . Now align the RF trimmer,
but since the RF adjustment bas a slight effect upon the
oscillator frequency, It wllJ be necessary to rock the tuning
condenser slightly to keep the signal tuned lo. Now adjust
the antenna circuit, reducing Input as alignment proceecls.
Ir the receiver tends to "Motorboat", turn down the service
oscillator output until the trouble stops. Some service oscillators, however. leak enough signal that even with the
output control set at zero, th e receiver Is still ove rloaded,
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In whiC'h case It Is necessary to turn down the sensitivity
and audio controls until the receiver behaves properly.
Se t t he service oc;c lllator to 6MC and tune In the signal
wllh the rPCelvt-r dial. Now, while rocking the condenser
back and forth across the signal, turn the short-wave padding condenser conUnuously In one direction until the out·
put ls the greatest. A rew minutes spPnl In experime nt on
this adjustment will show more than a further lengthy
explanation . Because of the fact that the adjustable padding condenser Is but a relatively small portion of the
total padding capacity on short-w ...ve, this adjustmPnt will
not be very sharp. CTbe short-wave padding condenser ia
the one across which Is connected the fixed mica condenser. )
Turn the range switch to the broadcast position. sub11tltute a 200 mmf condenser for the 400 ohm resistor as a
Dummy Antenna, set the dial and the service oscillator to
1400 KC, and align the circuits again (bottom trimmers}
In the same manner as described above. Having done this,
set the service oscillator to 600 KC and tune the rttel•er
dial for meximum response. Here pad the oscillator circuit
In the 11ame manner as the Short-Wave padding described
above. This adjuatment will be far sharper than the Shortwave padding operation and should therefore be done carefully . Return to 1400 KC and re-align at that frequency.

COMPLETE PARTS LIST

7-Tube Broadcast & Shortwave Receiver
Note: Only those parts followed by • are a•1ailable from Meis sner or Thordarson.
1 300-ohm, I-watt resistor
2 400-ohm, 1" -watt resistors
1
1 1,600-ohm, 'i4 -watt resistor
1
2 30,000-ohm, 1-watt resistors
l
1 40,000-ohm, 1At-watt resistor
1
2 50,000-ohm, 'i4 -watt resistors
1
2 lOCl,000-ohm, %-watt. resistors
1
2 250,000-ohm, 1.4 -watt resistorto
1
2 600,000-ohm, 1_. -watt resistors
1
1 Mallory bias cell and holder
1
6 Molded bakelite octal tube sockets
1
1 4-prong wafer-type s peaker socket
4
1 A-G terminal strip
4
4 Small size grid clips
4
1 A-C line cord and plug
1 Tuning indicator assembly and ca ble
2 6.3-volt dial lamps , bayonet base
All parts listed above plu s the following :
1 1A rubber gi:.pmmet
2 % .. rubber grommets
1 Power tran sfonnPr. Thordarson T24R02U •
5 Black bakelite knobs
1 26,000-ohm s ensitivity control, 19288
1 26,000-ohm tone control with switch, 19267
2 Shakeproof type soldering lugs
7 Tie-lugs, two insulated terminals
1 500,000-ohm volume control, 19268
1 16-16-mfd., 460-volt Cilte r condenset", 16 1 24
1 Tie-lug, one insulated terminal
4 Panel spacer dowels, % .. din. x 11 / 16"
1 Mounting plate for 16124 condenser, 19286
4 No. 6-32 x 1" R.H . black screws
1 10-mfd., 25-volt electrolytic condens er
26 No. 6-32 x "4 .. R.H. steel screws
1 .1-mfd., 400-volt paper condenser
41 No. 6 lockwashers
1 . 1-mfd., 200-volt paper condenser
41 No. 6-32 hexagon nuts
3 .05-mfd., 400-volt paper condensers
7 . 05-mfd., 200-volt paper condensers
2 No. 6 brass washers
7 Length solid hook- up wire , a ssorted colors
2 .006-mfd., 600-volt paper condensers
l Length stranded green hook-up wire
1 .004-mfd . mica condenser
1 Length black insulating wire slt!eving, .063"
2 .00025-mfd. mica condensers
1 Length rosin-core solder
1 .0001 -m!d. mica co'ldenser
l\ote : T o use a P:\1 Speaker use 8 inch 8 ohm (Jensen P8-U or equivale nt) and substi~ule a T bordarson
* T 20C53 • filler choke in s eries with a 1800 ohm 10 watt res i~tor instead of the s peake r fie ld winding.
F rr oulput tra ns former use T 22S.'l8 • .
1 Oynamlr speaker with 4-prong plug; 1500 lo 2000 ohma
l 6V6 or 6V6G tube
2 6K7 Metal tubes
field resistance ; output transforme r to match single 6V6:
l 6A8 Metal tube
1 5Y4G rectifie r tube
power handling capacity, 5 walls minimum .
1 6Q7 Metal tube
No. 12-1023 ESSENTIAL KIT
Punched steel chassis, 10" x 12.. x 3 .. , 11-8213
Calibrated slide-rule di.ii :md escutcheon, 23-8208
3-gang tuning condenser, 366-mfd., 21-6140 •(remove
Range switch, 6-pole 2- position, 24-8265
trimmers)
Adjustable padding condenser, 22-5211 •
BC-SW band antenna coil, 14-7476 *
BC-SW band R-F coil, 14-7478 •
BC-SW band oscillator coil. 14-7480 •
Input 1-F transformer, 16-5740 *
Output 1-F transformer, 16-67 42 •
No. 2-66 x %" R.H. screws for escutcheon
No. 2 lockwashers
No. 2-56 brass nuts !or escutcheon
No. l0-1104 COMPLETE KIT (leu cabinet)

H

1'o. 11-8217

t'ia"

ll

Punched steel panel, black wrinkle finish,.
14%" x 1/16"

No 11-8212 Steel Cabinet complete with hinged lid . black
wrinkle finish , 9 lAt " x H 1.j," x 11 ~fi" deep

BC

a SW

No. 10-1104
SCHEMATIC
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

7 Tube Superheterodyne Receiver
1600-540kc a 18.8-5.9mc
LF. Frequency 456kc

6Q7

6K7

ANt

.6V6
6V6G

240
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@

Speaker
Socket
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Control

. ~.~.Q!.1!1~6.~JJ.11!L •• ____
21-6128
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36 v

Speaker

Plug

A G

61<'1
Condensers ore 200-v. unless otherwise specified.
Copocilies shown 1n Micro-farads.
Resistors ore 1/4-w. uAless otherwise specified.
Resistance values shown In ohms.
M,1000 as 30M is 30,000.
indicates connection to cnossis.
Number in circles indicate current in mdlomperes.
Swi tch shown 1n BC position.

+

BAND
Ron91

Sensl1ivtly Tunln9 Volume Thne

RANGE

Broodco I 1600kc-540kc
Short Wove 18.8mc- 5.9mc

ALIGN AT

PAO AT

I 400kc
16mc

60
6mc
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INSTALLATION and OPERA TING INSTRUCTIONS for the
rHORDASON MODEL No. T-32W10 TRU-FIDELITY TUNERPHONO AMPLIFIER and the T-32WOO PRE-AMPLIFIER
Either electro-dynamic or permanent magnet dynamic
speakers are suitable. If electro-dynamic speakers are used
they should contain their own field supply or a separate field
should be provided since the amplifier does not supply field
)Ower.

This Tru-Fidelity amplifier has been expressly designed
for home music installations and other applications wherr
quality reproduction is required. Care should be taken in
selecting any associate apparatus which may affect its opera.
tions and limit the excellent results that are possible. If the
following instructions are carefully followed no difficulty will
be experienced in the installation and operation of the amplifiec
Before proceeding with the installation make sure that the
power or lighting circuit supplies the proper voltage and
frequency as indicated on the data plate. Thordarson amplifiers
are designed for operation on llO·l~V-50/60 cycle current,
unless the data plate is stamped otherwise. Amplifiers for
operation from other voltages and frequencies are available on
special order.

OPERATIONS
After the tubes have been installed and the speaker and
input circuits connected, the amplifier is ready for operation,
However, check all connections again to make sure they are
correct. Insert the line cord and tum the switch ON. Allow
about one minute for the tubes to heat up before advancing the
volume control. The controls should be turned up slowly at
first so as to acquire the feel of the amplifier.
If an objectionable hum is noted in the speaker, reverse
the line cord polarity. To do this remove the plug and give it a
half-turn and reinsert it in the wall receptacle. Occasionally
hum may be caused by faulty tubes. If hum still persists due
to power line disturbance, the amplifier should be grounded.
Connect a wire to the 111 lug on the speaker terminal board and
fasten the other end to a water pipe or hot water or steam
radiator.
A pair of mounting brackets are SUPplled to securely
fasten the chassis in permanent installations. To mount the
brackets, remove the felt mounting feet from the chassis
bottom. Then, using the self-threading screws which hold the
mounting feet, fasten the mounting brackets to the corresponding
holes in the bottom cover of the amplifier. If the amplifier
chassis is mounted in a cabinet or other confined space,
allow sufficient room around the unit for free flow ot air to
provide adequate ventilation· of the amplifier components.

CONTROL PANEL
The control panel contains one VOLUME control and two
equalizer controls marked TREBLE and BASS. The frequency
response of the amplifier is linear when the TREBLE equalizer
control ls set at O or the center of the dial, and the BASS
control set at the 111 position on the dial. The treble frequencies are accentuated or boosted when the TREBLE control is
turned toward the left or MAX position. Likewise, attenuation
occurs when this control is turned toward the right or MIN
position. The bass frequfmcies are accentuated or boosted
when the BASS control is turned toward the right or MAX
position. These controls are effective for correcting reproduction due to the difference in pickups, records[ speakers, or
accoustical conditions. An AC line switch is ocated on the
BASS control shaft. Do not turn the switch ON unless the
amplifier and the speaker and other accessories have been
properly connected. (SEE OPERATION SHEET)

OPERATION DATA SHEET

INPUT CONNECTIONS
OPERATION WITH AM-FM TUNER
OR CRYSTAL PllONO PICKUP:

Thordarson T-32WOO Plu~-in-Pre-Amplifier
and Equalizer Stage for Magnetic Pick-up
Cartridges

The amplifier h·a s one high impedance input channel
marked PHONO-TUNER. Connect the output of the AM-FM
tuner or crystal phono pickup to the amplifier input jack marked
PHONO-TUNER by means of a low capacity, single conductor,
shielded lead, using the input plug provided. To drive the
amplifier to full rated output, the tuner or phono pickup should
be capable of delivering approximately 1 volt of signal. If
the installation includes both an AM or FM tuner and a phono
pickup, a simple switching system can be employed to select
the desired signal to be applied to the amplifier input.

OPERATION WI Tll A MAGNET! C
REDUCTANCE PHONO PICKUP:
An additional octal socket marked PLUG-IN-PRE-AMP is
provided on the amplifier chassis to accommodate a Thordarson
T-32WOO Plug-in-Pre-Amp and Equalizer ~e if operation is
desired with a magnetic reluctance type pickup cartridge.
This small self-contained plug-in-pre-amp is an accessory unit
designed for use with the T-32W10 amplifier to provide the
additional voltage amplification and bass equalization necessary when employing magnetic phono pickup cartridges. The
chassis socket which receives the plug-in-pre-amp has been
pre-wired at the factory.

SPEAKERS
A high graae speaker of at least 10 watts rating is
recommended if one is desirous of making use of the excellent
characteristic of this Tru-Fidelity Amplifier. Best results will
be obtained with the dual types in operating separate speakers
for the high and low registers. A filter network is usually
supplied to divide the output of the amplifier to the speakers.
This filter must fit the characteristics of the speakers and
therefore it must be designed to match the frequency response
and impedance of the units. Speaker systems of this type are
capable of converting electrical energy into sound energy with
good efficiency at all frequencies from 30 to 10,000 C. P. S. or
higher.
Several single speaker units are available with eftective
enclosures that reproduce efficiently all frequencies from 60 to
8000 C. P. s. Although these units are less expensive than
the dual types, very excellent results can be obtained.

~

This small self-contained plug-in pre-amplifier is an
accessory unit designed for use with Thordarson T-32W10 10
watt Phono-Tuner ampl.i.ner or any other audio amplifier or
radio set where magnetic operation is desired. • This unit,
ellUlloy!ng a minature 12AT7 twin triode tube, provides the
additional voltage amplification and bass equalization
necessary when employing a magnetic reluctance phono pickup
cartridge.
The T-32W10 amplifier chassis socket which receives the
plug-in pre-amp has been pre-wired at the factory. No additional
wiring operations are required to employ a magnetic pickup with
this amplifier. TO add the pre-amp to other equipment it is
necessary to mount an octal socket on the chassis and wire to
it the supply voltage loads and signal connections.
The bass equalization provided by this pre-amp is
adequate for all popular magnetic reluctance phono pickups.
A maximum bass boost of 15 db occurs at 100 cycles; The
frequency response from 1000 cycles out to ~.ooo cycles is
flat within ~ 2 db.
The maximum signal that can be applied to the pre-amp
at 1000 cycles is approximately 100 millivolts. To employ a
magnetic pickup having a greater rated output will require the
use of a voltage divided network to attenuate the signal.
This can be readily accomplished by connecting a \.2 watt
resistor of the proper value in series with the input load. For
example, i! the output of the pickup is rated at .5 volts,
connect a 4 megohm resistor in series with the inuut load.
Since the input resistance of the pre-amp is 1 megohm, this
will apply one fifth the voltage, or 100 millivolts to the preamplifier.
The plug-in pre-amplifier also finds application as a
microphone pre-amp stage for use with T·32W10 phono amplifier
or other medium gain amplifiers to provide the necessary gain
when high impedance crystal or dynamic microphone operation
is desired. For this service the pre-amp base Pins 114 and 115
are joined together this removes the bass equalization making
the response essentially flat from 50 to ~.ooo cycles. The
voltage gain under this condition of operation is 38 db at 1000
cycles.
To employ the pre-amplifier with the Thordarson T-32W10
Tuner-Phono amplifier, refer to the instruction sheet which
accompanies this unit.
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Performance Characteristics
T-32W10 10 Watt Tuner
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T-32WOO PLUG-IN PRt-AMPLIFIER
&.

EQUALIZER STAGE
FOR MAGNET IC PKl<-UP CARTRIDGES

or
applied to the

POWER OUTPUT
10 watts or 32. 2 db. Harmonic distortion 2"0o Intermodulation distortion Bo/.,.

F~E~~~Ni:~.~~~:E
INPUT CHANNELS
One medium level high impedance (1 meg.) input channel is
provided. Gain - 69 db. Sensitivity • 1.1 volts rms is
required from the tuner or phono pickup to drive the amplifier
to full output.
One optional high Z low level Input for magnetic pickup
cartridge or high Z microphone.
An additional octal socket is provided on the chassis to
accommodate a T·32WOO Plug-In Pre-amp and Equalizer
Stage when operation is desired with a magnetic reluctance
type pickup cartridge. The chassis socket which receives
the Plug-in Pre-amp has been wired at the factory. No
additional wiring operations are required to employ a
magnetic pickup with the 10 watt amplifier - Just plug-in
T-32WOO Pre-amp. The Pre-amp can also be utilized to
supply the necessary additional amplification required when
a microphone signal source is employed. see T-32\WO
specifications for details.
The output of the Pre-amp has been brought to a connector
on the rear of T·,32Wl0 amplifier so that the various signal

TONE CONTROLS
A dual treble conb'ol provides a boost of 10 db. at 10,000
cps , or an attenuation of 20 db. at 10,000 cps.
A Bass control provides a maximum boost of 8 db. at 100
cps. The AC line switch is mounted on this control.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCES
4-8-16 ohms are available at terminal board on chassis rear
apron.
HUM LEVEL
70 db. below rated output.
TUBES
1 6SL7·GT, 2 6V6-GT, 1 5Y3-GT.
POWER REQUIREMENTS
70 watts, 117 volts, 50/ 60 cycles.
DIMENSIONS
10-1/4" x 7-3/ 8" x 2-3/4". A pair of mounting brackets
are supplii,:.d to facilitate the mounting of the chassis in
permanent fnstallations.
NET WEIGHT
10.75 lbs.

MEISSNER MODEL 9-1093

A.M.-F.M. RECEIVER

This ReceitJer atJailabte from your Local Distributor.

GENERAL INFORMATION
This receiver has two radio reception bands plus phonograph
operation. The radio reception bands are as follows:
Standard Broadcast 535-162) Kilocycles
Frequency Modulation 88-108 Megacycles
The troadcast band and frequency modulation band are
calibrated on the tuning dial in kilocycles and in megacycles
respectively.
POWER SUPPLY

This receiver is designed to operate from a power supply
main of 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycle alternating current
(AC). NEVER PLUG INTO ANY OTHER SUPPLY.
SPEAKER

The power amplifier is designed to operate a permanent
magnet type of speaker with a voice coil impedance of 8 to
16 ohms.

ANTENNAS

This receiver is designed to operate on the standard broadcast band with the loop antenna which is provided, and on
the frequency modulation band with a 300 ohm folded
dipole antenna, which may be installed in the receiver cabinet (see Fig. 1). In most localities these antennas will be
found to give excellent results
In some localities an outside dipole antenna may be
required for FM receiption. To connect a dipole antenna for
FM, connect the antenna transmission line to the strip
m9r1<ed "FM Ant."

If an · outside antenna is desired for broadcast reception, it may

be connected to the terminal marked "AM Ant." Loop should
remain connected at all times.

When an outside antenna is used for broadcast reception, a
good ground connection should also be used and connected to
the "G" terminal of the four terminal strip. A cold water pipe
or a metal rod driven several feet into the earth may be used
to connect between the rod or pipe and the receiver chassis.
Hot water, steam pipes, or metal conduit should not be used for
grounds.

II OP ERA Tl ON
ON-OFF SWITCH AND VOLUME CONTROL;

In the extreme counter-clockwise position, the receiver is
turned off. As the knob is rotated the first few degrees
clockwise, the receiver is turned on; further rotation acts as
volume control.
TONE CONTROL:

Full clockwise rotation of this control gives normal or
"fiat" response plus a small amount of treble boost. As
the control is turned counter-clockwise, the treble boost is
reduced and "fiat" response is obtained. Further rotation
in this direction reduces treble response and increases the
bass response.
TUNING CONTROL:

The tuning control knob is used for selection of stations in
the standard broadcast band, and the frequency modulation
baM.
SELECTOR SWITCH:
A four position selector switch provides sharp broadcast,

high fidelity (band expansion) broadcast, and frequency
modulation as it is rotated from extreme counter-clockwise
position. Phonograph operation is obtained in the fourth or
extreme clockwise position.
After a program has been located, make a fine adjustment of
the tuning, watching the indicator, or eye, which has been
provided to indicate proper tuning. Correct tuning has been
obtained when the shadow angle on the eye pattern is
minimum, i.e. when the eye is most nearly closed. Accurate
tuning i~ essential for distortion free radio reception.
PHONOGRAPF INPUT:

A small input jack is provided at rear of chassis for connecting input from phonograph pickup. An A. c. outlet for
opera.ting the phonograph motor is available on cable at
rear of chassis.
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COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION .AND OPERATION OF THE

~

5- TUBE AC-DC SUPERHETERODYNE
BROADCAST BAND RECEIVER
MODEL No. 10-1191-A
This Kit available from your Local Distributor.

5. Mount volume control ill lower hole of
brncket on frout of chassis.
6. Striug dial cord as shown in Figure 2.
7. Mount dial plate and pointer.
8. Mount oscillator coil under chassis.
9. Wire unit, using both the schematic and
pidoral diagrams as guides.
Read general construction hiuts carefully.
It will be found most convenient to wire the
filament circuit (Pins #2 and #7 on most tubes)
complete, before any other wiring or parts are installed; then follow up with additional wiring,
re8iston1 and condensers.
After the wiring is complete uud before the
tubes and dial light are inserted in the receiver or
the line cord con11ectcd to tbe power line, it is
recommended that a recheck be made against the
pictorial drawing, in order to eliminate any possible error.
The following procedure is recommended for
alignment:
1. Use a test oscillator or signal generator.
Set the generator at 455 Kc. Connect the high side

GENERAL
This receiver is of modern design a11d uses a
built-in loop antenua.
The frequency range is from 530 to 1620 kilocycles. The following tubes arc used:
12SA7
- Converter
12SK7
- I.F. Amplifier
12SQ7
- Detector, 1st A.JI"'.
Amplifier and A.V.C.
50L6GT - Power Amplifier
35Z5GT/ G - Rectifier
Use only No. 47 dial lamp.
ASSEMBLY
As the kit is u11packed, <'heck the pal'ts contuincd against the parts list. Any cliscrepancies
should be reported at mice to the dealer from
whom the kit was purchased.
The following procedure is recommended to
save time and h'oublc in <'Onstruction:
1. · Mount tube sockets, making certain that
keyways point as shown on pictorial diagram of
bottom of chassis.
2. Mount bracket 011 front of chassis, as shown
in Figure :.?. Mount \'ariable <'apacitor, using
grommets as shown in Figure 1.
3. Mount I.1". transformers, rotating them to
give n minimum of crossed leads.
4. Mount speaker, and place dial drum on the
variable t'Upacitor shaft so that it is in line with
the pulleys on the speaker frame.
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of the generator through a .1 mfd. capadtor to pin
#8 of the 12SA7. Set volume control to maximum.
Adjust the trimmers at the top of both l .F . transformers for maximum output.· Reduce the output
of the signal genertttor until the signal i11 just
audible nnd repeat this adjustment.
2. Remove signal generator lead from µin #8
of 12SA7 and connect it to yellow wire (nnlemm
lead) from the loop antenna. Set receiver dial to
1400 Kc. Adju8t signal generator to 1400 Kc. Rotate oscillator trimmer (on front section of variable capacitor) uutil signal is heard. There are
two trimmers on the oscillator section, one on
either 8ide. If the trimmer on the right side is set
too tight, it may not be possible to pick up the
signal, c\'en with the trimmer on the left wide
opeu. If 1-mch should be the case, the trimmer on
the right should be b11ckcd off to permit the left

107

trimmer to tune properly. Reduce the input to the
receiver, and adjust the trimmer on the rear se<>tion of the variable capucitor for maximum out·
put.
1''or reception of di1:1 hmt stations, an cxtemal
antenna may be connected to the antenna lead at
thl' rear of the chtts1:1is.
i.'ollowiug is a <.'hart of proper operating voltug<'J:I. The finished set may be cheeked against
these.
NORMAL OPERATING VOLTAGES
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Spacer Dowels
Dial Light Socket
Dial Pointer
Power Cord
50L6GT Vacuum Tube
12SQ7 Vacuum Tube
12SX7 Vacuum Tube
1 12SA7 Vacuum Tube
1 ::5Z5G/ GT Vacuum Tube
1 #47 Pilot Light
1 Palnut, % -32
17 Nut,#6-32 x 14 hex
19 Lockwaahera
3 Steel Washer, h O.D. x .172 I.D. x 1/32
4 Steel Washer, Iii O.D. x .154 I.D .
3 Brass Spacers
3 Rubber Grommet
I
Lug
1 Tie Lug with 2 Insulated Terminals
11 Screw, #6-32 x % "
3 Screw, #6-32 X
2 Screw, # 6-32 x i,s
2 Self Tappin&' Screw #8 x %"
3 Self Tapping Screw #7 x 1"
1 Self Tapping Screw #6 x n"
3 Self Tappin&' Screw #6 x "'"
1 Self Tappin&' Screw #4 x %"
2 Knobs
2 Felt Washers
1 Speaker BaJ\'le
1 Crystal
11 ft. Black Lead Wire
1 ft. Stranded Yellow Lead Wire
10 ft. Solder
4 in. Black Sleevinr
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

r.

H

H

I

JUAC

COMPLETE PARTS LIST
Chassis, #05267
Variable Capacitor, #05276
Pulley and Shaft, #05266
Input J.F. Transformer, #03964
Output I.F. Transformer, #03965
Loop Antenna, #B-14123
011cillator Coil, #03969
Speaker, #05262
Volume Control, # A-20365-1
50-30 mfd . Electrolytic Capacitor, '# A-40045-1
.2 mfd. 400V. Paper Condenaer
.01 mfd. 400V. Paper Condenser
.05 mfd. 400V Paper Condenser
.05 mfd. 200V. Paper Condenser
.01 mfd. 200V. Paper Condenser
.00025 mfd. 500V. Mica Condenser, Red. Green. B1 own
.0001 mfd. 500V. Mica Condenser,
Brnwn. Blllck, Rrown
1500 Ohm 2W. Resistor,
Hrowu . G1een. Red
!frown . G n !en . Brown
150 Ohm 1.2 W. Re!!istor,
Yellow. Violet. Yellow
470,000 Ohm Iii W . Resistor,
Red. ReJ. Yellow
220,000 Ohm Iii W. Resistor,
Red, Red. Green
2.2 Meirohm Iii W. Resistor,
Brown. Black. Blue
10 Megohm ~ W. Resistor,
Red, Red , Orange
22,000 Ohm ~W . Resistor,
Red, Violet , Black
27 Ohm t l'i~ ~ W. Resistor,
Octal Tube Sockets
Dial Cord
Dial Tens ion Spring
Volume Control Bracket
Loop Bracket
Drive Shaft.
Bakelite Washer Iii 0.D. x 1" I.D. x 1 / 32
Hairpin Spring Clips
Insulator
Shield
Dial Scale

7

0

lZ.I AC
17.i AC
17.1 AC

•
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CO:\IPLETE INSTRUCTIONR
FOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE

5-Tube AC T.R.F. Receiver
This receiver is presented in this manual only as a general guide in r~eiver construction. The
essential parts which are available from Meissner or Thordarson are noted by • in the parts list.

Broadcast Band Only
Model 10-1106
The Meissner 5 tube TRF receiver kit No. 10-1106 was deetgned to ftll the requirements for a receiver kit very simple
to build yet possessing performance such that It will continue
to give satisfying entertainment long after the thrill of successful construction has 11•orn off.
This receiver tunes from 550 KC to 1600 KC and baa It.I
own power supply, operating from the 110-volt. 60-cycle line.
Two stages of tuned radio-frequency ampllftcatlon give the
receiver adequate selectivity for all purposes except the reception of weak dlst.ant stations on frequenclea close to that
or a local station. It has excellent tone and ample power
output for home condlllons.
.<\SSEMBJ.l"

As the kit Is unpacked, all parte should be carefully
checked against the Parts List on back of thie folder. Any
dtacrepancles should be reported at once to the 1uppller from
whom the kJt was purchased.
The parts should be mounted on the chaula In accordance
with the top view of the receiver shown on the Schematic
Diagram, and the bottom view shown In the Pictorial Wlrlnc
Diagram.
Note that the gang condenser ts mounted sufficiently hlch
above the cha.SBls. that the leads connected to two of the et.ator
connections under the gang condenser will not be In dancer
of short-circuiting to the <'hauls. Thia elevated mounting
can be accomplished by u11lnc nuts on the mounting apadebolts above the chassis as well ae below The condenaer, when
properly mounted, has its lower edge approximately %"
above the chaBBls.
Before beglnng the wiring, temporarily lnat.all the cane
condenser, dial and both <'OUtrols so that their proper abaft
lengths may be determined when the receiver Is placed In
the cabinet Intended for It. Mark the shafts for proper lengths
and then remove the controls Crom the chasels and BBW each
one with its shaft clamped In a vice. It is advisable not to
attempt to cut the sbart of any unit while mounted on the
chusls, because the heav)' !'trains Imposed on the unit may
cause damage thereto.
Mount the sockets, taking care that they are lnet.&lled
In the· proper places so that the numbers stamped on them
will correctly indicate the type of tube to be lnaerted
Observe also that the keyway In the socket Is properly oriented,
lest It become necessary to remove all of the wires from the
aocket If it Is later found to be reversed. It 111 advisable also
to 1older at least one spot (preferably adjacent to a mount·
lac 11erew) on each aodtet aaddle to chaula, since man7

cround connections are made to the Jugs on the saddle, and
trouble due to poor contact may develop unexpectedly unleas
a permanent good contact ls Insured by soldering.
Install the power transformer by means of the nuts shipped
thereon , observing that the termlnal_s on the transformer are
properly placed according to the Pictorial Diagram.
WIRING

Having completed the aaaembly operations described above,
the actual wiring may st.art. observing the suggestion• stven
on the sheet "General Co11.1tructlon Hints" packed with each
Kit .
After bendlnc down all socket-aaddle ground-lugs not required for wiring, wire the !\lament circuit complete. The
remaining wiring may be Installed in any convenient sequence.
It will be found a great help in wiring It each wire In the
Pictorial Diagram 11 marked over with a colored pencil u
the corresponding wire In the set Is Installed.
Note that crld leads must be attached to each coll by
threading the lead down through the hole In the top or the
coll can and attaching the lead to the proper lug at the bottom of the coll. The colls need not be removed from the can
In order tc attach leads. The antenna coll, mountPd closest
to the front or the receiver, baa two leads run through the
top of the can attaching to the lug at the bottom whereas,
the other two. although having two leada attached to the
corresponding lug have only one through the can, the other
crossing the bottom of the chassis to the bottom of the gang
condeneer. Small pieces of rubber tubing are provided to slip
over the shanks of the grid clips so as to prevent contact
between these shanks and the metal shield caps that are
placed over the grlda to prevent osclllatlon.
\"OJ,TAGE TEST
1f all connection• are round to be correct, the tubes may
be Inserted and the line-cord plug connected to a 110-volt, 60-

cycle receptacle, and the speaker ( 1500· to 2000-ohm fteld)
plugcea In. A alight turn of the tone-i:ontrol knob to the
right wlll turn on the recelvn. After a brief warm-up pPrlod
the voltages shown on the Schematic Diagram should be
checked with a hlch-reslstance voltmPter. It available Voltages Indicated are measured Crom the point shown, to the
chassis, with the chassis as the negative terminal. If value•
measured are materially dltrerent than shown on the diagram,
' a thorough recheck of the rli:cull should be made. Bf' "ur<'
the- re('eh<'r 1111 turnf'd off """ th<' llnCY'ord di'«'onn<"f'trd
from the pown rcceptaclt" while the wiring ts beUI« ctH-dtf'd.

MEISSNER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
ALIGXMli:NT
Set the dial so that the pointer ia horizontal when the
cane condenser Is completely closed.
Connect a service o!!clllator or clgnal cenerator to the radio
set using a :?00-mmf condenser between the antenna post of
the receiver and the high side of the signal generator to act
a s a dummy antenna. Turn the volume control on full, set
the dial at approximately 15, turn up the output of the algnal
generator and tnne It until a sig'nal Is heard. Adjust the trimmers on top of the gang condenser tor maximum algnat. reducing the r;enerator output as the receiver becomes progre111lvely more sensitive. If oscillation (signal or whlatle) reaulta, retard the volume control until osclllatton ceases. Oscillation ls usually evidence that the receiver waa not wired

111

accurately according to the Pictorial Dll&'ram. which has been
prepared to avoid auch troubles. Check the wiring of antenna
lead and all grid and plate leada usoc:lated with the 6K7 and
6J7 tubes to see that these lead1 are placed as 1bown In the
diagram.
ALIGNMENT WITHOUT TEST J<:Ql.JIPMEST
It no test equipment ls available, connect an outside aerial
to the receiver, advance the volume control to maximum and
tune In a local station between 1400 and 1600 KC, adjustlnc
the trimmer condenser• on the Cllng condenser, retarding the
volume control ae the receJver become11 progressively more
sensitive, using alwaye a small output algnal because more
accurate alignment can be made with a To"eak signal.

Only those parts followed by * are available from Meissner or Thordarson.

Parts Supplied for Construction of
5-Tube AC TRF Receiver
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
5
l
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
2
3
Z

Dial and Escutcheon
Set of No. 2 Screws. Nut1 and Lockwaahers
6.3-volt Dial light•
Antenna Coil No. 14-1004 •
RF Coila No. 14-1006
3-cang 365-mmfd. Tuning Condenser Parts 21·5215
Condenser Shield
Power Transformer, Thordarson T24R02 *
Molded Bakelite Octal Socketa
4-pronr; Wafer Socket for Speaker
Ant.·Gnd Terminal Strip
25,000-ohm Tone Control with Switch
10,000-ohm Volume Control
Llrie cord and plug
300-ohm. %-watt re1lator
400-ohm , 1-watt realator
40.000-ohm , 1-watt re1l1tor
50.000-ohm , 1-watt re1l1tor
50.000-ohm, 1,4-watt realstor
250.000-ohm , 1,4-watt resistor
500.000-ohm . 1,4 -watt resistor
2-megohm. Jh-watt resistor
0005-mfd Mica Condenser
006-mfd . 600-volt Paper Condenser:
.01-mfd . 400-volt Paper Condenser
.05-m(d .• 400-volt Paper Condenser
.1-mfd ., 200-volt Paper Condensers
.1-mfd., 400-volt Paper Condensen

*

MODEL
10-1106

l 10-mfd., 25-volt Dry Electrolytic Condeuaer
2 8-mfd .. 450-volt Dry Electrolytic Condenaer
1 %" Rubber Grommet
2 14" Rubber Grommet.e
3 Metal tube Grid 8bleld1
3 Metal Tube Grid Cl1ps
3 1" Black Bakelite Knobs
3 8-32x 14" long RH Brass Screws
30 6-3!x14" Hexagon Steel Nute
20 6-32x 1,4" long RH Steel Sere we
27 No. 6 Lockwubers
3 Tie Lugs. one ln1ulated terminal
1 Tie lug, two Insulated termlnal1
1 Shakeproo( Solderlnc Jue
Length No. 20 Shielded wire
Lencth Sprlnc Sbleldlnc
Length No. 20 Solid hook-up wire, Red
l Length No. 20 1olld book-up wire, Black
1 Lencth No. 20 solid hook-up wire, Blue
Len1th No. 20 solid book-up wire, Yellow
1 Lencth No. 20 aolld hook-up wire, Oranae
1 Lencth No. 20 Solid hook-up wire, Brown
1 Length No. 20 solid hook-up wire, Green
1 Lencth No. 20 stranded wire, Green
1 Lencth Black lnaulatlnc aleeYlnc
1 Length Ro1ln core •older
1 Lencth Rubber tubing
1 Punched steel chusla 7• x 9" x 2w, 11-8230

*

To use 1P.M. Speaker use 6 inch 3.2 ohm (Jensen P6-X oc equivalent) and substitute Thordarson T20C59 *
filler choke in series with 1500 ohm lOwau resistor inste ad of the speaker field. Lse Thordt.rson T-22546 *
out pul transf ormer.

ADDITIONAL PARTS REQUIRED FOR OPERATION
Z 6K7 Met.al Tubes
U7 Met.al Tube
6Jl'6 Metal Tube
5Y4C Octal bue Glue Tube
Nute :

No Panel or Cabinet 11 available tor this rttelver.

-

Dynamic Speaker wllll 4-prong plus: 1600- to 2000-ohm
field re1l1tance : output tran1former to match l'tncle CP'f;
power handlln1 ca•aclty, i wattl mlnl••m.

,----------------------------No.10-1106
5-TUBE AC STANDARD TRF
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COMPLETE INSTRUCl'IONS FOR

This unit is presented in this manual only as a general construction guide. No parts are available.

Portable Phono Recorder
The Meissner Model 9-1046 Portable Recorder is a tri-purpoee device that performs the following functions:
1. Cuts "lnatantaneoua Recording'' phonograph records uainc a microphone to -pick up the aound.

2. Electrically reproduces phonograph music playing standard records up to 12 inches and "Instantaneous Recording"
diaca up to 10 inches.

3. Serves aa a low-power Public Addreaa System.

How to Make a Recording
1. IMPORTANT-ADJUST CUTTER ARM HEIGHT TO
AGREE WITH STYLUS LENGTH EMPLOYED. SEE SECTION "PRELIMINARY ADJUSTMENT OF RECORDER."
2. Turn on the recorder by rotating the "Tone Control" in
a clockwise direction until the switch anapa 9n and the
pilot light jeweJ is illuminated. Allow about two minutes for
the tubes to warm up. Do not tum the tone control any farther than )uat enough to tum on the amplifier a'I thia iw the
moct faithful recording condition. Advanced poaitiona of the
tone control are primarily for phonograph open.tion.

3. Turn the control switch to the "Record" position.
4. Plug the microphone connector into U.. receptacle in the
recorder. Note that thia plug will go in the socket only one
. way. Do not attempt to force it, because it gt>ea in easily
wlien in the proper position.
6. Speak into the microphone in a normal tone of voice
while turning up the volume control until the "normal" neon
volume indicator begins to flash.
6. Touch a finger to the aide of the atylua while speaking
into the microphone to aee that the atylua vibrates when
110und is impressed on the microphone.
7. Pick up the cutting head, awing it over the recdrd and
lower it ~ntl y onto the record at the desired starting point.
Permit two or three grooves to be cut before beginning the
recording ao that when the record is played back it will not
be euential that the pickup start at the be1iftllm1t of the fint
rroe•e in order to reproduce the beginning of t11e rec:J>rding.
lhiring the entire recordinr nry careful attention ahoald be
paid to the volume indicators as explaineiil in the 8eCtion
..Volume Indicators." Note : The mechanism which traverses
the cutting head across the record ia encased automatically
as the cutting head ia lowered onto the record. Never ~ttempt
to force the cutting head aide waya. Lift it fint, wt ich will
disengage the crosa-feed mechanism snd allow the arm to be
awunc freely into any desired position. Lowering the arm
onto its rest doea not encase the crou-feed because the
mechanism does not operate at such a great rac"iua. For the
same reason the recorder will not cut 12 inch diaca.

8. When the recording ia finished, the "thread" that the
atylua has cut out of the diac muat be removed· before the
ncord ia played. The beat device for thia purpose ia a camela
bair bnaah with which the thread ia "picked up" rather than

merely brushed to the center for manual removal, but if no
brush ia available, a wad of cotton, a piece of aoft cloth or
even a finser drawn lichtly over the disc mt.y be uaed to
gather the thread around the apindle where it can be eaail;r
removed. The "thread" should be deposited in aome fireproof
container since many of the "lnatantaneoua Recordinc" diaea
are coated with hi1hly inflammable cellulose nitrate (celluloid) although there are others coated with cellulose acetate
(safety film) which do not require auch precautions, but it
is a very wise operatinc procedure to aaaull\e that all
"threads" are inflammable and to dispose of them accordincly.
VOLUME INDICATORS
ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT Pf{ASES OF RECORDING IS CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE PROPER RECORDING VOLUME. THE BEST OPERATION IS OBTAINED WHEN THE "NORMAL" NEON BULB IS LIT
AS MUOH OF THE TIME AS POSSIBLE WHILE THE
" OVERLOAD" NEON INDICATOR FLASHES ONLY AT
RARE INTERVALS OR NOT AT ALL. A clOfte control of
program level ia required to achieve auch results but every
bit of effort upended in the attempt will be well worth
while.
l! the volume ia too high, the recording amplifier is overloaded and impreaaea a distorted program on the record. Once
this distortion ia recorded, no playback amplifier, however
perfect it may be, can reproduce the program without distortion.

If the recording level is too low, the surface noise ia exaccerated and the playback baa tc; be made with a high setting of the volume control. In the extreme case of very low
recordinc volume, the volume control on playback may have
to be set ao high that a low frequency "microphonic howl"
may be aet up that can be eliminated only by turning down
the volume control or by playinc the record on an electric
phonograph that has the speaker well isolated from the
turntable and pickup.
When a musical procram of a limited range of .,.,.._,.
levels is being recorded, the volume control should be Mt llO
that the maximum volume operates the "overload" indicator
only at very rare intervals. If the program baa a very wide
range of level, the volume will have to be turned up somewhat in the softest panacea and reduced in the loudest pauagea. Such a practice is standard in ,Professional recording
and ia the only way in which, for example, the tremendous
volume ranite of a symphony orchestra from a single instrumental solo to full orchestra can be recorded without bavinc
the loud paaaagea "cut over" into adjacent grooves, or. ha"l'inc the s oftest passages covered up by needle scratch.
,RECORDING STYLI
Recording styli are made of three ~neral types of materi-.1, ordinary hard steel, special tool steel such aa Stellile
or equivalent, or they may be made of the atW

...r,...
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terilll, sapphire. When examples of all three types of styli
are in good eondition, it can usually be demonstrated that
the steel styli, either regular steel or tool steel, produce
about equal surface noise, while the sapphire stylus will
usually produce less.

leas be is on the lookout for such differences and is a
keen observer. Some records cut beautifully at a certain
age and less well both before and after that time. Others
cut well only when relatively fresh, while still others \·:ill
not cut well until they have aged some time. This ageing characteristic may explain why a certain make of record
may give excellent results at one time and not at another.
6. High Frequency Response is a characteristic in which
wide variation can be expected. The variation between some
makes of records is so great that only the most casual listening test is required to distinguish the record with good highfrequency response from that with poor high-frequency response. Such a test should, of course, be made with the same
stylus, the same type of progrlOll, and the same type of playback needle. Preferably the test should be made with live
program material having a reasonable percentage of highfrequency notes. If the program is obtained from the radio,
the tuning should be adjusted to produce a reasonable percentage of high notes and should not be changed between the
several test runs because the tuning of most sets has a considerable influence on the high-frequency response thereof.
6. Groove depth should be uniform. If there is any great
difference in cutting depth a definite "pattern" will be evident on the record and the variable load on the motor will
tend to produce a "wow" or unsteadiness in tone.

The advantage of the special alloy steel stylus over the
regulat steel stylus is longer playing li!e, but this is accomplished at a sacrifice in ability to withstand abuse. The
same thing applies to sapphire styli only to a much greater
extent because the sapphire is quite brittle and can easily be
chipped.
The two accidents most likely to damage a stylus are:
(1) Dropping the cutting arm so that the stylus strikes
some surface thereby chipping or breaking the stylus.
(2) Cutting through the record coating into the base material.
The latter may be caused by poor quality or damaged
records, either by cutting through thin spots that may exist,
or by digging in after the stylus has been thrown off of the
record surface by bumps or hard spots.
From the foregoing, it seems that in general home recording service, especially if the equipment may be handled
by many people, as at parties, amateur dramatics, amateur
concerts etc. it is more economical to use rood quality regular steel styli that can be discarded without regret if accidentally damaged, rather than to invest in a supposedly
long-lived, high-priced stylus, whose life expectancy may be
greatly shortened by the careless act of some well meaning
but uninformed person.

PROGRAM PLANNING
Spontaneous, unplanned recordings can frequ ently be very
amusing, especially at a party or other social gathering, but
for records to have lasting interest they should be planned.
The first step in planning a record is the one most easily
overlooked until several unsatisfactory records have drawn
this step to the attention of the recordist. This step is to
plan the program material to fit the recording time available
on a given record. Either select a record size large enough
that you are sure the program will fit, or else trme the program material to see if it will fit. The playing time of the
Meigsner 9-1045 recorder is
Time
Record Size
3lh
minutes
10 inch
2 1-4 minutes
8 inch
minute
6 inch

RECORD BLANKS
"Instantaneous Recording" phonograph discs are comparatively new and consequently their manufacture is far from
being standardized. There are good records and poor records.
The only rule for selection is that of experience, either personal or that of your dealer. The record that performs best
for you on your recorder is the best for you to use. Concentrate on that particular brand if you wish to produce consistently good recordings.
The most important characteristics of a record are listed
below to be used as a guide in comparing and selecting
records:

Give the program breathing space on the record. There
i; houlJ be a few blank grooves at both the start and at the
finish of the progrum, just as every printed page has some
margin all around the text. These few uncut grooves give a
much more finished and more p1·ofessional touch to the record
than one that misses the first few words and cuts off the
last word in the middle of a s yllable. Careless, unplanned
re<'Ol'dings of this type soon become tiresome, whereas well
planned and carefully made records are a joy to be treasured
through the years.

1. The blank should cut a clean shiny groove and produce a
continuous thread. Records which produce a rough and dull
looking groove, or which powder the material cut out of the
groove, or which break the thread up into many pieces, or
that produce a "sticky" thread, are not good records.

2. The " needle scratch" should be low. Generally the record
producing the smoothest looking groove will &'ive the lowest
needle scratch, but a more reliable method of testing is to
cut a few blank grooves at the same radius with the same
stylus on each of the records to be compared, and then to
play them successively with the sa1re aettlng of the volume
control for all records, selecting the one producing the least
volume of scratch, provided that its other characteristics are
acceptable.
3. "Rumble" ia produced on some records having very flexible base materials. This is especially true of paper records.
It is almost axiomatic that if a high quality recording is dellired a paper (or other very flexible) base record should not
he used, however. because of the· economy that such discs
offor they probably will enjoy the maximum volume of sale.
I. The " ageing" chal'acteristics of records is a factor influencing the production of consistently goo<l recordings but
1s somewhat difficult for the home recordist to check un-
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Planning a record of a small child's voice and "cute saying"
is virtually impossible if the youngster is expected to make
the 1·ecording unaided, but if a conversation between the
child, and an older child or an adult is recorded, the younger
child's thoughts can be guided and stimulated, long periods
of silen<'e avoided which would otherwise be sure to occur,
and the recording can be appropriately te1·minated at the
proper time.
The first time an adult is invited to make a recording the
frequent reply is "What will 1 say." The interview technique
is a very convenient way of helping the novice to "gather his
wits" and to make a record with which he may be pleased
or amused rather than embarassed by the awkward pauses
that might otherwise occur, while he, unaided attempted to
think of appropriate remarks to make.
'
0

~
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If the normal position of the screw is too high, the entire
weight of the cutting arm is placed on the stylus when the
stylus screw hits the top of the slot. This heavy weight will
cause the stylus to dig into the record base and ruin at
least the record and, in all probability, the stylus as well.
If the stylus is a sapphire it probably will be broken so badly that it cannot be resharpened.

PRELIMINARY ADJUSTMENT OF RECORDER
1. Place on the turntable an uncut record of the type that
is to be used for recording.

2. Place stylus in the cutting head. Insert it as far as it
will go, rotate it until the long flat on the shank of the stylus
faces the stylus screw, then firmly tighten the screw.
3. Raise the cutter arm well up from its rest, swing it over
the record and ca~efully lower it so that the stylus rests on
the record near the center (which should not be revolving).
Observe the position of the stylus screw in the slot in the
cutter arm. If the screw is approximately in the middle of
the slot no adjustment of the cutter arm height is required,
but if the stylus screw is close to either the top or the bottom
of the slot the arm should be adjusted in the following
manner:

If the stylus screw strikes the bottom of the slot, the
normal cutting pressure is removed from the stylus which
will cut light or perhaps may be lifted entirely clear of the
record, and may make no groove at all for a fraction of a
revolution of the record.
CU'ITING PRESSURE
Variation in the hardness of different record coatings may
require different cutting pressures for different makes of
records.

(a) Lift the cutter arm into a vertical position. Underneath the arm will be found a machine screw on which the
arm rests. The adjustment of this screw is preserved by a
loek nut. Loosen the lock nut and rotate this screw until the
stylus screw occupies the center position in the slot when
the cutter arm is in the recording position, then tighten the
lock nut and again check the position of the stylus screw io
see that the adjustment has not been seriously disturbed by
tightening the lock nut.

The normal depth of cut produces a width of groove approximately equal to the width of the uncut portion left
standing between grooves. Examine the blank grooves cut
during the preliminary adjustment to see whether they approach this condition. If not, the adjusting screw exposed
through the top of the cutting arm can be changed quite easily to accomplish the desired result. If the cut is too light, the
playback needle may not "track" and may jump out of the
groove and scratch across the record. If the cut is too heavy
the stylus may cut over into the adjacent groove on loud
notes, or in cutting one groove, the stylus may push some of
the wall material into the previously cut groove producing
what is called an "echo", although when played back the
"echo" precedes rather than follows the normally recorded
sound.
The most common error in adjusting cutting pressure is
making the cutting pressure greater than necessary, which
increases the wear on the stylus, increases echo, and increases
the difference in speed between recording and playback.

(b) Cut a few blank grooves (volume control at zero)
while watchil)g the stylus screw to see that as the record revolves, the stylus screw does not approach either end of the
slot. If this condition holds true, the height of the cutter arm
is properly adjusted until a new stylus is used having a
length a great deal different than the stylus used in the
original adjustment, or unless records of a new thickness
are used that are sufficiently different from the original
records to require readjustment of cutter arm height. NEVER ATTEMPT TO MAKE A RECORDING WHEN TWO
OR MORE DISCS ARE ON THE TURN TABLE SIMULTANEOUSLY.

Service Notes for Profession al Servicemen
The Meissner 10-1045 Portable recorder uses no power
transformer, and has one side of the power line connected
to chassis as in many AC/DC sets. Use the same caution ii;i
working on this amplifier as in Working on AC/DC sets.

prevent hum. It is insulated throughout its length and does
not connect to the microphone shell.
The phonograph pickup is isolated by a .1-mfd. 400 volt
condenser in its ground side. The mounting screws for the
amplifier are insulated from the chassis if the heads are
exposed where they can be touched.

The filaments are connected in sf!ries. A ballast tube is
used to make the total filament voltage equal to the line
voltage (117 average).

The neon volume indicators are GE T-2 neon lamps.

A voltage-doubling rectifier circuit is employed to obtain
adequate voltage for the power tube. The circuit is of such
type that the negative "B" and "negative" side of the line
can be connected together.

NORMAL OPERATING VOllfAGES
On Tube Socket Terminals Designated by RMA Number

z

The voltages that exist in a normal amplifier are shown in
the accompanying table. All voltages are measured to chassis.

TUBE

1

6Q7GT

0

0

85

0

11

180

6.SAC

The pilot light is rated at 115 volts, 7 watts, and is connected across the line after the line switch. It is independent
of the tube filament circuit. Replacements can be obtained at
almost any 5 & 10 Cent Store or electric supply house since
this bulb is popularly used in night-lights.

6SQ7GT

0

0

0

0

0

80

6.3AC

The microphone cable shield is connected to the chassis to

~

3

'

5

'

8

7

0
12. 6 AC

251.6GT

NC

37.6 AC 185

106

0

NC

12. 6AC

8

26Z6GT

NC

62.6 AC 110

215

-0.7

NC

37.6 AC

115

L558

NO

62.6 AC NC

NC

NC

NC

117

NC

AC

NC indicates "No Connection"; all voltages indicated are
positive with respect to chassis unless otherwise marked.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR
USE AND OPERATION OF THE

MODEL SBT
T/Jis Tm1u ar·ailablr from 1011r Lorol Di1lrih11tor.

The Meissner Model 8BT AM-FM tuner is desj.gned !or custom
installations requiring a tuner ot high quality and superlative
performance at moderate cost. Although the designer of such an
installation must be KUided to a large extent by the requirements
ot such an lnstallatfon, the following general hints may prove
helpful.
POWER AMPLIFIER
The output impedance o! the 8BT tuner is 220,000 ohms and
should be worked Into an amplifier having high Impedance
11111&. Hlgh 1J11)edance a111>ll!l.ers U8Ulllly have an u.>ut i.n1ledance
of 500,000 ohms, btt sorm have a lower irmedance than this, and
the 8BT ne.y be worked 1tiO an lrmedance as low as 250,000 ohms
with no apJreeiable loss of low frequencies or increase in distortion. An a111>ll!l.er laving provision for phonogr&Dh lnPut l'rom a
crystal picktii is satis!act<ry !or use with the 8BT, but under no
conditions should the 8BT be worked into a microphone
input channel. The relatively high output ot the 8BT would
cause overloading and distortion in the microphone input
stage and the hum level would be too high to be considered
acceptable.
TIIE CABINET

The following notes are based on a console cabinet
installatlon, but will apply also to other types of installations:
I. The cabinet should be rigid enough that there Is a
minimum of cabinet vibration caused by the speaker.
2. The location of the speaker or speakers should be such
that directly radiated sound waves will not strike the
tuner chassis or the record player mechanism.
3. Adequate venWation should be provided for the tuner
chassis.
4. The batfie 'board on which the speaker Is mounted should
be as heavy as is practical.

THE RECORD PLAYER (OR CHANGER)
The phonograph system of the 8BT chas sis is designed for
use with crystal type pickups, and any record pla.yer or
changer having this type pickup may be used. The following
notes should be observed:
1. The recoro player frame must be connected to the tuner
chassis in order to prevent hum pickup.
2. The recoro player motor may be plugged into the
convenience outlet on the rear or the tuner chassis.
3. The connecting lead from the pickup cartridge must be
provided with a miniature phonograph plug.
CON'mOLS
The front panel controls are, left to right: Tone Control,
Volume Control and On-Off Switch, Tuning Control, AM-FM
Phono Switch.
TONE CONTROL
This control affects both treble and bass response so that a
wide tonal variation is avallable to !it individual listener
preferences and receiving consltions. The bass response 1~
maximum with this control in the extreme counter-clockwise
position and is reduced as the control is turned in a clockwise direction until maximum treble response Is reached in
the full clockwise position.
VOLUME CON'mOL, AC ON-OFF SWITCH
As this control is rotated from its extreme counter-clockwise
position, it actuates the switch to supply power to the
receiver chassis and the phonograph motor which is connected to the AC outlet on the chassis. The speaker volume
will increase as this control is turned further in clockwise
direction.

TUNING CONTROL
This control is used tor station selection on both AM and
FM. When tuning stations, care should be taken that the
receiver ls tuned on the station and not slightly off to one
side as this will introduce distortion. This control should
not be used to reduce volume by detuning.
Ml-FM PHONO SWITCH

Reception of the standard broadcast band Is obtained with
this switch in full counter-clockwise position, rotation in
clockwise direction gives PM reception on the second
position and phonograpn operation on the third position.

PRECAUTION ON TUNING FM
A three point tuning characteristic Is typical of this type FM
receiver. It will be noted that F'M signals from a given
station are received at three points on the dial very close
to each other:d two of these points will be noticeably weaker
than the thir , which is much stronger and located between
the two weak paints. The strong center tuning Point is the
proper setting of the receiver.
ANTENNAS
The 8BT chassis is provided with high efficiency bullt.-in
antennas tor AM and FM reception. In most localities these
w111 give entirely satisfactory results; but for use in
localities where built-in antennas do not give the best
results, provision is made on the chassis for the connection
of AM and FM outside antennas. The instructions for
connection of outside antennas are printed on the loop
antenna frame.
It Is strongly recommended that a good ground connection
be made between the receiver chassis and external ground.
Cold water pipes or a rod driven several feet into the earth
may be used for external ground, but bot water or steam
pipes or electrical conduit should not be used. A good
ground connection will do much to minimize electrical
interference, and is well worth the effort required for its
Installation.
In installations where space permits, an improvement in
signal to noise ratio may be obtained by removing the loop
from the chassis and mounting it on the inside of the
cabinet. The leads to the loop are long enough to permit
this type of installation.
service Data
GENERAL
Power Supply
Power Consumption
Output

110·121> V 50-60 cycles
40 watts
1 to 15 volts
AM I. F.
455 kc.
FM I.F.
10.7 me.
Replacement part numbers· as shown on schema.tic diagram.

AM ALIGNMENT
I.F. 455 kc.

Align Ant. and Osc. Trimmers at 1400 kc.

FM ALIGNMENT

Allgnmert may be carried out with an unmodulated R. F.
sl1nal generator covering 10. 7 me. and 88 to 108 me. and a
hifh impedance DC voltmeter having a low range of 1 to 5
VO ts DC.
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RAT IO OETl!CTOR 10.7 MC
AO.JU57 T OP t.. BOTTOM

" 11-3481
2NO AM IP' 4!>!> KC
AO.JUST TOP !..BOT TOM

FM 05C. 1011 MC

TRIMMER

• 16- 6758

•22 - 5230

2NO l'M IF I0.7MC
AO.JUST TOP &. llO"rTOM

*16 - 3487

DIAL SCALE
~

"*'06274

F M R P 1011 MC

IST AM II' 4!'>!'> l<C
A OJ UST TOP t.. BOTTOM

"' 16 - 6758
LOCAT ION Of' T U N I NC AOJUSTMl!NTS

Dl!TA IL OF flVBBeR MOUNT INC

RESISTANCE CHART BBT
TUBE

6AB6 FM RF .•.• • •••••.•
12AT7 FM Conv. Osc.... . ..
6BE6 AM Conv. Osc . • • • •• .
6BA& IF••• •• •• •. ••• • ••
6BA6 FM Driver•• •• • • . , ••
GALS Ratio Det.
6AT6 Det. RF• . •• • .• • . . .
6X5C1l' Rectlfter . . • . . . • • . •

...... ...

PIN NUMBER
1

2

0
SOOK•
22K
lM
0.5
6.BK
!OM
0

0
lOK

o.s

0
0
6. 8K
0
0

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
270

4

5

6

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
Int.

SOOK•
1
SOOK•
SOOK•
SOOK•
Inf.
l.5M
270

SOOK•
SOOK•

SOOK•

SOOK•
SOOK•
Inf.
SOOK•
Int.

7
68
0
2. 5M
68
68
Jnf.
SOOK•
0

8

9

S60

0

SOOK•

• SUbject to variation depending on condition or filter condensers. Reading on 6BA6 FM RF and 12AT7 with switch in FM pos.
K
1000
M
1,000,000
VOLTAGE CHART
TUBE
1

6BA6 FM RF. .. •.•..••••
12AT7 FM Conv. Osc .. . . . . .
6BE6 AM Conv. Osc. • • •.• •
6BA6 IF • ... • .•.•.• .• •.
6BA6 FM Driver.•••.. • •..
6Al5 Ratio Det • ••• ••• • . •
6AT6 Det. AF .•• • •• • ••..
6X5GT Rectl11er • • • . • • • • • •

.

PIN NUMBER

0
106
6.8
SL Neg.
0
Sl. Pos.
.5
0

2
0

SI.. Neg.
0
0
0
Sl. Ner.
0
0

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17SAC

5

4

6. 3AC
6.3AC
6.3AC
6. 3AC
6.3AC
6.3AC
6.3AC

•

6

97
57
6. 3AC 104
96
96
108
108
102
102
0
0
Sl. Neg. SL Neg.
•
175AC

7
1
0
Sl. Neg.
1
1
SI.. Pos.
S7
6-3AC

8

9

1. 2

0

:m

117V AC line, switch in AM position except 6BA6 FM RF and 12AT7. DC reading with :!>,000 ohm/volt meter, AC reading 1000
ohm/volt.
·
• Power line tie point.
Tie Point.

68A6

uo

,
.."
~

"
:
0

7

.,
...."
!I

,..

..

.......J

c

...

oPH.

...
7

'I

...

·~

AM

-·'1·---·~01

6ATIS

~T

!

OUTPUT

,-

-

7

;;T
7

PHO NO
MO TOA

T-22R38

.OO•

ISXSGT

7

>

!!
SW

ALL RESISTORS V2 WATT 20~ UNLESS
OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
CONOENSERS '400V UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED.
SWITCH SHOWN IN COUNTER CLOCKWISE
POSITION.
ALL CAPACITIES IN MFD. UNLESS OTHERWISE
SPECIFIED

.... ....

,-~~~~~..-

-.~

~

PILOT
LIGHTS

*

VOLTAGIES I N AM POSITION
VOLTAGES IN FM POSI TION

-·

7
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MODEL T4EK T.R.F. TUNER
Parts List for T4EK
This U11il available Assembled or as a Kit from your Loe"/ Distributor

One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
One
Two
One
One
One
One
Two
One
One
Two
Two
One
One
Two
One
One

chassis with bearing, 06279
bracket and pulley assembly, 06282
4 gang variable condenser, 21-5223
gang condenser sbield assembly, 25-8208
dial plate assembly, 05939
input ant . coil, 9820
output ant. coil, 9822
input R.F. coil, 9824
output R.F. coil, 9826
unt uned R. F . coil, 9828
5001 volume control with switch, 29424
two-position switch, 29582
100 oha bua balance control, 29260
power transformer , T22R38
output cable assembly, 05554
lengtb of shielded wire, 22850
length of braided shielding, 12491
line cord, 12434
20-20-20 mfd. 250 v. electrolytic condenser, 34102
. l nlfd. 400 v. paper condenser, 28113GT
.05 mfd. 600 V. paper condenser, 28115GT
.05 mfd. 400 V. paper condensers, 28103GT
.047 mfd. 600 V. molded condenser, 34160
8 IDlllf . molded mica condenser, 15149
25 mmf . cera•ic condenser, 27165
.Ol mfd . ceramic condenser, 34111
.01 mfd.-470 oha type JCR-P capristors, 34150-5
.005 mfd.-10 megoba type JCR-C caprietor, 34151-7
150 mmf.-150 auaf.-47,000 ohm filpec, 34171-1
2,000 oba 5 watt wire wound resistor, 34149
47,000 oha 1/ 2 watt carbon resistors, RC20~73M
100,000 ohm 1/ 2 watt carbon resistor, RC20AE104M
100,000 ohm l watt carbon resistor, RC30AE104M
470,000 oha 1/ 2 watt carbon resistors, RC20AE474M
2 Megoba 1/ 2 watt carbon resistor, RC20AB205M
10,000 oba 1/ 2 watt carbon resistor, RC20AB103M

As the klt ls unpacked, all parts should be carefully
checked against the parts list.
Any discrepancies should be reported at once to the supplier
from whom the kit was purchased.
All parts should be mounted on the chassis according to
the views shown in the pictorial diagram.
Mount the lug which is used to support the shielded wires
to the AC switch, using a 115-40 screw and nut. Mount the gang
condenser shield with two 116-32 screws passing through
suitable holes in the condenser end plates into the threaded
shield brackets. Mount the gang condenser with 116-32 nuts and
lockwashers. Note that a 2-lnsulated tle lug mounts under one
of the condenser studs. Tie lugs require a lock washer between
the mounting toot and the chassis. Ground lugs do not require
lockwashers. SOlder ea.ch rotor contact strap to the chassis,
bending the end ot the strap as required.
Mount the coils as shown, using 116-32 nuts and lock·
washers. Be certain to mount the coils with the arrows on the
spring clips pointing in the direction shown. Mount coll "9828
• with the green dot as shown. Mount tie lugs and ground lugs
where indicated.
Mount the power transformer with 116-32 nuts and lockwashers.
Do not remove the nuts already on the power
transformer.
Mount the tube sockets with 112-56 screws and nuts with
the socket oriented to give the lug arrangement shown. Mount
a tube shield clip at the 6AT6 socket.
Mount the phono input jack, AC outlet, 3-insulated tie lug
and ant.- ground terminal with 115-40 screws and nuts, using

One 15,000 oba l watt carbon resistor, llC30AE153M
One tuning shaft, 06285
One AC receptacle, 19794
Four miniature tube sockets, 29477
One tube shield clip, 29530
One tube sbield, 29531
One phono jack, 29253
One insulating washer for phono jack, 26624
One 2 lug terminal strip, 16731
One bakelite mounting plate for electrolytic condenser, 19450
One 1-insulated tie lug, 25-5732
One 3-insulated tie lug, 25-6715
Two 2-insulated tie lugs, 25-5731
Six single ended lugs, 11425 • 11422
One double ended lug, 16480
One cable clamp, 16491
One line cord strain relief (2 pieces), 29414
One dial pointer, 29125
Two dial scale retaining springs, 05938
One dial drua assembly, 05817
One dial cord assembly, 06286
One dial scale, 23-8238
Tbree Felt washers, 19595
Two knobs (plain), 29270
One knob with dot, 05878
One dial light socket, 29583
One dial lamp, 29262
One 6X4 tube.
One 6AT6 tube.
Two 6BA6 tubes.
One ·hairpin cotter, 29493
One piece of plastic tubing, 23440
Supply of screws, nuts, lockwashers, and washers tor assembly.
Instructions, including circuit and pictorial diagraaa.
One mounting diaensions sheet printed full scale.

lockwashers where shown. Be sure to insulate the pbono Jack
from the chassis with the bakelite plate.
Mount the pulley bracket with 115-40 screw, nut and
lock washer.
Mount the volume control/on-off switch, phono switch.
and hum balance control with appropriate nuts.
Push the tuning shaft through the bakelite bushing and
secure with a ha.1.rpin clip. Slip the plastic tubing over the
shaft.
Mount the dial drum with the nat side of the drum nearest
the gang condenser. Mount the drum in a position directly over
the pulleys.
Push the line oord through the chassis hole, place the
two parts of the retainer around the line cord outside the
chassis with the beveled edges nearest the chassis, and torce
into the chassis with pliers.
Push the wire end of the rubber-covered shielded output
cable through the chassis bole, drape around coll 119828 as
shown, and secure with the small cable clamp which mounts
with a "6 self-tapping screw.
Mount the insulating mounting plate tor the electrolytic
condenser on top of the chassis with 16-10 screws, nuts, and
lockwashers. Mount the electrolytic filter condenser in place,
twisting the mounting l ugs with pliers on the under side to hold
securely.
Clip the pilot light socket to the lra.cket on the dial
panel and mount the panel with two "6 self-tapping screws.
·
Place the dial scale in position on the panel and snap the
spring clips in place.
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WIRING
Push-back hook up wire and solder are not fumlshed with
this kit. If the colors or l ead wire as shown in the pictorial
are followed, the following approximate amounts of wlre will
be required:
Brown
5 feet
Black
372 feet
Red
1h feet
Green
3 feet
Blue
1 foot
Orange
5 inches
White
4Y.2 feet
If these colors are not available and a single color must be
used, a total of ~ feet or wire will be required.
Cotton covered solid #22 push-back wlre is recommended
except for the white wire, which should be tr,JJ.
A good grade or rosin core wire solder ls recommended.
Avoid excessive use of solder, applying sufficient heat to the
Jolnt to permit the solder to flow smoothly at the joint.
Wire the kit as shown in the pictorial diagram, placing
components and wiring exactly as shown. Note the use of
twisted wires in the filament circuit, audio leads, AC llne

4 TUBE

TR . F.

circuits, and power transfonner. It is recommended that the
filament and power supply wiring be done first.
Note that the shielded wire from the phone input jack is
pulled straight across the chassis and the shield soldered to
the ground end of the volume control; the shield extends nearly
to the phone switch but does not connect to it.
Also note that the wires to the AC switch are shielded
for a part of their length with a piece or braided shielding
sllpped over the twisted wire and soldered to the two ground
lugs, as shown.
Be sure to connect the st.riped end (ground end) or paper
by-pass condensers to ground.
Observe the color code used in the pictorial as an aid to
accurate wiring
After completing all connections, the wiring should be
very carefully checked to make sure that no errors were made
or wires omitted.
string the dial as shown.
With the condenser plates
fully meshed, slip the pointer so that it coincides with the left
hand dial scale line, and then securely clamp the pointer on
the cord.

MODEL 4EK.
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6 Tube AC-DC Kit
BROADCAST AND SHORT WAVE 10-1199
This Kil at1ailab/e from your Local Distributor.
GENERAL
The Meissner 6-tube AC-DC, No. 10-1109 kit, was designed
to answer the requirements of a two band, low cost receiver.
It has a high impedan<'e primary antenna coil which permits the use of almost any length of antenna available. It
al~o has one stage of untuned R. F. and an I. F. wave trap.
This receivf'r covers a frequency range of 630 KC to 1650
KC and from 6.7 MC to 18 MC, and will operate satisfactorily on voltages from 105 to 125, either D. C. or 50...aO
cycles A. C. Extra filtering is required if it is desired to
operate on A. C. below 50 cycles.
ASSEMBLY
As the kit is unpacked, all parts should be checked against
the parts list at the bottom of this in1truction sheet. Any
discrepancies should be reported at once to the supplier
from whom the kit was purchaJled.
The parts 1hould be mounted in the following sequence:
( 1) Mount all sockets, making sure that the keyway in the central hole of each is turned in the direction corresponding to that shown in the pictorial
diagram, which 11how11 the bottom view of the chassis.
(2) Mount the dial bracket on the front of the gang
conden11er.
(3) Assemble the tuning drive in the following manner:
a. Mount the dial drum on the condenser 1haft.
b. Double· the dial string and thread the doubled
portion through the hole in the rim of the pulley
from the inside out.
c. Hook the free end of the spring into one of the
holes in the flat part of the pulley.
d. Close the gang condenser and rotate the pulley
until the hole in the rim occupies the same position as the fiR"Ure of the hour 7 on a clock face-then tiJrhten the sl't screw.
e. Mount the tuning shaft, loopin1t the strin1t around
it 21ii turns, in such a direction that. the strin~
leaves the tuning shaft without crossing. Detail
of shaft mountinp:-Fil'Ure (1).

FIQ. t
f.

St1etch the stl"ing over the rim of the pulley.
Fi1ture (2) 11hows the position of the string in
the completely strung up drive.

(4)

Mount the condenser mounting bracket on the
rear of the gang condensers, using the fl-3210-lSscrew that is supplied for this purpose.
(5) Mount the va'riable condenser, putting three
soft rubber grommets in the three mounting holes
in the chassis (one on top and two in front),
then assemble the mounting accessories in accordance with the detail drawing in Figure (3).
Tighten the mounting sc1-ew and nut anug.
(6) Mount the volume control and the band switch,
seeing that the loc~ting lug on, these ~ontrols engages in the holes in the chas•lS proVlded for the
purpose of preventing rotation of .the controls.
(7) Mount the IF transformers, rotating them IO u
to have the leads go direcUy to their proper terminals with a minimum of croned leads.
(8) Mount the speaker, using two or more bla~k
bakelite washers between speaker and chassis
(six are supplied), 10 the center of the 1peaker
will be on the center line of the variable condenser
shaft. Thread the leads from the ou~po.;t transformer through the hole at the left of tna speaker.
(9) Mount the antenna .coil on top of the. challllis
with the lugs protruding below the chassis.
(10) The IF wave trap i11 mounted by removing the
lock nut which lock" the adjustable iron core and
the small mo;mting scrc-w, which is also in the
base. Alter the co!l IS held in place on the
chassis, the lock nut is then scr.ewed on the adjustable iron C<'re screw and the mountinr acrew
tightened in its proper place. After t~e wave
trap is adjusted, the lock nut should be tirhtened
a2ainst the cha11!lia.
(11) The remaining coi_ls and T•~rts ~houl.d be mounted in accordance with the p1ctor1al d1e1tram.
(12) The dial scale mounts on the dial bracket, using
wood dowels as spacers between the two.
(13) The dial light assembly clips into the upper
left hand comer of the dial. The leads iihould be
threaded throu1th the hole et the rear of the
chassis. The leads from the filt~r choke also
thread throu1th this hole. A top view .of ~he layout of parts is shown on the schematic d1aJtTilm.

WIRING AND ALIGNMENT
Having completed the assemply as above outlined, the s~t
is ready for wiring. The set stands inverted very convemently for this operation.
It will be found most convenient to wire the filament
circuit (pins No. 2 and No. 7 on most tubes) complete before any other wiring or parts are installed. Then follo_w
up with additional wiring, resistors and condensers. It will
be found a in-eat help in wiring if each wire in the pictorial
diagram is marked over with a cl)lored pencil as the corresponding wii·e is installed in the set.
Lead, resistor, and conden11er placements should follow
those 11hown in the nictorial di1ut1·Rm R" rlo11Plv_A" nm1,.ihle.
Ground v&l'iable condensor frame to chassis using the
flexible wire provided.
It i.s recommended that the wirin1t be rechecked before
the tubes are inserted in the receiver or the line cord connected to the power line. After this check ia made, the
voltaR"es on the tube terminals should be checked against
the voltage chart provided, if a volt-meter is available.
Lugs No. 4 and No. 6 on the 36Z5GT tube socket are used
as convenient tie poinU!, as no connection is made through
these to the tube itself.
Assemble the pointer on the gang condenser shaft by
pressing the projections on the back of the pointer into the
hole in the end of the shaft. Close the gang condenaer and
set the pointer horizontal.
If a service oscillator or Siltllal generator is available for
alignment, its use will facilitate adjustment of the receiver
and insure maximum se.1si•lvity,
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The signal generator should be connected to the sipal
grid or pm No. 8 of the 6SA7 mixer tube. This connection
should be made through a .0005 to .25 mfd. condenser, the
condenser being between the high side of the slpal generator anu the connection to the mixer grid. The signal gene1ator should be set to 456 KC, which is the IF frequency,
and the volume control of the receiver should be set at
maximum or extreme clockwise. The output of the signal
itenerator should t hen be turned up until a signal is heard
and then the trimmers on the IF transformers adjusted
(with insulated shaft screwdri ver) for maximum output,
reducing the output of the generator as the receiver becomes p1·ogressively more sensitive, always using as weak
a signal as possible.
After the IF transfonners have been properly adjusted,
remove the connection from the generator to the mixer grid,
reconnectinit the generator to the antenna binding post.
Leaving the frequency of the signal generator at 456 KC,
adjust the wave trap by turning the lldjustin& screw which
protrudes throu&h the chassis. This adjustment should be
made for the minimum of signal output. The generator
output should be increased as the adjustment proceeds to
insure maximum IF rejection.
When the IF transformers are adjusted for a maximum
sensitivity, the antenna and oscillator trimmers should be
adjusted in the following manner :
(1) Check the dial pointer position to see that it is
horizontal when the gang condenser is closed.
(2) Set the band awttch in the broadcast position
or counter clockwise.
(3) Rotate the gang condenser until the pointer
indicates 1400 KC.
(4) Adjust the signal generator to 1400 KC and
connect the output of the signal generator to the
antenna lead, using a .0002 mfd. condenser between the antenna and the high aide of the oacilla!-'>r. Increase the generator output to a
medium level and adJust the oscillator trimmer
which ia located throuith a hole on the top of th~
chassis just to the right of the speaker. The
next step is to adjust the antenna coil by adjusting the trimmer which is closest to the chassis.
Both of these trimmer adjustments should be
made for maximum output, decreasing the gen-
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erator signal strength aa the set progressively
becomes aligned. Leavin& connections a s they
are, turn the dtal pointer to approximately 600
KC and reset the signal generator for 600 KC,
increasing the generator output until a signal
can be heard. Adjust the padder screw, which
is located near the center of the chassis, to maximum output. The beat adjustment is obtained
by s imultaneously adjusting the padder screw and
rocking the tuning control around 600 KC. Variation in wiring in circuit capacities may cive the
maximum output for 600 KC very slightly in
error of 600 KC on the receiver dial.
(5) In the aligning of the short wave band, the
band switch must be turned clockwise. Replacing
the .0002 mfd. condenser with a 400 ohm resistor
between the Rntenna post of the receiver and the
output of the generator, set the generator to 16
megacycles and also the receiver dial pointer to
16 megacycles. Then adjust the oscillator trimmer, which is located through a hole on top of the
chassis just to the right of the broadcast trimmer
for maximum output. When adjusting the oscil~
lstor trimmer on the short wave band, the trimmer should be tightened and then loosened to the
second peak. The second peak will be the correct
peak for this adjustment. Next adjust the short
wave antennll coil, which is a trimmer located
near the top of the coil. As before, the adjustments of these trimmers should be made with as
low a si~al level from the cenerator as possible,
as the alignment proceeds. The paddinar of the
short wave band ia fixed .
CAUTION
The power line ill connected directly to thi1 chaui9. The
receiver must be suitably protectecl . by a non-metallic cabinet and non-metallic knobe •o that no one can make contact
with any metal part of thia radio when in operation. A
cabinet back must be ulled to prevent accidental contact
with the chassis. This back should have amall holea or slots
to permit ventilation yet prevent contact. Mountmar screw•
used to hold the set in a eabinet should alao be conrecl to
prevent contact.

VOLTAGE ON SOCKET PIN NUMBERS
TUBE
12SK7GT RF
36ZliGT
12SA7GT
\2SK7GT IF
12SQ7GT
35u;GT

1

2

3

0
NC
0
0

24VAC
llOVAC
12VAO
37VAC

0
llOVAC
96VDC

0
0

grid
76VAC

0
tliVDC

0

'

grid
NC
95VDC
grid
diode
plate
95VDC

Ii

6

1.2DC
llOVAC
grid
l.2DC
doide
plate

96VDC
NC
0
95VDC

~id

lOVDC
NC

7

8

76VAC
24VAC
50VAC

76VDC
112VDC
grid
95VDC

12VAC
60VAC

0
&VDC

-37VAC
- - 1-

0

lihatur•m .. nu tak•n w ith 1,000 ohme per volt meter. lU Y0Jta AC Une.
NC indkal n " No Connecthm'" : all ¥olt.aaet indicated are 'POllthe ••th r•pect to chasat. unln. otlwf'wiff: m.,.aed.

COMPLETE PARTS LIST
l
l
1
l
l
l
l
1
1
l
6
3
l
1
l
l
1
1
4
l
l
l
1
l
l
l
3
l

Chassis No. 02859
Input IF Transformer No. 16-6658
Output IF Transforme r No . 16-6660
Broadcast and short wave antenna coil No. 14-2860
Broadcast and shortwave oscillator coil No . 14-2862
Series peaking coil No . 02864
IF Wave trap No. 15-2866
PM speake r with output transformer No. 25274
Variable condenser No . 26128
Filter choke No. T-20C65
Oct a l sockets, 25-8209
Tie lugs
Padder 22-7007
SOOK ohm volW11e control with switch, 19701
Band switch , 25273
Dial a echanisa plate, 02865
Tri111111e r base asse mbly. 17738
Dial drum, 19706
Wood dowe ls , 15393
Dial cord and spring assembly , 02869
Dial Shaft , 19703
"c" washe r for dial shaft , 16653
Bakelite washer for dial shaft , 16637
Dial scale , 25276
Pilot socket and 6-8 volt pilot light , 19710 • 19711
Dial pointer , 19705
Knobs, 19709 ~ 25277
Line cord ; 12434

l Binding post assembly, 19740
2 Black rubber grommets for 3/ 8" hole , 14211
1 Black rubbe r grommet for 3/ 16" hole, 19216
J Gum rubbe r grommets 5/ 32 l.D. for 1/ 4" hol e , 19727
l Condenser mounting bracket , 19132
4 Chassis mounting brackets, 19133
2 Solder lugs , 11422
1 180 ohlll resistor 5% 1/ 2 W. carbon, RC20AE181J
2 470,000 ohm resistor 2°' 1/ 2 W. carbon , RC20AE474M
l 15 a e gohm resistor 20% 1/ 2 W. carbon , RC20AE156M
l 3.3 aegohm resistor 20';(, 1/ 2 W. carbon , RC20AE335M
l 22,000 ohlll resistor 10';(, 1/2 W. carbon, RC20AE2231
1 2 . 2 megoha resistor 20% 1/ 2 W. carbon , RC20AB225M
l 220 ohll resistor 10';(, 1/ 2 W. carbon , RC20AE221K
l 100 ohll r e sistor 10';(, 1/ 2 W. carbon , RC20AE101K
l 2 200 ohll resistor 20:S, 1/ 2 W. carbon , RC20AE222M
l 39,ooo oha resistor 10';(, l / 2 W. carbon, RC20AB393K
2 . 02 afd. 400 volt paper condenser , 28117
l .002 afd. 600 volt paper condenser, 28150
3 . 05 afd . 400 volt paper condenser , 28103
1 . 01 afd. 400 volt paper condense r, 28119
1 20- 20 mfd . 150 volt ele ctrolytic condenser , 18163
3 . 00022 afd. 20';(, mica condenser, CM20A221M
1 . 0036 •fd .. 2$ silver aica condenser, CM35C36~
1 .00047 mfd, aica condenser, CM20A471M
2 12§K7GT tubes
leach of the following tubes : 12SA7Gl' , 12SQ7GI' , 35L6Gl' , 36ZSGI'.
Miscellaneous assortaent of screws , nuts, washers, hookup wire and
solder.

10-1199

BC 8 SW AC-DC RECEIVER
I. F.•456 kc
02864 000 .,. 7 12SA7GT

12SQ7GT

r

.0002l

l.3M

4-70K

••-t.•6.0

12507
GT

12SK7
G
I

&·" «:ise

35Z5
GT

y

20- 20

All resistors art 1/2 watt unless
otherwise specified.
All condensers ore 400 volt
u11lt11 otllerwist sptclfltd.
VOLUME BAND TUNING
SWITCH

•.
NoteA

I Knurled Nut

~
Nut

Wosher
Chassis-+
Lug__.
j
Screw

BC 8 SW AC-DC RECEIVER

Bakeh te
Washers

---~---------------------- - -

20-20mfd.
150v.

10-1199
PICTORIAL WIRING
DIAGRAM
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WIRELESS PHONOGRAPH OSCILLATOR
Only the oscillator coil
The Meissner Wireless Phonograph Oscillator No. 10-6380
i. a device to permit any radio receiver to be utilized as an
electric phonograph without any'wlrcs connecting the Wire• - Phonograph Osci111ttor to the radio receiver and without
In any way altering the receiver.
WIRELESS OPERATION
The Wireless Phonograph Osclllator Is actually a radio
transmitter of very low power. (Federal lawe prevent raising the power output.) It will radiate a signal In the broadcast band that can be picked up by any broadcast receiver of
aualclent sensitivity within a radius of 20 to 60 feet from
the phonograph oscillator, when the eet le tunea to pickup
the signal. Sometimes however, because of peculiar wiring
conditions, antenna arrangements, or placement of ungrounded metallic bodies, the signal wlll radiate particularly well in
one direction and may be picked. up on a neighbor's eet If
located sufficiently close. It Is also J;>OESlble that reception
of the signal from the Phonograph Osclllator may be hamp.
ered by Inadequate sensitivity in the receiver or by shielding
caused by pipes. girders, metal lath. etc. and that the useful
range of the wlrele118 oscillator may be less than the specUled
ZO to 60 feet.
In such cases It will be necessary to select a new location
for either the set or the oscillator, run the antenna lead of
the set closer to the phonograph oscillator, or to use the
"Wired Connection" (which does not alter the radio aet In
any way) but requires two wires to run from the phonograph
oscillator to the receiver.
When using the "Wireless" arrangement it must be remembered that the antenna of the receiver Is still connected
and that It la capable of picking up outside signals and Interference. When heavy local noise, as from a vacuum cleaner
motor, Is experienced, or a local thunderstorm gives rise to
objectionably loud static Interference, It will be found that
the "Wired Connection" wtll give much more satisfactory reaulta.
WIRED CONNECTION
In the "Wired Connection", ~he antenna Is connected to
the binding post marked "A" on the phonograph oscillator
and the receiver connected to the phonograph oeclllator by
mean1 of two wlree; one connects together the "O" (or "Ond")
binding posts on both the receiver and the oscillator while the
other wire connects the "A" (or "Ant") binding post of the
receiver to the green wire projecting from the top of the
phonograph oscillator.
It the phonograph oscillator le to be used onZ11 in the
"wlred" connection It is recommended that the "coupling
conden1er" marked In the schematic and Pictorial diagram
be omitted. This will reduce the llkellhood of Interference
with your neighbor's reception.
DOUBLET CONNECTIONS
It the receiver eroploye a doublet antenna tor short-wave
reception and It Is desired to use It In the "Wired Connection" the one side of the doublet connection to th11 binding
post marked "D" on the set (or any other designation other
than antenna and ground) should be left so connected, and
the other antenna binding post and the ground binding post
connected to the phonograph oscillator as instructed In the
section "Wired Connection". For the "Wireless" arrangement. no change Is necessary. Where a transmission line and
coupler are used the "Wireless" arrangement may not work
sati11factorlly and recourse must be made to the "Wired Connection."
PHONOGRAPH PICKUP
The phonograph pickup should be of the hlgh·lmpedance
type. either crystal or magnetic. If a low-Impedance pickup
la u1ed a step-up transformer must be used between the pickup and the phonograph oscillator. A voltage dividing resistor
network ha1 been provided In the phonograph oscillator to accommodate, to some extent, the dlaerences In pickups. The
connections for this network are dlecuesed In the section
"Distortion".
POWER SUPPLY
The Mel11ener Phonograph Oscillator No. 10-6380 Is designed to operate from a 110-volt source, either AC or DC. On
Ul• latter type current lt may be nece1sary to reverse the
U... plug (U in the caae of all A.C·DC radio devices operat-

17-9373 is available.
Ing on DC) before the device will function. The 1tandard unit
Is not recommended for 25-cycle operation, but by adding two
4-mfd. 200-volt electrolytic condensers as Indicated by dotted
lines In the circuit diagram, operation will be satisfactory on
26-cycle current.
ASSEMBLY
The part1 1hould be mounted on the chassis In accordance
with the bottom view of the chassis shown In the Pictorial
Wiring Diagram. The order of assembly is or little coDJ1equence.
WIRING
Having completed the assembly operations described
above, study the sheet of suggestions, "General Construction
Hints," packed with the kit. When finished, start the wirinc
In accordance with the practices suggested In that sheet, following the position of wires shown In the Pictorial Diagram.
TEST
When the wiring has been completed and has been checked for accuracy against the Pictorial Diagram, the tubee
may be Inserted, the pickup connected and the unit made
ready for test. On the first test It Is beet to place the
oscillator near the receiver or at least near the antenna
leadln (which must not be shielded If wireless operation la
to be obtained.)
The Chassis of the Wireless Phonograph O..clll1"or
must not. be grounded since the signal radJatt's from the
chassis.
The switch on the end of the chas1ie should be turned
clock-wise to beat up the unit. (When the unit ie operating
the line cord will become quite warm. This Is normal to the
operation of this and certain other types of AC-DC apparatus.)
When the tubes have warmed up, usually about one mlD·
ute, start a record playing and, IC there la a volume control
on the pickup, turn the volume control to maximum. TW'll
the volume control on your radio set to approximately the
position used tor local broadcasting 1tatlons and tune the r.
celver (on the broadcast range) as If looking for a local station. The phonograph record wlll be heard some place oD
the dial.
In the top of the coll can on the oscillator there la a
hole through which an adjusting screw Is 1'islble. A shaft
with a tuning knob alao projects from this end of the coll
can. Both of these adjustments are tuning adjustments oD
the oscillator. The former Is the rough adjustment while the
knob and shaft actuate the ftne adjustment.
If the phonograph elgnal le being Interfered with by any
strong signal It Is a simple matter to shift the frequency of
the oscillator by turning either or bot~ ftdjustmenta, retuning the set to the new oscillator frequency untll a frequency free from Interference le found.
If the radio hums when the phonograph pickup arm la
touched, the connections from the pickup to the Phonograph
Oeclllator should be reversed. (On some pickups this phenom·
ena will not be present.)
'
DISTORTION
The phonograph osclllator, being a miniature transmitter,
can lie over-modulated by too great ab. input voltage from the
phonograph pickup. This overmodulatlon gives rise to objectionable raspy distortion on loud notes. If reproduction 11
of poor quality on loud notes, the flexible grid co11nectlon of
the 6F7 tube should be connected to the junction Indicated tn
the schematic and Pictorial Dlagr·am, for pickups with high
output voltage.
MICROPHONE
Where a microphone le used in eonnectlon with the phonograph oscillator to permit announcements to be made, It ta
well to remember that the signals may be picked 1111 by a
nt>lghbor.
CONVENIENCE OUTLET
A power outlet has been provided on the Phonograph
Oscillator so that the power cord of the radio or the phonograph motor may be plugged Into It. Power Is available at
this outlet as long as the line cord Is plugged In.
When finished with phonograph operation, turn the switch
counter-clockwise which turns off the osclllator and automatically connects the antenna to the receiver tor normal
reception.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
FOR USE WITH THE

ANALYST
Th e manufacture and sale of th e # f' i s sner Analyst has been dis c ontinued sjnce the War .
ffo•·ever the information be low is given "in c ,. it i s appli c able to a ll in s trument!'I of this
type.
THE AUDIO CHANNEL
The Audio Channel, located at the top right.hand side
of the panel, consists of a single-stage audio amplifier, an
attenuator, a diode voltmeter and an electron-1·ay voltage
indicator, together with associated controls and terminals.
The Audio Amplifier, which is essentially flat in its
frequency characteristic throughout the entire audible
1·ange, may be used to energize a high-impedi.nce head-set
for listening to audio voltages, may be used as a voltage
amplifier to drive a cathode-ray oscillograph or may drive
its assoeiated diode voltmeter to indicat;! audio voltages
with the aid of the associated indicator tube and attenuator.

The Meissner Analyat is a tool for the rapid solution
of difficult $PrvicP problems. It is a devicP to permit the
rapid location of faults in defective radio receivers or
eound equipment without measurements, complete voltage
measurements on all tube elements, or tedious tracing of
circuit wiring. The fundamental principle of the Analyat i11
that it permits the Serviceman to listen to and meas ul'e the
signal as it pas.'les through each of the components in a
receiver, regardless of the level of the signal, and in spite
of thl' fact that the signal may be at an inaudible (lF or
RF) frequency. It is thus possible to tell exactly where
the signal is ab!Knt or becomes d istorted, quickly localizing
the fault in the receiver.
The Se rvice instruments incorporated in the device are
as follows:
1. (a) An audio amplifier with phone-jack output for
headphones to be used for listening to any audio
voltage in the radio set.
(b) An audio voltmeter of 2-megohms impedance
with a range of 0.1 to l 000 volts.
2.
A DC voltmeter with a resistance of 10 megohma
covering the range 0 to 500 volts, either positive
or negative.
3. (a) A frequency meter to check oscillator frequt>ncy.
(b) A vacuum-tube voltmeter covering the range .05
to 60 volts and indicating frequency (rom 600
KC to 15 MC.
4. (a) A TRF Tuner with phone-jack output connections for a head set to be used 1'01· listening to
the quality of an RF or IF signal.
(b) A vacuum-tube voltmeter covering the range 60
micro-volts to 60 volts and indicating frequency
between 100 KC and 1700 KC.
.
6.
A line-current ammeter.
All of the11e instruments, except the D. C. voltmeter,
have tht> additional feature of "memory." indicating anv
chanire from the previous reading. This feature make" the
solution of intermittent faults simple Jtince the indiutors
can be aet for the operating conditions in the receiver and
when a fault occul"!I, the indicator concerned with the fault
will immediately indicate the changed condition.
The Analyat is a great aid in locating the trouble in a
Teceiver but it is the Serviceman who mllt't utilize his
knowledge of radio theory, Analyat performance, and his
"trouble-i<hooting" ability to isolate the offending component defective joint, i1hort circuit or other cause of
troubl~. after the Analyat h88 helped him to localize tht'
fault as occurring bt>tween two points electrically close .together in the circuit. lt is recommenderl that the followm1r
material be studied i;lowlv and thoroughlv so that the u11e
of ea.ch part of the e1111ipment may be completely mftl!ltered.
SHIELDED CABLES AND PRODS
In order to make eonnections between the various sect ions of the Analyat anri the corresponding points in the receiver without introducing l'egeneration, convenient 11hielrled lead!\ have been provided with appropriate plullS on one
end and prohe!I on the other.
In order that the 11hiel;Jed !earls may be U'led to m.ake
conn r ction11 to various part.'! of the circuit in a rece1ve1
without s t>riou<1lv cli'lturbing circuit performance, 11pecial
i~olating or limiting re!li!ltors or condensers have heen built
into the prod hnndle'I. The 'lpecial circuit elements incorpo1·ated tog <' ther w ith the irlentif,•ing color code on the
prods are given in the followinit table :
Section Circuit in Prod HandJe Prod Handle Code
Audio
Direct Connection
Black-No Stripe
Voltmeter 1-Megohm resistor
Black-One Bh~e Stripe
Oscillator 1-MMF condenser
Brown-No Stripe
RF - IF
1-MMF condenser
Black-Two Red Stripe11
The cable11 themselves have a colored tracer to
conespond to the color-coding of the handles.

r

-

The circuit diagram of this channel is shown in Figure
1. A 6SQ7 tube is used a!I an nmplificr and diode rectifier
and a 6E5 electrnn-rav tube controlled by the rectified
voltage from tht> 6SQ7 'is used a s an indicator. A two-posit ion multiplier and a resistance a ttenuator permit operation
of this channel ovc r a 111nge of 0. 1 volt to I 000 volts AC.
Signals are introduced into the Audio Channel throue;h
11 shielded cable wh ich pluRs into the jack marked lap•t ~n
the upper riitht-hand corn ea· of the panel. If th~ ~ud10
Channel is used to check thl frequen cy characteristics of
an amplifier, it !lhould be rt>me mbered that, while the amplifier itself i!l flat in the audibl e range, the input cable
has a capacity of appl'oxima tely 125 mmfd_. w~ich will reduce the hi11:h-frequt>nc y re11ponse of an y c1n·u1t havmg an
impedance approaching 01· t'XCt>eding 1-!i megohm. For all
other purpo!'les the capacity of tht! input cable can usually
be neglected. If the voltage being mea1mred is great enoue;h
to work the indicntor when the 011cillator or RF-IF cable
i11 1111ed in place of the Au~lio cablt>, the 11hove . limi~tion on
high-frequency respon111' ~s no longer l'ffect1vc ~mce the
input capacitv of the O"e1llator and RF-If' ra~le 1.!>o o~ly 1
mmfd. which will not d1stul'b a normal a udio c1rcu1t of
t>ven unusuallv-high impPdancl'. In this cai;P, however, a
false lack of low frequ e ncit>s will he indicated.
If headphones 111·e connected to the output of the
nmplifier to listen to an audio voltage applied to the input
of the Analyat the phones !<hould be of the high-impedance
type (Crystal preferred) . Low-impedance phones will ~ail
to repl'oduce low frequenri~ ... pa rticularly hum _frequenc1e~ .
When the phone" u e plU'!l?ed into the output Jack: ~he diode is automatieallv d i!'l'Onnected from the Rmphf1el' to
eliminate the distortion it would othe rwise produce.
The rectified curr l'nt from tht> diode ia filtered .a nd
applied to the 1?rid of th<' 6E5 i ~dil'Rtor. tube at .the ri~ht
of thl' panel. This v oltair<>-~easurmg rlev1ce, C?mbmf~ with
the Attenuator 1rnd Multiph<>r swatch. makes 1t possible to
compare the voltage of two audio i1ign~ls, thereby d~t~r
mining the gain or IO!'o!I brtwt>en two pomt!I. The rectified
DC volta11;e at the 6E5 grid appea1·11 Rt the pin-jack at the
l'ight iticle of the panel fo1· mea!lurcment with the Electron-
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k Voltmeter, if it is desired to extend the voltage range
of the Audio chnnnel.
The Audio section can be used in many ways for testing audio systems because of the following features~ The
high input-impedance, 2 megohms, together with an outputimpedance which matches high-impedance headphones 01·
an oscilloscope input, makes listening or visual tests possible at any point in the audio system without disturbing
its operation.
Tone quality can be tested at a diode detector output, 01· at the plate of a bias or grid-leak detector, whereas the direct connection of phones or oscillograph terminals might cause considerable change in detector characteristics.
The low distortion and wide frequency range enablt!
the operator to check tone quality with confidence that no
frequency or harmonic distortion is occurring in the
Analyst.

The wide frequency range, combined with the electronray indicator, enables tests to be made above and below
the audible range. Voltage variations of low frequency will
cause the edge of the indicator-tube shadow to waver,
flicker or blur, depending on the frequency . 60- or 120
- cycle hum wili cause a blurred shadow on the indicator,
and can also be heard in the headphones. Frequencies
above the audible range to approximately 60,000 cycles will
close the shadow smoothly in the no1 mat manner, when the
proper Attenuator and Multiplier adjustment is made, but
the signal will not be audible in the phones.
The extreme range of overall amplification or attenuation will change an audio voltage tanging from 0.1 to
1000 volts to normal ear-phone volume , and make headphone listening tests possible anywhere in the audio system
from the detector to the output plates of high powered
amplifiers. Hum voltages and A. C. ·voltages over the same
range can also be measured. The accuracy of voltage measurements is not as good as with ordinary A. C. voltmeters,
but this channel permits AC voltage measurements to be
made in high-impedance cil'cuits where such measurements
would be impossible with ol'dinary AC meters. The ac·
curacy is sufficient for gain and hum measurements, and
for approximate measu1·ement of power-transformer voltages. The stability of the cil'cuit and sensitivity of the indicator are such that balance of high-voltage secondaries,
phase-inve1 tcrs and push-pull s tages 'can be measured very
accurately.
An additional convenience of the Audio section is that,
when used with an oscilloscope, the signal level can be adjusted for a satisfactory picture size, regardless of the
voltage being observed.
ELECTRONIC VOLTMETER
The Electronic Voltmeter channel, in the upper lefthand corne1-. incorporates a voltmeter tube, 6C6, a voltag<!
divider system, and a D.C. Voltmeter.
Four voltage ranges a1 e provided: 0 to 5, 25, 125 and
500 volts, positive or negative with respect t.o the ground
clip of the Analyst. A four-position switch, located at the
left of the meter, selects the range required . The fact that
positive and negative readings are available will facilitate
taking voltage l'eadinga at. any point in the receiver with a
single probe, regardle1:1s of polarity. The ground connection,
which is clipped to the chassis, pl'ovides the return circuit
for the Voltmeter.
The inpot resistance of this instrument on all ranges
is 10,000,000 ohms so that all DC operating and control
voltages may be measured directly at the tube elements
while the receive1· is in operation, without such operation
being affected by the measuring device.
The operation of the Electronic Voltmeter Channel is
explained bv 1·cfe1·ence to Figure 2. The blue-coded test
leacl, having a 1-megohm resistor in the handle, is plugged
into the input jack on the Voltmeter panel. The resistor i!I
included so that grid biases can be measured directly at the
tube grids, without affecting any R. F. or audio voltages
that may be present. Connect the ground clip (at end of
rubber covered wire) to one side of the voltage to be
mensured, usually the negative, such as the receiver chassis.
Touch the blue prod to the ground clip and adjust the
"Zero Set" control for a zero reading on the meter. Then
set the "Range" control to a suitable value to cover the
voltage to be meaSlllred . Touch the blue prod to the other
terminal of the voltage being meMured (such as B-plus 01
AVC) and read the voltage on the meter.
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-F19ure 2-

The accuracy of the instrument is practically independent of normal changes in line voltage and of changing
characteristics of the voltmeter tube. The voltmeter tube
is used in a degenerative circuit which acts as follows:
When a given voltage is impressed on its grid, a change in
voltage acl'oss the cathode resistor takes place which is
ne.. rly equal to the voltage applied to its grid. It is this
difference between grid voltage and cathode voltage which
is measured by the meter. This allows a linear caHbration
of the meter scales; that is, the meter needle deflection is
exactly proportional to the voltage being measured.
The adjustment of the "Voltage Calibrator" and
"Ze10 Set" are fully explained in the Appendix. Due to
line-voltage Yariations it may be necessary occasionally to
adjust the Zero Set control, which for convenience is located on the panel.
The large range of voltage scales and the high resist1\nce of the Electronic Voltmeter make it 11 very useful in!ltrument. Some of the voltages which cannot be measured
with an ordinary voltmeter without changing circuit conditions are A. V .C. voltages, plate voltages in resistancecoupled amplifier11, p-id voltage.«, and bias voltages that
are obtained from the negative 11ide of the "B" supply
th1·ough a resistance-capacitv filter. All of these can be
measured with the Electronic Voltmeter with an accurac:v
comparable to that obtained with an ordinary voltmeter
when measuring voltagu from low-resistance sources. The
Electronic Voltmeter obviou!'lly can also be used for meAsuring any othel' D.C. volta11:es in a receiver.
OSCILLATOR CHANNEL
The Oscillator Channel, consists of a single stage of
tuned R. F . amplification covning a frequency range of
600 Kc to 15,000 Kc, coupled to 11 diode voltmeter tube
and an electronic indicator tube. High gain is achieved in
the amolifier hv the use of 11 6AC7 (television) amplifij!r
tube. The centrally-located tuning dial operates the singlej!'Rnl!' tuning condenser which tunes the amplifier, while
the Ranj!'e switch at the left sE'lects the frequency range
dei.;ired. The cir<'uit cliairrom, which is so simple that no
explanation i11 necE's.~ry, ia shown in Figure 3.

The oscillator channel can be used to rneasure and
compare oscillator voltages ancl frequencies. It will show
whether or not the oscillator of a receiver is operating, and
the frequency at which it is working. It will show the
presence and frequencies of parasitic oscillations if they
are within the tuning range of the amplifier.
This ability of the Oscillator channel to measure the
frequency o! an oscillator is often of considerable utility
in solving service problems since it is possible for an oscillator to ch11nge frequency, thereby stopping reproduction
of the signal from a givE'n lltation, vet the oscillator ma~·
continue to oscillate showing grid cunent as in the normal
manner. In the case of intermittent receivers, sometimes
this shift in oscillator frequency is the only clue to the de-
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fcctive component.
In order to make connections from the oscillato1· circuit to the input of the oscillator chan!lel a shielded. cable
is provided that has as its end a l'pec1al prod havmg a
built-in series capacity of only l mmfd. ThiJS series
capacity is used to limit the de-tuning of oscillalor
or R. F . circuits when the prod is connected thereto.
The small capacity 1·educes the a•nount of volt a g.,
that would otherwise 1·each the grid of the fh·st tube in the
Oscillato1· channel and 1:; the l'eason why a high-gain amplifie1 must be used to obtain adequate sensitivity of indilation .
When it is desired to check an oscillato1· f1·equency,
mmally enough voltage can be picked up from the oscillator
if the prod is held close to the statol' terminal of the oscillato1· tuning condenser without actually touching the terminal meanwhile tuning the Oscillato1· channel dial until
the;e is a slight flicker of the indicato1· shadow. It i11 to be
noted that some oscillators have strong harmonic11 and indications of voltage may be obtained at several frequencie"
that a1·e integral multiples of a given base frequrncy. The
ll·ue oscillato1, frequency i3 the lowest frequency in the
se1·ies and is equal to the diffnence in frequency between
any two adjacent harmonics.
In checking an mtennittent receiver for possible oscillato1· shift, the test pl'od is clipped to the statol' of the tuning condensn and thl' 1'eceive1· is 1tdju1<ted to compen3l\te
for the added cap:icity by tuning the receiver slightly hip:her in frequency lhl\n its previous setlmg. The dial of the
Analyat ii. then adjusted to rei.onance and the Attenuato1·
set so that the indicator tube shadow juat closes. If the oscillato1· shifts ftl'quency, the shadow will spread out until
the Oscillator channel dial is re-tuned, in which case. when
the shadow angle is again iero, the dial of the Oscillator
channel will indicate the new frequency.
If the oscillator voltage decrea.ses, but its frequency
does not chnnge, the shadow angle will increase when the
voltage chanires but re-tuning alone will not return the
shadow anirle to ze1·0. If the \ olta"'e increai1es hut the frequency doe11 not chanire, the brip:ht areas on the indicator
tube ~viii overlap. When such a condition exist11 the Attenuator should be adjusted until thPre i11 a !"mall 11hadow
angle, and the Oscillat"r chanhel dial turned to see if
maximum signal occurs 11t any other scttinll' as inclicated
bv the shadow closing. If t~e shadow does not clo11e at anv
other po!lition or the dial, there obviou!lly ha:< been no shift
of oscillator frequency.
0

R.F.-1.F. CHANNEL

The RF-IF channel is a high-R:ain threr-at11ge tuned
RF amplifie1· employing three 6SK7 tubes. Thi!! amplifi-;r
is followed by n diode voltmeter tube and an e)e('tronic
indicator tube. The signal is fed to the input jack th1·ough
the !<pccial input cable, anrl full conti-ol of the lt>vel is p1·0vided bv a four-position capacitive "Multiplier" and 11 rt-si~tive ,; Attenuator". Three frequency rangn are provided.
11electecl by the "Range" switch. The bands covered are 600
to J 700 kc 240 to 616 kc and 95 to 250 kc. The rectifiecl
output i!I n~ailahle Rt the output jackJI throuir;h suitably desi1?ncd circuit!! so that headphones may. be used to de.t ermine the quality of the signal at the point unde1· exammation, or o~cillol!:,rnphic examination may be m1'de. The D. C.
component of the output i!I solely dependent upon the
ca 1r1er voltage and the A ttenuntor setting, and is not af-

....

fected by the pel'centage modulation of the signal. The
audio component will depend on the percentage modulation, in addition to the factors that determine the D. C.
output. Both A . C. and D. C. components appeai at the
phone and pin jack marked "Output."
The coils for this channel are contained in a fullyshielded compartment beneath the chassis. The thl'ee coils
fo1 each stage 11re located in en individually-shielded section of this assembly in conjunction with theu· associated
:.witch wafers, trimme1s, by-pass condensers and connections to the co1Te11ponding tube 1mcket. All connections are
made as short and direct as possible to provide the utmost
in electrical efficiency.
As shown in Figure 4, the signal enters the system
through the small condenser in the probe handle. The capacity of tne conductor in the cable to ground, plus cil·cuit
capacities i!' approximately 160 mmfd. This capacity is in
i<l!ries with the small capacity in the p1·ob~, 10 that a small
fraction of the volb1ge at the prod tip is imp1 e11se<l on the
OSK7 grid when the Multiplin switch i!I in position 1. In
position 10, additional capacity is added lo the circuit,
which makes the voltage applied to the grid 1I l0 of that
in position 1. Positions 100 and 1000 similarly decrease
the portion of the test voltage which is applied to the tube
Cl'id. Variable resistance "R" is a cathode-bias control,
which val'ies the gain of the first amplifier tube over a l
to 12 ranp:e. The ~ain of the second and third tubes of the
amplifier is constant. The output of the amplifier is detected by the 6H6 diode, 1tnd the rectified voltage is pa!lsed on
to the output jacks and the srrid of the 6E5 electron-ny
indicator tube.
When meai>uring a givl'n 11iirnal, con11tnnt amplifier
output is maintained by adjustinir the Multiplier and
cathode-bias Attenuator until the indicator 11haclow is just
closed, at the same time tuning the l't 11onant circuits to the
signal frequency. The number on the Attenuator multiplied
by the Multiplier settinll then gives the rrlative voltage of
the measured carrier. The frequency is indicated on the
S!'ang cond('n11er dial. The Multiplier and Attenuator are
not calibrated in microvolts, but a signal which just close11
the eve with Multiplier and Attenuator both 11et at 1 is approximl\tely 5000 microvolts. Because the input capacity of
the prod is so small, it has a negligible de-tuning effect on
any circuit to which it may be conn<>cted.
The irensitivitv of the amplifie1· can be increased approximately 100 timf s hv . u~iniz t.he . direct-connect!!<l
(audio) prod. The use of t.h111 lead will disturb tuned cu·C'Uits. but it i11 sati!tfactorv for checking l\ntenna!t, or Rn·
tenna coils. if the de-tuning effect i!I compensated for by
re-tuning the srnnir conden11er of the receiver.
The RF-lF 11ection is U!ll'ful for t"heckinir gain. distortien and noise in the R.F .. 01· l.F. portion!' of rl'C'eivers. It
enables one to mRke listening tc!lts at an:v point in the ret"eivl'r ahead of the deteC'tor. or to m11ke v~ual tests b)•
nH'lln11 of a cathode-ray 0<1cil101<cope. If higher audio outrmt ii: 1·equi1·cd than ill furni!'h('d hy the RF-IF channel,
the nuclio prod mav be inllerted in the pin-.iack at the riirht
nf thP RF-IF section, and th(' ~ ignnl amplified by pu~in11:
throuJ?h the amplifier in the "Audio" C'h11nnel. the ontpu.t
hcinl!' obtained from the outnut jack of the "A\ldio" C"h:mnel. The voltal!(e ranjle cnn h(' inrrea!'ecl by nluiririnll into
the pin jack. the tei;t prod of the El.ectronic Volti:ncte1· l\nd
oh!tf'ndriir fhe mctt'l of th(' Elcrtron1c Voltmeter in1<tead of
the inrlicatol' on the RF-IF M'ction itself.
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LINE CURRENT CHANNEL
The Line Current channel, at the bottom of the panel;
consists of a current transforme1·, a calibrated attenuator,
a diode voltmeler tube and an electronic indicator tube.
The circuit is shown in Figure 5.
This channel is automatically placed in operation when
the receive1· under test is plugged into the A. C. receptacle
at the left of the panel. A current transformer that conVe l'ts the 1 elatively high current at almost zero voltage
drop to a much highe r voltage, impresses this voltage
across the attenuator network actuating the diode voltmet c·
tube and the attached electroni.c indicator. The calibrated
resistive Amperes control provides the current reading directly, when the control is set to just close the shadow on
the indicator. The cunent range is from 0 .3 to 3 amperes
which will cover p1·actically any type of rece iver.
Where the name plate on the receiver indicates only
the wattage of the receive1·, the cunent that the receive!'
!<hould draw can be calculated approximately from the following formula: Current equals wattage divided by nine
tenths of the line voltage.

-fltut• 5-

••

The nine-tenths factor is used· because of the powe1·
factor of the average receiver. A close approximation,
which is much more convenient to use, is to divide Tated
watts by 100 to obtain line current in amperes or d<'cimal
fraction thereof.
ACCESSORIES
The most valuable accessory for use with the Analyst
is a high-quality h!'ad set of the high-impedance type . The
mol!'t ideal type is the crystal headset which has ve ry high
impedance and at the same time has much better fid elity
than the conventional mae-netic type. For this reason the
former type is highly recommended . The price is rdatively
low so the Serviceman should, if at all possible, obtain a
pair in order that he may get the best performance from
his Analyst.
The second useful accessory is a cathode-ray Oscillograph, but if the Se1viceman does not already have one , he
is hardly justified in purchasing one exclusively for the
benefit that he will &-et from its use in conjunction with
the Analyat. The high-quality headset is far more important and will give him much mo1·e' information about the
receivers under test than will the oscillograph except in a
few r11re cases.
An ohmmeter, which practically every Serviceman has,
jg practically a necessity in service work. Strictly speaking,
1t is not an accessory to be used with the Analyat, but jg
the one additional instrnment that mu ~ t be employ1 d to
find the faulty component in the receiver after the Analyat
has indicated that the trouble lies in a certain very 1·estricted part of the receive r .

Servicing with the MeissneT
TESTING ROUTINE
The Meissner Analyst is a powerful tool for the solution of se1·vice problems but for g1·eatest utility and maximum saving of time in diagnosing troubles in receivers, a
definite systematic method of u.e alaould be adoptecl.
Some successful servfrcmen attribute much of their
success to little extra precautions taken to show that tney
realize the value of the r eceiver in the o •es of their customers. One such practice 'is to return the r eceiver in a!I.
neat and clean a condition as possible with the expenditure
of a f ew moments with a dust cloth or a· vacuum cleaner.
If this, or other practices designed to promote repeat business are judged desirable, it is well to finish them first befo1e starting on the testing and repair routine so that whe n
the repair work is finished nothing fu1·ther need be done
that might accidentally disturb any of the adjustments
made on the receiver.
The most logical first investigation of a receiver concerns the source of energy to operate it, for without the
p t oper energy, no radio set can opuate properly.
The second step is to trace the signal, step by step,
until the fault is localized to a pa1·ticula1· section oi the
1·eceivcr.
The third step is to find the actual defective or abno1 mal ci1·cuit element and rep;tore it to its normal condition.
The fourth step, used by some S e rvicemen who guarantee .their work for a reasonably long period of time, is
to replace any itern which thei1· experience has shown them
is quite likely to fail soon m a set of that particular make
and age, or to replace any item that show signs of weakness kading to early failu1·e.
.
The fifth step is to align the receiver or make any
other obvious necessary adjustments to insure best performance for the maximum length of time.
POWER SUPPLY
In accordance with the above outline testing routine,
the power supply is tested first.
If the receiver is an AC model of the same frequency
and voltage as the Analyat the name plate of the receiver
should be inspected to d etermine the normal line current,
or normal watts input, while the A.nalyat is warming up.
The expected normal current, if not specified, can be
quickly estimated closely enough by dividing the rated
watts by 100. The "Amperes" control on the Analyst
should be set to a value approximately twenty percent
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higher than the expected normal current and the receiver
pQwer cord plugged into the power 1·eceptacle at the lower
left-hand corner of the panel. The recfive1· should be turned on, meanwhile watching the indicator tube in t he Line
Current channel.
If the indicator shado\¥ closes and thE' bright ai·eas in
the ind1cato1· tube overlap, the receiver is d1awing more
than normal current and probably has a defect eithe r in
the power supply itself, or in some pa1·t of the rf'ceiver
that is placing a heavy load on the powe1· supply. It is
hardly necessary to advise turning off the 1ect>iver immediately to avoid further possible ovel"load on the t ubes or
other components.
If the indicator .shadow chanites but little when the
receivE'r is turned on. the rec• ive1· is drawing much lei;."
than its rated powe1", which will usually m<'an either that
the rectifier tube ii!' burned out, dead or not making'. contac·t, or that thHe ii;: an opE'n circuit in the power supply.
Pe1·haps the speaker plug is n ot making contact. the speaker field or a filter choke may be open or some other
i;:imilar circuit interruption mav be reioponsible for the ::;mall
load on the power t 1ansfonner.
In the case of excei<sive current input a convenient
nuick check is to r emove the rectifil'r tube so that whl'n
the power is next tm·ned on , the only load on the power
trnnsfo1·mer will be the t11he filllment-i, dial lie:ht s and
ti·an1,tforme1· iron losses. Th<"se combined loads u::;ually do
not reach one-third of the full -load cu1rent. If then• should
be a short circuit in the power transformer, it is quite likely that the input current with the ro.;ctifie r r emoved will he
nearly equal to the normal current.
The most usual !or ation of tailu1·e is in the hiy.h-voltage winding itself. When this occurs, the two halves of
the high-voltage winding U!lually show decidedly unb11lanced
voltages. The suspected unbalance can be quickly checked,
using the Audio Ghannel in the Analyat to measure first
one 11ide of the high-voltai:-e winding, then the other.
The combination of high input-current with the rectifier or all tubes removed, and unbalanced high-voltae:e output is a imre indication of power transformer t1·ouhle. A
final chrck i11 1·erommenrled before removine: the powe ~·
transformer a11 defectiYe. In the final check, nil conl)ectioni;
from the power transformer to the 11et, excent the nrimary,
1<hould be disconnected. If the input current i• !!till E'XCes"ive with all connections open (except the primary), the
power transformer is defective. and must be replaced .
Tht're are onlv two conditions under whirh n ~ood
transformer with no load on any !lecondary winding can
draw exeessive primary current:
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1.

Operating on a frequency lower than that for which
the transformer was designed. As, for example, a
60-cycle transformer operating on 26-cycle current.
2. Operating on a line voltage considerably in ~xcess
of the voltage for which the transformer was designed, as for example, a 120-volt transformer operating
on 220 volts.
If the name plate on the receiver is read carefully
there should never be any mistake made because of either
of these conditions.
Io the case where a very low input current is drawn,
the rectifier tube should be checked for possible bume~
out filament, which is quickly done by visual inspection of
glass tubes to see if the filament is glowing or by feeling
the temperature of the metal envelope in the case of metal
rectifier tubes, or by testing the filament for contiuuit}' in
the usual manner.
In the case of a burned-out filament, it is lo~ical to
expect an unusually h1:avy load on the rectifier in the form
of a short circuit or other defect in some component thr.t
bas a relatively high voltage impressed thereon.
If the set has been idle for a long time before the defect developed, it is not unlikely that the electrolytic condensers have lost a latge part of their film formation, and
that excessive cunent was dl'awn from the rectifier in an
attempt to form the film up to the normal operating voltage of the condensers. This phenomenon is usuall} much
more pronounced in wet electrolytic condensers tha1: 1n the
dry type. The condition of the e)('ctrolytic filter Cvlldl.'l'!!;er
11hould be determined with a condenser test set or an ohmmeter (observing proper polarity) and condensers that
have lost most of their film formation should be replaced .
After checking the electrolvtic condenser, the entire "B"
circuit should be checked foa· a pos~ible short circuit by
measuring its resistance to ground with an ohm-meter. A
short circuit is immediately obvious from the meter indications, and can be hunted without endant;\'ering 'the new
rec.tifier ~ube if the. entire "B" circuit is rhecked carefully
whtle notmg the resistance from plus "B" to chas!!is.
When the current input is abnormally low, the rectifier tube mav have lost its emission and should be tested
or temporarily replaced with anothn tube known to be
good. ff the tube is good and still low input current is
drawn there is an open circuit in the "B" supply which
must be traced until the open circuit is founri anri corrected. In this testing, it is conveni£nt to use the Electronic
Voltmeter which is a part of the Analyat.
If the receiver is not AC operated, the powe1· source
should be checked in any manner approp! iate to the type
of power supplied.
SIGNAL TRACING
It has already been explained that the fundamental
idea in the use of the A.nalyat is to trace the signal through
a radio receiver to check its strength and quality at each
point at which the signal appears.
Starting from an antenna providing a program from
a local station or a signal generator providing a constant
note test signal, the operation of the antenna coil (on the
long-wave or broadcast band) can be checked by connecting the RF-IF section of the Analyat first to the antenna,
then to the high-potential side of the first tuned circuit
noting the difference in voltage at the two points:
'
Actually in making the above test, the voltage is
measured between chassis and grid and between chassis and
antenna. The ground clip of the Analyat is therefore attached to. the chassis of the receiver and the RF-IF prod
touched first to the antenna, the Attenuator and Multiplier
set to the lowest numbers to give greatest sensitivity to
the TRF amplifier and the dial tuned to pick up the siq:nal.
Resonance may be found either by listening with headphones in the output jack of the RF-IF channel or by observing the associated indicator tube. When the prod i~
first transferred to the high-potential side of the first tune:l
circuit, it will be ne<."essary, of course, to tune the. receiver
to t~e freQuency of the signal if that operation had not
previously been done. In a rapid test, the audible difference in output between the antenna and the first grid will
probably be an adequate indication of proper perform"ince
of the circuit but if more accurate information is desired,
the Attenuator can be sEt to just close the indicator tuhe
shadow durin~ .e~ch test and the Attenuator setting ob- •
served, and d1v1dmg the larger Attenuator setting by the
smaller will give the approximate stage gain.

In a TRF receiver this process is followed from the
first grid to the detectol', checking gain and quality at
each step.
In a superheterodyne, the same procedure is followed
up to the .&uxer gnd. in the very popular two-gang receive1s the first gnd is the Ivuxer grid and consequently only
one test at Rr' 1s possible. 11 the receiver has a th1·ee-gang
condenser, using "an Ri'' stage, the gain should be checked
from antenna to l<..f' grid and then to Mixe1· grid. Threegang receivers w1tnout an ltF stage employ a pre-selector
wn1ch may be analyzed either in one step or in two, which
ever seems most des1rable. Usually it will be found expediEnt to ana1yze tn1s circuit with only one step since there
is usually hitle that fails in a pre-selector circuit. If the
results look peculiar, the measurement of gam from the
antenna to tne first tuned circuit can be made to verify
any peculiar results found on the over-all measurement of
tne complete pre-se1ecto1· circuit. Superheterodynes with
four-gang conuenscrs are somewhat rare but can be
ana1yzed in a simuar fashion up to the Mixer grid.
In a TRF receiver, tne signal reaches the detector before changing its 11·eque11cy, alter wnich the signal is in
the audible nmge and ano1.ner part of the Analyat, the
Audio section, must be used for further analysis, but in a
superneterodynE, tne frtiquency of tne signal changes in
tne Mixer tuoe, coming out at inte1mtdiate frequency (if
at au) and this frequency is still in the range of the RF-IF
section of the Anatyat but at a different place on the dial.
The probe should be hdd on the first IF grid and the
RF-IF tuner dia1 anu range sw1,ch rotated to the approximaio f1 equency of the lr amviifier, if the frequency is
known, or the intermeJiatE t1·equency may be determined
by tuning until the signal 1s pic:ked up. In eith!!r case, the
tuning :;noutd be adJusteu for maximum response, and the
Attenuator on the RF-IP section aaJusted to give appropriate sensitivity. It is to be noted that in the output of
any Mixer the1e are at 1east tour frequencies, the signal,
the oscillator, the sum of the two an<l the difference between the lwo. Jf tne set 1s badiy out of alignment, one or
more of the undesired frequencii.s may be picked up. It is
well, consequently, to llsum to the signal selected, and to
observe its frequency to be su1e that the conect frequency
has bten selected. '!'he ampuf1cd signal (which is not the
desired signal) is easily recognized because it is picked up
at the same setting that was employed in testing the antenna. The oscillator is easily identified by its lack of
modulation and the sum frequency is usually so high that
it will not be found. The difference fi.equtncy, which is
the desired frequency, is the only frequency except the
~ignal frequency that is l.kely lo be picked up and that ha.
the aame modulation •• the aianal. Having properly adjusted the Analyat to the intermediate (diffea·ence) faequency,
the signal should be traced through the IF amplifier to the
second detector.
Should the signal fail to appeal' at the first IF grid,
the failure to appear may be due to a failure of the Mixer
to deliver any 11<' signal to the IF transfol'mer or because
it delive1s the wronc interme<.!iate frequency,' or because
a failure prevents the transformer from delivering the
signal. The simple tests to diagnose trouble in the Mixer
circuit are dii:cui\.~ed in the section on "Mixers."
If the Mixer and oscillator are functioning properly
and the input IF transformer is satisfactory as evidenced
by the presence of a . signal on the first IF grid, the signal
should be traced through the IF amplifier to the detector.
If the signal voltage can be ll'aced through the receivn to the second detector, the RF-IF and the Oscillator
sections of the Analyat have se1·ved their functions properly. Further tracing must be dnne with the Audio channel
of the instrument. The lalter portion of the instrument
consists of an attenuator, amplifier, and voltmeter tube as
described in the first par~ of this liook. With it, the signal
can be traced from the second detecter th1·ough all part.'1
of the audio system even to the voice coil. In some receivtffS it has heen found that the signal was clear and undistorted at the voice coil terminals, but the sound reproduced
by the speaker was badly distorted. The ability to trace
the signal right up to the voice coil thus quickly established
the fact that the trouble was not in the receiver at all but
happEned when the electrical impulses were converted into
sound by the speaker.
The above description of tracing a signal through a
receiver has pointed out a few of the troubles that might
occur, b 11t has not attemptf'd to describe any particular
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case of trouble and its method of solution because if the
Serviceman can locate the s ite of the trouble by finding
the place where the signal either disappears, gets weak, or
becomes noisy or distorted , it is assumed that the Analy1t
has perfo1·med its chief function. The location of the actual
circuit defect such as an open or short circuit, a leaky
condenst:r, a defective volume .control or the like is the
part of the operation where the Ser viceman must use hit
knowledge of circuit theory and of service failures to help
him locate the item. Obviously, all of the possible servicz
troubles, nor even a reasonably large percentage of them,
can be described in detail with examples given, but some
of the most common faults in each of the representative
ch-cuit elements are given in lhe following pages.
ANTENNAS
The perfo1·mance of an antenna can easily be checked
with the Analyat either as to its ability to pick up an adequate voltage of the desir~d ft equency, or as to the amount
of noise picked up. The RF- IF section of the Analyat, as
explained previously, is a three-gang TRF receiver (without antenna coil) but with an audio amplifier and output
meter (tuning indicator) attached. To obtain maximum
sensitivity in testing an antenna, the black-coded (Audio)
test lead is used to connect the antt>nna to the RF-IF section of the Analyst. The ground lead m11y be connected to
any convenient ground connection, or it may be left unconnected, in which case the power lines act as a ground
which is a very common practice when installing receivers. The tuning dial is then rotated to tune in the desfred station, and the Attenuator and Multiplie1· manipulated to just clo··e the indicator shadow if an accurate idea
of the signal strength is to be obtained. In some cases
where there is a strong station of undesired frequency in
operation when the t est is made, there m'ly. be modulation
of the desired signal by the strong undesired signal be·
<'RllFP. there is no ni·e~e'ection ahead of the fin1t tube in the
RF-IF test channel. U~ually thiil will not greatly interfere
with meas ·wemcnt · of pickup, however.
ANTENNA COILS
Antenna coils, of themselves, are rather simple devices, unless there are image-s uppression circuits incol'poratcd in them . Their causes of trouble are simple and easily
recognized. Their characte1 istics are sufficiently un iform
to permit easy r eco1rnition of a defel'tive unit. Their no1·mal gain in a household l'eceiver is from 3 to 10, and in
an auto radio, from 8 to 40, the latter high gains being
obtained from coils with low-impedance tvpe coupling
means such as a tap on the secondarv a few turns fro:n
the bottom en.d of the coil, or such a s the low-impedance
capacity-coupled type frequently refenecl to as "Hazeltine"
antenna coils.
The most common causes of antenna coil trouble are:
1. Burned out primaries due to lightning f.triking the
antenna or clue to the antenna falling across an uninsulated power line.
2. Broken leads from the windings to the lugs caused
by excessive vibration or by actual movemt>nt of the
lugs.
3 . High-resistance secondaries due to bl'oken strands in
Litz-wire windings, where used.
4. Shorted windings OI' lugs due to pool' placement of
leads during the manufacture of the coil, or due to
poo1· workmanship and inspection dul'ing the assembly
of the receiver, or due to fo1·ei~n metallic particles
lodging between lugs or bare conducto1·s causing the
short circuit.
The circuit may fail to perform properly due to conditions extemal to the coil such as the following:
1. A VC condenser open, thereby preventing the circuit
from tuning.
2. Shorted cathode by-pass condenser or other fault removinsr the bills from the tube thercbv pel'mitting
current to flow due to "Contact Potential" and putting a load on the tuned circuit.
3. Leakage or short circuits from grid to any other
element in the tube or to ground.
4 . Broken connection or defrctive l'ange switch interrupting the tuned circuit.
5. Shortt>d gang condenser or trimmer.
The Analy1t, a signal source, and an ohmmeter should "'
permit the rapid solution of any of the troubles listed
above
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It is important to l'ealize the difference between testing the antenna coil itself, and testing the coil with respect
to the puformance of the remainder of the l'eceiver. In
testing the coil without reference to the remainder of the
receiver, the RF-IF section of the A.naly1t is first tuned
accurately to the signal source when the prod is connected
to the signal source, and then when the prod is connected
to the tuned circuit, the receiver dial is tuned for maximum response on the RF-IF indicator tube, not for maximum responsl! from the receive1'. When the receiver
is tuned for maximum response, and the receiver is a
superhet, the oscillator and the IF system will determine
the tuning almost irrespective of the antenna coil performance, therefore if the oscillator coil is not tracking
well with the antenna coil, the latter coil will be as badly
mis-tuned as the oscillator is mis-tracked, and· a gain
measurement under such conditions will not do justice to
the possible pel"formance of the antenna coil.
TUBES
A considnation of the methods of testing the fil·st
tube in the receiver opens up the entire subject of tracing
signals through tubes of all types. There are a few fundamental ideas about tubes that, if well understood, will be
quite valuable in locating faults.
l. If a tube is wo1·king normally a reasonably exact
reproduction of any ~· oltage applied to the input of
the tube will be found across any impedance placed
in the plate circuit of the tube.
2. The repl'Oduced voltaJl,'e m a y be either greater 01·
less than the impressed voltage depending upon the
mutual conductance of the tube and the magnitude
of the impedance in the plate circuit to the impreued frequency.
3. If the impedance in the plate circuit is essentially
con!!tant over the frequency range of the impressed
siJ!'nals, the output frcquendes should bea1· the sami.>
relation to rnch other as the input frequencies bear
to each othel'.
4. If the impedance in the plate circuit changes radically over the frequt>ncy range of the input signals, the
output frequencies to which the plate impedance is
the hir{hest will show the greate s t amplification.
With the above• icleas in mind, it is obvious that if a
~ '~niil voltage i~ imol'essed on the grid of a tube, such as
the RF amplifier tube, a voltage at signal frequency mus~
appear at the plate of the tube if it is working.
Since this i.'I
true it is possible to definiteh' prnve whethH the failul'e
of an RF or IF trnns former to deliver output voltage is
clue to a defect in the transforme1· or wh ether the transfol'mc r is not 1·eceiving voltage at its primary terminals.
RF COILS
RF coils are very much like antenna coils in many re~pc cts and ·can be expect ed to have i<imila1· types of trouble
and 1·equh·e similar m ethods of checking. There is this qne
impol'tant diffe1·ence between antenna and RF ci1·cuits however: the gain of the antt nna coil is imlt•pendent of the
A VC voltage on anv tube, since th e gain is measu1·ed from
the antcnna to the first grid . Thus no tube is in cluded in
the mea~ured eircuit and thr gain of the circuit will not be
changed by the bias on the fi1·st tube (unless the tube loses
all of its bias and constitutes a load on the tuned circuit) .
In the case of the RF coil the m easurement is made
from the gl'id of the RF tube to the gnd of the next tubi>.
The measured circuit thc1·efore is influenced by the A VC
voltage on the tube included in the measu1·ed circuit. Fo1·
highei<t gain a weak signal should be employed so that the
A VC voltage is a minimum and the sensitivity is a maximum. Under these conditions the average gain of an RF
stage in a two-gang TRF receiver may be as high as 75. In
rrceivers of the same type but with more stagei; the gainper-stage is lower, dropping down as low as 25 in receivers
with four ganl!'s. Multi-band superheterodyne receivers may
have an RF stae:c-JPain even lower, and mav be as low as
ten. This low gain is chosen purposely so that the seni1itivity on the broadcast bane! will be about equal to or less
than the sensitivitv on the high-frequency bands. The reason for this choice is that there is a great deal more thermal noi~e J!'eneratt>d in the Broadcast-band antenna coil
than in the Short-Wave-band antenna coils and the receiver
may therefore be made more sensitive on the Short-Wave
bands than on the Broadcast band before internal set
noises limit the useful sensitivity.
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OSCILLATOR COILS
n'he conventional oscillator coil is a'l even simpler device than the average antenna or RF coil. The method of
checking the coil itself need hardly be explained. An ohmmeter is usually all that is necessary.
To prove that an oscillator is working, it is only necessary to touch the probe of t.he Oscillator channel of the
Analyst to the stator connection of the oscillator tuning
condenser, and at the same time, with the Attenuator set
for maximum sensitivity, the dial of the Oscillator channel
is rotated to see if any oscillator voltage is picked up at
any frequency within the range of the Analyat.
If a voltage is picked up, its frequency can be measured most accun1tely if the oscillator probe is placed not
on the stator connection itself but merely close to it, so as
to disturb the circuit least. When the oscillator prole is 10
placed, the pickup from the oscillator circuit may be so
low that the indicator S'hadow will not close completely
and, in fact, may give only a slight flicker as the tuning
dial is rotated through resonance, but enough indication
will be obtained to determine the oscillator frequency.
• Another method of checking for oscillation, but one
that gives no hint of the operating frequency, or a
method that may be used for checking oscillntors out
of the tuning range -of the Analyat, is to check the
yol~ge developed acr~ss the grid-leak of the oscillator,
if it has one. For thtg test the prod of the Electronic
Voltmeter channel is touched to the grid of the oscillator tube and the voltage measured. The isolating
resistor in the prod handle should preven • the measuring
circuit from having any influence on the oscillator unless it was in a very unstable condition on the border
line between operating and not operating. If this method
of testing is used it is always advisable to perform the
test in two parts. First, chtck the voltage across the
Strid-leak, then short-circuit the oscillator tuning condenser to observe that the voltage drops to zero when
the condent er is short-circuited, proving thr..t the voltage measured is actuallv caused bv the oscillation.
The fact that an os cillator wo.rks and delivers the
proper amount of output voltage docs not necessarily
mean that the oscillator circuit is free from trouble
It may be operating at 'lln incotTect frequencv due to
some fault in the paddinsr circuit, or in the swi tchinir ot
pads in multiple-wove recd vers. In hisrh-frequency oscillator circuits, the frequency is sometimes in<'orrect because a by-pass condense r has opened up, increasing the
length of conductor in the circuit which can cAuse quite
an appreciable effect when the frequency of the circuit
ia high enough, because a large part of the circuit inductance is in the leads themselves.
If the receiver ia operating properlv up to and
including the Mixer, the oscillator frequency should be
eQual to the 11um of the interme diate frequency plus the
input-signal frequency.
·
MIXERS
If a signal is traced to the mixer grid and yet
no signal can be picked up on the first IF grid, the
failure may he due to several causes.
1. The mixer tube may be defective or may be
inoperative due to absence of proper operating
voltages.
2. The oscillator may not be working.
3. The oscillator may be operating at the wrong
frequency, delivering an intermediate frequency
that will not pass the IF transformer.
4. The IF transformer may be defective.
The first condition may be checked easily by placing
the RF-IF probe on the plate connection of the mixer
tube and tuning the RF-IF channel to the signal frequency. Even though the plate circuit is not tuned to
that frequency, l!ome signal should be picked up. A lack
of voltage at signal frequency is fairly good evidence
that the tube is not amplifying, either because the tube
is defective, because there are aome open connections
to the tube, or because the set ia not supplying the
proper voltages to the tube. A new tube can be tried
to check the first idea, and the second and third ideas
can be checked with the "Electronic Voltmeter."
If a voltage at sijt?lal frequency is picked up in the
plate circuit of t~e tube, but no other voltave is found~
at any frequency, it is quite likely that there la no
oscillator voltaee beinir injected Into the Mixer either by

internal coupling, ns in the case of pentagrid or composite oscillators, or from a separate oscillator tube as
in the case where the1 e is no oscillator action within
the . mixer tube. In the former case, the oscillator is
obviously not working, while in the latter case the oscillator ~ay be working but some circuit fault may be
preventing the oscillator voltage from being injected into
the Mixer. In the latt£r case, the oscillator should be
checked, as described in the section on Os.:illntors.
If a voltage is found at a frequency that does not
correspond to the intermediate frequency of the receiver,. the oa~illator is w_orking at the wrong frequency
producing a s11rnal that will not pass the IF transformer.
Jn such a case the oacillator is mis-tracked, perhaps due
to a natural drift in the oscillator padding or trimming
condensers, ·Or because of a fnilure in the paddinir circuit
either by a shorted padding condenser if the frequency
is b_elow the normal intermediate fnquency, or by a
partially open condenser if the frequency is hiirher than
the normal intermediate frequency.
If a voltage is picked up at the proper intermediate
frequency at the plate of the mixer tube and no voltage
11pnears at the first IF grid the transformer is obviously
defective.
I. F. TRANSFORMERS
I. F. Transformers may be divided into the followine
general classes: untuned, single-tuned, double-tuned,
triple-tuned, discriminator, band-expanding and special
transforme1s that have some feature peculiar to themselves to accomplish some special purpose. A few examples of the latter tvpe are transformers with taps to
reduce the impedance connected into the plate circuit
of a tube, or with a tap to reduce the voltage output.
or transformers with one or more extra windings, un·
tuned but closely coupled to a tuned circuit to accomplish the isolation of the low side of a circuit carrying
I. F. voltage, 110 that delayed A VC mav be obtained or
some other special feature accomplished.
'
All the above transformers serve the purpose of
presenting to the plate cil'cuit of one tube, an impedance
appropriate to develop output voltage across this impedanc and to tral"sfer some of these voltages to the next
tube. The band-width of frequencies passed on to the next
tube is a function of the amount of selectivity in the
circuit or circuits coupled to the primary.
The troubles likely to occur in IF transformers are
verv much like those that can occur in RF coils and the
method of checking the cfrcuita is quite similar. It is
again the proce1t11 of tracinl!.' the signal until the point
is discovered where tre voltage disanpears, gets weak,
becomrs distorted or become!< noisy. The normal gain for
input TF trantformers converting from RF voltage on
the grid of the Mixer to IF voltage on the grid of the
first tF tube varies with the design of the receiver from
20 to 100 but may varv evrn outside these limits in
s ome design!I. Output IF transformers for sets with
onh• one IF 11tnge ui>ually have gain from IF 30 ~
modulated at the lallt IF 1rrid to audio signal at the
rletertor output of 50 to 100. ·in makinv: these tests, as
in the <'Pse of RF stage nin , thP signals must be weak
enoul!.'h that the A VC ill inoperative or the A VC circuit
!!hould be blocked while the measurements are being
made.
The mo!!t likely trouble with IF transformers Is
electrolytic corrosion of ~he primarv winding. This is
narticularly true in damp climates and in receiver11 having
little heat dissipation. such as battery-operated receivel'll
ui<inv 2-volt or 1.4-volt tubes and obtaining their "B"
supplv from battnie11.
Noi11y IF transformers are frequently the warning
th11t fa ilure due to corrosion is about to take place but
this condition is not always true.
A. V. C.
When a service oaciilator is available, the AVC
action of the receiver should be checked since sometime!
the trouble in a receiver can be caused by a failure in
that circuit. With the genuator connected to the antenna and ground terminals of the receiver, the Electronic Voltmeter should be connected to each grid in
turn in the RF or IF sections of the receiver and the
A VC voltav:e measured at each ~rid at various inputaignal lenla. Since there is no hard and faat rule that
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can be set down concerning the number of tubes con·
t1 ollt>J in n rec11iver, or the percent of available A VC
voltage appli<:J lo each tube, the only general statements that can be mac.le are the following :
1. In a nceiver with one IF stage it is the usual
practice to apply full A VC voltage to the IF,
:'ttixer and RF tube (if any) . Sets having composite oscillators u:sually have no A VC on the
Mixer (composite oscillator) .
2. In 1t•ceivers with two IF stages it is frequently
the p..actice to apply only a portion of the available A VC voltage to the second IF tu he. This
portion is ui>ually one-half or one-third. In some
receivl•t"s of this type no A VC voltage is applil'd
to the lost IF tube.
3. Jn high·fr('quency receivers, or on the h i g h e r
frequ e n<'y bands of multi-wave receive1·~ the A VC
voltage is frequently removed from the Mixer
circuit.
TESTING SHORT WAVE OPERATION
The Analyst contain::; equipment for cnecking the
antenna and RF portions of a Broadcast receiver or the
lfroaclcast pot tion::; of a multi-wave receiver, but it does
not have facilit il•s for checkin~ the RF section for s hortwave operntion. A device i~ provided, however, for
checkin~ the operation of the short-wave oscillato1· up
to 15,000 kc. rr. lhe set does not function on sho1 t
waves, the o:_.cillator is working p1·operly over its entire
Tange, ancl tf'sts on the Broadcast band indirate that the
reet·ivcr is wol'king properly O\'ei-ail on that band, it il<
ohviou~ that the failul'e on Sho1·t Waves must be uhrnd
of the mixer tube. With the trouble localized to that
exf C'nt, it should be relatively simple to locate the actual
clef•ct.
INTERMITTENT OPERATION
The Analyst is pal ticul:u·ly adapted to solving the
troubles that exist in 1·eceivers that are mfermittently
op~rative, that is , receive1·s that "cut out" for no appal'ent reason. If suvicing is attempted by the ordinary
methods. the me1·e connection of test insti·uments frequ ently restores the set to its normal opernting condition
nnd many hours of effort are sometimes necessary before it is possible to locate the faulty unit.
By means of the Analyst, which has five indicatol'S
to check the performance of the receiver at as mnny
s trall•gic points :;imultuncously, it is pos."ible to localize
thf' fault to a cc>l'tain po1·tion of thP receiver thP firat
time that the signal fades.
Fil!'ure 6 shows a block dingrnm of a conventional
i:uperhderodync receiver and the points where the vnrious channels of the Analyst are normally connected for
thl' first test on an intermittent receiver.
Figure 7
show!'I , in a 1drnilar type of diagram, the most lof!ical
11l11ces to connect the indicators to a conventional TRF
n·«cive1·.
The controls can be set so that all four indi<'11tor
!tluulows just close and the Voltmeter reads the A VC
voltage. Then, if a fault occurs, the appearance of
some, 01· all, of the indicators will change, indicating tlw
pol'tion of the receiver in which operation is not normal.
In other words, all of the necessary test instruments itre
connected to the receiver before the fault occul'i:; so th11t
they may be observed during the faulty operation of th~
receiver without disturbinlt the set. Formerly the clisturbance occasioned by connecting test inRtrument.<1 frcqllently restored normal operation, and stopped any
RF

Signal
generator

chance of finding the defective part until the next fade.
which time again the process of testing may have
l'Cstored nol'mal operation making it virtually impoaible
lo find the defective part except by sheer good luck or
by the expenditure of n prohibitive amount of time.
If the last indicatol' that shows normal sign.al, anJ
till' fil st indicator that shows abnormal signal, are sep·
m atcd hy :oeverul circuits or staire11, it is usually possible
to attach the tc~ t prnds to point::; closer togethe1· for the
sc<'ond test lo restrict the part of the rect?i,·er under
test so that on the "econtl fade the- defective pa1·t can
ht• located mol'c cloi;ely. Sometimes a third opt?ration is
po~sihle, nart owing down still mo1·c the region that mu~t
bt clos£•ly inspC'<'tl'cl for the faulty unit, but U!'IUally the
rej.!ion is so rcstl'icted hv the ~cconcl test that it is a
simple matte1· to locate the defective part.
The points to which the indicatol's are connected
fn1· the second tl'st will occur nalUl'allv to the Serviceman after ohse1·ving which indicators ·~bowed abnormnl
l'ignal in the first test.
Ill

NOISE
Noise in a radio rec,•1ver mav come from any one
of the following sourt'es and perhaps more:
J . Noise in tht tian"mitlcd program, which is vt•ry
rare except for undesired hum that often accompi:nies the use of tcmporanr lines to connect nn
outi;ide pickup to the studio. This is especially
likE"ly to happen if a storm has disrupted the
normal line se1·viN'.
2. Noise picked up on the antenna with the !:ii!nnl.
Such noi!<e is gl.'nerall.v locally produced by sparking electricnl equipm!'nt such as elevator control
panels, X-Ray t quipment or diathermy machilws.
Occasionally static prenerated b:v heavv bl•lts on
rotating machinery m:iy cause trouhle hut usually
the 11tmospheric conditions must be ex:ictl~· rii?"ht
for the prnduC'tion of enough electricity to he
ohjectionnbl". Smoke and dust preC'ipitators and
ozone grnerntors f1equentlv p1·oduce consitler11hle
interference if the antenna is close enough to such
sources.
3. Noh>e volt11'!.-s m::w be strong on the line supplying
power to the radio set. ancl since mnny receivers
11se no ground connection hut 1·elv on thl• powel'
lines to prnvide a ground connC'ction, irny noises
on the line arrivinir al thl' 1·eceivl'r trnvel throu11:h
the primary of the antenna coil out onto the
antenna nnd p1·oduce · in thr receiver almost as
much noi!'e as if th<> noisP hnd originatC"d in the
nntC'nna and traveled thrnugh the conventional
pnth to A"l'OUnd.
4. :"foise of therm<\] ntritation is produced in the
('oncluctors of all the lunecl circuits, but onlv that
pl"Oducecl in the first circuit is ulluully of an~·
il'l}portnnce since the noi!<e producl'd at thnt point
has the maximum amount of amplification followinl!' it. The first, :ind in !lome cases the second
tuhe. produces so much noise that the noise con·
tribution11 of thl' second ancl succeeding tuned
circuits can usually be neglectrd. It i!I only when
listening to verv weak signal" that this type of
noise is bothersome. It is this noise that limits
the ultimate useful sensitivitv of a receiver.
Occasionally a rec< iver will give evidence of
this kind of noise and will ~ive a weak respom:1•
on a strong local station. When thh: occurs it
ii; quite certain th11t there is l'IOmP. i11terruption of
the signal that prevents the receiver !rom ucJivp1·-
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ing a normal signal to the first grid, or even to
the second grid (in receivers with high s1:nsitiv1ty).
Noise may be actually generated in the receiver
by high-resistance kakage paths across higl\impedance tuned circuits. This leakage may be
inside of a vacuum tube or may be across any
piece of low-grade insulation that happens tu be
Ic,cated in a strategic place .
Noise may be generated by some 'lf the more
common agencies such as loose welds in the tubes,
loose connections in the receivet'. or niay even be
genernted by such agencies as ttre voice coil of
the speaker short-circuiting to the poll:! pict·e as
it vibrates. High powered receivers have even
been .seen to generate sparks in the air-gap of
the speaker as the voice coil rubbed against t'hc
pole piece with one side of the circuit purpos.?ly
grounded because of certain design considerations.
Noise may be generated sometimes only wht>n
some part is in motion, ns a tuning condenser that
is barely i;hort-circuiting as it is turned, the waveband switch may have dirty contac~. the wipen;
on the condenser shaft may b... dirty. 01· on a
sensitive rl'ceiver, the motion of somf! parts in
the drive may generate noise by intermittent contact in much the same way as a screwdriver point
drawn lightly over the chassis of a s•m~itive r•~
ceiver will generate noises thl.\t are rea~onahly
loud if the se t is operating at maximum sensitivity.
In testing the receiver for noise, the same
signal-tracing procedure is followed as in the case
of checking a signal, but in this case the receiver
is tuned to no stath•n so that the noise may be
heard most stronsrly. The point in the set at
which the noise fir ~ t makes its appearance can
easily be found and appropriate steps takrn to
remedy it.
In the case of a strong hum on all stations in
place of an in term it tent crackling noise, it may
be necessary to make the test with the rcceive1·
tuned to some station because the hum modulation
may not occur without the presence of a carrier.

DISTORTION
Distortion can occur in almost any tube in a re~c iver .
It is usually confined, however, to the stages
working at relatively high levels such as the diode driver
tube, the detector or the power output tubes. The place
whe1·e the distortion occurs can casilv be found bv careful listening with the aid of the appropriate section of
the Analyst in exactly the same fashion as tracing a
:o:i1mal through th<' set to check for appropriate gainper-stage. If an oscillograph nnd a sig-nal generator are
available, the constant tone and wave shape of the signal
from the signal generator may be applied to the input
of th~ receiver and the oscillog:raph may be used in
conjunction with. the appropriate channels of the Analyst
to check the wave l'lhaoe at each tube in the receiver.
This method is particularlv recommended to those Snvicemen who have little abilitv to recor:nize distortion 01·
who may have defective hearing. In such cases it will
be neccs.~iuy for the Serviceman to h<tve 1<omeone with
keen hearinl?' listen to a si1mal that looks mildlv distorted
on the oscillograph and obtain some iclea of how badlv
dii;torted a wave may be before it sounds objectionable
to !'lome on~ with good hC"aring.
Three of the most likely causes of distortion are
listecl licre below :
I. Leaky coupling condensers in the audio circuit decrea!"e the normal bias of the tube whose grid is
connectecl to the defective condenser. In some
cases the leakaire is Jarsre enough to make the
f(Tid actually positive which will make the ouality
very bncl and in manv cnses will quickly ruin the
tnhe, espeC"inlly if the tube is an output tube.
The exrt>ssive current drawn :may damnl!'e the rectifier tube or powcr transformer as well.
.
2. An open fixed tone-control condenser in the pl11te
<'ircuit of a pentode output tube will allow tht>
harmonics generated in the tube to be t'f'T>roduced
in accentuated amount causing a particularly objcct;onable tyoe of distortion.
3. At high l'tignnl levels, reccivt>rs having a diode detrrto~ may !<how h<1d distortion at the diode or at
the plate of the diode driver tube because of the

inability of the tube to drive the d iode when operating with high A VC voltage. The remedy in
many cases is to divide the A VC voltage and
apply to the doide driver tube only one-third to
one-half of the available voltage.
SPECIAL CIRCUITS
In receivers employing separate A VC amplifier or
detectors for the purpose of supplying amplified or delayed A VC action, the process of tracing the signal is
no different than in the conventional receiver, except
that the1·e is the additional branch circuit to trace.
In receh~ers employing AFC there 1s almost always
a switch to place the set in conventional operation in
which state it is as easy to. trace the progress of the
signal as in the standard type of receiver. Having proven
the opention of the circuit satisfactory in the conventional anangement, it is then easy to check the action
of the AFC circuit.
Receivers employing "Q" or noise-suppression circuits can be u·aced thrnugh at rdatively high signal
inputs so that the suppression circuits are sure to be
unlocked if working properly, and then the action of
the suppression circuit may be checked by means of
the B1ectronic Voltmeter as the signal level is changed
permitting the suppression circuit to operate.
ALIGNMENT WITH THE ANALYST
For alignment purposes, the Analyst can be conv1:nient1y used eitner with a calibrated test oscillator or
with a re~eived signal of known frequency. If the receiver to be aligned is of the TRF type and has merely
drifted out of adjustment it will probably have enough
S('nsitivity to operate the speaker when the signal is fed
into the antenna and ground terminals of the receiver.
In such a case, the Audio prod is connected to some convenient point in the audio system furnishing audio voltage, and the Audio channel used as an output meter.
The receiver is then aligned in the conventional manner.
If the receiver is quite far out of adjustment or if
no signal is available strong enough to give output from
the speaker for nlignm1:nt purposes, the RF-IF section
of the Analyst may be used in the following manner:
Set the receiver dial to indicate the frequency of the
station or signal used for alignm£nt. Set the gain controls on the RF-IF channel for maximum sensitivity.
CQnnect the prnd of the RF-IF section to the plate
of the first tube in the receiver and tune the RF-IF
amplifier to the frequency o! the desired station. The
&ntenna t1 immer is then adjusted for maximum signal.
The prod may then be moved to the second plnte circuit
and the second grid circuit aligned. This' procedure may
be followed as far al! ncccs~ary, reverting to the Audio
channel as an output meter if more convenient.
If the receiver is a superheterodyne the RF-IF
probe should be clipped to the plate of the mixer tube,
the receiver dial set to the known frequency of the
signal used (i;omewhere near 1400 kc or any othel' frequency specified by the manufacturer as the alignment
!rcquencv), tt>e Analyst tuned to the same frequency,
the oscillator blocked by snort-circuiting its tuning condenser, and the antenna and RF trimmers, if any, adjusted for maximum responr.e. The RF-IF channel should
then be tuned to the intermediate frequency specified
hy the manufacturer, the short-circuit removed from
tht> os<"illator tuning condenser and the oscillator trimmer adjusted until the !!ignnl in the RF-IF channel is
maximum. The Analyst is then tuned to a signal near
600 kc when the prod is connected to the antenna. The
prod is then moved to the mixer plate, the oscillator
~topped and the receiver tuned for maximum response.
.The ~alyst is then set to the same intermediate freouency as befo1·e and the oscillator padding condenser
adjusted for maximum response i.n the Analyst. Since
the 600 kc adjustment changes the 1400-kc adjui;tment
slightly, it is wise. to readjust t}\e trimmers at 1400 kc .
By followin11: the •above pr<>cedure it is not necessary to
rock the gang condenser while adjusting the padding
condenser.
Tre IF amplifier is then aliirned by adiusting the
input-IF trimmer with the prod of the RF-IF tuner on
'the nlate of the first IF amplifier. If the set has two
IF !.ta11:es, the prod is then moved to the second-IF plate
nnd the i;ccond IF transformer trimmed. The Audio
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prod is attached to any convenient point in the audio
system for adjustment of the output-IF amplifier.
AC-DC RECEIVERS
In normal operation, on an AC receiver, the ground
clip of the Analyst is attached to the chassis of the
rec• iver and · permitted to remain there during the entire testing of the receiver. When AC-DC receivers are
tested it must be remembered that the operating circuits
or the receiver are not isolated from the line and therefore the Analyst cannot be connected to the chassis or
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the minus "B" connection in the receiver and at the
same time rest on a grounded metal table without excessive danger of trouble. If all parts of the work bench
and the floor are of insulating material or of DRY
wood and there are no grounded objects around such as
a rndiator or sink, it is reasonably safe to use the
Analyst on AC-DC sets with the same facility as on
straight AC sets, but it would be unquestionably better
practice to use a well-insulated one-to-one ratio isolalating transformer to supply power to the Analyst and to
the AC-DC recei'ler.

PERIODIC ADJUSTMENTS
As in almost any electronic instrument, an occasional adjustment is necessary to assure its greatest accuracy. Instructions are givc:n below for making the
necessary adjustments to keep the Meissner Analyst always at peak efficiency.
The Electronic Voltmeter circuit, once properly adjusted, will hold its adjustment for Jong periods o! time.
lf, however, it becomes necessary to replace the 6C5
voltmeter tube, a shght re-adjustment will be necessary
to assure the greate:;t accuracy.
The Electronic Voltmeter has two adjustments, the
Zero Set on the front panel, and the Voltmeter Sensitivity Adjustment at the rear of the chassis. The simph:st method of adjustmt•nt is as follows:
With the Rungi! Selector set for the 5-0-5 volt
scale, adjust the Zero Set for zero reading on the
meter ant! apply the prod to a knowu vol~"l~e of 4 to 5
volts. This volt.age may conveniently be a 4 lh-volt "C"
battery whosl' voltage has been previously measured with
a couventional 1000-ohms-per-volt me tel. If the meter
docs not indicate the concct voltage, adjust the control
on the rear of the chassis until 1~ does. Remove the
prod from the battery and re-adjust. the Zero Set control
!or zero meter reading. Fo1· greatest accuracy, this
procedure should be repeated several times, adjusting
the Sensitivity Control on the rear of the chassis with
the prod on the battery, then adjusting the Zero Set
control with the prod removed from the battery. This
is advisable because each of these controls has some
effect on the other.
The Voltmeter, once adjusted on the lowest scale,
is subject to further small errors on the higher scale$
bec.ause of the tolerance on the resistors making up
t h e multipliers. Even with the error3 cau~ed by
slight deviation of the multiplier resistors from their
tht•oretically cont>ct values, the voltage .values read on
high-impedance circuits are usuall:M; a great deal more
accurate than with an absolutely accurate meter of
1000-ohms-per-volt resistance connected in the same!
place. The latter instrument would load llif high-impedance circuit so heavily that the meter would not
give indications reprrsenting operating circuit conditions
but would read the disturbed condition caused by the
voltmeter loadmg.
Greater accuracy on the multipliers is possible with
wire.wound resistor~ hut the cost is prohibitive when
rc~i~tances of such high value as ten mej!'ohms are used.
The Oscillator st>ction is operative without adjustment but has trimmer condensers so thae-... each range
may be made to indicate the frequency to which the
oscillator section is tuned. Since the frequency of a
11ignal is sometimes the only evidence of trouble in a
receiv<:r, it is wi!'e to adjust calibration as accurately as
possible. Signal generators. that have been in use for
some time should not be relied upon to be correct in
frequency, but should be checked for nccurncy before
being used as frequency standards for adjusting tt\e
calibration of the ANALYST.
The range switch should next be set to the proper
band, the black test cable should be plugged into the
O!!cillator input jack, the prod connected to the output
terminal of the signal generator and the ground lead
from the ANALYST connected to the ground post of
the signal generator. The attenuator should be turned
counterclockwise, tht!> dial and the signal generator should
be set to the proper calibrating frequency and the corresponding trimmer on the small coil adjusted for minimum shadow angre. I! the generator output is more
than enough to close the shadow, the attenuator should
be adjusted so that the eye nearly closes, since a narrow

shadow angle promotes accuracy of adjustment. The
aligning frequencies and trimmer positions are given
below.
CALIBRATING
TRIMMER
BAND
FREQUENCY
POSITION
l
12.0 MC
Bottom
2
4.0 MC
Middle
3
1.4 MC
Top
The black tPst IPad is used in the operation above
to get enough sensitivity to operate from the signal
generator. Ordinarily when checking the voltage from
an oscillator tube, the brown test lead should be used.
The RF-IF channel requires practically the same
accuracy in frequency calibration as the Oscillator section. Accordingly, a signal generator should be used
in adjusting the RF-IF channel so that it has an accurate
frequency calibration.
The connections from the signal generator to the
ANALYST are the same as for thP Oscillator adjustment
except that the cable with the red tracer is used and
is plugged into the input Jack of the RF-IF test panel.
The RF-IF tuning assembly consists of a three stage
TRF amplifier without an antenna coil and is aligned
tn exactly the same manner as a TRF receiver.
The range switch should be set to the desired
range, the RF-IF tuning knob and the signal generatot
set to the proper aligning frequency and the trimmen
adjusted for minimum shadow angle on the RF-IF tuning
indicator. The trimmers are reached through holes in
the coil shield. The isolated holes at one edge of the
unit are for band l trimmers, the center holes for band
2 and the remaining holes are for band 3. The aligning
frequencies are listed below:
BAND
ALIGN AT
1
200 KC
2
530 KC
3
1400 KC
As the aligning progresses and sensitivity improves,
the attenuator and multiplier should be adjusted to keep
the indicator shadow angle very narrow, thereby obtaining greatest sensitivity of indication.
In order to calibrate the Line Current indicator with
the g1·eatest precision, an accurate AC ammeter is necessary, but since the normal power consumption of most
i·eceivers is not accurately known, the necessity for extreme accuracy is less urgent on this calibration than
on some of the other calihrations. Therefore if an AC
ammeter is not available, the calibration can be made
with acceptable accuracy by setting the calibrating controls when a soldering iron of known power input or a
lamp of known wattage is connected to the power socket
in the ANALYST. The current drawn by any resistance
load such as a lamp or soldering iron is quickly determined by dividing watts by line volts; for example,
a l 00 watt soldering iron at 115 volts draws 100 divided
by 11 ll or .87 amp. approximately.
Check the arc or rotation of the line current pointer.
It should stop exactly at the last line at the high-current
end of the travel. If it does not do so, it should be so
adjuRted.
Set the pointer to indicate the current being drawn by
the load, whether radio set, lamps, soldering iron, or what
not. The value of current either being measured on an
AC ammeter or calculated as described above.
Adjast the line current calibrating control at the
r bottom and rear of the chassis until the tuning indicator
- shadow just closes.
The audio channel requires no calibration or adju11tment.

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS
FOR OPERATION OF THE
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SIGNAL CALIBRATOR
''Thi.J <alibrator is prestnted in this ma"11al only as a 11eneral g11idt in the ronstrurtio11 of Amateur Gear. The esu11tial parts
which are at•ailable from ThortLuon-Meissner are mar/red • 011 the diagram.''
The rules of the F. C. C. prov!de
that the licensee of an amateur station shall provide tor measurement
of the transmitter frequency and establfah procedure for checking It regularly. The measurement-"shall be
made by means independent of the
frequency control ot the transmitter
and ehall be of sufficient accuracy to
assure operation within the frequency
band used."
Since It Is known that most receiver
calibrations cannot be relied upon
wl~h suftlclent accuracy to satisfy the
Comml111lon requirements, and since
moat operators are not content to
work well within the band, but prefer
rather to work close to the edge of
the band, a device of high accuracy
Is required to satisfy both the amateur's desire to be near the edge and
the Commls11lon's requirement that
operation be confined within the frequency band used.
The Me183ner
Signal Calibrator ls a device that answers not only the requirement or
marking the edges of the main amateur bands accurately, but marks also
the edgea of the phone sub-bands and
provides markers every 10 kc so that
Interpolation may be used with conlldence to llnd the frequency of any
1tatlon within, the band. since the
frequency markers are spaced at surllclently close lnterval1 to virtually
eliminate the curvature of the tuning
curve a1 a coiltrlbutlng factor to errors In frequency meaeurement. Only
one amateur band edge ls not accurately marked. the low frequency edge
of the 160 meter band, but marken
are proTlded at a separation of only 6
ll:c aboTe and below thle edge (1716
kc) 10 that even this band edge can
be determined with a high degree of
precl1ion.
The frequency 1tat1dard 11 & aiherplated quarts bar clamped between
ll:nffe edges.
Thu rather expen1ln
con1tructloa 11 uMd ln preference to
the more conventional pressure type
or air-gap type of crystal hoider In
order to avoid frequency modulation
of the cry1tal due to the vibration
or the chaule as the various switch
button• are operated. An a1r-4lelectrlc conden1er I• connected acro91 the
cryatal to permit the frequency of
01elllatlon to be 1blfted o't'er a range
of about 16 cycle1 either 1lde of exactly 100 ltJlocyelu.
The 60-kc aeries of harmonica 11
o)tained from a mult!Yibrator controlled by the 100-kc bar. Ila frequency 11 exactly one-half of the cry•
tal frequency, and therefore It bu
the same percentage accuracy of calibration u the cry1tal.
The 10-kc series of harmonic• l•
, obtained from a 1econd multlYlbrator
circuit, controllelf by the 60-kc multi-

vibrator, which generates a series of
harmonics at 10-kc Intervals, all as
accurate In frequency as the l<TO-kc
crystal.
An amplifier, consisting of two
stages of 1852 television amplifier
tubes, le u1ed tor the purpose of providing etrong harmonics of 10 kilocycles up to at lea.at 30 megacycles
and as a means of Introducing modulation without disturbing the multi·
vibrators or causing frequency modulation of the crystal.
Modulation Is accomplished by
placing a 60-cycle AC voltage on the
suppreHor grid of one of the ampltller
tubes.
Controls are proTlded to regulate
the gain of the output amplifier and
the amount of modulation.
A puah-button ewltch baa been provided to conveniently change from
one 1erlee of harmonlc1 to another
merely by prenlng the dealred button
No damage can result If two or more
buttons are pressed a!multaneously.
The Slgna.l Calibrator la tested and
sold with a proper set of tubes In
place.
It ts recommended that at
least the multlvlbrator (6N7G) tubes
be left in their proper sockets. It the
tubes are Interchanged, lbe multlvlbrator may require readjuatlng since
they are uaed In a manner not covered
by the usual production Inspection ot
tubes.
More variation may be expected of tubes In the multlvlbrator
clr~ult tha11 In normal amplifier service. Complete Instruction• are given,
hoYiever, for adjusting the device
should IL get out or adjustment accidentally or requfre replacement of
tubes.
The tube complement 11 as follow1:
6K8 crystal oscillator. ISK7 bulfer
ampllder, 6N7G 50-kc multlvlbrator,
6N7G 10-kc multlYlhrator, 2-1862 output ampl1Jler1, 6X5G recttller.
ACCURACY

The Melnner Sign.al C.Ubrator t1
capable of extreme accuracy lt prop.
erly adju1ted and If u1ed at the proper temperature. The 01clllator circuit
ueed with the cry1tal 11 one that la
practically Independent of llne-Toltage lluctuattolll; therefore, the charactert.Uu of the srY•tal ltaelf largely
d'termln• the 1tabll1t1 of Ute anlt.

.

Since tlae cry1tal baa a 1mall temperature characterl1llc, the equipment 1hould be und at u near con1tant temperature a.a po11lble, or It
1hould be calibrated under the t.emperatare «>f uff It the eculpment ma1t be
uHd under utren:t.. of beat and cold.
Ample Tentllatlon makes the actual
1hfft In frequency during the warmup period Tery amall and the warm-up

period short. For a high degree of
accuracy It 111 recommended that the
warm-up period be at least Ii hour.
The ultimate accuracy depends
upon lbe accuracy with which the
Sign.al Calibrator Is sel to zero beat
with a good 11tandard of frequency.
Visual methods ot checking the IM!at
note are recommended becauce such
methods are senaltlve to dllferences ot
a rractlon of a cycle per second 'Wherf!aa audible methods of comparison are
usually not eenaltlve to closer than
10 cycles or more, depending upon
conditions and upon the hearing of
the operator.
FREQUENcY STANDARDS

Since any highly precise standard
of frequ1mcy must be adjusted under
actual service conditions If maximum
accuracy ls to be obtained, the Slgna1
Calibrator should be adjusted after
being placed In operation.
There are numerous standard•
against which it may be adjusted, the
most common of which Is a broadcasting station. With the 10-kc serlee
or harmonics from the Signal Calibra·
tor available, It Is possible to use any
American broadcasting station as a
frequency standard since all of them
operate, at the present time, on frequencies that are Integral multiples
or 1 o kilocycles.
With this wide choice of stations
there naturally comes the question of
which stations are the be!il to use as
frequency standard:;. It Reems a safe
rule to assume that the highest-powered stations have the best equipment and consequently maintain the
greatest accuracy of frequency. but
this Is only an assumption that should
be verified before being used. Actually the beat standard or frequency
against which to adjust the Slpal
CaHbrator Is the Standard Frequencv
Service broadcaat frequently ( almo11t
dally) by the Burea\I of Standards
Station WWV at Waahlngton, D. C.
This station baa a schedule of transmissions on Tarlous frequen cies so
that the user of a Signal Calibrator
should be able to pick up at least one,
If not several of the standard frequencies broadcast regardle11 of hi• location.
The 1chedule ot tran1ml11lon
may be checked agaln1t the publl1hed
data on WWV In QST Magar:lne.

THE CIRCUIT
The circuit of the 8fcn.al CaUbrater
11 shown In Fl1. 1. In thl1 diagram
the Tarlou1 part1 of the circuit are
segregated to facllltate under1tandln1 It.
The 01clllator, 1hown on the left
aide of J'lg. 1, 11 extremely stable
agaln1t frequency TariaUon1 h1d•ce4
b)' llne-Toltaae change• or agatut
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SIGNAL CALIBRATOR
Crr1tol
01clllatot

Buffer
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changes caused by the reaction of circuits following the oscillator.
Ita
principle uncontrolled variation 1:1
caused by lem•erature changes Influencing the cryatal lt.>elt. Its only
controlled change In frequency Is effected by 11hlttlng the capacity of a
small air- dielectric condenser that Is
connected In parallel with the crystal
for that purpose.
The bu!Ter ampllller, shown next to
the oscillator portion of the circuit
serves the purpose of providing satisfactory selection of the 100-kc funda mental and suppres , lon of the undll ·
sired harmonics so that the followlnK
multlvlbrator circuit may have .l.
wave of c-ood shape to control Its frequenc y
Setting the adjustments In
theJr mld-polnt gives reliable stable
operation.
The circuit ot the 50-kc multlvlbrator la shown In Figure 1 next to
the butter ampllller. Examination of
the circuit will show It to be of convent:onal type The frequency adjustment Is made by varying the capacity
or the coupling conden11ers . The control voltage 13 Injected In aeries with
the lo·w end of both grid leaks.
The fundamental circuit of the 10kc mulllvlbrator Is similar to that or
the 50-kc. The unus ual feature of
both multlvlbrators Is the method of
coupling them togethe\.
A mutual
inductance In series with the plate
circuit or the 50-kc multlvlbrator and
the grid circuit of the 10-kc multlvl-

10 KC
Multlvibrotor

50 KC
Multivibr a tor
6N70

Output
Amplifier

4011

$0 llC

10 llC

...

&11"''""",.-i.
,,_

Flour•

brator delive rs to the grid circuit of
the 10-kc multlvlbrator a sharp pulse
at the beginning or each plate current
cycle. It la these sharp pulses, applied
to the grid circuits of the 10-k:c multlvlbrator. that maintain synchronism
over a wider range or adjustment of
coupling condensers lo the 10-kc circuit than could be obtained without
such aid . 10-kc stability Is thuefore
maintained to the extent that no normal line-voltage fluctuation will disturb the frequ.ency of the 10-ltc mulllvlbrator and that portion of the Instrument may be started and stopped al
will with the aaaurance that It will always pull Into Ila proper operating
frequency when turned on.
The output amplitlera are high mutual-conductance television lubes In
an aperiodic circuit which baa been
designed to auppreaa the low trequencfea to some extent since they are
naturally the atrongeal harmonics and
do not require much ampllllcatJon.
AUDIO MODULATION
Audio modulation Is available 011
all frequencies without any trace of
frequency modulation because It la
Introduced after the slgnalJ have
passed through adequate Isolation In
the form of butler amplifier stages.
The modulating frequency Is 60
cycles because this frequency la available wllhout the use of the extra
tube that would be required to generate any other frequency

KC Coils 16·8092
Power Xformu 19465
Filler Choke 19256

• 1500

Because or the fact that the modu lating tube la also used as a variablegain ampllller. the modulating characterl:!tlcs of the tube are not constant but vary with the setting of the
output control. As the otrtput la increased, the modulating emcleocy Is
reduced and the percentage modulation on the signal Is lowered . As tbf'
output Is reduced, therefore, the percentage of modulation Increases. Un-·
der some conditions, the signals ar8'
over-modulated
and
sound
quite
ral\"l';ed, but the Modulation control
l.'an always be retarded until the desired degree of modulation Is obtained
If the modulator tube la operated
at llxed bias. so as to maintain constant modulating emclency, the output variation possible with control
voltage on only one tube Is lnauftlclent.
The tact that the modulallng voltage Is Introduced Into the output ampllller, together with the fact that
there naturally la some radiation directly from the oscillator and from
the multivlbrators, means that, especially at the low frequencies, the
output may he fairly larse before
modulation Is poaslble. Jt Is obvious
that there must be output from the
amplifier over and above the direct
siir;nal radiated from thl' oscillator or
multlvlbrators before modulation Is
possible. Thia phenomenon drops olf
rapidly with Increases In frequency
and usually !1 not of any consequence
In the Amateur Bands.
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CALIBRATION
The Signal Calibrator is adju1ted
at the factory to have the appropriate
harmonic at zero beat wlth the Standard Frequency tranemi11ion from
WWV but it can be expected that thl•
adjustment may change ellgbtly during ablpment and handling. It ls desirable therefore to check the calibration when first set up and at Intervals
tbereatler.
The Signal CalJbrator baa been built
In a<.'cordance with the best engineering practice short of temperature control on the crystal which was avoided
because or expense. The slight temperalu re coemclent should therefore
be recognized when considering extremely accurate meaaurements. The
ftlflpon~lbillty for the a.ccUl'&C)' of the
Signal Calibrator rests with the user.
He must adju11t It and check Its M'·
curacy from time to tLme. the Intervals
between checks being goTerned by the
accuracy ·demanded.
The first step In calibrating le to
choose a standard or frequency. Having made the choice, tune In the
signal on any receiver sumclently
sensitive.
It Is highly desirable to
use a receiver with some kind or a
tuning Indicator so that a true zerobeat may be obtained. Very few recel,ers will reproduce as low as
thirty cycles and still fewer people
can bear this frequency which Is sUll
an appreciable dllference from zerobeat particularly IC the comparison le
made at a relntlvely low frequency,
since the error In zero-beat setting
is multiplied In proportion to the ra:lo
of the desired high-frequency point divided by the frequency on which
standardization Is being accomplished.
In other words- If the admitted z.erobeat error Is thirty cycles at 700 kilocycles the error al 28 megacycles ls
1200 cycles.
In the event that a tuning Indicator
Is not available or cannot be connected to the receiver, a person with keen
bearing can check zero-beat by the
rise and fall In signal strength as the
vollage from the SlgnaJ Calibrator
alternately aids and opposes the voltage picked up from -the station chosen
as the frequency standard. It wlll be
necessary to adjust the output of the
Signal C.aUbr&tor, or the degree of
coupling between the receiver, and the
calibrator or the antenna, In order to
get the best beat note effect. If at
all possible, the visible method or
~ero-beat determination Is rreferred
aboYe the aural method becau11e Inherently greater accuracy Is poeslble.
Having found the proper method
of getting a satisfactory beat note.
the 100- kc adjustment on the front
panel Is adju s ted tor zero- beat aftor
an upproprlate warm- up period
A
minimum or Yi hour Is recommentled
ror high a<'curacy 1f there are drastic changes In room temperature or
audden drafts across the ('allbrator

a few cycles shift In frequency can be
expected In the amateur bands, becoming progressively less as the frf;quency selected 111 lower.
ADJUSTING MULTIVIBRATORS

markers ran ea~lly be lo<"ated near the
low end of the recl'lver being used
tor calibrating and checking, and tho
number or carriers counted between
these points when the 10-kc series of
harmonics Is turned on,

A frequency-dividing multlvlbrat.or
Is oue whose natural uncontrolled
cycle le longer than the desired controlled Interval, and which cycle l'I
shortened by the application ot th'l
conlrolllng vol tage. The first step tn
adjusting a multlvlbrator Is therefor!!
to remov'l the controlling voltage. It
the 50-kc mu1Uvlbrator ls to be adjusted, the cryelal controlled voltage
Is removed which Is most easily accomplished by removing the crystal.
Should a receiver be available that
will cover the range 50-kc lo 100-kc
the output frequency of the uncontrolled mulllvlbrator can be checked
directly with tbe receiver. I! only a
Broadcut and Short-Wave recelvor
is available, the harmonics of tho
uncontrolled multlvlbrator are picked
up on the receiver on Ila lowest frequency range so that the greatest
dial separation 111 obtained between
harmonica. If the frequencies or a
number or harmonics are determined
by lh'l calibrations on the dial. the
base (uncontrolled natural) frequency or the multlvlbralor can be determined by the average of the differences bet ween adjacent pairs or
harmonics
Actually the base frequency Is equal to the frequency difference between any two adjacent
harmonics but the average ls recommended to compensate as much as
possible for the receiver callbratJon
t"rron. The trimmers on the 50-'k~
multlvlbrator should be adjusted (BJ>·
proximately In equal amounts) until
the base frequency is somewhere In
the neighborhood of 40 kilocycles. If
the crystal Is now Installed the multtvibrator will be pulled Into a 2 to 1
frequency ratio with the controlllng
voltage and will consequently 'll'ork at
50 kc.

If a cathoclP-ray oaclllograph le
avallable the faetest method or adjusting the multlvlbrator <.'oupllng
co11d.,nsers is to use Ll:;saious figures
on the cathode rny tubes "''hen one
eel of deflection plat<>s Is connected
to thP. 100-kc source and the other
Is connected to the SU-kc circuit wh!le
adjusting the 50·kc <'oupllng <.'ondensers, and then ronnectlng the osclllograph to the 50· and to the 10-kc circuits while the rouplln~ condensers of
the latter circuit are adjusted . In the
complete circuit diagram the s uggest·
ed points for attaching the cathocleray oscll lograph are shown. The connections from the cathode-ray Input
amplifiers to the circuits In the Slgnnl
C'allbrator ~hould be made through
small condensers located close lo th~
C'allbrator. These condensi>rs should
have a capacity between 1 O and 25
mmfd . so as not to disturb the clrcuit!I
unduly.

The 10-kc multlvlbralor is adjustl'd
tn a similar manner. removing the
50-kc multlvlbrator tube and the
crystal so that there can be no voltage to Influence the natural uncontrolled period
The multlvlbralor Is
adjusted to have a frequrnC'y slightly
lower than 1 O kilocycles ancl when thr
50-kc mulllvlbrator tube and the crys·
la! are Installed the lO·k<' mul!lvlbrator shou Id operate al 1 0-kc controlled by the pulses from the 50-l:c
source
Because or the tart that th~
10-k c multlvlbrator Is oprrallng at
considerably g1 cal~r f 1t>1111t'11ry-1J ivi~
lon ratio than the 50-kc mn!tiv!brator.
6 to 1, Instead or 2 to 1. the rang1~
ot adjustment giving satisfactory operation Is more limited in the 10-k<'
clr<.'ult than In the 50-kc circuit, anti
acrordlngly the lOkc multl\'lbrato·
may not pull Into proper relation with out s light readjustments or the lowfrequenry roupll~ condensf'r!I . ThP
proper adjustment is obtalnetl wbl'n
th rr~ are four rarriers lx'twN>n adjarent 50-kc harmonics
The 50 -kc

ISO-ke A l),JUSTMENT
Horizontal plates to "A .. and chassis.
Vertical platea to "'B" and chaBBIB.

Fig. 2-A

Fig. 2-B

1 ~kc ADJUSTMJo~NT
Horizontal plates lo "B .. and chassis.
Vertical plates to "C" and chaHts.
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Fig. 2 shows a representative picture oC the Lissajous figures for the
100- to 50-kc division and for the
50- to 10-kc division. The frequency
ratio la read from the figure by counting the number of places where the
figure becomes tangent or touches a
pair of lines drawn al right angles to
each other and acting, ao to speak,
as two adjacent aides of a frame for
the figure. In Fig. 2-A the ratio la 2
to 1 and In Fig. 2-B. the ratio Is 5 to
1 . The Imaginary "halt frame," and
the points or tangency are marked on
the dla11;rams.

CHECKING BAND EDGES

The Signal Calibrator is an excellent device to spot the edges of either
CW or Phone bands.
It may be
coupled to the receiver and set at
such a level that the markers at the
band edges are just audible and operate continuously. The level of the
markers may be changed Instantly to
make them strong enough to be
picked out of the strongest Interference or to be just as quickly ellmlnated so that a ·weak signal on the
band edge can be read.
OHECKING E. C. 0.'s

USES AND OPERATING
INSTRUOl'IONS

The use:i tor the Signal Calibrator
are numerous and will occur ln lncre'1oslng number aa greater use Is
made of the Instrument. In Amateur
Radio stations !ta principal purposes
are to accurately measure the frequency of transmitters, to measure
the frequency of received signals, and
to mark the edges of the bands beyond
which the Amateur may not go, and to
pre-set receivers or transmitters to
definite frequencies In order to facilitate keeping schedules with other stations. Suggested methods of accomplishing these results are given below.
In addition to these functions, however, other uses tor the equipment will
be obvious to the user.
CHECKING TRANSMITTER

FREQUENCY

To check the transmitter frequency
It La neceasary to have either a receiver that Is well enough designed
and shielded that It will not block and
become Inoperative when the transmitter la turned on , or a well-shielded
heterodyne monitor. If the monitor
has a fundamental frequency at the
frequency of the transmitter, there
la less chance for error and the results are easier to Interpret than If
a monitor harmonic beats with the
transmitter signal. The method of use
Is to Inject enough signal from the
Signal Calibrator Into the monitor to
locate on the monitor the 100-kc harmonic next above and next below the
transmitting frequency. The 60- O?'
the 10-kc signals are then turned on.
whichever serves the purpose better,
and the transmitter frequency bracketed between two known markers
10-kc apart.
The deviation of the
carrier from one or the other marker
la easily estimated by Interpolation.
CHECKING FREQUENCY' OF
RECEIVED SIGNALS

The method of checking the frequency of a received signal Is e911entlally the aame as outlined above for
transmitter& except that a receiver La
used for reception of a distant signal
In place of a monitor being used to
plcll: up a local alsnal.

The amateur who has a good electron-coupled oscillator naturally desires to use It for operation close to
the band edges Lt he bas confidence In
!ta calibration, or If he has any way
of checking Its frequ.e ncy to be sure
that the signal ls still within the
apeclfted band. A convenient method
of obtaining thla assurance la to use
the Rlgnal C1dlbrat.or to mark the
band edges In a receiver and to listen
to the frequency of the E . C. 0 . In tha
receiver with the transmitter Itself
turned olf. Jn this way the frequency
ot the E. C. 0 . can be checked with
certainty before the signal goes on
the air and the operator can therefore
be sure th&t he is within the legal
limits of frequency.
Naturally the
closer be chooses to work to the edge
ot the band , the more frequently be
muat check bis E. C. 0 . but wltb the
convenience of the Signal c.J.lbrator
only a moment Is consumed In tbla
checkup.
In the operation of phone transmitters lt la to be remembered that
the law requires aU of the sidebands
of an ams.teur phone to lie within the
specified band. It Is obvious then,
that the carrier must be at least as
far away from the edge of the band
as the highest audio frequency transmitted.
When working particularly
close to the edge of & band, a lowpallB filter In the audio system la
recommended to cut olf all frequencies
above 2000 cycles In order to restrict
the width of the aide bands, and since
moat recel•ers are used In a highly
selective condition when listening to
amateur phone slgnala the lollB of frequencies abo•e 2000 cycles wlll not
be noticed on long dlatance tranam laalon.
LOCATING SIGNALS FOR

SCHEDULES
In the crowded condition of the
amateur bands It 13 a great convenience to be able to locate a given frequency In the band Just prior to a
schedule and to have both the receiver and transmitter within a few
cycles of the specified frequency.

•

To set the receiver. the 100- kc series of harmonics la turned on and th~
receiver tuned to the harmonic nearest to the desired frequency.
Tho
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10-kc series la then turned on and the
receiver Is tuned toward the speclfted
frequency counting the 10-kc "1arker1
that are passed until the desired frequency Is bracketed between two
known 10-kc harmonics. The exact
frequenci can then be localed ven·
closely• by Interpolation.
With the receiver set as specified
above, an electron-coupled exciter ma~·
easily be tuned to the receiver frequency making It possible to start
exactly on frequency with no time
lost In looking for the operator with
whom the schedule was set up.
~-KC

BEAT

Many receivers pass a band wide
enough that when the receiver (with
beat-frequency osclllator working) la
tuned midway between two 10-kc
markers, there will be a 6-kc beat
note with each of the 10-kc harmonh-11
and a secondary zero-beat will be
heard between the two 6-kc audio
notes.
When this zero-beat la obtained another calibration spot 1:1
available midway between two 10-kc
harmonics. and known with Just aa
great accuracy as the 10-kc aeries.
or the 100-kc fundamental. The allImportant thing Is to be sure that n.,
beats have been missed or spurious
outside signals counted In determining an unknown frequency.
As .&
check It is wise to count over to where
the next 50- or 100-kc marker should
be and then turn off the 10-kc markers to see If the receiver la still tuned
to a marker from the Signal Calibrator. If the count bas been correct
a 60- or 100-kc marker should remain
In tune when the 10-kc markers are
abut off.
The most frequently noticed spurious responses are the Images of harmonica of the Signal Calibrator. These
images may be very close to a desired
signal since a harmonic differing by
approximately twice the Intermediate
frequency from the desired signal may
be emitted by the Signal Calibrator
simultaneously with the desired signal. To avoid apparently strong Images, It ls desirable to operate the
Sljl'nal Calibrator at the lowest convenient level so that the AVC In the
receiver will not tend to equalize the
signal and the Image.
Extreme care has been taken to
make the stability of the crystal circuit enough so that there would be no
audible shift In frequency at 28 megacycles when switching from one aeries of harmonics to another. In some
receivers there will appear to be a
difference due to the difference In signal strength between one serlea of
harmonics and another changin,; the
receiver oscillator slightly.
U the
output control or the Slft1\.al Calibrator
la adjusted so that each aeries of
harmonics gives the same reading on
the "R" meter or the receiver, the
beat note will be round to be practically Identical.
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HIGH FIDELITY 10 WATT PHONO-TUNER AMPLIFIER
This amplifier is presmted in this manual only as a ge11eral guide in J/1e r:omtrur:tion
of amplifiers. The pou:er and outpuJ transformers and the filler r:i1olte are 1111ailti6le.

This high fidelity amplifier has been designed for home
music installations or other applications where quality reproduction is requlred. In addition to accommodating AM-FM
tuner or crystal pickup siiinal pcurces, this amplifier in-eludes a 6SC7 pre-amplifier. This stage provides the addi·
tio.nal voltage amplification and bass equalization required
for operation with a magnetic reluctance phone cartridge.
By means of a slight modification (see diagram) the equalization can be removed so that this stage can function as a
conventional pre-amplifier where a microphone signal source
is desired. The output or the pre-amplifier has been brought
to a tenninal board on the rear apron of the amplifier chassis
(lugs 1 & 3) so that the various signal sources such as
tuner, crystal pickup, magnetic pickup, or microphone can
be readily selected, by means of a simple switching arrangement and applied to the medium level input (lugs 2 & 3). If
the amplifier is to be used only for crystal pickup or tuner
applications, this pre-amplifier stage can be omitted when
constructing the unit.
The control ~anel contains a volume control and two tone
controls which are treble and bass. The tone control action
provided ts produced by means of an inverse feedback circuit. The frequency response of the &Dll>illier is linear when
the treble control is set at zero or the center of the dial,
and the bass control set at the 1 position. The treble
frequencies are boosted when the treble control is turned to
ward the left. Likewise, attenuation occurs when this con-

TECHNICAL DATA

10 watts or
32, 2 db
Power O\.i.put:
(less than 3% distortion).
Input Circuits: One high impedance input for AM-FM tuner or crystal phono
pi<:kup.
One optional high impedance
pre-amplifier input for magnetic · reluctance pickup or high impedance
microphone.
output Impedances: 4, 8, 16 ohm.
Frequency Response:
± 1 db from 20
to 20,000 cps measured through phonotuner channel.
Equalized pre-amp
has a rlxed bass boost ot plus 15 db at
100 cps.
Tone Controls:
One bass control providing a maximum bass boost of plus 8
db at 100 cpa. One dual treble control providing a maximum treble boost
of plus 10 db at 10,000 cps or a maxi·
mwn treble attenuation of • 20 db
at
10,000 cps.
Ga.in:
Phono•tuner channel , 69 db; preamplifier stage, 113 db; measured at
1000 cps.
Hum Level:
70 db below rated output.
Tube Complement:
l 6SC7; 1 6SL7GT;
2 6V6GT; 1 5Y3GT.
Power Consumption: 70 watts, ll0-120
volts, 60 cy.
Chassis Size: 7 X 12 X 3", Bud
792
or equivalent.

*

trol is turned toward the right position. The bass frequencies are boosted when the control is turned toward the nght
position. ~hese controls are effect!ve tor correcting rei:rod uction due to differences in pickups, records, speakers, or
acoustical conditions. An AC line switch is located on the
bass control shaft.
A high grade speaker of at least 10 watts rating io; recommended 1f one is desirous of making use of the excellent characteristics or this amplifier. Best results will be obtaJned with
the dual types incorporating separate speakers for the high
and low registers. Speaker systems of this type are capable
of converting electrical energy into sound with good efficiency
at all frequencies from 30 to 10,000 cycles. There are, however, single speaker units available with effective enclosures
that will reproduce all frequencies from 60 to 8,000 cycles.
Although these units are less espensive than the ' dual types,
excellent results can be obtained. The speaker voice coll
connections are made to the terminal board located on the
rear apron of the amplifier. Correct impedance matching is
importart for good quality reiroduction. The speaker impedance taps provided on this unit will match the majority
ot the high fidelity speakers on the market today. There
are, however, several dual speaker units whose impedance
rating is 500 to 600 ohms. To properly match such a speaker
to this amplifier, employ a Thordarson T-22580 500 ohm line
to voice coil transfamer.
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70W
NOTE: VOLTAGE ANO RESISTANCE
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THDRDARSON
25 WATT AMPLIFIER
This 11mplifier is preunted in this mam1aJ only 111 11 general guide in the construction
of amplifiers. The power 11nd output transformers and the filter choke are 1111ailable.

This 25 watt amplifier is a general purpose public address
amplifier having excellent fidelity characteristics. The output
tubes are operated in Class AB2 under which condition a
small amount of driving power is required. A single 6N7,
plates and grids paralleled, supplies sufficient excitation
through the T•20D79 driver transformer. The 6L6 output
tubes are operated within the manufacturer's maximum elect.rode ratings to insure long trouble-free operation. The 6L6
screen voltage is obtained tram a divider network and the
grid bias ls obtained from a semi•fixed voltage source. Degeneration or inverse feedback is applied across this amplifier from the secondary of the output transformer back to the
cathode of the mixer stage to reduce distortion and improve
the frequency response.
The input circuits will accommodate two high impedance
microphones and an AM-FM tuner or phono pickUP. If low
impedance microphone operation is required, include a T•lA50
or T-1A70 line to grid transformer. Mixing of the signal
sources takes place in the second stage by means of a resistor network which is more simple and economical than
electronic mixing. The control action is smooth, and the
changing of one control setting does not affect the others.
It is important, however, to shield the mixing resistors and
the leads shown in the diagram to avoid hum pickup and cross
talk.
The frequency response can be adjusted by means of the
two tone controls; one for bass and the other fer treble. With
the tone controls in normal position, the response is flat
from 30 to 15,000 cycles. There ls a 5 db response accent~
ation at 100 cps, which has purposely been included by making the inverse feedback circuit frequency selective. This
boost of the bass frequencies ls desirable tor tuner and
record reproduction but can, however, be eliminated for voice
work by means of the bass tone control. The bass and treble
tone controls are effective in eliminating feedback when bad
acoustical conditions exist.
To insure good quality reproduction, several PM sveakers
having a diameter of at least 12 inches are recommended. The
units should be capable of ef!icient.ly handlinc 15 watts of
audio power each, if the full 25 watt output of the amplifier
is to be utilized. In most cases two speakers are preferred
so that the proper distribution of the sound will occur. Audio
feedback to the microphone is usually reduced when two

speakers are used, since the volume of eacn speakers is considerably less than would be necessary with a single speaker.
School and hotel installations, of course, require a great
a great number of smaller speakers.
Speaker voice coil or line connections to the amplifier
can be made to the two speaker connector receptacles. The
rotary switch detennines the impedance available at the receptacles. Turn it to the number which indicates the impedare e required. When using the receptacles, voice coll or
line connections are made to contacts 5/6/7 or 8 and ground
connections to l•a-3 or 4 as illustrated in the drawing. Where
one speaker is used, turn the impedance switch to the nu'mber
corresponding to the voice coll or line impedance of the
speaker. If a speaker is connected to each receptacle, t1rn
the switch to the number having halt the value of each speaker
impedance. This is necessary because the receptacles are
wired in parallel. For instance, with two 8 ohm speakers
turn the switch to 4 ohms. Correct impedance matchlna ls
important for good quality.
TECHNICAL DATA
25 watts or + 36.2 db (less than 5'K.
distortion).
Input Circuits:
Two high impedance microphone chlJlnels, (or two optional low impedance
microl)hone inputs). One hlch impedance phono channel.
output Impedances:
4, 8, 15, 125, 250, 500 ohms.
Frequence Response: Within ± 1 db ttom 30 to 15,000 cpa
with a 5 db bass boost at 100 cps.
Tone Controls:
One bass control, maximum position at•
tenuates 50 cps 20 db.
One treble control. Maximwn position
attenuates 10,000 cps 15 db.
Gain:
High impedance microphone input, 114
db
Phono input, 72 db
Hum Level:
65 db below rated output.
Tube Complement:
2 6J7; 1 6SJ7; 1 6N7; 2 6L6; 1 5U4G.
Power Consumption: 137 watts, 110-120 volts, 60 cy.
Chaasis Size:
14Xl0 X 3",
Power Output:
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THDRDARSDN
AMATEUR SPEECH AMPLIFIER
UTILIZING THE T-20C73 SPEECH FILTER

The circuit diagram illustrates the application of the ThordarT•20C73 Speech Filter in a typical amateur speech amplifier
aoo driver unit. This compact audio band pass filter has been
specifically designed for amateur, police, and emergency radio
service. It provides several worthwhile operating advantages
when installed in the speech section of transmitters employed
for voice communication.
The main requisite for communication work ls signal readabillyt and intelligibility, not "broadcast Quality". Extensive
tests have proven that adequate speech transmission can be
obtained with no noticeable reduction in articulation by em•
ploying an audio band of approximately 200 to 3500 cycles.
This band pass range has been employed in the Thordarson
T-20C73 filter.
The advantages gained by utilizing this
bandwidth restriction are two-fold:
First, the attenuation
of all frequencies below. 200 cycles permits an increase in
the modulation level of those frequencies which contribute
the most to signal readability. In explanation, the audio
frequencies lying below 200 cycles contain a large share
of the speech energy and, therefore, are the first to cause
ove!'-modulation.
However, as these frequencies contain
only a small percentage of the signal intelllgibil1t.y, they can
be readily eliminated so as to confine the modulating power
to the middle register which contributes the most to signal
intelligibility. The suppression of a voice frequency above
3500 cycles results in little reduction in articulation. The
advantage gained by this action .is that it limits the number
of high frequency side bands transmitted, causing the phone
signal to occupy less spectrum space. This results in a
redix:tion in adjacent channel interference and will aid ma·
terially in producing additional room tor stations in the congested amateur phone bands.
The filter also provides the added advantage of suppressing the effects of hum pickUP which often occurs in the low
level speech amplifier' stages. This same unit may also be
advantageously inserted in the audio amplifier circuit of
communications receivers. Tests have shown that the amount
of interference noise passed by a receiver is proportional
to its audio band width. By employing this speech filter to
limit the audio response range, high pitched heterodynes and
other extraneous signals will be suppressed,
Electrically this unit has been designed to work from a
source impedance of approximately 10,000 ohms as afforded by
medium Mu triodes (6C5, 6J5, ~6SN7, or triode connected 6J7)
to a 100,000 ohm grid circuit or to a 500 ohm line.
When
employing the 100,000 ohm output tap, a 1 to 3.15 voltage
stepup will be realized through the filter. The 500 ohm
line tap is provided for connecting to a low impedance line
when the low level speech amplifier section is located on
the operating desk or at a point· remote from the driver and
modulatcr sections. The 20C73 Speech Filter will. function
satisfacta-ily at any signal level up to approXimately 8 db
which corresponds to lOV RMS measured across the 100,000
ohm filter output circuit. In all applications the plate cil'cuit of the tube connection to the tilter input must be shunt
fed. A plate blocking condenser will not be necessary as it
is inca-porated in the filter ci.rc;uit.
The circuit shown in the schematic diagram comprises an
effective amateur speech amplifier and river unit due to the
excellent voltage regulation of the oitput signal. This desirable driver characteristic has been obtained by using a
6AS7G twin triode tl.i>e which possesses a very low AC plate
to plate resistaree. This tube is capable of supplying a
clean 10 watts of audio power which is adequate for driving
any of the popular Class B modulator tubes having output
ratings up to 500 watts. The voltage gain of the unit is Quite
adequate for high impedance dynamic or crystal microphones.

The speech amplifier illustrated bas been constructed on a
7" x 15" x 3" chassiS base. All of the large components,
such as the transformers, filter condensers, and tubes are
mounted on the top of the chassiS. The one exception ls the
filter choke, which has been mounted on the underside di·
rectly beneath the power transformer. If any other mechanical
SJTangement of perts is employed, be sure to locate the speech
filter and the interstage transformer well away from the power
transformer and filter choke to minimize hum pickup from these
sources.
The circuit wiring is simple and straighMorward. The
manner in which the chassis ground and the B minus return
circuits are connected will have a large bearing on malting
the low level stages hum-free. Precautions to observe are
as follows: Insulate the electrolytic filter and decoupling
condenser cans and also the microphone input connector trom
the metal chassis. The B minus circuit wiring should be
started at the power transformer high voltage center tap.
Then progressively Join together the B minus circuits of each
stage as indicated on the schematic diagram by the heavy
line until the 6SJ 7 input stage ls reached. At a point adjacent
to the GSJ'7 socket, connect the B minus circuit to the metal
chassis. It is important to make only this one B minus circuit
connection to the chassis to obtain hum-free operation. Use
shielded conductors at the points shown in the schematic
diagram.
The choice of an output or driver transfa-mer for the 6AS7G
stage is dependent upon the location or the speech amplifier
in relation to the rest of the transmitter. U the speech amplifier is mounted within several feet of the Class B modulator
stage, a driver transformer should be employed and the secondary leads connected to the Class B grids by a length of three
conducta- cable. Select a stock Thordarson driver transformer
with the correct stepdown ratio for the particular Class B
tubes being employed. To determine the correct driver ratio,
refer to the information SUPPlied in the driver and modulator
combination chart contained in your latest Thordarson 400
transformer catalog. If tbe speech amplifier is located a considerable distance Crom the modulator chassis, use stock
output to line transformer T·22S70, The. 500 ohm secondary
of this transformer can then be matched to the Class B grids
by employing a T-20D84 multi-match 500 ohm line to grid
driver transformer.

TECHNICAL DATA
10 watts or + 32.2 db (less than 5%
distortion) adequate to drive Class B
modulator tubes UP to 500 watts out·
put rating.
One high impedance microphone channel.
Input Circuit:
Optional 500 ohm line or Class B moduOutput Impedance:
grids.
Frequency Response: Audio bandwidth restricted to 200 to
3500 cps. Response attenuated 20 db
at twice cutoff frequencies ( 100 and
7000 cps).
High impedance microphone input, 116 db
Gain:
65 db below rated output
Hum Level:
Tube Complement:
1 6SJ'7; 2 6J5; 1 6 AS7G; 1 5U4G.
Power ,Consumption: 100 watts, 110-120 volts, 60 cps.
Chassis Size:
7 X 15 X 3'' Par-Metal
B-4515 or
equivalent.
Power Output:
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THDRDARSDN
50 WA TT BOOSTER AMPLIFIER
This 11111plifin is J1Teset1leJ ;,, this manNal otfly u " gnur•I g11iJe ;,, the co1utr11ttiot1
of •mPlifiers. The power ""J 011lp11t tronsformn-s and the filter choke •re 1111.ilable.

This ampllfier, as the name implies, ls used to supplement
or boost the power output o! an exlstina. P.A. amplifier or
pre--ampll!ier. The power output o! tbe unit ls adequate for
large indoor qr outdoor sound installations. The booster has
a 500 ohm input circuit eo that it can be operated !rom a
pre-amt>llfier and mixer unit having a 500 ohm output tra~
former. Due to the low impedance input o! tbe booster it may
be operated several hundred feet from tbe pre-amplifier unit,
if reQUlred. As tbe overall gain o! the booster ampli!ler ls
40.4 db, !ull output will be obtained when a slanal level of
than 0 db (1. 73 V across 500 ohms) ls applied to the input.
This ampillier may also be excited !tom any existing P.A.
anu>ll!ler when the audio power requirements are greater than
could be supplied by the P.A. ampll!ler alone. For example,
the booster ampUller could readily be used with the 25 watt
ampUlier shown on p~e 146. To do this, connect tbe normal
speaker load to tbe 25 watt ampli!ier; then connect the input o! tbe booster across the 4 ohm input impedance tap. When
employing any other amplllier to• excite the booster, al ways
connect the input across the lowest impedance voice coil
tap available. The audio level delivered to the booster spe~
ers can be controlled independently by the booster gain control.
This ampUlier employs two type 807 tubes ln the output
stage operati~ Class AB2. The dri Ying power ls supplied
by a pair of 6V6 tubes tr10de connected. The output trans!ormer has a selection or secondary taps so that an impedance
match may be obtained tor any speaker load.
Tbe power supply ls located on the amplifier chassis. The
807 screen and 6V6 plate potential ls obtalned trom a tap on
the power supply bleeder resistor. The grid bias !or the 807
tubes 11 obtained !tom 1 semi-!iied voltage source.

When constructing this unit, position the input transformer
well away !tom the power supply components to keep inductive
hum pickup tq a minimum. Also shield the leads so indicated
on the schematic diagram.
TECHNICAL DATA
Power Oltput:

50 watts or + 39.2 db (less thar. 8%
dlstation).

Input Circuit:

One 500, 250, or 50 ohm input.

Output Impedances:

4, 8, 15, 250, 500 ohms.

Frequency Response:

± 2 db trom 50 to 10,000 cps.

Gain:

40.4 db with 500 ohm input.

Hum Level:

70 db below rated output.

Tube Complement:

2 6V6GT; 2 807; 2 5U4G.

Po'M!r Consumption:

190 watts, 110-120 volts, 60 cy.

Chassis Size:

8 X 17 X 2•• Par-Metal • B-4531 or
equivalent.

Panel Size:

8-3/4 X 19 X 1/8" Plll"M.etal tit 6604
or equivalent.
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THDRDARSON
QUICK HEATING PAGING AMPLIFIER
This amplifier is flrtsenled in this manual only as " gener11l guide in t'be construction
of amplifiers. The power and output tr1111s/ormers and the filter choke are available.

This self contained unit finds the ma.in application in small
offices or business establishments for paging purposes.
Here tbe owner often wishes to call bis secretary to bis
office or call other employees to the telephone.
The unit uses Quick heating battery type tubes and a selenium rectifier so that the primary circuit will be energized
only during the period when the push-to-talk switch is ..depressed. This feature, while providing a savings ln power,
also allows the ampli!ier to be constructed as a very co~
pact assembly; as the heating of components is not a factor
due to the lntermittert operation.
Tbe 3Q5 output stage is capable of lll)proximately 300
milliwatts of audio power. U efficient speakers are used,
this is adequate for moderately quiet office applications.
A· 4 inch PM speaker effectively !unctions as a microphone.
A volume control is provided to adjust the sound level at
the remote speakers. The T-22Rl2 power trans!onner provides AC line isolation for the halt wave selenium rectifier
circuit. The 50 Ma. battery tubes receive their filament currezt from the high volta1e B. supply, When wiring the clt-

cult, it should be noted that the series connection of the
3Q5 tube is used. Before placing the unit into operation,
be sure to adjust the 500 ohm potentiometer to 4.2 volts or
a 50 Ma.. DC cWTent through the !ilament circuit. When constructin& the unit, the main precaution to observe ls to position the T-20A04 v.c. to &rid transformer well away from the
power transformer a.nd filter choke. Also rotate this Input
transformer to obtain minimum hum pickup.
lt a selective call system is desired, a single pole multiposition selector switch should be connected into the oltput
circuit .so that any remote speaker station desired can be
selected at will. When wiring up the remote speakers, use
at least # 18 twisted pair wire to keep the audio power drop
in the llne resistance as low as possible.
This unit may also be made to function a.s a conventional
twe>-way inter-communication system by means of a simple
circuit modification. Thl.s cba.nge reQulres the addition of a
low cape.city D.P.D.T. lever acUon switch, which transfers
the local and remote mlo-speakers from the output to input
circuit or from "listen" to "talk" position.
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VOLTAGE, DECIBEL and POWER CHART
The DB chart below indicates DB level for any ratio of
voltaie or 1><>wer up to 120 DB. To interpolate this chart for
values over 20 DB subtract 20, 00 or 40 DB etc. from the
total untll the remalnder falls ln the first part of the chart,
than add the values subtracted as taken from the last part of
the chart. AB an example: A voltage ratio of 300 ls desired:
the corresponding DB for 100 is 40. This leaves a balance
voltaae ratio of 3, which is approximately 9.8 DB,
9.8 40
49.8 DB.
J'"'"ie
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,._,
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.8511

.74U

.6
.7
.8

.9

).)

1.2
1.3

J'el111,..
Ratio

.4467
."416
.4365

J.059
l.072
1.084
1.096
1.109
1.122
1.135
1.148
J:J61
1.175

1.122

.4217
.4169
.4121
.40i4
.4027
.3981
.3936
.3890
.3846
.3802
.3758
.3715
.3673
.3631
.3519

I.I
1.9

.7943
.7152
.7762
.7674
.7586
.7499

·'110
166
.6026
.5888
.5754

2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

.7321
.7244
.7161
.7079
.6991
.69ll
.6139
.6761

.S62S
.5495
.5370
.5241
.5129

2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

.S012
.4891
.4716
.4677
.4571

3.0
3.1

u

1.334
1.349
1.365
l.380
l.396
).413
1.429
1.445
1.462
1:479

MU
Mt7
.6SS1
.US7
.6S83

.4467
AS6S
.4266
.4169
.4074

3.5
3.6
3.7
3.1
3.9

.6S10
.6237
.6H6
."'5

.$619

.S'81
.3191
.3112
.3715
.3651
.3541
.3467
.l3U
.lSll
.3236

.S6U

.Sl'2

s.o

MK

.5957
.5111
.5821
.5754

.5$59
.54'5
.5431
.5171

.5309
.5241
.SHI

.5129
.5171
.5012
AMS
.4191
.4142
.4716
.4732
.4677
."24
.4571
.4Sl9

.Jt90
.3120
.2951
.2114

.2111

.2754
.2692
.2631
.2570

.2512
.2'55
.2S'9
.25"
.2291
.223'
.JIU
.2131
.20ff
.2042

J'olt•1•
Ratio

1.000
1.023
1.047
1.072
1.096

.7079
.6911
.67'1
.'607
..6457

.7413

Rotiu

1.000
l.012
l.023
l.035
1.047

.HH
.1311
.1222
.8121
.1035

l.S
1.6
1.7

,._,

1.189
T.202
1.216
1.230
1.245
J.259
1.274
1.288
1.303
1.318

1.148

1.175
1.202
1.230
1.259
1.288
1.318
1.349
l.380
1.413
1.445
1.479
1.514
1.549

..ms

.4266

1.738

.3544
.3508
·J467
. 428
.3388

l.7i8
1.820
J.862
1.905
).950

.3350
.3311
.32i3
.3236
.3199
.3162
.3126
.3090
.3055
.30:l0

1.496
J.514
1.531
1.549
1.567

l.99S
2.042
2.089
2.138
2.188
2.239
2.291
2.344
2.399
2.455

4.0
4.1

I.SIS
1.603
J.622
1.641
1.660

2.512
2.570
2.630
2.692
2.754

.2818
.2786
.2i54
.2723
.2692

4.5
4.6
4.7

1.679
1.698
1.711
1.738

2.118
2.884
2.951
3.020
3.090
3.162
3.236
3.311
3.388
3.467

.2661
.2630
.2600
.25i0
.2541
.2512
.24113
.2455
.2,27
.2399

3.548
3.631
3.715
3.802
3.190

.2371
.2344
.2317
.2291
.2265

3.981
4.074
4.169
4.266
4.365

.Z239
.2:!13
.2188
.2163
.2138

U67
4.571
4.677
4.786

.2113
.2089
.2065
.2042
.2011

S.2
3.3

u
u
u

u

4.9
S.l
5.2
5.3
5.4

l.758

1.77&
1.799
1.820
J.Hl
1.162

5.S
S.6
S.7
5.1
5.9

I.BU
1.905
1.921

6.0

1.995
2.018
2.042
2.065
2.089
2.113
2.138
2.163
2.18R
2.213

6.l

6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9

USO

1.972

l.S8S
1.622
1.660

1.698

4.898

.2985
.2951
.2917
.2884
.2851

-

Power
Ratio

°'"''"

-db+ J'Ratio

Pnwer
Ra1io

I'oltOfC'
Ratio

Power
Ro1io

-db.+

Yoliqe
Ratio

Power
Ratio

.1995
.1950
.1905
.1862
.1820

7.0
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

2.239
!.265
2.291
2.317
2.344

5.012
5.129
5.248
5.3i0
5.495

.1995
.1972
.1950
.1928
.1905

:03981
.03890
.0380:?
.03715
.03C>31

14.0
14.I
14.2
JU
IU

5.012
5.070
S.129
S.188
5.248

25.12
25.70
26.30
26.92
2754

.11;1
.1731
.1698
.1660
.1622

7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9

2.371
2.399
2.427
2.455
2.483

5.623
5.754
5.888
6.026
6.166

.1884
.1862
.1841
.1820
.1799

.03548
.03467
.03388
.03311
.03236

14.5
14.6
14.7
JU
14.9

5.30¥
5.370
5.433
5.495
5.559

21.18
21.H
29.51
30.20
30.90

.1585
8.0
.1549
8.1
.1514
8.2
.1479
u
8.4
.1445
.1413
8.5
.1380
8.6
.1349
8.7
.1318
8.8
.1288
8.9
.1259
9.0
.1230
9.l
.1202
9.2
.1175
9.3
.1148
9.4
.1122
9.5
.10¥6
9.6
.1072
9.7
.1047
9JI
9.9
.1023
10.0
.1000
.09772
10.1
.09550
10.2
.09333
10.3
.09120
10.4
.08913
10.5
.08710
10.6
.08511
10.7
.08318
10.1
.08128
10.9
.07943
11.0
.07762
11.1
.07586
11.2
IJ.3
.Oi413
.07244
IU
.Oi019
11.S
.06918
11.6
.06761 ,_ 11.7
11.8
.06607
.06457
11.9
12.0
.06310
.06166
12.l
.06026
12.2
.05888
12.3
.05i54
12.4
12.S
.05623
.05495
12.6
.05370
12.7
.05241
12.8
12.9
.05129
.05012
13.0
.0098
13.1
.04i86
13..%
.04677
13.3
.04571
lU
.04467
13.5
.04365
13.6
.04266
13.T
.04169
13.8
.04074
13.9

2.512
2.541
2.570
2.600
2.630
2.661
2.692
2.723
2.754
2.i86

6.310
6.457
6.607
6.761
6.918

.1778

.03162
.G3090
.03020
.02951
.021U

2.818
:!.851
2.884
2.917
2.951
2.985
3.020
3.055
3.090
3.126
3.162
3.199
3.236
3.273
3.311

'7.943

.1679
.1660
.1641
.1622
.1603
.1585
.1567
.1549
.1531
.1514

S.623
5.689
5.754
5.121
S.888
5.957
6.026
6.095
6.166
6.237

31.62
S2.36
33.11
JUI
34.67

7.079
7.244
7.413
7.586
7.762

IS.O
15.l
lS.2
15.3
15.4
15.5
15.6
15.7
15.8
15.9

6.310
6.313
US7
6.531
6.607

39.81
40.74
41.69
42.66
43.65

6.61i
6.76
6.839
6.911
6.9911

44.67
45.71
46.77
47.16
48.98

.1396
.1380
.1365
.1349

.02239
.02188
.02138
.02089
.02042
.01995
;01950
.01905
.01862
.01820

16.0
16.l
16.2
16.3
16.4
16.5
16.6
16.7
16.8
16.9
17.0
JU
17.2
li.3
17.4

7.079
7.1 ..
i.244
7.321
7.413

S0.12
5l.29
52.48
Sl.70
54.95

.1334
.1318
.1303
.1288
.1274

.01778
.01738
.01698
.01660
.01622

17.5
l}.6
1 .7
17.8
17.9

7.499
7.586
7.674
7.762
7.852

56.23
57.54
58.U
60.26
61.66

.1259
.1245
.1230
.1216
.1202

.01S8S·
.01549'
.01514
.01479
.01445

18.0
18.I
lSJ
11.3
18.4

7.943
8.035
1.128
11.222
1.318

63.10
64.57
66.07
67.61
69.18

.1189
.lliS
.1161
.1148
.1135

.01413
.01380
.01349

18.5
18.6
18.7
18.8
18.9

8.414
1.Sll
8.610
8.710
8.811

70.79
72.44
74.13
75.86
77.62

S.981
4.027
4.074
4.121
4.169

12.59
12.88
13.18
1U9
13.80
14.13
1U5
14.79
15.14
15.49
IS.SS
16.22
16.60
16.98
17.38

.1122

19.0

.1096
.1084
.1072

.01259
.01230
.01202
.01175
.01148

19.2
19.3
19.4

1.913
9.016
9.120
9.226
9.333

79.43
81.21
83.11
15.11
17.10

4.217
4.266
UIS
4.365
Ul6

17.78
18.20
18.62
19.0S
19.50

.1059
.1047
.1035
.1023
.1012

.01122
.01096
.01072
.01047
.01023

19.5
19.6
19.7
19.8
19.9

9.441
9.550
9.661
f.772
9.886

19.13
91.20
93.33
95.51
97.72

4.467
4.519
4.571
4.624
4.677
4.732
4.786
4.84:?
4.898
4:955

19.95
20-42
20.89
21.38
21.88

.1000

.01000
10 3
10·•
10 5
10·0
111·1
1o·s
10 0
10 10

3.350
3.388
3.428
3.467
3.508
3.541
3.589
3.631
3.673
3.715
3.758
3.802
3.846
3.890
3.936

8.128
8.318
8.511
8.710

8.913
9.120
9.333
9.550
9.772
10.000
J0.2S
I0.4i
10.72
10.96
11.22
11.48
11.75
12.02
12.30

22~19

.17~

.1738
.lil8
.1698

.1496
.14i9
.1462
.1445
.J429

.1413

.1109

10

2

10

3

22.91
23.44

10.

24.S:i

II.I

23.~

G

.02818
.02754
.02692
.02630
.02570
.02512
.02455
.02399
.02344
.02291

.01~18

.01288

I

19.1

35.48
36.31
37.15
38.02
31.90

20.0 10.000 100.00
30
103
101
lOt
40
so
106
60
103
104'
JOT
70
19'
80
IOI
I ..
90
1010
l~
JOO
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THORDARSDN
DUAL TONE CONTROL

Thordarson's development of this "Dual Tone Cortrol" was
prompted by the many requests of sound men for an effective
tone compensating system to boost or attenuate the bass or
treble frequencies independently of each other. Examination
of the schematic diagram will show that the final circuit is
simple and not at all complicated to construct. It ls constructed on a small chassis, ma.kin& it adaptable to practically any existing amplifier.
Operation ls based on degeneration in the cathode circuit
of a 6C5 or equivalent tube. I! resistance is introduced in
the cathode circuit, any signal developed by the tube will
also appear across the resistance. This signal voltage is
opposite In phase and in series with the voltage impressed
111n the grid and cathode of the tube. Degeneration takes
place and the amplification of the tube Is reduced. In this
application the plate loading resistor R-6 is made small and
the cathode resistor R-3 large so that a greater part of the
voltage developed by the tube appears in the cathode circuit.
Since the circuit is resistive, there is little or no frequency
dlscrimination at audio frequencies, and all ~equencies are
degenerated an equal amount. If the cathode resistance is
shunted with an inductance (of the proper value), the resistance at low frequencies ls practically shorted out due
to the low reactance or the choke at low frequencies. Therefore, degeneration of the low frequencies is eliminated and
the greater part of the signal developed by the tube appears
across the load resistor R-6. The result ls an increase in
the low frequency response of the circuit. Likewise if a
condenser (of the proper value) ls shunted across the cathode
resist.a, the low reactance of the condenser at high frequencies reduces the impedance of the circuit and degeneration
of the higher frequencies is reduced. The high frequency
response or the circuit is thus increased.
Attenuation of the low frequencies can be accomplished by
shwting the grid circuit of the following stage with a choke
or inductance. It so happens that the value of the choke
(described above) used in the bass boost circuit also has the
correct value for an attenuation circuit. The high frequencies
can be attenuated by shunting the same grid circuit with a
suitable condenser.
The function of control ~5 1s to introduce the choke CH-1
into either the cathode circuit for bass boost or the grid circuit for bass decrease. Control Ri-4 applies condenser C-2
to the cathode circuit. for treble increase, or C•3 to the grid
circuit for treble decrease. The controls are coUPled to the
cathode through condenser C-4 and to the following grid by a
shielded lead. The small pictorial drawing illustrates clearly
bow connections are made to the controls.
To install the tone cortrol unit into an existing amplifier, locate the coupling condenser in a resistance coupled
stage (preferably the plate circuit of the phono or mixer
stage of the amplifier, or at a point in the circuit where the
maximum signal voltage applied to the tone stage grid circuit

will never exceed 3.5 V. rms). Remove the condenser from
the circuit and connect the shielded lead of condenser 0-1
and the shielded lead of C-5 In Its place. Make sure that
the lead from C-1 connects to the plate to the tube preceding
the tone control unit. Ground the shields of these leads to
the amplifier to complete the ground circuit. Connect the
unshielded lead lo a well filtered point of the amplifier B
supply circuit. A pair of twisted wires not over 3 feet Long
may be used for the filament supply.
It ls also possible to build the tone control into an ampll·
fier if there ls adequate room and care is taken not to mount
the choke and controls near the power transformer. The
voltage gain of this tone stage measured \\>1th the controls
in normal position is approximately unity or one. Cur\•es are
shown on opposite page illustrating the tone cortrols in the
various positions.

PARTS LIST
Thordarson Part Number

Diagram
Number
CH•l
Ri-4
~5

Resistors
R·l
R-2
~3

R-6

c-1

Condensors

C-2
C-3
C-4

c-s
1

1
1
4
2
1
1
2
2

Tube

Tone Control Choke, T·20C74
Dual Tone Control, R-1068X
Dual Tone Control, R· l068X
Watts
Type
Ohms
250,000 1/2
lRC BTS
1,000 1
me BTA
20,000 1
me BTA
20,000 l
me BTA
Mfd.
Voltage Type
.1
400
Cornell-Dubllier DT-4P1
Cornell-Dublller DT-455
.05
400
.01
400
comell-Dublller DT-4Sl
12.
250
Aerovox PRS-250
.1
400
Comell-Dubllier DT-4Pl
Type 6C5

Mlscellaneous Parts
Chassis 6" long, 3•1/2" wide, 3" high
Chassis bottom plate
S•lug resistor mte. strips
2--lug resistor mtg. strips
2-screw terminal board
Octal socket Amphenol SS
Control knobs
"Tone" control plates

NOTE: The brands and types specified in the parts list were
used in the original laboratory models. Parts of equivalent
Quality may be substittted except where physical limitations
prohibit.
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Various unlts are used in Radio work, and it is often
necessary to change rrom one form to another. Tbe table
glven below will aid in changing quickly from one unit to
another.

IF TRANSFORMER COLOR CODE
Blue-Plate
Red--B +Lead
Green-Grld or Oiode
Black!..Grld or Diode return
•When the secondary Is center tapped, the second diode plate
lead is green and black striped, and the black is used tor
the center tap lead.

MULTIPLY

TO GET

BY

A. F . TRAl\SFORMERS
Blne--Plate lead of primary
Red-B+ Lead (single or center-tapped)
Brown-Plate lead on Center-tapped prlmaries--Used as start
lead when polarity is important.
Green-Grld lead to secondary
Black-Grid return (single or push pull)
Yellow-Grid lead on centel'-tapped secondaries-Used as
start when polarity is important.
POWER TRANSFORMERS
Black-Primary or Primary Common
Black and Yellow striped--Primary Tap
Black and Red Striped--Primary Finish
Red--Hlgh voltage plate
Red and Yellow Strlped--Hlgh voltage center tap
Yello-Rectlfier filament winding
Yellow and Blue Striped-Rectifier center tap
Green--Filament winding No. 1
Green and Yellow Striped-Center tap
Brown-Filament winding No. 2
Brown and Yellow Striped-Center tap
Slate-Filament winding t-:o. 3
Slate and Yellow striped-Center tap
Blue-Filament winding l':o. 4
Blue and Yellow strtped--Center tap
Orange--Filament winding No. 5
Orange and Yellow striped-Center tap.
LOUDSPEAKER VOTCE COILS
Green-Finish
Black-start.
LOUDSPEAKER FIELD COILS
Black and Red-Start
Yellow and Red-Finish
Slate and Red-Tap.
PILOT-LIGHT&-WITH MINIATURE BASE
No.

Bead Color

Base

Volts

Amp

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
55
292
292A
1455
1455A
NE-51

Brown
White
Green
Whlte
Blue
White or Green
Blue (Frosted)
Brown
Pink
Plnk
White
White (Frosted)
White
White
White
Brown
Brown
Neon Glow

Screw
Screw
Screw
Bayonet
Ba.Yonet
Ba.Yonet
Screw
Bayonet
Screw
Bayonet
SCrew
Bayonet
Bayonet
Screw
Bayonet
Screw
Bayonet
Bayonet

6-8
2.5
3.2
2.5
6-8
3.2
6-8
6-8
2.0
2.0
6-8
6-8
6-8
2.9
2.9
18.0
18.0
65/90

0.15
0.50
0. 35 or 0. 5
0.5
0.25
0.35or0.5
0.25
0.15
0.06
0.06
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.17
0.17
0.25
0.25
1/25 Watt

.:

Amperes

1,000,000,000,000

Micro-mtcroamperes

Amperes

1,000,000

Microamperes

Amperes

1,000

Milllamperes

Cycles

.000001

Megacycles

Cycles

.001

Kilocycles

Farads

1,000.000,000.000

Micro-rnicrotarads

Farads

1,000,000

Mlcrofarads

Henries

1,000,000

l'enries

1,000

Mlllibenrles

Kilocycles

1,000

Cycles

Kilowatts

1.000

Watts

Megacycles

1,000,000

Cycles

Mhos

1.000,000

Micromhos

Mhos

1,000

Millimhos

Microamperes

.000001

Amperes

Microfararls

.000001

Farads

Microhenries

.000001

Henri es

Micromhos

.00000 1

Mhos

Micro-ohms

.000001

Ohms

Microvolts

.000001

.

Microhenrie!I

Volts

Mlcro-microfarads .000000000001

Farads

Micro-micro-ohms .00000000000 1

Ohms

Milliamperes

.oo 1

Amperes

~Ullihenrles

. 00 1

llenries

Millimhos

.001

Mhos

Millivolts

.oo 1

Volts

~Ulltwatts

.001

Watts

Ohms

1,000,000,000,000

Micro-micro-ohms

Ohms

1,000,000

Micro-ohms

Ohms

1,000

Milliohms

Volts

1,000,000

Microvolts

Volts

1,000

Millivolts

watts

1,000,000

Microwatts

Watts

.00 I

Kilowatts
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MACHINE SCREW SIZE CHART

NUMBERED DRILL SIZE AND DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS
DIAMETER IN Mll..S
031. 25
062.5
063 5
073
08 '?
08'
093
093.75
099.5
110
113
125
136
140
149.5
156.25
159
166
169.5
177
187.5
191
193.5
209
213
218
221
250
281. 25
312.5
343. 75
375
406.25
437.5
468.75
500
531. 25
562.5
593.75
625
656.25
687.5
718.75
750
812.5
875
937.5
1000

i'

It
fl

II
II

f,

Ii
[I

FRACTION

:NUMBERED DRILL

l/3:i
1/16

SCREW CLEARANCE

SCREW TAP-IRON

52

49

45
43
42

3/32

2-56

4-36 & 4-40

39
35
33

1/8

3-48

8-32
6-32

21
19
18
16

3/ 16

1/4
9/32
5/ 16
11/32
3/ 8
13/ 32
7/ 16
15/32

10-24
10-32
12-:D

8-32

12-24

11

10-24
10-32
12-:D

2

12-24

JO
4
3

7/32

6-32

4-36 & 4-40

29
28
25

5/32

2-56
3-48

14-24

I:

112

17/ 32
9/ 16
19/ 32
5/8
21/32
11/ 16
23/32
3/4
13/ 16
7/ 8
15/ 16
1 Inch

(To change mils to decimal fractions of an inch Move the decimal three digits left.)

COPPER WIRE TABLE
B&S
AWG
SIZE

[I

Ii

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38

40

DIA. OF
BARE WIRE
IN MILS
IO 1.9

80.81
64.08
50.82

40.30

31.96
25.35
:D.10
15.94
12.64
10.03
7.95
6. :1>5
5.00
3.96
3.145

APPROXIMATE TURNS
DIA.
PER LINEAR INCH••
SINGLE
FORMVAR•
FORMVAR
105.5
082. 7
065.9
052.4
041.8
033.4
026.6
021.3
016.9
013.5
010.9
008.8
007.0
005.6
004.5
003.6

8
10
13
17
21
26
33
42
52
64
80
98

124

155
193
239

s.s.c.

s.c.c.

18.9
23.6
29.4
36.5
45.3
55.6
68.6
83.3
101
l:D
143
166
194

9.3
11.5
14.2
17.9
22.0
27.0
34. 1
41. 5
50.2
60.2
71.5
83.6
97
111
126
140

CURRENT
CARRYING
CAPACITY
1500 CM/ AMP

FEET
PER
POUND

6.9
4.4
2. 7
1. 7
1. 1
.68
.43
.27
.17
.11
.067
.042
.026
.017

34.7
55.19
87.75
139.5
22L9
352.8
560.9
891.9
l,418
2.225
3,586
5, 701
9,065
14.410
22,920
36,440

.o 10

.006

SIZE

• Formv11r and Enamel are approximately the same•
.. The apparent discrepancy of formvar is due to ~ data - insulation thickness varies with different lllL!lufacQrers.

IO
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28

30

32
34
36
38

40
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MEISSNER INSTRUC'l'ION MANUAL

CONSTRUCTION HINTS FOR THE ·NOVICE
The following sequence for construction and checking ThordarsonMeissner kits and suggested circuits is offered to the ho~1st as it
was found practical in beginning radio construction classes. This
sequence of construction is applicable to kits and other circuits, to both
the beginner or novice and the eXJ)erlenced builder. It is an educational
technique and not a manufacturing practice.

FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE COMPONENTS

Learn to know the parts by their catalogue names and to identity
them by value at a glance. It is always well to know with what you are
work.Ing. This "thing-a-ma-jig" method doesn't help you visualize
your work. A mental picture-spatial relationship-of each components
comparative size, structure, construction, function, location of leads,
and identification markings are necessary to build with ease. See page
6 for identification.

FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE CIRCUITS
Learn to know the total circuits and each circuit of which it is
Composed. An easy way to learn the circuits ls as follows:
a. Block Diagram the job. Blocks might include Power Supply,
Output Stage, Driver stage, Detector, IF, Mixer, RF, etc.
b. Diagram or trace the filament or heater circuit (which is
common to all blocks) placing the tube socket prong numbers
in their sequential location. Sequence is particularly important
in AC·DC receiver circuits, as hum can be picked up with
improper sequence.
c. Diagram or trace the B+ source locating each tapped voltage.
Note that B + comes trom the cathode or the rectifier (tube or
dry disc.) check the B + return to the high voltage source.
This is usually the grounded center tap of the power trans!ormer.
d. Diagram or trace the parallel circuits t'i'om B - to the cathode
to each tube and from the plate to the load and thence back to
B+ . Notice that dropping resistors are by passed for either
Audio or R.F. currents and that the output voltage is isolated
from and serves as drive for the next stage.
e. Diagram or trace the series parallel circuits from B- to the
cathode of each tube and from the screen grid (G2) to B+ .
Notice that the screen grid current nows through the cathode
circuit. This ls important to remember when computing a
replacement for these parts as well as for 1>ower transformers.
f. Diagram or trace the control grid circuits (G 1 or GJ) trom the
source of voltage, condenser or coll, to the grid and from the
cathode to the grid return resistor or coll.
g. Diagram or trace any other circuits (i.e. suppressor-G3 •
Anodes, diodes, focusing electrodes, deflecting plates, etc.)
h. Study the pictoral diagram for location or parts and leads.
Alter familiarizing yourself with proper names of components,
the schematic diagram, and the pictoral diagram you are
ready to mount the parts and wire the circuits, testing as you
proceed.
I. Mount the large parts using lockwashers as described in the
paragraph on lockwashers. Locate as shown on the pictaial
diagi;arn.
II. Wire the power transformer primary or batteey connection and
the filament or heater circuits.
III. Test the filament or heater circuits by inserting the tubes and
seeing if they light.
IV. Remove the tubes and wire the power supplY.
V. Plug in the rectifier tube and test the power supply with a
D.C. voltmeter. Remember 100 MA through the heart will kill
you! To be safe make all connections with the plug out.
Using the plug as a switc.h.
VI. Wire the output stage if it can be tested with a signal input
stage.
VII. Test the wiring with a signal or test the wiring with an ohmmeter or voltmeter using the chart sup1>lied with the kit or
diagram.
.IX. Proceed stage by stajte.
X. Test stage by stage.
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82
81

090MC
.1r-.

80
1'J

78
77
76
75
7473
72
71
70
6~

68
67

TV

UHF

66
i;5

~
22

21
20
19

16
17

16

,...

I5

CITIZEN RADIO

,,
470 MC

460MC
LAND MOBILE PHONE
450MC
AMATEUR
42.0MC
GOVERNMENT
AND
ASSORTED
SERVICES
AMATEUR
GOVERNMENT
13
12
11
10

9
A

7

FREQUENCY
ALLOCATIONS
225MC
220MC
216MC

i

TV

l

174 MC

GOVERNMENT
AND OTHERS
AMATEUR

148 MC
144 MC

GOVERMENT
AND AERO
108 MC

FM
6

s
M081[E£'.'.FIXED PHONE

+

3
2

AMATEUR

ee~c
TV

1s ~c
72 !;iC
TV

54~C

50MC

VHF

